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INTRODUCTION

This document contains papers related to the NACA Conference on

"The Turbojet Engine for Supersonic Propulsion" held at the Lewis

Flight Propulsion Laboratory October 8 and 9, 1953. Much of the mat-

erial presented here was presented in the panel-type discussions of

the conference. In some cases, in order to supplement those discussions,

material not previously presented is included.

A llst of the conferees is included.

NATiONAL ADVISORY CO_ITTEE
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REQUIREMENTS OF COMPRESSORS FOR HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT

By Irving A. Johnsen and Robert O. Bullock
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INTRODUCTION

General considerations of the turbojet engine for supersonic-fllght

application indicate the desirability of minimum weight and maximum

efficiency in the engine components. It is apparent, therefore, that

compressor research and development should be directed at the attainment

of minimum compressor weight for given air-flow and pressure-ratio

capacity, while maintaining or increasing, if possible, the efficiency

level. This paper considers the general requirements of compressors

and indicates an approach optimizing the axial-flow-compressor component

of engines for supersonic flight.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OF COMPRESSORS

The desirable features of compressors can be conveniently divided

into two categories: (1) mechanical or physical characteristics, and

(2) aerodynamic characteristics. Physically, the compressor should be

small in size and weight, structurally reliable, and simple and inexpensive

to manufacture and maintain. In view of its importance in supersonic

propulsion, the size and weight aspect will be considered as the principal

objective in this category of mechanical characteristics. Because of the

degree to which ingenuity in mechanical design influences weight, however,

the aerodynamicist is forced to generalize the weight problem as one of

obtaining a compressor of minimum size. That is, if aerodynamic discoveries

permit both the diameter and the length of a compressor to be reduced

(in the manner indicated in fig. 1), it is likely that a saving in com-

pressor weight can be realized. This viewpoint will be taken in this

and succeeding papers.

The aerodynamic characteristics with which the compressor designer

is concerned include pressure ratio per stage, air flow per unit frontal

area, efficiency, and range. The first two of these form the basis for

a reduction in size and weight. That is, com@actness can be achieved by

increasing stage pressure ratios (reducing the number of stages required

for a given over-all pressure ratio), and increasing air-flow-handling

capacity (reducing the frontal area for a given air-flow requirement).

A general objective of compressor aerodynamic research can therefore

be stated as the desire to improve pressure-ratio and air-flow charac-

teristics of axial-flow compressors without sacrificing efficiency and

without penalizing the compressor structurally. Initially, this will be

considered as a "design-point" problem. Off-design characteristics,



such as ability to accelerate rapidly and to operate satisfactorily over
a wide range of flight conditions, becomeextremely important in super-
sonic-propulsion applications. However, thls problem is dealt with in
succeeding papers and need not be specifically considered at this time.

CONSIDERATIONSOFHIGH-PERFORMANCECOMPRESSORS

The ability of a compressor to handle high air flows per unit
frontal area is basically a function of the axial Machnumber (axial
componentof velocity of entering air flow) and the hub-to-tip radius
ratio of the compressor stage. The general relation between these
variables is illustrated in figure 2. It is apparent that, in order to
minimize the frontal area of the entrance stage of a multistage axial-
flow compressor, it is desirable to use a maximumflow area and amaximum
axial velocity.

The ability of a compressor to produce a high pressure ratio in a
single stage is to a large degree a function of the Machnumber relative
to the rotor blade and the rotor speed. As shown in figure 3, for a
typical design, appreciable increases in pressure ratio can be realized
through increases in relative Machnumberand rotational speed. There-
fore, with respect to both air-flow capacity and pressure ratio per
stage it is desirable to utilize high Machnumbers.

A second basic factor that influences stage pressure ratio is "blade
loading." Blade loading for the momentmaybe considered as the lift
obtainable from the airfoil that forms the compressor blade. As shownin
figure 4 for a rotor (without inlet guide vanes) operating at a rotational
speed of 1000 feet per second, substantial gains in pressure ratio can be
realized through increased blade loading.

In compressor design, as in most other fields, the optimizing of
one feature usually results in a sacrifice in someother feature. There-
fore, the parameters that control air-flow capacity and pressure ratio
per stage (axial Machnumber, hub-to-tip radius ratio, relative Mach
number, rotational speed, and blade loading) must be reexamined in terms
of their effect on the third important aerodynamic characteristic,
efficiency.

The influence of relative Machnumber on efficiency is illustrated
In figure 5. For conventional subsonic airfoil shapes, efficiency
remains at a hlgh level until a relatiwe Machnumber of the order of
0.7 to 0.8 is reached, after which there is a sharp reduction in effi-
ciency. Thls situation is analogous to that encountered in conventional
wings and propellers, where serious increases in loss levels occur as
sonic conditions are approached. As a result of this fact, the compres-
sor designer has usually been in the position of sacrificing either air
flow or pressure ratio in order to stay within reasonable efficiency
levels.
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Obviously, then, the first problem confronting the aerodynamlclst

in his attempt to optimize compressors is that of extending the Mach

number range over which the blade element can operate efficiently. He

must also establish the exact variation of efficiency or loss with Mach

number so as to give the designer the "design control" necessary to

establish precisely those compromises that he is willing to accept.

The second basic problem in compressor design concerns the factor

of blade loading. As previously discussed, high blade loadings are

desirable with respect to pressure ratio per stage. However, the effect

of loading on efficiency is shown in figure 6. Again, a limit appears

to exist above which sacrifices in efficiency must be accepted. It

would be desirable, through a fundamental understanding of the problem,

to extend the range of loading for high efficiency. This poses difficult

problems involving boundary-layer and pressure-gradlent phenomena,

however, and there is some question as to the magnitude of gains that

can be achieved. Therefore, for the moment, the emphasis will be placed

on the problem of determining the variation of loss with loading (as

required for design control), in order to establish a maximum practicable

value of blade loading for design purposes.

Although hub-to-tip radius ratio can be expected to have some effect

on aerodynamic performance, it will be shown later that these limits can

be essentially avoided by proper aerodynamic design. The radius-ratio

_roblem therefore reduces to one of structural strength. For high-speed,

highly loaded compressors such as are being considered here, this struc-

tural problem is significant. Therefore, in the design of blading and

the selection of rotatiomal speed, the designer must continually be

guided by th_ mechanical aspects of the problem. He must seek blading

forms that will minimize centrifugal and vibratory stresses, as well as

shapes which are easily machined. These considerations underlie the

discussions in the other papers on compressor aerodynamics, eventhough

they are not specifically mentioned.

From the aerodynamic point of view, therefore, the basic problem

facing the compressor designer can be restated as that of utilizing

high relative Mach numbers and high blade loadings, while maintaining

high efficiency levels. Significant strides in this direction have been

made through research. For example, as summarized in figure 7, the range

of relative _,_ch _umber over which high efficiencies can be maintained

has been extended to values above Mach number of 1.O. Compressors

operating in this Mach number region have been designated as "transonic"

compressors. The first transonic compressor investigated by the NACA

was designed to operate at a rotor-tip relative inlet Mach number of the

order of 1.1; a photograph of this rotor is shown in figure 8. The per-

formance of this compressor, operating as a complete stage, is shown in

figure 9 and reported in greater detail in references 1 and 2. As can

be seen, the performance characteristics of this initial transonic unit



were very good. A stage pressure ratio of 1.48 was obtained with an
air flow per unit frontal area of approximately 30 pounds per second
per square foot and a peak efficiency of the order of 0.90. In regard
to range, the stage is comparable to subsonic compressors. The transonic
compressor, therefore, represents a major advance in the compressor
field, in that it enables the designer simultaneously to increase air-
flow capacity and stage pressure ratio without sacrificing efficiency
or range.

However, the "design control" on this initial transonic compressor
was not as precise as desired; as indicated in figure 9, the pressure
ratio obtained at the peak efficiency or "design point" was higher than
anticipated, and the air flow somewhatless. Obviously, if the tran-
sonic compressor is to be utilized in engine applications, the perfor-
mance of the unit must be predicted rather accurately. Therefore, further
research was initiated at the Lewis laboratory to extend the available

knowledge on the transonic compressor. In the past l_ years, a great
deal of this research has been completed. Substantial gains have been
madein basic theory and design control, as well as in the extension
of the experimental experience to single-stage and multistage units that
are well-suited to the needs of the turbojet engine for supersonic pro-
pulsion. The following papers of this compressor aerodynamics discussion
are devoted to a summarization of the information gained through this
research.

cO
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF MACH NUMBER EFFECTS

ON COMPRESSOR BLADING

By John F. Klapproth

INTRODUCTION

The requirements of high flow capacity and stage pressure ratio,

which contribute to the desired compressor performance for supersonic

aircraft application, can theoretically be met by increasing both the

inlet axial velocity and the rotational speed. However, in order to

take advantage of the higher inlet velocity and rotor speed to improve

the performance over present levels, Mach numbers above the current

limit of approximately 0.8 must be utilized. The principal problem

then reduces to that of determining the blade shapes or the stage

design characteristics that permit operation in the transonic and low

supersonic Mach number range without undue sacrifice in efficiency.

The discussion in this paper will describe some of the causes for the

loss in efficiency observed with cascades of current blading and the

approach that has been used in an effort to reduce or eliminate the

usual Mach number restrictions.

HIGH-SPEED FLOW OVER CONVENTIONAL BLADING

Since conventional compressor blading consists of standard airfoil

shapes, the Mach number effects observed with usual subsonic airfoils

can be expected to appear in compressor operation. A typical flow pattern

observed over an isolated subsonic airfoil is shown in figure 1. For a

high subsonic Mach number, the flow accelerates to supersonic velocities

near the leading edge. Because of the curvature of the upper surface,

the flow expands supersonically, producing a region of supersonic flow

which must be decelerated back to the upstream subsonic Mach number.

This deceleration generally takes the form of s normal shock with an

attendant sudden increase in pressure across the shock. For entrance

Mach numbers producing only limited regions of supersonic flow, with

maximum surface Mach numbers of !.! or 1.15, the occurrence of the

normal shock does not usually produce a large loss in lift or increase

in drag. However, if the maximum surface Mach nu_oer exceeds about

1.25, the normal shock generally is accompanied by a pronounced separa-

tion, with an attendant loss in lift and very large increases in drag.

The Mach number effects observed in a cascade of blades are similar

to those of an isolated airfoil (fig. 2). The effect of cascading, how-

ever, produces a section of minimum area, which limits the maximum mass

flow that can be passed through the cascade. This area restriction
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forces the cascade to operate at an angle of attack, resulting in a pro-
nounced supersonic expansion near the leading edge of the blade. In
addition, the static-pressure rise across the cascade produces a larger
change from the minimumpressure to the exit pressure than otherwise
occurs on an isolated airfoil. The combination of these factors leads
to generally more severe losses at high Machnumberfor the cascade than
for the isolated airfoil. The rapid expansion near the leading edge,
as well as the low exit velocity, is illustrated in figure Z, which shows
a typical velocity distribution over a subsonic airfoil in cascade at
high Machnumber.

Schlieren photographs of high-speed flow over a range of Machnumber
through a cascade of conventional blades are shownin figure 4. The
tendency to form a shock is observed at an entrance Machnumberof 0.75.
Very pronounced shock formations are observed at a Machnumber of 0.82,
although flow separation is not severe. At Machnumbersof 0.88 and
above, a very definite flow separation occurs, increasing markedly with
Machnumber. These observations are reported for a similar cascade in
reference 1.

The observation that both isolated airfoils and cascades operate
satisfactorily with local regions of supersonic flow indicates that
supersonic Machnumbers in themselves do not constitute an invariable
limit. The large static-pressure rise associated with normal shocks
at the higher Machnumbersmayreasonably be expected to be the cause
of flow separation. If it is assumedthat the pressure or velocity_
distribution .............. _ruunu airfoil is the principal factor affect-

ing the blade-row performance, then the problems arise as to (i) the

proper choice of the velocity distribution and (2) the computation of

the blade shape to give the desired distribution. The approximate
determination of the blade shapes for a prescribed velocity distribution

will be discussed in the following section.

$
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BLADE DESIGN

Prescribed velocity distribution. - On the basis of the preceding

discussion, the design should control the velocity change that occurs

through the shock system. However, the accurate determination of the

shock system is questionable; consequently, the control of this velocity

change specifically is difficult to achieve. A more convenient approach

to the design would be to restrict the over-all velocity change on the

suction surface from the peak or maximum velocity to the minimum or exit

velocity. The velocity change that occurred through the shock system

should then be less than or at most equal to this maximum velocity change.
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A dimensionless parameter used to express the velocity change is

the ratio

Vma x - Vmi n = Vmax _ Ve_____x

Vent Vent Vent

where Vma x is the maximum velocity; Vent, the entrance velocity; Vmln,

the minumum velocity; and Vex, the exit velocity. For isolated airfoils,

Vex/Ven t = 1.O; however, for compressor blade rows this term is less than

1.O, and the value of Vmax_en t must be reduced to maintain the desired

velocity ratio. The velocity ratio and its design use in terms of a

diffusion factor will be discussed more completely in the following paper

(or ref. 2).

The selection of the ratio between the maximum and exit velocities,

as well as the variation of the velocity along the suction surface,

should ideally be based on considerations of the boundary layer. However,

a much easier starting point is to assume the approximate velocity dis-

tribution existing on an airfoil which has good performance characteris-

tics in low-speed cascades. Such a distribution, approximated from the

_= t_o_ _-_i at an angle re _++_ ne _o _ _n]_d_¢.v of 1.00. and

an entrance flow angle of 60° (fig. 56, ref. 5), is shown in figure 5

plotted against percent of the axial length of the blade. The ratio of

the maximum to exit velocity is held equal to 1.57. Because of the

change in mean velocity occurring across the cascade, the maximum sur-

face velocity for the blade in cascade is only 1.12 times the entering

velocity.

Computation of blade shapes. - The accurate computation of the

blade shape is practically impossible for the Mach number range of

interest. The flow field is a mixed supersonic and subsonic field;

and, in addition, the passage or stream-tube height decreases through

the blade row. However, by applying approximate methods, a qualitative

picture may be obtained of the effect of Mach number on blade camber

and thickness distribution.

The approach follows that used in channel-flow solutions (ref. 4),

where the mean channel velocity is assumed equal to an average of the

blade-surface velocities. The pressure difference across the blade is

assumed equal to the rate of change in moment of momentum of the average

velocity. These assumptions have been found reasonably accurate for

high-solidity blade rows, but for solidities below about 1.5, the

results must be considered qualitative. Because of the simplicity of

the method, mixed-flow regimes may be considered. The computational

procedure of reference 4 gives the direction of the mean flow line, the

blade-thickness term, and the required solidity. If the blade mean line

is assumed to follow the flow mean line, then the blade shapes can be
obtained.
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The preceding approach is used to compute the approximate blade
shape for a given prescribed velocity distribution for several relative
entrance Machnumbers. The resulting blade shapes can be used only to
obtain general trends that might be expected from high-speed blading.
For the example, the prescribed velocity distribution of figure 5 is used
with inlet flow angles of 55° and exit angles of 40° and with a constant
axial velocity across the blade row. Blade shapes are determined for
incompressible flow and for inlet Machnumbersof 0.8, 1.2, a_d 1.4.
Because of the density change across the rotor at the higher Machnumbers,
the required stream-tube height at the blade exit becomesappreciably
smaller than that at the inlet (for the case of a Machnumber of 1.4,
the ratio of the exit to inlet stream-tube height is only 0.67).

The blade shapes obtained for the example are shownin figure 6. For
incompressible flow, the blade resembles the conventional subsonic airfoil,
with the exception that the leading-edge radius is small. Because of the
assumption of similar meanvelocity and loading distribution, the mean
lines for all Machnumbers are very similar. The principal effect of the
increased Machnumber is the reduction in the maximumblade thickness,
as might be expected from single airfoil theory. The position of maxi-
mumthickness shifts slightly toward the rear of the blade with increas-
ing Machnumber, so that at a relative entrance Machnumber of 1.2, the
thickness distribution is nearly symmetrical. The meanline of the blade
is close to a circular arc; consequently, the blade shape for a Mach
number of 1.2 can be approximated closely by the double circular-arc-type
airfoil.

The solidity necessary to maintain the prescribed velocity ratios
increased very slightly with Machnumber, ranging from 1.04 for the
incompressible case to 1.08 for a Machnumber of 1.A.

I
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Compressorblade shapes similar to those obtained in the example have
been experimentally investigated over a range of inlet Machnumber as
single-stage rotors. Blade shapes very close to the double circular arc
were used in a rotor having a design tip speed of i000 feet per second and
a tip relative Mach number of i.I. The performance for this rotor is

shown in figure 7. The rotor gave good performance at design speed and

showed no sacrifice in part-speed operation due to the small leading-edge

radii (refs. 5 and 6).

Blade shapes similar to that obtained for the inlet Mach number of

I.A were used in the design of a compressor having a design tip speed of

1400 feet per second. The performance of this rotor is shown in figure 8.

Here again, acceptable efficiencies were obtained at the higher tip speeds

with no significant sacrifice in part-speed performance. The low values
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of mass flow per unit frontal area are due to the high inlet hub-tip ratio

of 0.7. At maximum-efficiency design-speed operation, the stator-entrance

Mach number was less than 0.85 and the stator-entrance angle was about
45 ° . The exit distribution was similar to that obtained in the usual

transonic rotors, and stator design was not considered a serious problem.

The effect of Mach number on over-all performance may be illustrated

by figure 9, where the rotor efficiency is plotted as a function of tip

relative Mach number. On the basis of the limited data available, the

effect of Mach number on efficiency will be small if adequate care is

taken in using blade shapes and solidlties to limit the maximum velocities

occurring on the blade surfaces. The very significant increase in stage

pressure ratio available by use of the increased relative Mach numbers

and higher rotor speeds is also illustrated.

C0NCLUSIONS

On the basis of limited experimental results, the control of the

blade-surface velocity extremes appears to be a more critical factor

in the design of high-speed compressor blading than an isolated Mach

nu_oer effect. Efficient operation of compressors with relative Mach
numbers to 1.4 has been obtained.

By use of a very approximate design method to obtain a qualitative

picture of the effect of Mach number on blade shapes, the following
observations were made:

1. The stream-tube height across the blade row must be appreciably
reduced for higher Mach numbers.

2. A double circular-arc airfoil approximates the blade shape
obtained for Mach numbers of about 1.2.

5. The principle effects of increasing Mach number were to reduce

the blade thickness, shift the position of maximum thickness toward the

rear of the blade, and increase the solidity slightly.
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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPRESSOR BLADE ELEMENTS

By Seymour Lieblein

INTRODUCTION

The paper by Klapproth discusses some of the problems and accomplish-

ments associated with the development of compressor blading for rotor

operation at transonic relative inlet Mach numbers. The present paper

discusses several additional flow characteristics of compressor blade

elements and presents some recent results obtained from an analysis of

these characteristics. The principal blade-element characteristics

discussed are: (1) the design angle of incidence (similar to angle

of attack of a wing), (2) the magnitude of the loss in total pressure

across the blade_ and (3) the blade deviation angle, which determines

the direction of the outlet air. The basic parameters defining the flow

across blade elements are illustrated in figure 1.

With regard to research, the approach to the problem of obtaining

good design control involves a detailed analysis of the basic flow

phenomena in compressor blad_ elements. From this fundamental under-

standing of the flow can then be evolved a series of empirical correlations

and analytical relations that describe the variation of the principal

flow characteristics and limitations over a wide range of operating con-

ditions. At the same time, techniques must be developed for incorporating

this information into the compressor design procedure in a simple and

accurate manner.

DESIGN INCIDENCE ANGLE

Experiences with compressor blade sections have shown that a con-

siderable reduction in the low-loss range of operation occurs as the

inlet Mach number is increased into the transonic range. Typical examples

of the variation of total-pressure loss coefficient with air incidence

angle in the tip region of a transonic-compressor rotor blade at increas-

ing levels of relative inlet Mach number are shown in figure 2. Each

curv_ _pp_n_ the range _? _=_+_ _t a given rotor wheel ....

The Mach numbers shown in the figure are the values at the points of

minimum loss. Total-pressure loss coefficient is defined as the ratio

of the relative drop in total pressure across the blade to the difference

between total and static pressure at the inlet to the blade (see ref. 1).

It can be readily seen from the figure that in the transonic range of

inlet Mach number_ the design incidence angle must be known within

very close tolerances if minimum loss is to be obtained. (Design in-

cidence angle is defined as the incidence angle at minimum loss

coefficient. )
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The reduction in range of operation at the higher Machnumber levels
is a result of compressibility effects on the blade sections. Because of
the high values of inlet Machnumber, small variations in the inlet flow
direction above and below the best approach angle result in very rapid
accelerations of the flow around the leading edge of the blade, with the
subsequent formation of strong shocks and flow separation. Limited
experimental data from transonic rotors indicate a small gradual increase
in the magnitude of the minimumloss angle of incidence as the Machnumber
is increased above values of about 0.75 to 0.85 (fig. 2). However, in the
absence of practical theory describing the velocity distributions in the
approach and inlet regions of the blade element in the transonic range,
these high-speed characteristics cannot be accurately determined. (The
calculation methods used in the paper by Klapproth are not sufficiently
accurate for this problem.)

Somegeneral observations can be made, however, from an examination
of the problem. For blade configurations involving high solidities and
low blade-chord angles, as is the case for the hub region of a rotor, the
necessity of angles of incidence of several degrees positive becomes

apparent from an inspection of the variation of the blade passage area.

In figure 3 is shown a typical hub-section blade passage. If the approach

direction A 1 is at a negative angle of incidence -i, as shown by the

dashed lines, a minimum area ratio will be formed in the inlet region of

the passage which will ultimately result in a premature choking of the

flow as the inlet Mach number is increased. At some positive angle of

incidence +i, however, as illustrated by the solid approach lines, the

approach area A2 becomes approximately equal to the passage throat

area, and higher values of inlet Mach number can then be tolerated.

For the rotor tip region, where the solidity is low and the blade-chord

angles are high, however, the previous one-dimensional picture becomes

questionable because of the absence of a well-defined blade passage.

For example, as shown in figure 3 for a typical tip-section configuration,

the minimum flow area may occur outside the blade-passage throat. At

the moment, the determination of design incidence angle in the transonic

range appears to be primarily an experimental problem.

!
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TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSS

The efficiency of a compressor stage at its design condition is

determined by the magnitude of the minimum loss of the blade elements

in conjunction with the work input level of the rotor. At first thought,

it would appear that operation at higher levels of inlet Mach number and

pressure ratio would necessarily increase the total-pressure losses across

the blade rows, and therefore would result in lower levels of stage

efficiency. However, it must be kept in mind that efficiency is a func-

tion of both loss and pressure-ratio level; and therefore the success of

the high-performance stage will depend on the relative rates of increase

of loss and work level with increasing Mach number. In general, the
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greater the pressure ratio, the larger the loss may be for the same

efficiency. This consideration is demonstrated in figure 4, which shows

the variation of rotor relative total-pressure loss coefficient with

stage pressure ratio that is allowable in order to maintain a stage

efficiency of 0.90 at rotor-inlet Mach numbers of 0.75 (conventional

subsonic) and 1.1 (transonic). For example, an increase in stage pres-

sure ratio from 1.2 to 1.4 at either Mach number level can be accomplished
without sacrifice in efficiency even if the rotor loss coefficient is

approximately doubled.

The curves of figure 4 also provide some insight into a comparative

evaluation of the design characteristics of subsonic and transonic stages.

At best, the transonic blade element can have a loss coefficient equal to

the loss coefficient of the subsonic blade element. Thus, for the same

loss coefficient, if a transonic stage operating at a rotor-inlet Mach

number of i.I is to have the same stage efficiency as a conventional

subsonic stage operating at a rotor-inlet Mach number of 0.75 and pres-

sure ratio of 1.25, it must produce a pressure ratio of at least about
1.4.

The accurate prediction or control of efficiency in axial-flow com-

pressors has been very difficult to achieve beca1_se of a g_ners! ]_ck of

specific data concerning the various losses occurring in compressor blade

rows. Aside from three-dimensional end effects, the principal factors

contributing to the loss across individual compressor blade elements

are recognized as (i) the relative inlet Mach number (compressibility and

shock losses) and (2) the blade loading (a measure of the strength of

the velocity gradients and therefore the boundary-layer growth on the

blade surfaces).

Mach number. - As indicated in the previous paper, the principal

difficulty with compressibility effects occurs when the surface shock

waves become sufficiently strong to result in a separation of the bound-

ary layer behind the shock. Shock separation is generally indicated by

a relatively sharp increase in loss as Mach number is increased. An

example of a loss against Mach number curve for a conventional 10-

percent-thick 65-series blade section in a two-dimensional cascade and in

several compressor stators and rotors is shown in figure 5. Each sym2ool

represents a particular tip speed for a particular compressor. A

noticeable limitation is indicated for this blade. In the transonic

compressor, the picture is somewhat complicated by the close relation

between blade loading and inlet Mach number. For example, for an

experimentally determined loss value at high rotor relative Mach numbers_

it is difficult to ascertain the degree to which the high loss is a

result of the shock effects or of the blade loading, since both generally

increase with increasing Mach number. Extensive experimental and analytical

research will be necessary to establish the relations among inlet Mach

number, blade loading, and loss for compressor blade rows.
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Blade loading. - In general, at design incidence angle, the vel-

ocity along the suction surface of a compressor blade attains some maxi-

mum value in the inlet region of the blade and then decreases to the

level of the outlet velocity at the trailing edge. Recent studies of

boundary-layer theory have indicated that it is primarily the difference

between the maximum surface velocity and the outlet velocity that con-

trols the growth of the boundary layer on the blade suction surface.

For high values of pressure rise, this velocity difference may become

large and may result in a separation of the boundary layer, a condition

referred to as blade stall.

As a general design procedure, it is impractical to compute suction-

surface velocities for various blade shapes over wide ranges of design

conditions. In the interest of simplicity, it was desirable to obtain

an approximate blade-loading parameter based on the suction-surface

velocity difference but expressed in terms of the over-all velocities

and geometry of the element.

In isolated-airfoil theory, the measure of blade loading and stall

is given in terms of the well-known lift coefficient. However, the lift

coefficient when applied to compressors of high pressure rise has not

been universally successful. For the isolated airfoil, since the out-

let velocity is always equal to the inlet velocity, the suction-surface

velocity difference is generally directly proportional to the lift

coefficient. In the compressor blade row, however, because of the over-

all pressure rise, the outlet velocity is less than the inlet velocity,

and the suction-surface velocity difference is then no longer uniquely

proportional to the lift coefficient. It was necessary, therefore, to

develop new loading parameters that are more applicable to compressor

design. One of these parameters9 the diffusion factor, has been very

successful in correlating cascade and single-stage compressor losses

(ref. 1). The basis of the development of the diffusion factor is shown

in figure 6. Specifically, the diffusion factor, by means of several

simplifying approximations and assumptions, is an approximate relation

that describes the maximum suction-surface velocity difference of a

typical compressor blade velocity distribution at design incidence angle

with the over-all velocity characteristics and geometry of the blade

element. The symbol _ in figure 6 is the solidity of the element

defined as ratio of blade chord to spacing (see fig. 1).

Examples of rotor and stator loss correlations are shown in figure
7. Data for the stator loss correlation were obtained from hub-, tip-,

and mean-radius regions. At the rotor hub-radius and mean-radius regions,

the loss trend is similar to that in the stator. An interesting result

of the analysis was the tip-region loss correlation for the rotors.

Inasmuch as the tip-region losses are primarily the result of blade

end effects (data were obtained at points approximately 12 percent of

the radial passage height away from the rotor tip), it appears that the

o0
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blade-element loading in this region is related to the strength of the

clearance and end effects. At least as far as the inlet stage is con-

cerned, the rotor tip diffusion factor appears to be the principal

determinant of the efficiency of the stage.

The development of a satisfactory blade-loading parameter, like the

diffusion factor, provides additional uses in the analysis of experimental

data and of desirable velocity diagrams. Compressor test data indicate

an increase in blade-element loss coefficient as inlet Mach number is

increased into the transonic range (see fig. 2). First thought would

be to attribute the poorer performance to shock losses. However, this

may not necessarily be the case, since the blade loading also becomes

greater as Mach number is increased. For example, in figures 8(a), (b)3

and (c) are shown the variations of relative inlet Mach number_ diffu-

sion factor, and loss coefficient with incidence angle for the tip

region of a transonic rotor (ref. 2). A plot of loss coefficient

against diffusion factor in the minimum loss range is then shown in

figure 8(d) in comparison with the limits of data obtained for blades

operating below their limiting (high shock loss) Mach numbers shown in

figure 7. Thus the increased loss at the higher Mach number level can

be explained on the basis of the increased diffusion factor. If strong

_i_ i ..... _o_ _ p_+ +_ _ pni_ _ _h_ hi_her speed

levels in figure 8(d) would be expected to be greater in magnitude than
observed.

Velocity diagram analysis. - The use of the blade-element diffusion

factor in velocity diagram analysis is illustrated in the following

calculation. For a conventional constant-work-input, subsonic inlet

stage with inlet guide vanes operating at a specific weight flow of 27

pounds per second per square foot frontal area (0.5 inlet hub-tip ratio)

and a maximum rotor-inlet Mach number of 0.75, a maximum stage pressure

ratio of 1.20 is indicated for a tip diffusion factor of 0.4. This sub-

sonic stage will then appear as shown on the allowable loss curve of

figure 4. For a constant-work-input transonic stage operating at a

rotor tip relative inlet Mach number of 1.1 (no inlet guide vanes) at

the same tip speed and at a specific weight flow of 31 pounds per second

per square foot frontal area (0.5 inlet hub-tip ratio), a maximum stage

pressure ratio of 1.38 can be obtained for the same rotor tip diffusion

factor of 0.d and same solidity (also same stator conditions). The

transonic stage is also shown in figure 4. Thus, it is seen from figure

4 that, even if the loss coefficient of the transonic stage is increased

slightly, it is still possible to achieve the same efficiency as the

subsonic stage. Loss coefficients for the transonic rotor not measurably

greater than the loss coefficients of the subsonic rotor are entirely

reasonable, since, in general, the blade loading losses will be about

the same (same diffusion factor) and since recent experimental evidence

seems to indicate that, for properly designed blading, shock losses

remain small for inlet Mach numbers up to about 1.1.
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Onthe basis of the preceding analysis, a better insight can be
gained into the reasons for the initial success of the transonic inlet
stage. First, with the elimination of the rotation introduced by the
inlet guide vanes, the steep radial gradient of axial velocity at the
rotor outlet, which resulted in a large drop in axial velocity across
the rotor tip, was eliminated. The absence of this large diffusion in
relative velocity across the rotor tip in the transonic rotor then
permitted a muchhigher change in tangential velocity _Ve and there-
fore pressure ratio to be achieved before the limiting diffusion factor
was attained (see equation and velocity diagram of fig. 6). At the same
time, the thinner blade_ kept the shock losses downand maintained a
comparable level of total loss. The combination of higher pressure ratio
and equivalent loss coefficients then maintained the over-all efficiency
level at the higher Machnumbers. Thus, within limits, the transonic
configuration presents a compressor stage that is inherently capable of
producing at least the sameefficiencies as conventional subsonic stages
at higher levels of pressure ratio and flow capacity.

cO
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DEVIATION ANGLE

The third problem involves the accurate control over the direction

of the flow leaving the blade element. Flow outlet angles are usually

considered in terms of the deviation angle. As shown in figure l, the

deviation angle is defined as the difference between the angle of the

air leaving the blade and the angle of the blade trailing edge. Figure 9

illustrates the calculated magnitudes of the differences in pressure

ratio and diffusion factor resulting from a misdesign in rotor-outlet

(deviation) angle for a typical rotor of an inlet stage. Blade elements

that will produce the desired flow conditions must therefore be designed

with great care, particularly in the tip region of the rotor.

The importance of the establishment of good design control in high-

performance compressors was clearly indicated by the performance of early

transonic rotors. For the transonic unlt shown in figure 9 of the paper

by Johnsen and Bullock, although very good efficiency was obtained, the

values of pressure ratio and weight flow at design spped were different

from the design values. These differences in performance were the result

of a general lack of knowledge of the flow characteristics of transonic

blade elements.

The most accurate source of deviation angle data is direct investiga-

tions of compressors operating in the transonic range. However, data from

rotating units are limited and relatively difficult to obtain. Fortunately,

experiences have indicated that Mach number level has a negligible effect

on the magnitude of the deviation angle as long as the losses are kept low.

Therefore, if attention is restricted to the design incldence-angle setting

(condition of minimum loss), It may be possible to utilize low-speed
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considerations in predicting deviation angles for transonic application.

In view of the fact that deviation angle varies substantially with blade

camber, solidity, and air inlet angle, the determination of deviation-

angle data at design incidence angle over a wide range of blade con-

figurations is a large undertaking. Accordingly, the possibility of

using potential flow theory in establishing the basic trends of vari-

ation of the deviation angle was investigated.

The use of a circular-arc mean line as a satisfactory camber shape

for transonic application simplifies the problem to a large extent

because of the availability of cascade data and potential theory for

this blade shape. Low-speed deviation-angle data for circular-arc mean

lines can be readily obtained from the theory of reference 5 and, for

a more limited range, from Carter's rule (ref. 4). The theory of ref-

erences 5 and 4 indicates that, at constant solidity, the deviation

angle at design incidence angle will vary very nearly linearly with

camber angle for given values of air inlet angle.

In investigating the applicability of the theoretical variations of

deviation angle, use w_s made of the extensive low-speed cascade data for

the 65-series blade presented in reference 5. The 65-series mean line

very close to a c_reu!sr arc in shape and can be e_pressed in terms of

an "equivalent" circular arc having the same maximum camber as shown in

figure I0. Examples of the variation of deviation angle at midpoint of

the loss range with camber angle for the data of reference 5 are shown in

figure ii for a solidity of unity. (The data points for the largest

values of camber at an air inlet angle of 45 ° and 60 ° were omitted

because of excessive boundary-layer separation at these conditions.)

The theoretical curves in figure ii indicated by the solid line were

obtained by applying the theory of reference 3 and displacing the result-

ing values upward by an amount (constant with camber) necessary to give

the best correlation at each inlet angle. The increase in the theoretically

derived deviation angles is necessary because the theory of reference 5

considers an airfoil of zero thickness, so that, for the uncambered element,

the deviation angle is zero. For blades with finite thickness, howeverj

potential theory indicates that the deviation angle for the uncambered

airfoil is generally not zero, but is some finite positive quantity which

becomes larger as the solidity and air inlet angle are increased. An

upward displacement of the theoretical values should therefore be expected

for usual circular-arc profiles. Good correlation is thus obtained

when the thickness effect is considered.

These preliminary results suggest the possibility of the use of

potential theory in conjunction with experimentally determined deviation-

angle characteristics of the uncambered or symmetrical profile as a simple

approach to the problem of the establishment of deviation-angle design

data for the compressor. However, further work along these lines is

required, particulsrly with respect to experimental verification in the

actual compressor, before reliable design data can be presented.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The preceding discussion has attempted to demonstrate the impor-

tance of accurate and extensive knowledge of the flow characteristics of

individual blade elements in the successful development of high perform-

ance compressors. A detailed knowledge of blade-element flow is desir-

able not only for obtaining a better understanding of the actual com-

pressor flow but as a means of developing improved design techniques

and basic loss and devlation-angle data. It is hoped that the problems

discussed and results presented will be of some help to the compressor

designer and also encourage further work in the study of compressor
blade-element characteristics.
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APPLICATION OF BLADE ELEMENT DATA TO STAGE DESIGN

By James E. Hatch and Harold B. Finger
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INTRODUCTION

Thus far In the discussion of the compressor design and performance

analysis, the performance of a blade element has been the principal con-

sideration; that Is3 the turning and loss characteristics of a row of

blades along a given streamline as well as some Idea of limits of en-

vironment have been studied. A full blade row, however, is made up of

an infinite number of these blade element sections stacked one on the

other along the radius (fig. 1). Therefore, it becomes necessary to

determine the basic flow relations that must be satisfied to stack these

blade elements properly so that all the elements together will give the

desired blade row performance. The importance of the proper means of

stacking the blade elements is demonstrated by the following examples.

To illustrate this problem, in the design procedure (as has been

done in some cases), the axial flow in the annulus between the rotor

and the casing after the compressor inlet guide vanes is assumed to be

similar to the parabolic-shaped flow obtained in a pipe (fig. 2). The

blade elements at each radial position are then set to operate at a low

loss value of incidence angle. If the velocity distribution behind

these guide vanes is then actually measured 3 the type of axial velocity

distribution would be that shown (fig. 2). The actual velocity distri-

bution would depend upon the amount and distribution of turning in the

inlet guide vanes. In terms of the angle of incidence on the blade

elements 3 this actual velocity distribution would give the results indi-

cated in figure _. Obviously, the sections are not operating at the

low loss values of incidence angle intended. Poor performance at the

design point would result from a lack of understanding of a basic law

of nature - that radial distribution of axial velocity depends on the

magnitude and distribution of the turning.

A similar case which requires a complete knowledge of the funda-

mental laws governing the blade element stacking technique is to sup-

pose that this actual measured velocity distribution at the inlet to

the rotor row is used and the rotor blade elements are set at the proper

angles for this distribution. Then# if the axial velocity distribution

after the blade row is assumed to be the same as that at the inlet of

the blade row (again, as has been done in some design procedures), with

a correction in velocity magnitude determined from the density rise 3 a

condition exists such as shoe in figure 4. If the velocity distribu-

tion after the rotor row is measured, a condition as shown in the fig-

ure actually exists; that Is, the axial velocity is lower than the

assumed design value at the tip and is higher at the hub. If a stream-

line is drawn across the rotor row, it is immediately apparent that
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there must be a radial displacement of this streamline inward. There-
fore, in addition to the statlc-pressure rise resulting across the blade
row from the turning in the given blade element, there is an additional
statlc-pressure rise at the tip region caused by the action of radial
equilibrium, as indicated by the decreased axial velocity. If the de-
signer ignored this change in axial velocity distrlbutlon3 the diffusion
factor discussed by Lieblein might be exceeded and losses over and above
those expected from the original design assumptions would result. In
addition, the following stator row would be poorly matched for the actual
velocity distribution. Therefore, when given the radial distribution of
turning, it becomesimportant to know how to predict accurately the
resulting velocity distributions before and after each blade row so that
the desired performance can be obtained.

O_
O

PREDICTION OF AXIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

In order to predict the flow distributions between the blade rows

of the axial-flow compressor and to determine the streamlines along

which the blade sections must be stacked, the fundamental flow laws

that govern these flow distributions must be established. The funda-

mental relation is Newton's law, or expressed more explicitly for the

present flow process3 the radial component of the Euler equations. It

is apparent that stable flow between blade rows requires that all forces

be in equilibrium. Consider the radial forces on a particle of fluid

in the annular space of an axlal-flow compressor (fig. 5). The veloc-

ity of the p_Icle can be broken down into radial, tangential, and

axial components. Just as for anything moving in a circular path, the

tangential velocity of the particle requires that a force be applied

in the radla_ direction to balance the acceleration force required to

keep the particle moving on its circular path. In the case of solids3

the force is supplied by some internal stress; in the case of the fluid

particle, the force is supplied by a pressure gradient in the radial

direction; that is, static pressure increases toward the tip and the

greater the radius ratio, the greater the pressure difference.

If it is assumed that the centrifugal force due to the tangential

velocity Is Just balanced by the pressure force, then the radial dis-

tribution of axial velocity can be computed. For a typical inlet stage

of a multistage compressor 3 the axial velocity distribution outside

the boundary layer after the first rotor row might then compare with the

measured distribution approximately as shown in figure 6. It is appar-

ent that this means of determining the velocity distribution is fairly

accurate for this particular case in the outer portion of the blade

height, but deviates near the hub of the blade. The deviation near

the hub appears to be the result of an additional centrifugal force

term which is indicated in figure 7.
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In addition to the centrifugal force resulting from the tangential

velocity, there is a centrifugal force resulting from the curvature of

the streamlines in the radial-axial plane. It is apparent that there is

a "tangential" velocity associated wlth the streamline curvature in this

plane which produces am additional centrifugal force that must be bal-

anced by an additional pressure force in the radial direction. The

proper consideration of this additional centrifugal force which appears

to exist principally in those stages having long blades, as has been

discussed in reference l, would cause the calculated and measured axial

velocities to agree well over the entire blade height.

The preceding discussion has been related to the application of

the fundamental flow laws to the radial distribution of axial velocity

after a blade row in an inlet stage of the compressor. A marked dif-

ference exists, however, in the rear stages of the axial flow unit where

radius ratio is low. This marked difference is immediately apparent if

the radial distribution of axial velocity in the front stages of the

compressor is compared with the distribution in the rear stages (fig. 8).

In the front stages, the velocities are determined primarily by the

blade design, with only small regions of deviation from the blade design

indicated near the annulus walls in the boundary-layer regions. In the

r_&r stages _rl_t.h their short blades, however_ the flow becomes more

similar to that in a pipe. Here it is apparent that the accumulated

effects of secondary flows and wall boundary layer become a more prom-

inent determinant of the flow distribution than the centrifugal force

term. Therefore, it is to be expected that the loss gradient associated

with these losses may have an appreciable effect on the velocities in

the rear stages of a compressor. This has been found to be the case,

as illustrated in figure 9, after a stator blade in the last stage of

a multistage compressor. Indicated in the figure are the velocity dis-

tributions as measured and the velocity distributions as calculated by

considering only the balance of pressure and centrifugal forces result-

ing from the tangential velocity component and assuming that the radial

gradient of loss is zero. In figure l0 is shown the velocity distribu-

tion as calculated considering the same balance of pressure and centrif-

ugal forces but including the effect of the loss gradient at this sec-

tion. It is apparent that the inclusion of the loss term in the steady-

flow energy equation permits accurate prediction of the velocity dis-

tribution in the rear stages of the multistage unit. This has been

verified in an unpublished analysis. Therefore, the ability to design

a compressor accurately requires a knowledge of the blade element losses

and turning angle distribution as well as complete application of the
fundamental flow laws.

So far, consideration has been given only to the region of flow in

the main stream. For a viscous fluid, the measured velocity in the

region near the inner and outer walls decreases rapidly and falls to

zero at the wall. This region of rapid change in velocity is known as
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the boundary layer. The conventional method of accounting for this

phenomenon in the design procedure has been to increase the annulus

area by an amount equal to an estimated boundary-layer displacement

thickness to assure the attainment of design weight flow and to apprOxi-

mate more nearly design incidence angles on the blade sections in the

portion of flow outside the boundary layer. However_ if a great amount

of accuracy is required, recent investigations have shown that if the

change of losses with radius could be evaluated in regions near the

walls, an accurate check between design and measured axial velocity

distributions would be found. Thus, the need for applying an esti-

mated boundary-layer blockage factor could be eliminated.

L_
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is evident that if good design control is to be achieved, the

compressor must be designed by taking into account those of the funda-

mental factors upon which the axial velocity distribution is dependent

at all stations in the compressor where experience has indicated this

is required. The radial distribution of axial velocity may be accu-

rately predicted after all blade rows if reliable loss and turning angle
information for each blade section is available.
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SINGLE-STAGE RESULTS AIMED AT SATISFYING SUPERSONIC

ENGINE REQUIREMENTS

By Harold B. Finger and William H. Robbins

INTRODUCTI ON

It has been stated in the introductory paper that the NACA re-

search program is directed toward reduction In diameter and length

of compressors, while maintaining good efficiency and range charac-
teristics of the unit. Johnson and Bullock indicated the research

approach to be one of increasing air flow per square foot of rotor

frontal area and of decreasing the number of stages required to de-

velop a specified over-all pressure ratio. _ne previous three papers

have presented design criteria and design procedures that have been

established by research for the transonic compressor.

This paper discusses the results obtained in single-stage com-

pressor investigations in which these principles have been applied

_ stages _+_,T__ _j_ compressor _'_+_ _ +_ _,__

engine. In addition, it will be shown that these compressors ex-

hibit improvements over conventional subsonic compressor designs

in air-flow and pressure-ratlo characteristics which were attained

by the use of transonic stages of reduced hub-tip radius ratios and

reduced blade-chord length.

PERFORMANCE OF ROTOR WITH AND WITHOUT INLET GUIDE VANES

The marked advantages of the high Mach number transonic com-

pressor design over conventional subsonic designs is demonstrated by

a single-stage investigation conducted at the Lewis laboratory (ref. 1).

This investigation demonstrates the "gain all, lose nothing" charac-

teristic of the transonic compressor in achieving the requirements

of the supersonic engine. A stage was designed using circular-arc

airfoil sections in the rotor with inlet guide vanes to give a pre-
whirl to the air in the direction of rotor rotation so as to limit

the Mach number relative to the rotor tip to 0.8. The hub-tip ra-

dius ratio of this rotor was 0.5. Thus, the rotor incidence angles

were set for a design condition utilizing essentially "wheel-type

rotation" (tangential velocity is proportional to radius) guide

vanes, and the turning or camber of the blade was set to give a

constant work from root to tip of the blade. The rotor design was

flexible in that the rotor-blade-profile shape and rotor-blade

setting angles would accommodate operation both with and with-

out guide vanes. This stage was investigated over a wide range
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of blade speeds and flows both with and without inlet guide vanes in°
stalled. A comparison of the performance of the two resulting stages
is presented in figure 1 in terms of efficiency, pressure ratio, and
air flow per unit frontal area at a blade tip speed of lO00 feet per
second. The data show that the pressure ratio, and the flow per unit
frontal area are increased simultaneously by the removal of the inlet
guide vanes with no loss in peak efficiency.

Removalof the inlet guide vanes caused several of the velocity-
diagram characteristics to change. The inlet axial velocity at the
peak efficiency point at 1000 feet per second was increased, causing
the increase in flow. The Machnumber relative to the rotor blade
was increased to 1.1 by virtue of the elimination of prerotation of the
inlet air and the increase in axial velocity. This increase in Mach
number causes the increase in work done by the stage and, therefore,
in the pressure ratio of the stage. Although the inlet axial and
relative Machnumberswere increased, the tip diffusion factor (which
was discussed by Lieblein and is reported in detail in ref. 2) was
unchanged. Therefore, the loss coefficient remained constant and
the resulting peak efficiencies were essentially unchanged. In
addition to these veloclty-diagram factors, removal of the inlet
guide vanes eliminated the losses encountered in the guide vane
wakes and, of course, the weight and space of the guide vanes.
These results indicate graphically the considerable advantages to
be achieved by elimination of the compressor inlet guide vanes.

co

O

PERFORMANCE OF 0.4 HUB-TIP-RADIUS-RATI0 TRANSONIC ROTOR

By the simple expedient of using circular-arc blade sections with

suitable thickness distribution operating without prewhirl at increased

Mach numbers, it has been shown how the flow per square foot frontal

area can be increased from the conventional values in the range of

25 pounds per second to approximately 31 pounds and, at the same time,

appreciably increase stage pressure ratio. Further increases in flow

per unit frontal area can be attained by reducing the ratio of hub

and tip diameters of the compressor. In order to determine the

effect on performance of such a reduction in hub-tip ratio and to

determine the validity of the design techniques, a rotor was designed

having a 0.4 hub-tip ratio, using circular-arc blade sections (ref. 3).

The design rotor tip relative Mach number was 1.1 and the design tip

diffusion factor was 0.35, which are within the limiting values indi-

cated by Lieblein. These values are not limits but rather values

commensurate with good stage performance.

The over-all performance of this compressor rotor is presented

in figure 2 as curves of total-pressure ratio, efficiency, and flow

per unit frontal area. In general, the performance was excellent
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over the entire range of flows and speeds investigated. An efficiency

of &pproximately 90 percent is indicated at the design speed at a flow

of approximately 34 pounds per square foot of rotor frontal area and

a pressure ratio of 1.36.

The design pressure ratio was limited by imposed restrictions of

rotor speed and that the work done be constant radially and with con-

sideration of the performance of the following blade rows. For ex-

ample, large air turning angles at the rotor hub could require that

the hub of the following stator, which is generally critical, operate

at higher Mach numbers and possibly higher turnings. An increased

pressure ratio would be possible by application of an energy gradient

design. This was actually done in the first transonic stage (ref. 4)

tested at the Lewis laboratory. Ccmparison of its performance with

the performance shown in figure 2 indicate that the designer has con-

siderable freedam in choosing his design energy input conditions.

Thus, it appears that no new aerodynamic limitations (other than

those previously discussed) are encountered in reducing hub-tlp ra-

dius ratio with a view toward obtaining smaller compressors for a

given required mass flow.

EFFECT OF REDUCTION IN CHORD LENGTH ON PERFORMANCE

In addition to reducing compressor and, therefore, engine weight

by reduction in compressor diameter for a given weight flow, reduction

in ccmpressor length by an increase in stage pressure ratio is another

means of satisfying the low engine weight requirements of supersonic

turbojet engines. The high Mach number designs discussed give stage

pressure ratios appreciably higher than those obtained in conventional

subsonic designs. However, the first transonic stage built at the

Lewis laboratory had a chord length approximately twice as long as

would be required of a conventional subsonic design of the same blade

length. Thus, even though the pressure ratio of the first transonic

stage (ref. 4) may be equivalent to that of two subsonic stages, the

weight of the one transonic stage might not be any less than that of

the two subsonic stages. Thus reduction in chord length of the tran-

sonic compressor is essential.

The effect on aerodynamic performance of reducing chord is indi-

cated by consideration of figure S. For the same solidity, the short-

chord design introduces a more pronounced hub curvature (and thus a

greater problem in satisfying the radial equilibrium conditions dis-

cussed in the previous paper) and also causes a more severe velocity

gradient on the suction surface of the blade, indicating the possi-

bility of a more severe blade stalling and boundary-separation prob-

lem. In view of the fact that the diffusion factor, which attempts
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to evaluate the blade suction-surface velocity difference on the basis
of over-all velocity considerations, does not include the chord-length
term as such_ it is necessary to evaluate the importance of this param-
eter for the range of chord lengths which might be of practical use in
an engine compressor. In addition, of course, the effect of Reynolds
number is accentuated by chord reduction.

In an attempt to satisfy the requirements of minimumengine weight
by utilizing a high stage pressure ratio rotor and short chord blades,
a rotor was designed for a stage pressure ratio of 1.55 with chord
length and aspect ratio compatible with those in use in conventional
subsonic compressors. A photograph of the rotor is shownin figure 4.
The performance of this compressor is presented in figure 5. At an
air-flow rate of 50 pounds per secondper square foot of frontal area,
a pressure ratio of 1.55 was obtained at an efficiency of 0.90. In
addition, a wide flow range at good efficiency is obtained at the
lower speed of 800 feet per second.

In further emphasizing the effect of reduced chord lengths, the
performance of three transonic rotor designs all designed for a pres-
sure ratio of 1.35 can be compared. A diagrammatic sketch of these
three designs is presented in figure 6 for the speeds at which a tip
relative Machnumberof 1.1 was obtained. These designs are not im-
mediately comparable because of differences in hub-tip ratio or flow
per unit frontal area, but the performance of these designs serves to
emphasize the possible latitude in chord-length selection. The vari-
ation in attainable efficiencies is small. In general, it therefore
appears that_ at least aerodynamically, the chord length of the tran-
sonic compressor can be reduced appreciably to values associated with
conventional subsonic compressors without encountering any detrimental
effects. Any new problems introduced by reduction in chord will prob-
ably be mechanical ones_ associated with blade stresses and vibrations.

!

O

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several important results have been obtained in the transonic

compressor research program. Inlet guide vanes can be eliminated

from axial-flow compressors and the weight therefore reduced with

resultant gains in both air flow per unit frontal area and pressure

ratio and no loss in efficiency. In addition, the ratio of hub to

tip diameters may be decreased, resulting in increased air flow per

unit frontal area with no detrimental effects on pressure ratio and

efficiency. It has been further demonstrated that it is possible to

reduce transonic blade chords (and thus compressor weight) to those

lengths associated with conventional subsonic stages.
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INVESTIGATION OF A MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR

EMPLOYING TRANSONIC INLET STAGES

By Charles H. Voit and Richard P. Geye

INTRODUCTION

Previous papers have discussed the development and performance of

single-stage transonic compressors. For a given loading limit, a higher

level of pressure ratio can be obtained in a transonic stage than in a

subsonic stage_ without sacrifice in efficiency or range of operation,

particularly at lower speeds. In addition, this type of stage permits

higher air-flow-handling capacity, because the axial Mach number (as

well as the rotational speed) can be increased above that permitted in

subsonic stages. These factors suggest the use of the transonic stage
for the inlet stages of a multistage compressor, in order to increase

the air-flow-handling capacity and the rotational speed, and thus to

permit higher pressure ratios in the entrance as well as in the subsequent

stages.

The use of transonic stages in a multistage compressor appeared

highly desirable, but it was necessary to discover whether they would

maintain good performance when staged or whether some unrecognized

characteristic would cause difficulties. In order to obtain an

immediate answer to these questions, an existing subsonic multistage

design was modified by replacing the first two stages of the subsonic

design with transonic stages. A photograph of this compresso_ is shown

in figure 1. In the design of these inlet stages it was necessary that

all design equivalent velocities and flow angles leaving the second

transonic stage be identical with those leaving the original second sub-

sonic stage. Because the pressure and temperature rises across the tran-

sonic stages were higher than for the subsonic stages, it was possible to

increase the equivalent weight flow and equivalent tip speed of the modi-

fied compressor. High blade loadings were used in the subsonic stages

as well as in the transonic stages, which, combined with the high rota-

tional speed_ resulted in a compressor design having a high average stage

P .... _ c ratio.

The blade sections used for the transonic rotor blades were double

circular arc 7 which varied in camber and maximum thickness from hub to

tip. All blading for the subsonic stages and the stators of the tran-

sonic stages used conventional sections. Additional design details of

this compressor are given in reference i.
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0VER-ALLPERFORMANCE

The performance of this eight-stage compressor is shownin figures
2 and 3. Figure 2 presents curves of over-all total-pressure ratio against
air flow per unit frontal area for rotational speeds from 30 to I00
percent of design speed. Figure 3 presents the corresponding adiabatic-
efficiency curves. This compressor achieved a relatively high weight
flow, approximately 30 pounds per square foot of frontal area, and a
high over-all pressure ratio of approximately lO. This pressure ratio
corresponds to an average stage pressure ratio of 1.332. The peak
efficiency obtained (fig. 3) was approximately 0.88, which was obtained
between 80 and 90 percent of design speed. The peak efficiency at part speed
dld not drop off sharply but remained at a reasonably high level as
contrasted with the sharp reduction in efficiency of a conventional sub-
sonic compressor at these low speeds. The region of high efficiency at
a given speed, as shownby the efficiency contours of figure 4, covered
a wide range of pressure ratio and extended into the low-speed operating
range.

Also shownon figure 4 is a calculated engine operating line which
indicates that there is somerange between the operating line and the
peak pressure ratio at all speeds and that acceleration problems could
therefore be expected to be reduced. The operating line passes through
the regions of high efficiency, and efficient operation could be expected
even at part speed.

As previously mentioned, good efficiency at part speed is especially
desirable in compressors for supersonic-flight application, because the
compressor equivalent speed at supersonic flight is somefraction of the
sea-level compressor speed. This compressor, which has high efficiency
over a wide range of speeds, appears to be well-adapted to supersonic-
flight application.

A comparison between a conventional engine and an advanced jet
engine using a compressor employing transonic stages is presented in
figure 5. These engines were designed for the sameair flow and com-
pressor pressure ratio. The conventional engine requires a 16-stage
compressor to produce the required pressure ratio as comparedwith the
elght-stages necessary for the transonic compressor. Also, the com-
pressor diameter of the conventional engine is larger than the advanced
engine because of the higher air-flow-handllng capacity of the transonic
compressor. The conventional engine requires bleed over somepart of its
operating range in order to accelerate satisfactorily, while the engine
with the transonic compressor would require little, if any, bleed. The
higher rotational speed of the transonic compressor permits the power
required to drive the compressor to be obtained with a two-stage turbine
as comparedwith three stages in the conventional engine. Because of
the decrease in diameter and length of the advanced engine, compared
wlth the conventional engine, it is likely a reduction In weight could
be achieved.
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CONCLUSION

The performance of this research compressor indicates that transonic

stages can successfully be incorporated into multistage compressors and

that they maintain the desirable characteristics indicated by single-

stage test. By the use of transonic stages in multistage machines, the

level of air-flow-handling capacity and stage pressure ratio can be

raised while good efficiency is maintained over an increased operating

range. Thus, the development of transonic stages and the use of high

blade loadings can be expected to result in a significant decrease in

compressor size and weight.
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INVESTIGATION OF MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR

HAVING ALL STAGES OF TRANSONIC TYPE

BY Karl Kovach and Donald M. Sandercock

0
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INTRODUCTION

As stated in the paper by Johnsen and Bullock, the requirements of

efficient aircraft propulsion indicate the desirability of operating

lightweight, compact turbojet engines that are highly efficient over

wide ranges of operation. For current turbojet engines incorporating

the multistage axial-flow compressor, reductions in compressor size and

weight can be effected by increasing stage pressure ratio (reducing the

number of stages required to produce the desired pressure ratio) and

increasing mass flow per unit frontal area.
@

Previous papers have shown that axial-flow compressor rotors and

stages of high efficiency, high pressure ratio, and high specific mass

flow can be obtained by designing for operation in the transonic region
of rotor relative inlet Mach numbers. Stator-outlet conditions and

general stage performance appeared satisfactory for purposes of multi-

staging with current stage designs. The paper by Volt and Geye showed

that excellent results can be obtained when the transonic rot6rs are

used in inlet stages of a multistage compressor. It was also speculated

that transonic operation need not be restricted to the inlet stages.

Further increases in average stage pressure ratio might be obtained if

all of the stages of a multistage compressor were designed to operate at

higher levels of relative inlet Mach number. In order to maintain high

relative inlet Mach numbers in succeeding rotor rows without markedly

increasing the axial velocity across the stage, it is necessary to estab-

lish substantially axial flow at the entrance to each of the transonic

rotors. For high-pressure-ratio rotors, this would require stators that

turn the air through much greater angles than those of compressors

previously discussed. An investigation was therefore conducted tO deter-

mine the feasibility of using turning in stators that is sufficiently

high to turn the flow leaving high-pressure transonic rotors to the axial
direction.

SINGLE-STAGE TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR WITH HIGH STATOR TURNING

It was believed that high air-turning in stator blades could be

satisfactorily accomplished if the limits of blading-design criteria

previously discussed were respected. On this basis, a set of simple

blades with circular-arc pressure and suction surfaces and no radial

twist were designed and tested.
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Figure l(a) showsthe over-all performance characteristics of a
stage consisting of the transonic rotor of reference 1 and the high-turning
stator blades. The stator blades for this configuration were required to
turn the air through an angle of approximately 40° . The corresponding
relative inlet Machnumberat the tip of a succeeding rotor would be
approximately unity. Shownfor comparison in figure l(b) are the over-all
performance characteristics of the transonic stage of reference 1 shown
as plots of pressure ratio and efficiency against air flow per unit
frontal area. A comparison of these figures indicates that there was a
slight efficiency loss for the hlgh-turning stator stage as a result of
improper blade-setting angles. Calculations indicate that no loss in
efficiency would have occurred if proper design control had been
exercised.

o

MULTISTAGECOMPRESSOR

The results of the investigation of high stator turning indicate
that a transonic inlet stage could be successfully designed for operation
with succeeding stages of high Machnumber level without any sacrifice
in performance. On the basis of these results, a five-stage axial-flow
compressor was designed and constructed with all stages operating in the
transonic region of rotor relative inlet Machnumber. The compressor
was designed and operated as a componentof an existing turbojet engine,
and, therefore, someof the geometry was already specified. The compres-
sor had a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.8 and was designed to produce an
over-all total-pressure ratio of 5.0 (corresponding to an average total-
pressure ratio of 1.38 per stage). It was pointed out in the paper by
Johnsen and Bullock that the ability of a compressor to produce a high
pressure ratio in a single stage, is a function of the rotational speed
and the blade loading and that its ability to handle high air flows per
unit frontal area is a function of axial Machnumberand hub-tip radius
ratio. For this compressor design, the tip speed of II00 feet per second,

which was essentially fixed by the mechanical limits imposed by the

existing turbine, was sufficient to produce a tip relative inlet Mach

number of 1.18 without guide vanes for an inlet axial Mach number of 0.60.

The design values of tip relative inlet Mach number for the succeeding

rotors are 1.12, 1.03, 0.96, and 0.90.

The blade sections used for each blade row had a circular-arc mean

line. Each rotor row also had clrcular-arc pressure and suction surfaces,

as did the first two stator blade rows; but the last three stators deviated

from these surfaces slightly. The blade thickness distribution was

chosen from considerations of both strength and Mach number. In general,

all the design ideas and limits previously discussed (diffusion factor

and incidence and deviation angles) were incorporated in this design.
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Figure 2 is a photograph of the five-stage transonic compressor
installed as a componentof the turbojet engine. The pressure-ratio
characteristics of the five-stage compressorare shownin figure 3.
This figure is the conventional plot of over-all total-pressure ratio
against specific air flow in poundsper second per square foot of frontal
area. Performance is shownfor a range of equivalent speeds from 40 to
100 percent of design speed. The maximumtotal-pressure ratio obtained
at design speed was 5.07, obtained at a specific air flow of approximately
32 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area.

Figure 4 is a plot of the efficiency characteristics of the compres-
sor against specific massflow for the samerange of equivalent speeds.
The peak-efficiency line shows a wide speed range of high efficiency.
A maximumpeak efficiency of approximately 0.88 was obtained at an
equivalent speed of about 90 percent of design.

CONCLUSIONS

From the material presented, the following conclusions can be made:

i. By proper _e_±Sn..... control, a _=6_-_-^can be _5__"_ +_ p_._a_
high Machnumbers in succeeding stages without any sacrifice in
performance.

2. This type of compressor can be successfully staged to give good
over-all performance characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION TO TURBINE AERODYNAMICS

By Robert E. English and John J. Rebeske

INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic design of a turbine should be such that the turbine

has both high design-point efficiency and operational flexibility (ability

to operate over a required range of operating conditions with good effi-

ciency) in combination with geometrical proportions that permit designing

for certain other desirable characteristics; examples of these other

characteristics are low weight, small size, and low centrifugal stress.

One turbine design obviously cannot excel in all of these characteristics.

For example, low weight and small size are frequently obtained at the

expense of turbine efficiency or operational flexibility; whereas, in

another application, high efficiency and operational flexibility are

emphasized at the expense of weight and size. A design of a turbine

for use in a turbojet engine is a good one if these characteristics are

so compromised that a good engine is obtained. A particular combination

of these characteristics that results in a good turbine design for one

class of turbojet engine will very likely not be best for another.

Turbine aerodynamics includes the study of flow processes and loss

mechanisms within turbines in order to improve turbine aerodynamic

performance and to establish limits for good turbine design. Two topics

in this field, secondary flow and Mach number limits on design, will be

treated in subsequent papers.

On the other hand, an adequate study of turbine aerodynamics must

extend beyond an investigation of flow phenomena within turbines. It

must also relate turbine aerodynamic design to the principal factors

affecting engine performance. Examples of such factors are compressor

pressure ratio, air flow per unit frontal area, blade-tip speed, and

centrifugal stress in the turbine rotor blades. One purpose of this

paper is, therefore, to describe those factors that limit turbine

aerodynamic design and then to relate those design limits to the prin-

cipal factors affecting engine design-point performance. A second pur-

pose is to illustrate how turbine stator adjustment can provide engine

operational flexibility and to show how the use of turbine stator ad-

justment affects the turbine design requirements. Two subsequent papers

treat how turbine stator adjustment affects turbine and engine performance.



TURBINEDESIGNCHARACTERISTICS

Aerodynamic Factors Limiting Turbine Design

The principal factors limiting turbine aerodynamic design can be
explained in terms of the turbine velocity diagrams. By velocity dia-
grams is meant the radial distribution of velocity in the interblade-
row spaces such as the axial clearance space between the stator and rotor
blade rows in a turbine (see fig. 1).

Turbine work E is expressed in terms of velocity-diagram variables
in the Euler work equation as

E = U(Vu'4 - Vu'5)

gJ

For a given blade speed U, high turbine work is obtained by having a

high value of rotor-inlet tangential velocity Vu, 4 and a large negative

value of rotor-outlet tangential velocity Vu, 5.

Increasing rotor-inlet tangential velocity Vu, 4 corresponds to

rising rotor-inlet relative Mach number. By placing a limit on rotor-

inlet relative Mach number, the value of rotor-inlet tangential velocity

is thereby limited also. Within a specified limit on rotor-lnlet Mach

number, larger values of tangential velocity Vu, 4 are obtained if the

axial velocity is decreased. Decreased axial velocity and increased

tangential velocity correspond to higher turning angle in the rotor, a

factor that is limited in turbine design. Another condition that limits

the rotor-inlet tangential velocity is that the velocity relative to

the rotor is not ordinarily permitted to decrease across the rotor. The

rotor-inlet tangential velocity is thus restricted by limits placed on

rotor-inlet Mach number, rotor turning angle, and change in relative

velocity across the rotor.

The rotor-inlet relative velocity W 4 can be expressed as

2 _ U)2W_ = Vx, 4 + (Vu, _

The centrifugal force caused by the gas rotating about the turbine axis

results in a low static pressure at the rotor-hub radius and thus a high

gas velocity at the rotor hub. For conventional turbine design, the

axial velocity Vx, 4 is constant along the radius. The tangential veloc-

ity Vu 4 is thus highest at the hub radius. On the other hand, the

blade speed U is lowest at the hub radius. The result of these trends

is that the rotor-inlet relative velocity W 4 is highest at the hub

radius. For this reason, the rotor hub is most critical with respect to

rotor-inlet Mach number, turning angle, and change in relative velocity
across the rotor.

0
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At the exit from a turbine, the tangential velocity_ _Vu,5 is lim-

ited in order to avoid large losses in kinetic energy V_,5/2gJ,4- an

energy which is usually not recovered. The kinetic energy V_,s/2gJ

does not limit the exit axial velocity, because this energy is usually

considered to be useful in propelling the aircraft and is therefore not

charged against the turbine as a loss. The desirable range of exit ax-

ial velocity is limited, instead, by a condition called "limiting blade

loading." The effect of limiting blade loading on turbine operation is

illustrated in figure 2. For a turbine operated at constant rotational

speed, the turbine torque rose as the pressure ratio was increased, and

then reached a maximum, limiting value. A further rise in pressure

ratio resulted in no further rise in turbine torque, because the loading,

or lift, on the rotor blades had reached the maximum value obtainable;

hence the name "limiting blade loading."

The blade loading has been shown to reach the limiting value if the

turblne-exit axial Mach number is approximately 0.70. The reason for

this limiting value of 0.70 can be explained by considering the flow

conditions at the trailing edges of the blade profiles in figure 2.

The dashed lines represent the shock pattern at the exit from a blade

row operating at limiting blade loading. Along the solid line Joining

the trailing edges, the axial component of velocity is equal to local

sonic speed, and thus the annulus is choked at this station. Because at

this station a portion of the annulus is blocked by trailing edges and

boundary layer on the blade surfaces, a somewhat lower value of axial

Mach number is obtained downstream of the blade row where the whole

annulus is available as flow area.

Conservative and High-0utput Turbine Characteristics

For conservative turbine design, the rotor-inlet relative Mach

number is usually limited to 0.6 and the exit axial Mach number to 0.5.

Such a turbine stage will have a design-point efficiency of about 0.89.

A study of several turbine designs has shown that the work factor

gJE/U_ of such a conservatively designed one-stage turbine is about
2.1.

A high-output turbine exceeds these design limits. The rotor-inlet

Mach number is limited to 0.8. The exit axial Mach number is permitted

to rise to 0.7, the value for limiting blade loading. A turbine effi-

ciency of 0.86 is typical, although 0.87.o has been obtained from such a
turbine design. The work factor gJE/L_h for such a one-stage turbine
is about 2.5.

The work output of a two-stage turbine can generally be higher than

twice the work that can be obtained from a one-stage turbine. The rea-

son for this is that at the exit from the first stage, the rotor-outlet
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tangential velocity can be madea large negative numberwithout seriously
increasing turbine losses. The kinetic energy contained in the tangential
componentof velocity is not discarded in this case but is part of the
energy supplied to the second stage. For this reason, the work capacity
of a two-stage turbine is about three times that of a one-stage turbine.
Machnumberand rotor turning angle limit the work output of the first
stage of such a turbine. 0nly very small increases in turbine-work
capacity result from raising the turning angle above the typical limit
of 120° .

Increases in turbine efficiency above the values mentioned here
will require an improved knowledge of the nature of turbine losses.
Flow measurementswithin a particular turbine have shown that, of the
losses occurring within the rotor blade row, the profile losses account
for about 30 percent. The remaining 70 percent of the rotor loss occurs
near the blade ends. Because the principal turbine losses are associated
with the blade ends, significant gains in turbine efficiency are depend-
ent upon the understanding and subsequent reduction of the losses asso-
ciated with these blade ends.

In addition to turbine efficiency, turbine aerodynamic characteris-
tics can be classified grossly into work capacity and flow capacity.
Factors other than aerodynamic variables affect the work and flow capac-
ity. An examination of Euler's work equation shows that high work
capacity can be obtained by meansof high blade speed. This high capac-
ity for work from a turbine stage is desirable, because the number of
turbine stages is therby kept low. High blade speed has the undesirable
effect of raising centrifugal stresses in the rotor blades and thereby
affecting turbine weight as well.

High flow capacity results from use of high values of exit axial
Machnumberand low values of hub-tip radius ratio. On the other hand,
use of high values of exit axial Machnumberrestricts the turbine oper-
ational flexibility, and low values of hub-tip radius ratio correspond
to high values of centrifugal stress in the turbine rotor blades. It
is thus apparent that the efficiency, size, weight, centrifugal stress,
and operational flexibility of a turbine are interrelated factors.
There is, thus, a need to relate turbine design variables to attain-
able engine characteristics such as compressor pressure ratio, engine
air flow per unit frontal area, blade-tip speed, and centrifugal stress
in the turbine rotor blades.

O

"CD

ATTAINABLE ENGINE DESIGN-POINT CHARACTERISTICS

High-0utput One-Stage Turbines At Sea Level

For engines that have high-output one-stage turbines, the design-

point performance attainable during static operation at sea level is
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shown on the left in figure 3. The turbine rotor-inlet Mach number was

limited to 0.8 and the exit axial Mach number to 0.7. The turbine-

inlet temperature was considered to be four times the compressor-inlet

temperature, or 2074 ° R (161_ ° F). Figure 5 shows that at a compressor

pressure ratio of 4.5 and with a turbine-tip speed of ll00 feet per

second, the maximum compressor air flow the turbine can pass is 19

pounds per second for each square foot of turbine-tip frontal area;

the corresponding turbine hub-tip radius ratio is about 0.78. Use of

lower hub-tip radius ratio and higher blade-tip speed increases the

air-handling capacity and tolerable compressor pressure ratio. Unless

very high values of compressor blade-tip speed can be obtained or the

turbine diameter increased over that of the compressor, the one-stage

turbine limits air flow and compressor pressure ratio to values too

low for satisfactory operation of low Mach number airplanes.

Conservative Two-Stage Turbines at Sea Level

For engines that have conservative two-stage turbines, the engine

design-point performance attainable during static sea-level operation

is presented on the right in figure 5. The blade-row inlet Mach number

w_ ]imi+_a +_ n _ _ +_o +,_ ..... 4+ ov_ 1 _o_ ...._ +_ 0 S A_

the turbine-inlet temperature is 207_ ° R (1614 ° F). For a turbine-tip

speed of ii00 feet per second and a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5 at the

exit from the second turbine stag% such a conservatively designed

turbine is capable of driving a compressor having a pressure ratio of

7.0 and passing an air flow 34.5 pounds per second for each square foot

of turbine-tip frontal area. For an air flow of 50.0 pounds per second

per square foot and a turbine blade-tip speed of llO0 feet per second, a

conservative turbine is capable of driving a compressor having a pres-

sure ratio of 10.8. It appears from these numbers that, for subsonic

flight, two-stage turbines of comparatively conservative design are

capable of driving one-spool compressors having both high air flow per

unit frontal area and high pressure ratio.

Flow Capacity of Turbines at Flight Mach Number of 2.8

For flight at a Mach number of 2.8 in the stratosphere, the ram

temperature is 1008 o R (548 ° F). The turbine-inlet temperature is

assumed to be three times the compressor-inlet temperature, or 5024 ° R

(2S64 ° F). For this engine temperature ratio of 5 and a hub-tip radius

ratio of 0.5 at the turbine exit, figure 4 presents the variation in

compressor weight flow per unit of turbine-tip frontal area with com-

pressor pressure ratio for exit axial Mach numbers of 0.S and 0.7. The

weight-flow variation depends on the turbine-exit axial Mach number,

hub-tlp radius ratio at the turbine exit, and the thermodynamic cycle

calculation, and is independent of the turbine blade-tip speed, number
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of turbine stages, or blade-row entrance Machnumber. These curves
show that air flows comparable to those of the best compressors are
obtainable with a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5, if the turbine-exit
axial Machnumber is increased to a value near 0.7.

High-0utput Two-Stage Turbine at Flight MachNumberof 2.8

If two-stage turbines have exit axial Machnumbers of 0.7 and
rotor-inlet Machnumbers of 0.8, the engine performance presented on
the right in figure 5 can then be obtained. If the turbine-tip speed is
1400 feet per second, an air flow per unit of turbine-tip frontal area
of 34.7 pounds per second per square foot and a compressor pressure
ratio of 7.2 are tolerable design conditions. The mass-flow capabil-
ities of a two-stage turbine thus seemto be very good, and the corre-
sponding compressor pressure ratios appear to be even higher than
required. However, a two-stage turbine operating with an inlet temper-
ature of 3024° R (2564° F) will undoubtedly have blade cooling, and the
mechanical aspects of cooling the two stages maybe quite complicated.

!

High-0utput 0ne-Stage Turbines at Flight Mach Number of 2.8

Because the compressor pressure ratio attainable with two-stage

turbines is higher than required and because of the blade-cooling

complication, it appears that one-stage turbines may prove more satis-

factory for use at high flight speeds. The performance attainable

with high-output one-stage turbines is shown on the left of figure

5 for a turbine-inlet temperature of 3024 ° R (2564 ° F) at a flight Mach

number of 2.8. At a turbine blade-tip speed of 1600 feet per second

and a compressor pressure ratio of 3, the turbine can pass an air flow

of 26 pounds per second for each square foot of turbine-tip frontal

area.

One question that arises concerning operation at such high blade-

tip speed is whether or not the centrifugal stress is within tolerable

limits. As an aid in judging the stress level, lines of constant

centrifugal stress in the turbine rotor blades are superimposed on the

plot of figure 5 and presented in figure 6. The value of stress of

60,000 pounds per square inch is near the maximum value of stress

that it currently appears cooled turbine blades might be developed to

withstand. Attainment of an air flow of 26 pounds per second for each

square foot of turbine-tip frontal area and a compressor pressure ratio

of 3 requires a centrifugal stress slightly greater than even 60,000

pounds per square inch. If the centrifugal.stress is reduced to

SO,000 pounds per square inch, the air flow is also reduced to 23.7

pounds per second per square foot of turblne-tip frontal area at a

compressor pressure ratio of 3.

L
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Effect of Raising Turbine Design Limits on Attainable Engine Performance

The effect of changing turbine design limits is illustrated in

figure 7. The two curves have the same centrifugal stress of 50,000

pounds per square inch. The lower curve, for a conventional high-

output turbine, is reproduced from figure 6. The higher curve shows

the change in engine performance to be obtained by raising the turbine

rotor-inlet Mach number from 0.8 to 1.O and removing the limit of no

deceleration across the rotor hub. The rise in air flow per unit

turbine-tlp frontal area is approximately lO percent. At the low-

pressure-ratlo, high-flow end of the Mach 1.O curve, the flow deceler-

ates across the hub of the rotor. At a compressor pressure ratio of

2.3, the velocity relative to the rotor decreases 18 percent from

entrance to exit, the decrease being less at higher values of compressor
pressure ratio.

In general, turbines operating at rotor-inlet Mach numbers as high

as 1.O and, in particular, in combination with a static-pressure rise

across the rotor, have had low turbine efficiency. On the other hand,

the gains to be realized by being able to design for efficient opera-

tion in this range are considerable. Impellers of centrifugal compres-
^ have _ -_ time _ _o÷_a __÷i_ _._+_ _Io÷ _a_÷_

such as these, and, more recently, the same is true of transonic

compressors. The sensitivity of turbine losses to variations in angle

of attack at high rotor-inlet Mach number requires more careful design

than is usually necessary. Rather than using only interblade-row veloc-

ity diagrams based on simplified radial equilibrium, the first step in

refinement of design techniques appears to be the assumption of axial

symmetry; in this way, the axial variations in radial position of the

streamlines will be determined in a rational manner. For most effec-

tive design, such potential-flow techniques must also be combined

with knowledge of viscous effects at the blade ends.

TURBINE STATORADJUSTMENT

As has been pointed out previously, turbine stator adjustments may

be used to add flexibility to engine operation. For example, consider

an engine designed for the following conditions: flight Mach number in

stratosphere, 2.8; compressor pressure ratio, &.O; engine temperature

ratio, 3.0. This engine temperature ratio of 3 corresponds to a

turbine-inlet temperature of 302& ° R (258A ° F) during flight at a Mach

number of 2.8. If an engine having a fixed turbine stator is operated

during take-off at sea level in such a way that the compressor operating

point is the same as for flight (constant equivalent rotational speed

and constant compressor pressure ratio), a constant engine temperature

ratio is required, and the compressor and turbine operating conditions

are essentially the same as the altitude design values. However, an



engine temperature ratio of 3 during take-off at sea level results in a
turbine-lnlet temperature of only 1SSS° R (1095° F). The take-off thrust
obtainable with this low value of turbine-inlet temperature would be
correspondingly low.

Oneway in which this take-off thrust might be increased is by
employing turbine stator adjustment and raising the turbine-inlet temper-
ature to the rated value of 3024° R (2564° F). Turbine stator adjustment
might conceivably be employed to keep the compressor operating at its
design values of equivalent rotational speed and pressure ratio; in this
way# the compressor would continue to operate efficiently. Simultane-
ously the take-off thrust would be increased, as shownin figure 8, by
98 percent. On the other hand3 the range of operating conditions
imposed on the turbine must be examined in order to determine whether
the turbine is capable of fulfilling the requirements imposedby this
range of turbine stator adjustment.

O

¢

Turbine-Inlet Equivalent Weight Flow

The required increase in turbine-inlet equivalent flow ratio with

rising turbine-inlet temperature is presented in figure 9. With a

turbine-inlet temperature for take-off at 1555 ° R (1095 ° F) the turbine-

inlet equivalent weight flow is the design value. Raising the turbine-

inlet temperature increases the turbine-inlet equivalent flow until, at

a temperature of 5024 ° R (256_ ° F), the turbine-inlet equivalent flow is

59 percent greater than the design value. Achieving a variation in

turbine-lnlet equivalent flow of this magnitude is a serious problem

in turbines designed to operate with adjustable stators.

Experimental results from operation of a two-stage turbine with an

adjustable first-stage stator are presented in figure l0 (ref. 1). In

this investigation, the actual turbine stator area was increased by

&5 percent. The observed variation in equivalent weight flow at the

turbine inlet is shown to be only l0 percent for this 45-percent rise

in turbine stator area. This limitation on turbine equivalent flow

has previously been attributed to choking downstream of the turbine
stator.

The problem of variation in turbine-inlet equivalent weight flow

by means of stator adjustment has been investigated analytically by

assuming constant loss in the turbine (ref. 2). For an adjustable turbine

stator followed by a choked turbine rotor, the turbine-inlet equivalent

weight flow was found to be capable of wide variations. In one case,

the turbine-inlet equivalent weight flow was increased by 70 percent, of

which 20 percent was in the region of stator choking and the remaining

SO percent with the stator unchoked. The limit on turbine equivalent

weight flow therefore appears to depend more on the manner in which the
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turbine losses vary than on choking downstreamof the turbine stator.
An analysis of the variation in the rotor-entrance flow direction has
shownthat this variation in rotor-entrance flow with stator adjustment
produces wide variations in angle of attack on the rotor blade row and
maywell be a source of considerable loss. Analytical investigations
have also shownthat, for a given change in turblne-inlet equivalent flow,
the change in the angle of incidence on the first rotor blade row is
considerably greater for two-stage than for one-stage turbines. This
indicates that the use of stator adjustment in a one-stage turbine will
provide more flexibility in engine operation than is possible with stator
adjustment in a two-stage turbine.

Turbine-Exit Equivalent Flow

The variation in turbine-exit equivalent flow with turbine stator
adjustment is important, because it reflects the proximity to limiting
blade loading. For the particular engine design conditions under con-
sideration, the variation in turbine-exit equivalent flow with turbine-
inlet temperature is presented in figure ll. As the turbine-inlet tem-
perature is increased for take-off, the turblne-exit equivalent weight-
flow ratio first decreases and then increases. At a turbine-lnlet tem-
perature of 3024° R (2564° F) the value of turblne-exit equivalent
weight flow is 93 percent of design value, so that in terms of limiting
blade loading the turbine-exit conditions have becomeless critical
than the design conditions.

If the engine is designed for a different set of conditions, the
trend of turbine-exit equivalent weight flow will be different from that
shownin figure ll. Figure 12 shows, for example, that, for another
set of engine design conditions, the turblne-exit equivalent weight flow
rises above the design value. This trend of turblne-exit equivalent
weight flow requires that the turbine be designed conservatively for
design-point operation. This redesigning is required in order to avoid
limiting blade loading during take-off operation and results in a reduc-
tion in the air-flow-handling capacity of the turbine during high-speed
flight. The difference between the two changes shownfor turbine-exit
equivalent weight flow emphasizes the importance of investigating the
variation in this q_n_"-_--_ _en _"-__ne o_+_ _"°÷_+ _ _÷_m-
plated.

In general, the use of turbine stator adjustment to obtain increased
thrust for take-off requires an increase in the turbine-inlet equivalent
flow; the turbine-exit equivalent weight flow may increase or decrease,
depending upon the particular engine design conditions and the range of
engine temperature ratio over which the engine is required to operate.
Whether or not turbine stator adjustment can be employed to provide a
satisfactorily wide range of engine operation dependsprincipally on the
amount by which the turbine efficiency varies during such operation.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

For flight at high Machnumbers, the centrifugal stress in the
turbine rotor blade has a large effect on turbine design. For turbines
having either one or two stages, operation at the rotor blade-loading
limit during high-speed flight results in considerable improvement in
turbine air-flow capacity. Use of high rotor-lnlet Machnumbers improves
the competitive position of one-stage turbines for high Machnumber
flight. The variation in turbine efficiency with turbine stator adjust-
ment is the factor controlling whether or not turbine stator adjustment
can be used to provide high engine thrust over a wide range of engine
operating conditions.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this paper:

turbine-tlp frontal area, sq ft

turbine work, Btu/lb

sts_adard acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft/sec 2

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 Btu/lb

Mach number

total, or stagnation, pressure lb/sq ft

total, or stagnation, temperature, OR

blade speed, ft/sec

absolute velocity# ft/sec

relative velocity, ft/sec

weight flow, lb/sec

specific weight flow, ibl(sec) (sq ft)

(wg  lSs)d

turbine-inlet equivalent weight-flow ratio

turbine-exit equivalent weight-flow ratio
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P
pressure reduction ratio, 211---E

T

temperature reduction ratio,

Subscripts:

d design condition

h hub

u tangential component

x axial component

1 compressor inlet

2 compressor exit

3 turbine inlet

4 turbine rotor inlet

5 turbine exit
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SECONDARY-FLOW LOSSES IN TURBINES

By Howard Z. Herzig and Howard A. Buckner, Jr.

INTRODUCTION

As pointed out in a preceding paper by English and Rebeske, two of

the important design objectives of turbine components for hlgh-speed

aircraft are high efficiency and small weight. Reductions in the weight

of the turbine as well as of components following the turbine can be

obtained by increasing turbine efficiency while maintaining an otherwise

fixed set of aerodynamic conditions. Savings in the weight of fuel to

be carried by the aircraft can be achieved through increasing the turbine

efficiency as a result of the consequent increase in engine or cycle

efficiency. In order to be in a positio_ to increase turbine efficien-

cies, which is in effect reducing the losses, it is necessary to deter-

mine the locations_ sources, and relative magnitudes of the various

losses that may occur in the turbine. This paper presents a study of

turbine losses and a discussion of the phenomena involved.

LOCATION OF SOURCES OF MAJOR LOSSES

Flow measurements made just downstream of a conservatively designed

turbine indicate that the major losses are located near the blade ends

(ref. 1). Figure 1 compares the relative magnitudes of blade profile

losses and flow losses measured in the blade end region. A large por-

tion of these losses is associated with secondary flows. (Secondary

flows are defined as any motions of boundary-layer fluid having compo-

nents normal to the main stream direction.) For example, the secondary

flow for the turbine of figure 1 is thus associated with approximately

70 percent of the total loss. The largest loss measured in the case of

this turbine appears near the outer wall or tip region, while a somewhat

lower loss appears near the inner wall or hub. Between the two blade

end regions where the secondary flows are small, the losses are very

low. Because the major sources of loss appear to be secondary flows, it

is of iDa.crest to examine these losses in more detail.

Two general types of loss patterns have been observed. These loss

patterns were found by measurements taken downstream of turbine rotors

in the measuring plane shown in figure 2. In figure 5_ contours

of local efficiency for turbines are plotted over a segment of the

turbine-rotor discharge annulus of slightly more than one nozzle-passage

width. For turbine I (fig. 3), extremely large gradients in efficiency

exist downstream of this turbine; the total variation in this case

amounts to 14 points. Furthermore, the regions of low efficiency, or



high lossj are highly localized and occur at regular circumferential
intervals around the annulus. Losses originating in the moving rotor°
blade row would necessarily appear evenly distributed around the annulus
rather than in regular localized intervals varying with circumferential
position. Therefore 3 the circumferential gradients are evidently the
result of somestationary-flowmaldlstrlbution upstream of the turbine I
rotor. Becausethe efficiency pattern is approximately repetitive cir-
cumferentially at very nearly the value of stator pitch, it appears that

these gradients originate in the stator blades. It seems likely from

this plot that the efficiency of turbine I, which is 0.87, could be

improved considerably by improving the flow issuing from the stator

blades. It is important then that an understanding of the phenomena

contributing to these flow conditions be obtained; this will be dis-

cussed in a later section of the paper.

The second type of loss pattern obtained over a segment of the

rotor discharge annulus of a second turbine is shown in figure 5.

This pattern is similar to the previous one in the region near the hub

in that large circumferential gradients are present. Near the outer

wall or tip region, however, the loss pattern in the main takes the form

of circumferential bands of low efficiency rather than large circumfer-

ential gradients. By the reasoning advanced previously, these losses in

the tip region appear to be primarily the result of unfavorable flow

conditions in the rotor-blade passages. This is in addition, of course,

to the unfavorable flow issuing from the stators of turbine II, similar

to that in turbine I, as shown by the small island of low efficiency in

this region. These results indicate, then 3 that the efficiency of tur-

bine II, which is 0.89, could be improved considerably by improving the

flow through the rotor-blade passages in the tip region.

From the examination of these two general types of loss pattern, it

appears that there are two main causes of these losses: (1) unfavorable

flow near both the inner and outer walls in the form of large flow gra-

dients or secondary flows issuing from the stator blades, and (2) un-

favorable flow conditions in the rotor-blade passages near the tip

region. The remainder of this paper is devoted to a discussion of the

phenomena causing these unfavorable flow conditions_ of what has been

learned regarding the control of these phenomena, and of the current

work being done on this problem.

STATOR SECONDARY FLOWS

A typical loss pattern obtained from flow surveys Just downstream

of turbine stator blades is shown in figure 4. Over a large part of the

passage, the losses are practically negligible. At the junction of the

blade wakes with the inner and outer walls, however, regions of high

loss are observed; the loss measured at the inner wall is much higher

than that at the outer wall. These losses appear in the form of cores,

called passage vortices (ref. 2), which apparently issue from the corner

region formed by the blade suction surface and the end wall.
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The basic cause of this core formation can be explained as follows:

Whenever a gas flows through any kind of a channel3 there develops,

because of frictional effects, a layer of relatively slow-moving gas on
the walls of the channel. This layer of lower-momentum fluid is called

the boundary layer. The formation of a boundary layer represents an
aerodynamic loss due to the frictional effects.

Whenever the channel is curved and the main gas flow is turned, as 3
for example_ in turbine stators (fig. 5), a balance is established

between the centrifugal forces and the local stream (static) pressure

gradients.

According to boundary-layer theory (confirmed by experiment), these

main-stream pressure gradients are imposed upon the boundary layers.

Because of the lower velocities and comparatively lower centrifugal

forces in the boundary layer, the imposed free-streampressure gradients

result in more than free-stream turning in the boundary-layer fluid.

The result of this process is that the shroud boundary-layer material

completely crosses the channel until it reaches the blade suction surface,

where it rolls up into a vortex. The photograph in figure 6 (looking

upstream toward a cascade exit) shows such a vortex formation as a result

of this cross-channel e_fect in a two-dimensional cascade. The boundary-

layer roll-up was traced out by use of smoke. The insert in the picture

shows schematically the overturning in the boundary layer leading to the

vortex formation. This formation of such a loss core takes place at
both the inner and outer shrouds.

In annular cascades, such as shown in figure 7, another factor

plays a prominent role in establishing the secondary-flow patterns.

Because the fluid possesses tangential components of velocity when

turned from an axial direction, a radial pressure gradient must exist to

balance the centrifugal forces resulting from the flow around the annulus

for the same reasons as discussed previously. As a result, the pressure

at the outer wall is greater than that at the inner wall, which causes

the loss material at the outer wall to drain partly away to the inner

wall through the low-momentum and thickened boundary regions on the blade

surface and in the wakes downstream of the trailing edge, as shown by

the arrows in figure 7 (refs. 3 to 5).

The photograph in figure 8 shows the location of such thickened

boundary-layer regions (caused by existence of shocks across the passages

at supersonic flow conditions, refs. 5 and 4) on the suction surfaces of

the blades of a set of typical turbine stators. For this photograph,

the suction surfaces of blades l, 2# and 5 were given narrow bands of

free-flowing paint at the inner-shroud, midspan# and outer-shroud radial

positions, respectively. The paint, dragged by the radial components of

secondary flow throughout the thickened boundary-layer regions, flows

radially and thus traces out the radial secondary-flow paths. This
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explains in part why the loss cores near the inner wall of the stators

are generally considerably larger than those at the outer wall.

This radial flow of loss material into the hub region is considered

very undesirable, because the rotor in this region is usually operated

at more critical conditions 3 that is, higher Mach number, less reaction,

and greater turning.

Studies have been made of a number of blade configurations (ref. 5),

and the loss patterns in all are generally similar to the one described.

That is, cores tend to form at the Junction of the blade suction surface

and the end walls, and part of the loss material drains radially from

the outer wall to the inner wall. It has been found that carefully

designed blades with properly chosen surface velocity distributions tend

to minimize, although not completely eliminate, the loss cores. It has

also been found that the flow of the loss material to the critical inner-

wall region can be blocked (causing it to appear elsewhere in the pas-

sage), and the inner-wall loss core can thus be decreased considerably by

properly placed flow fences. The energy actually involved in these sec-

ondary flows in the stator blades is quite small, as indicated by stator

efficiencies of the order of 0.98_ the major effects are thus evidently

flow blockage and the losses caused by the cores in passing through the

rotor blades, as evidenced by the results shown in figure _. Although

the results at present are by far too meager to disclose the mechanism

by which the stator secondary flows induce these large losses in the

rotor, several effects may be suggested as contributors. First, the

through-flow velocities of the fluid in secondary-flow core regions

issuing from the stators are known to be considerably lower than free-

stream velocity; this difference results in large negative angles of

attack at the rotor inlet each time a rotor blade passes through a

stator core. Another possible source of loss could be the mixing of

fluids of varying energy levels. Still another effect is that caused

by the observed failure of°the loss cores to be turned with the main

stream. This may displace the main-stream fluid and upset blade surface

velocity distributions where the cores strike blades and thereby induce

consequent losses.

Research is at present being directed toward determining methods of

control of these secondary flows in order to obtain the indicated possible

gains in turbine performance.

i
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ROTOR TIP-REGION SECONDARY FLOWS

The secondary-flow behavior in the rotor tip region is somewhat

more complicated than it is in the stators (ref. 2). In the rotor, in

addition to the overturning and the roll-up of the boundary layer into

a passage vortex that accumulates on the rotor-blade suction surface,

there are losses arising (i) because of the clearance space between the
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rotor-blade ends and the outer wall (tip-clearance effect), (2) because

of the relative motion between the rotor-blade ends and the outer wall

(scraping effect), and (3) radial movement of the boundary layer on the
rotor blades.

Tip-clearance effect. - Because of the pressure difference that

exists across the rotor-blade tlp3 there is a flow of blade boundary

layer from the pressure side of the blade through the tip-clearance

space to the suction side of the blade. The flow resulting from the

tip-clearance effect is seen in figure 9 to roll up into the so-

called tip-clearance vortex on the suction side of the blade. The tip-

clearance flow is traced out by smoke introduced at the leading edge of

a blade near the blade tip. As in the case of passage vortex formation,

the strength of the tip-clearance flow is influenced by the circulation

(i.e._ main-flow turning and airspeed) about the blade ends. However,

the passage vortex and the tip-clearance vortex are opposite in direc-

tion and rotate side-by-side without cancelling each other.

The tip-clearance flow causes boundary-layer fluids to accumulate

on the blade suction surface and increases the tendency there to flow

separation. It likewise serves to unload the turbine-rotor blade at the

thereby to reduce the blade work output.

Scraping effect. - Because of the relative motion between the rotor-

blade tips and the outer shroud, the blades exert a scraping effect upon

the shroud boundary layer. The scraping effect causes the boundary layer
to roll up into the so-called "scraping vortex." This effect of rela-

tive motion is "illustrated in figure 10, in which the scraping effect

of a blade on the boundary layer of a moving end wall is visualized by

the use of smoke. A schematic diagram of the apparatus used for these

tests is presented in figure ll. The scraping effect in a rotor

depends upon the blade speed and upon the blade-tip stagger (i.e.,
orientation of the blade-tip profile relative to the direction of

motion). If the rotor-blade-tip stagger is positive (fig. 12)_ the

blade will tend to slice through the boundary layer and thus diminish

the scraping effect. Blades oriented more nearly perpendicular to the

direction of rotation have a more pronounced scraping effect.

The scraping effect in a turbine rotor acts in the same direction

as the passage vortex effect, helps accumulate boundary-layer fluids on

the blade suction surface, and abets losses, as described previously.

(It may be noted that the scraping effect appears actually to be bene-

ficial in compressors.)

Radial movement of rotor-blade boundary layer. - As the fluid

passes through the rotor blades, the radial pressure gradient of the

mass flow is decreased as the absolute tangential component of velocity

is reduced until, at the exit where the tangential component is usually
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close to zero (in the case of a single stage), no radial statlc-pressure
gradient in the main stream exists. The boundary-layer material that
has formed on the rotor-blade surface, however, is continually moving
with a tangential componentof velocity approaching the blade speed.
Because the centrifugal forces in the blade boundary layer now exceed
the radial pressure gradient of the main flow as the exit of the passage
is approached, this boundary-layer material is centrifuged to the tip
section. Although no experimental results regarding this flow have been
obtained, it is presumed that the radially centrifuged boundary_layer
flow in the rotor blades will add to the low-momentummaterial along
the blade-tlp suction surface.

Balancing secondary flows. - The breakdown of the turbine-rotor tip

region losses into the kinds of flow disturbances described earlier,

together with an understanding of their origins_ suggests possible methods

for reducing the turbine-rotor tip losses. The fact that the tip-

clearance effect is opposed in direction to the scraping and cross-

channel effects suggests the possibility of balancing off the resultant

flow disturbances against each other. The main variables to be con-

trolled in order to do this have been shown to be the circulation (main-

flow turning and airspeed) at the blade tip, the blade-tlp stagger, and

the rotor speed. When this balance was fairly well approximated experi-

mentally in a two-dimensional cascade, the flow in the tip region was

considerably smoother. Figure ll is a schematic diagram of the appa-

ratus used and shows the two-dimensional cascade with the belt sander

used to visualize the effects of relative motion between the end wall

and the blades. With the end wall stationary_ smoke was introduced on

the pressure surface near the tip of one of the cascade blades_ and, as

shown in figure 13(a), the flow in the blade tip region was seen to be

disturbed by a large tip-clearance flow. The tip-clearance flow is

reduced (fig. 15(b)) when the end wall is set into motion. As the wall

speed is increased, the scraping action likewise increases and further
reduces the tip-clearance flow until (fig. 13(c)) a balance is estab-

lished and the flow in the blade tip region along the blade suction sur-

face is relatively smooth and undisturbed.

No such visual proof of establishing this balance in a turbine-

rotor configuration has as yet been obtained. It has been possible,

however, to vary the relative magnitudes of the scraping and tip-

clearance effects in a rotor and to show, in part, how they oppose each

other. This was done by varying the rotor speed of a low-speed turbine,

as shown in figure 14. The photographs of smoke traces were taken (look-

ing upstream into the discharge section of the turbine built for just

such smoke studies). The smoke was introduced through a static tap in

the outer shroud at the rotor-blade midchord position, axially.

In figure l_, at low rotor speed, the tip-clearance flow dominates

the flow picture. With the rotor speed somewhat increased, the scraping

!
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effect has increased greatly and now masks the tip-clearance effect

almost completely. Somewhere between these last two speeds is a balance

point for these effects, and at this balance point the flow disturbances

in the tip region are reduced to a minimum. These photographs show how

the secondary-flow patterns can be varied by varying rotor speed alone.

For some turbines in wblch stress considerations do not rule out the use

of shrouding, shrouding turbine rotors has been suggested as a means of

eliminating or reducing the turbine-rotor tip-region flow disturbances.

In particular, shrouding such turbine rotors might well reduce or elim-

inate the scraping effect and the tip-clearance effect and could result,

for some cases, in better flow conditions in the turbine-rotor tip

regions. It should be noted carefully that shrouding a turbine rotor

which operates near the balance point of the flow disturbances without

the shroud could upset that balance and might actually lead to increased

tip-region losses. This probably accounts for the apparently conflicting

experimental evidence concerning turbine-rotor shrouding obtained by
various investigators.

Further studies are now in progress to evaluate the effects of

varying the pertinent rotor parameters in order that the fundamental

information concerning rotor-tip-region losses can be put to practical
use in ................._ efficient ......................._ -=

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From these investigations it appears that in well-designed con-

temporary turbines, the major sources of remaining aerodynamic losses

are (a) secondary flows in the stator blades and (b) secondary flows in

the rotor-blade tip region. Any further appreciable improvements in

performance then must originate from reduction of these losses. Experi-

ence has shown that careful design of stator blades to provide favorable

blade surface velocity distributions helps to minimize those secondary

flows. It has also been established that these secondary flows can be

diverted from critical regions by such simple devices as flow fences.

Cu_-rent research is being directed toward determining other means of

controlling these stator secondary flows as well as toward the evaluation

of the effectiveness of their control in improving over-all turbine

The rotor-tip secondary flow is the result of the interaction of

several types of secondary flow. Visualization studies of the inter-

action of these secondary flows have shown that the secondary flows

obtained in this region can be varied considerably by different combina-

tions of rotor speed_ blade tip stagger, main-flow turning, circulation

about the blade tip_ tip-clearance, and so forth. Current work is aimed

at determining which type of secondary-flow interaction results in the

best turbine performance and what combinations of blade-tip-section

variables set up these conditions.
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STUDY OF TURBINES DESIGNED FOR HIGH-FLOW MACH NUMBERS

By Warner L. Stewart
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INTRODUCTION

The first of this series of papers pointed out that the utilization

of high-flow Mach numbers in turbine designs can result in lighter, more

compact turbojet engines through reduction in turbine size and weight.

If the entering Mach numbers relative to the rotor could be increased

above present limitations, a considerable increase in the turbine specif-

ic work output per stage could be obtained. Increases in the turbine

exit Mach number above present limitations would result in an increased

turbine weight-flow capacity. If these increases could be obtained

without serious loss in efficiency, the turbine as a component of the

jet engine could be improved considerably through reduction in weight

and frontal area. It is therefore essential that these so-called high

Mach number turbines be investigated thoroughly to determine if the in-

creases in work output and weight flow can be realized without serious

loss in efficiency.

High Mach number turbines are the subject of a research program at

the NACA Lewis laboratory. As part of this program, the design and ex-

perimental investigation of a transonic turbine has been conducted to

study the problems associated with high Mach number turbines. A tran-

sonic turbine is defined as one designed to utilize rotor-hub entering

Mach numbers of approximately unity. This paper presents the results of

the transonic turbine investigation to indicate some of the design con-

cepts needed to obtain satisfactory high Mach number turbine performance

and some of the loss characteristics to be found in this type of turbine.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design Mach numbers at the entrance and exit of the transonic-

turbine rotor are shown in figure i for the rotor hub and tip. The

relative Mach number at the rotor entrance is seen to vary from 1.00 at

the b1_ to 0.60 at the tip_ In order that these high relative Mach num-

bers be obtained, the abso]ute Mach number out of the stator must be

considerably higher; this results in choked stator operation. The rela-

tive Mach number out of the rotor is seen to vary from 1.00 at the hub

to i.09 at the tip, indicating that the rotor must also be choked. These

high design rotor-exit Mach numbers result in turbine-exit absolute Mach

numbers exceeding 0.70. As indicated in the first of this series of

papers, these high values of Mach number force the turbine design very

close to the turbine limiting-work-output point. The design relative
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Machnumberat the hub is also noted in figure I to be constant at a
value of 1.00 at both entrance and exit, indicating that very little
static-pressure drop is designed to occur across the rotor hub. The con-
ditions of choked blade rows, proximity to the turbine limiting-work-
output point and adverse static-pressure conditions across the rotor hub,
occur, in general, as a result of the increased level of the flow Mach
numbers and can be considered important characteristics of high Machnum-
ber turbine s.

It is, at present, commonpractice in the design of axial-flow com-
pressors and turbines to specify simple radial equilibrium at the entrance
and exit of the blade row and assumea radial streamline variation through
the blade. Because of the conservative Machnumber level, the flow is
relatively insensitive to small area changes, and the Machnumber dis-
tribution through these turbomachines can be predicted with a fair degree
of accuracy. However, as the Machnumber level through turbines is in-
creased into the transonic region, the flow becomesvery sensitive to
small area changes. The radial streamline variation through the turbine
rotor cannot then be arbitrarily assumedbut must be governed by conti-
nuity and radial equilibrium considerations within the blade. A design
procedure that considers these three-dimensional effects must therefore
be used in the design of the high Machnumberturbines and must be suffi-
ciently rigorous that the flow Machnumbers are predicted with sufficient
accuracy. One such design procedure has been developed at the Lewis lab-
oratory and used in the design of the transonic turbine. The procedure,
which is quasi-three-dimensional in nature, utilizes simple radial equi-
librium and continuity throughout the rotor. Although more complex than
standard two-dimensional design procedures, the final transonic-turbine
design was evolved in approximately 500 man-hours.
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The transonic-turbine rotor midchannel and surface Mach number dis-

tribution at the hub and tip sections are also shown in figure i. In the

turbine design, the blade solidity was adjusted such that the maximum

surface Maeh number was limited to a value of 1.35. As indicated by fig-

ure i, this limiting Mach number occurred at the blade tip section. At

the hub, although the midchannel Mach number through the blade was unity,

the maximum surface Mach number was only 1.24. Thus, the design de-

crease in Mach number from maximum to that at the outlet_ or diffusion,

was found to be equally severe at both hub and tip, the Mach numbers de-

creasing from 1.35 to 1.09 at the tip and from 1.24 to 1.00 at the hub.

It is of interest to examine the transonic-turbine rotor design ob-

tained by using the three-dimensional design procedure to determine how
much different the Mach number distribution would have been if conven-

tional two-dimensional design procedures had been used. 0ue such pro-

cedure assumes that a linear variation in streamline height occurs across

the turbine rotor from entrance to exit. The result of the analysis of

the rotor hub design made on this basis is shown in figure 2. The
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midchauuel Math number distribution specified in the three-dimensional

design was constant at a value of unity. It was found in the analysis

that the assumption of linear variation in streamline height resulted in

premature choking at the rotor inlet, and yielded no solution over the

first half of the blade chord. Over the second half of the blade chord

a solution was obtained, However, as indicated by figure 2, there is

little similarity between the midchauuel Mach number distributions ob-

tained in the two- and the three-dimensional solutions. These findings

further indicate that high Mach number turbines must be designed on a

three-dimensional basis in order that the Mach number distribution be

accurately predicted.

A photograph of the transonic-turbine rotor is shown in figure 3.

A high solidity (ratio of blade chord to pitch) can be noted and can be

attributed to the limitation imposed on the rotor surface Mach number.

A fairly sharp leading edge is also indicated. A leading edge thickness

of 0.030 inch was used in combination with an incidence angle of 4 ° in

order to avoid premature choking in the rotor. The effect of increased

leading edge thickness with corresponding increased incidence angles on

the turbine performance must be evaluated in future investigations.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS

The transonic turbine was experimentally investigated over a range

of speeds and pressure ratios to obtain its over-all performance charac-

teristics. The resultant performance map based on total-pressure ratio

across the turbine is shown in figure 4. The equivalent specific work

output is shown as a function of a weight flow - speed parameter. Lines

of constant speed, total-pressure ratio, and adiabatic efficiency are

included. At design speed and equivalent specific work output, an adia-

batic efficiency of approximately 0.85 was obtained. The peak efficiency

of slightly over 0.85 was found to occur at speeds slightly above design.

The design work output was also found to be 0.97 of. the turbine limiting

work output. From these results, it can be concluded that the three-

dimensional procedure used in the design of the transonic turbine was

sufficiently rigorous that the design conditions were met even though the

design operating point was deliberately located iu a critical region.

The results also iudlcate that tm_biues designed to operate with rotor-

hub entrance Mach numbers as high as unity can be obtained with efficien-
cies of 0.85 or better.

In many turbine applications, it is important that favorable off-

design turbine operating characteristics be obtained. Because of the

sharp leading edge used in the transonlc-turbine design, it might seem

that_ although satisfactory design-point operation was obtained, the off-

design characteristics might be detrimental because of high relative

Mach numbers and poor incidence angles. However, efflclencies of over
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0.80 were found to occur over a considerable range of performance (fig.
4), the decrease in efficiency at low speeds being comparable with the
decrease for more conservative turbines. Hence, the off-design charac-
teristics of the transonic turbine would not limit its usefulness.

In order to obtain an insight into the loss characteristics of the
transonic turbine, the variation in total pressure at the stator exit
and the variation in efficiency behindthe rotor were determined at the
design point. The results of these surveys are shownin figure 5. Cores
of high pressure loss are seen to be eminating from the hub of the tran-
sonic turbine stator. As indicated by the preceeding paper these cores
are causedby secondary flow within the stator. The cores are large at
the design point because of the high design Machnumbers at the stator
exit. Results of the rotor-exit surveys indicate that these cores cause
a low-efficiency region to occur near the hub as indicated in figure 5.
However, the absence of a band of low efficiency in this region indi-
cates that the high design Machnumbersat the rotor inlet did not appre-
ciably affect the turbine efficiency. At the rotor tip, a region of
low efficiency is seen to occur and is apparently attributable to a
combination of stator and rotor effects. A large percentage of the
losses in this region is probably caused by a boundary layer build-up
in the region of the rotor-blade exit, resulting from the blade diffu-
sion, being forced out to the tip by centrifugal force and combining
with the losses due to the tip clearance, passage, and scraping vortices
to contribute to this region of low efficiency. From these results it
appears that the decrease in efficiency as comparedwith the efficiency
obtained for well-deslgned lower Machnumber turbines is mainly due to
increased losses caused by large stator cores and large secondary-flow
losses at the rotor-tip exit. If these losses can be substantially re-
duced, a considerable improvement in efficiency can be realized.

Oneof the important factors affecting the boundary layer build-up
across the rotor blade is f_lt to be the diffusion near the blade exit.
In order that the effect of this diffusion on the transonic-turbine per-
formance be established, another transonic turbine designed for much
greater diffusion was also investigated. The tip Machnumberwas de-
signed to decrease from a peak value of 1.33 to only 0.84 as compared
with a decrease from 1.33 to 1.00 for the first transonic turbine. The
over-all performance of this turbine indicated efficiencies 3 points
less than those for the first turbine. Since both turbines were de-
signed for the samestator-exit conditions, the decrease in efficiency
must be attributable to rotor losses. The results of the rotor-exit
surveys of these two turbines are shown in figure 6. The effect of the
cores eminating from the stators can again be noted. The region of low
efficiency at the rotor tip is considerably larger for the second tur-
bine than for the first turbine. This low efficiency near the tip is
evidently caused by the combination of increased boundary-layer flow to
the tip, occurring as a result of the higher diffusion across the rotor

!
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blade, and by possible increased passage and tip-clearance vortex losses.

Because the tip section is designed for a very high diffusion, the low-

momentum air associated with these losses probably introduces separation

resulting in even higher losses in the tip region. These results indi-

cate that the diffusion near the rotor-blade exit is a very important

factor to be considered in attaining efficient high Mach number turbines.

t_
O
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Following is a summary of the important results and conclusions

obtained thus far in the investigation of high Mach number turbines:

1. High Mach number turbines designed to operate with rotor-hub

Mach numbers as high as unity can be obtained with efficiencies of at
least O. 85.

2. The three-dimensional design procedure used in the design of the

transonic turbines was found to be sufficiently rigorous that the design

conditions, although extremely critical, could be met satisfactorily.

3. The off-design performance of high Mach number turbines is com-

parable with that of lower Mach number turbines.

4. The main sources of losses in high Mach number turbines appear

to be large core losses out of the stator and diffusion losses out of

the rotor that show up as a tip loss. Reduction in these losses can

mean considerable improvement in the turbine efficiency.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A SINGLE-STAGE TURBINE WITH STATOR

ADJUSTMENT OVER A WIDE RANGE OF STATOR FLOW AREAS

By Thomas R. Heaton and Donald E. Holeski
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INTRODUCTION

Turbojet engines for the supersonic airplane will be required to

operate over a wide range of temperatures at the compressor inlet. This

range of inlet temperatures may impose severe problems in engine oper-

ation if high thrust and good fuel economy are to be achieved over the

range of flight conditions. As suggested in the paper by English and

Rebeske, turbine stator adjustment may be one means of satisfying these
severe operational problems.

The purpose of this paper is first, to investigate the change in

the flow conditions that occurs within the turbine as the stator flow

area is adjusted to keep the compressor operating point fixed as the

present the design and experimental performance of a single-stage tur-

bine capable of operation over a wide range of stator adjustment.

ENGINE OPERATION PROBLEM

Consider an airplane flying at a Mach number of 2.8 in the strato-

sphere, with the compressor operating at its design equivalent speed,

a pressure ratio of 3.7, and a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000 ° F.

This compressor operating point is designated as point A on the compres-

sor map in figure 1. If the rotational speed and the turbine-inlet

temperature are held fixed as the flight condition changes from the super-

sonic condition to the take-off condition, a 39-percent increase in com-

pressor equivalent speed is required as a result of the change in

compressor-inlet temperature with change in flight condition. At this

speed, compressor stall would most likely be encountered and operation

could not be achieved° Another mode of engine operation would be to

use a variable-area exhaust nozzle to keep the compressor equivalent

speed and the turbine-inlet temperature fixed. If the supersonic flight

condition were still at point A, the compressor would attempt to operate

at point B, but it would reach the stall limit before the take-off con-

dition could be achieved. To avoid this stall condition, the compressor

operating point at the supersonic flight condition would have to be at

point C in figure i, and this is in a region of lower compressor

efficiency.
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Onemeansof avoiding the compressor-surge problem that developed
for these two modesof engine operation is to keep the compressor operat-
ing point fixed for all flight conditions. Onemeansof accomplishing
this is to keep the compressor equivalent speed and the engine temper-
ature ratio fixed for all flight conditions. The engine temperature ratio
is defined as the ratio of the absolute turbine-inlet temperature to the
absolute compressor-inlet temperature. For engine operation with a spe-
cified maximumturbine-inlet temperature, this modeof operation would
result in a low thrust for take-off and flight at subsonic speeds. Opera-
tiou at a Machnumberof 2.8 in the stratosphere with a turbine-inlet
temperature of 2000° F would require a turbine-inlet temperature of
806° F at the take-off condition. Raising the turbine-inlet temperature
to 2000° F for take-off would result in a substantial gain in thrust.
This variation in take-off thrust with turbine-inlet temperature or en-
gine temperature ratio is shownin figure 2. The thrust for take-off
increases 159 percent as the turbine-inlet temperature changes from
806° to 2000° F. It is possible to increase the turbine-inlet temperature
and maintain a fixed compressor operating point by adjusting the turbine-
stator flow area and exhaust-nozzle area. Consequently, adjustable-
stator turbines can give the freedom of engine operation over a wide
range of engine temperature ratios with a fixed compressor operating
point. The range of engine temperature ratio that must be considered
is summarizedin figure 3, which shows the variation in engine temperature
ratio with flight Maehnumberfor a constant turbine-inlet temperature
of 2000° F. If a plane must fly at a Machnumberof 2.8 as well as at
a Machnumberof 0.9 _n the stratosphere, then the engine temperature
ratio varies from 2.AA to 5.39, an increase of 121 percent. These con-
ditions require the turbine to operate over a wide range of turbine
equivalent weight flow and equivalent speed. The turbine must therefore
be flexible in its operation in that it operate over these conditions and
maintain a high efficiency.

From the preceding discussion of somedifferent modes of engine
operation for supersonic flight, it was shownthat the mode that uses
turbine stator and exhaust-nozzle'adjustment to keep the compressor operat-
ing point fixed as the engine temperature ratio varies does not have the
disadvantages associated with compressor surge, compressor off-design-
point operation, or low turbine-imlet temperatures at take-off. However,
the turbine must be capable of satisfactory operation over a wide range
of flow conditions, and therefore the problem of turbine stator adjust-
ment requires study.

l
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TURBINE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Engine operation with turbine stator adjustment for a fixed compres-

sor operating point was analyzed over a range of engine temperature ratios.

The range of engine temperature ratios considered is shown in figure 3,
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in which the flight condition varied from subsonic (Mach number of 0.9)

to supersonic (Mach number of 2.8A in the stratosphere with a constant
turbine-inlet temperature of 2000 F. This represents the maximum vari-

ation In engine temperature ratio over which the engine may be required
to operate.

For a fixed compressor operating point, the turbine-inlet equivalent

weight flow varies with the engine temperature ratio, fuel-air ratio,

engine leakage, and compressor bleed. The variation of the equivalent

weight flow at the turbine inlet or the flow capacity of the turbine is

shown in figure 4 over a range of engine temperature ratio. As the en-

gine temperature ratio increases, so must the equivalent weight flow at

the turbine inlet, and thus an increase in the turbine stator area is

required. As the flight condition changes from that at a Mach number

of 2.8 in the stratosphere to take-off, the equivalent weight flow at
the turbine inlet must increase 32 percent. The variation of the equiv-

alent weight flow at the turbine exit is shoe in figure S. This equiv-

alent weight flow reaches minimum at an engine temperature ratio of 3.96.

If the engine temperature ratio increases or decreases from this value,
the equivalent weight flow at the turbine exit _-iii increase.

With a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000 ° F, the engine temperature

ratio is 2.44 for a flight Mach number of 2.8 in the stratosphere, 4.75

for sea-level take-off, and 8.39 for a flight Mach number of 0.9 in the

stratosphere. The turbine-exit equivalent weight flow is highest at tWe

supersonic flight condition. Since the turbine has a fixed annulus

area, the rotor-exit Mach number _-ill be highest at the supersonic flight
conditions and the turbine will be operating nearer to limiting blade

loading. Thus, the turbine-exit annulus area must be selected so as to

avoid limiting blade loading when the engine is operating at the super-
sonic flight condition. However, with the increasing characteristic of

the turbine-exit equivalent weight flow at the high engine temperature

ratio, there will also be some subsonic flight condition in the strato-

sphere, at a Mach number lower than 0.9, at which the turbine-exit
equivalent weight flow Jill be as high as that at the supersonic flight

condition. At this engine temperature ratio, operation will again be

near blade limiting loading.

Velocity Diagrams

The velocity diagrams at any flight condition or engine temperature

ratio must be estimated to determine whether any of the turbine aero-

dynamic limits are exceeded. The flow conditions over the range of en-

gine temperature ratios are based upon continuity, required turbine work,

and certain turbine-geometry parameters that were needed to estimate the

rotor-exit relative flow angle. In this analysis, it was assumed that

the turbine efficiency was constant at each operation condition. The

turbine velocity diagrams thus calculated are summarized in figures
8 to ll.
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Figure 6 presents the required variation in work and tip speed with

engine temperature ratio. As the flight condition changes from a Mach

number of 2.8 in the stratosphere to sea-level take-off, the engine

temperature ratio increases from 2.44 to 4.75. Operation between these

two conditions requires that at the take-off condition the turbine spe-

cific work decrease 45 _ercent and the tip speed decrease 38 percent

from that at the supersonic flight condition. Figure 7 shows the vari-

ation of an associated leaving loss due to whirl at the turbine rotor

exit. This leaving loss is zero at the supersonic flight condition,

and at the take-off condition is 1.35 percent of the required turbine

work. The blade leaving loss is a measure of the absolute rotor-exit-

whirl velocity. The change in the absolute rotor-exit whirl would be

important in considering the use of an afterburner, in that, if the exit

whirl were too great, it might result in unsatisfactory afterburner

operation. The change in the flow conditions at the stator exit, the

rotor inlet, and the rotor exit with engine temperature ratio are shown

in figures 8 to lO. For the change in engine temperature ratio between

the supersonic flight condition and sea-level take-off, the turbine

velocity parameters change as follows:

(1) The stator-exit Mach number at the mean section decreases from

1.11 to 0.73.

(2) The relative rotor-inlet Mach number at the hub decreases from

0.77 to 0.50.

(3) The relative rotor-exit Mach number at the tip decreases from

1.13 to 0.82. This indicates that the exit conditions of the turbine

are less critical at the take-off condition than at the supersonic

flight condition.

(4) The static-pressure ratio across the rotor hub increases from

1.06 to 1.15. This static-pressure ratio is a minimum of 1.015 at an

engine temperature ratio of 2.86. o
(5) The turning across the rotor hub decreases from 105 to 90 ° .

In general, these calculations show that the turbine is operating

at less critical flow conditions for take-off than for supersonic flight.

The only parameter in which the flow change is adverse was the blade

leaving loss; and, in this case, this change was not large enough to

produce a loss of any appreciable magnitude to the turbine.

The calculation of these estimated velocity diagrams showed that,

for operation between Mach numbers of 2.8 and 0.9 in the stratosphere,

the rotor-inlet relative flow angle at the mean section varied a total

of 24 ° . The rotor blade-inlet camber angle_was set so that the possible

incidence angles (analogous to the angle of attack) over the range of

flight conditions are divided evenly between the positive and negative

incidence on the rotor blade. Thus, at a flight Mach number of 2.8 in

the stratosphere, an incidence of +12.3 ° would exist on the rotor at the

mean section, while at a Mach number of 0.9 in the stratosphere, the

incidence would be -ll.2 ° (fig. ll). It was felt that this would not

cause the rotor blade to stall and increase the blade-profile losses

greatly.

i
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Blade-Profile Design

As has been previously stated, thi_ turbine will operate with a max-

imum inlet temperature of 2000 ° F, which requires that either the turbine

stator and rotor blades be cooled or constructed of some material cap-

able of withstanding the stresses at this elevated temperature. This

turbine was designed so that the stator and rotor blades could be air-

cooled. The main problem in the aerodynamic design of a cooled turbine

blade, whether a stator or rotor blade, is the problem of designing the

trailing-edge section so that adequate cooling can be provided. The use

of as small a trailing-edge diameter as possible is consistent with the

aerodynamic requirements for mlnimumblade loss, while the use of a rel-

atively large diameter is consistent with the cooling requirements. Thus,

the size of the trailing-edge diameter had to be compromised between the

cooling requirements for adequate cooling and the aerodynamic require-
ments for minimum blade loss.

A scale model of this turbine was fabricated. The turbine rotor

is shown in figure 12, and it can be noted that the blades are of con-

ventional shape except for the thick trailing edges.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scale model of this turbine was tested in a cold-air turbine

test facility, and the performance of the scale-model turbine was ob-

tainedwith the turbine stator set to correspond to the required posi-

tions for several assumed operating engine temperature ratios. The en-

gine temperature ratios at which the model turbine performance was ob-

tained are listed in the following table. For the assumed engine temper-

ature ratios, the ratio of the required turbine equivalent work and equi-

valent tip speeds to those at an engine temperature ratio of 2.44 are

listed. Also listed is the corresponding flight condition for a constant

turbine-inlet temperature of 2000 ° F.

Engine

temperature

ratio

2.16

2.65

3.21

5.80

4.65

5.25

Mach number in

stratosphere at
turbine-inlet

tempez'ature of
2000 ° F

5.08

2.61

2.18

i .80

i .33

.98

Ratio of turbine

equivalent work
to that of an

engine tempera-
ture ratio of

2.44

i .14

.93

.78

.66

.56

.51

Ratio of equivalent

tip speed to that at

an engine temperature

I ratio of 2.44

i .06

.96

.88

.81

.75

.69
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_e estimated velocity diagrams were used to calculate the required
stator throat areas at the meanblade section for a given engine temper-
ature ratio. The stator blade was set so that the required area existed
in the stator blade passage at its throat. At each stator blade setting
and equivalent tip speed, the turbine was operated over a range of pres-
sure ratio. The inlet equivalent weight flow and turbine efficiency
were thus determined for the actual equivalent turbine work corresponding
to a given engine temperature ratio. Figure 13 shows the variation of
the turbine-lnlet equivalent weight flow of the model turbine over the
range of engine temperature ratio. This turbine-lnlet equivalent-welght-
flow variation is one of the two parameters that must be satisfied to
make turbine stator adjustment feasible. The other parameter is the
necessary work output to drive the compressor. In the model test of
this turbine, the required variation in the turblne-inlet equivalent
weight flow was obtained over the range of engine temperature ratio in

which it was required to operate. Both the stator and rotor were choked

at engine temperature ratios below 2.8. At engine temperature ratios

above 2.8, the stator was unchoked but the rotor remained choked over

the entire range of engine temperature ratios. It is not by chance

that this equivalent weight flow continued to increase at the high en-

gine temperature ratios even though rotor choking was limiting the

equivalent weight flow. If high losses had been increased at the rotor

inlet at the high engine temperature ratios, the required increase In

the turbine-inlet equivalent weight flow would not have been attained,

especially at the high engine temperature ratios.

At an engine temperature ratio of 2.16, the turbine reached limiting

blade loading before the required equivalent work was attained. The

data from the cold-air tests were interpolated and it was found that

the required equivalent work and the blade-limiting-loading equivalent

work coincide at an engine temperature ratio of 2.37. If it were

desired to operate at an engine temperature less than 2.37, the compres-

sor operating point would have to be changed to a point at which the

turbine could produce enough work to drive the compressor. Thus, the

calculated operating point (equivalent turbine work and inlet weight

flow) for each given engine temperature ratio greater than 2.37 repre-

sents the performance of the turbine at the various engine temperature

ratios.

The turbine internal efficiency at the operating point corresponding

to each engine temperature ratio is plotted against the engine temper-

ature ratio in figure 14. The corresponding flight conditions for a

constant turblne-inlet temperature of 2000 ° F are also shown. For en-

gine temperature ratios between 2.37 and 4.0 the turbine efficiency

varies only slightly, ranging between 0.86 and 0.87. As the engine

temperature ratio increases above 4.0, the efficiency decreases gradually

to a value of 0.83 at an engine temperature ratio of 5.4. This drop

in efficiency may be largely due to the increase in the absolute

cO

O
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rotor-exit whirl at these engine temperature ratios. Since the method

of evaluating the turbine performance charged the turbine with the

energy represented in this whirl, the turbine efficiency may be expected

to decrease as shown in figure 7 where the estimated leaving loss is

plotted against the engine temperature ratio. At an engine temperature

ratio of 5.4, figure 7 shows the magnitude of this leaving loss is 2.6

percent of the turbine work.

During the process of testing this turbine with the different stator

throat areas, it was necessary to remove some metal from the blade ends

at either the hub or the tip at each stator-blade setting in order to

set the blade at the proper chord angle. After the performance of the

turbine at the various stator-blade settings was obtained, the stator

blades of the turbine were reset to the position corresponding to an

engine temperature ratio of 5.80 and the clearance at the hub and tip

measured. The ratio of this clearance to the blade span was 0.008 at
the hub and 0.005 at the tip for a blade span of 2.05 inches. The

performance of the turbine with this clearance was then determined.

This performance is compared with that previously obtained with the

blades set in this position, because this position was the first tested

and thus was the only position that had no stator-blade clearance.

Figure 15 shows the variation of the turbine efficiency with the tur-

bine equivalent work for these two configurations, that is, with and

without clearance at the required equivalent tip speed for an engine

temperature ratio of 5.80. Over the entire range of turbine equivalent

work, the maximum difference in the efficiency is 0.O1, and over most

of the range, this difference is less than 0.005. Since the probable

error in reproducing the turbine efficiency was 0.005 for this scale-

model turbine, it must be concluded for this turbine that the stator-

blade clearance had little, if any, effect on the turbine performance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order that a turbine operate efficiently over a range of engine

temperature ratios with stator adjustment, with the compressor operating

point fixed, the turbine must be capable of handling a wide range of
flow conditions both at the stator inlet and rotor exit. If a turbine

..... limiting ...... at .... take-off conditionwere operating near u±_e _u_±n6 on_

(as is the case for several present-day connnerical turbojet engines),

than it would be impossible to adjust the turbine stator flow area over

the wide range of required areas necessary for sup_ersonic flight (with

the compressor operating point fixed) and obtained the required work,

because a slight decrease in stator area would cause blade limiting

loading. The turbine must be analyzed over the entire range of engine

temperature ratio over which it must operate. All the flow parameters

must be checked to see if any of the turbine aerodynamic limits are

exceeded at an operating point. The turbine design presented in this
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paper was the result of a careful analysis at all of the possible operat-

ing conditions. Because the operation of the turbine over the range of

engine temperature ratios was satisfactory, it appears that carefully

designed turbines that employ stator adjustment are, therefore, capable

of efficient operation over a wide range of stator flow area.

!
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF AN ADJUSTABLE STATC_ TURBINE

By Thomas R. Heaton and Robert E. Forrette

INTR ODUCTI ON

The ability to predict the performance of an adjustable-stator tur-

bine over a wide range of stator flow areas is necessary in order to

estimate the engine operatin_ limits. For example, the previous paper

by Heaton and Holeski presents the design of a turbine which uses stator

adjustment to keep the compressor operating point fixed as the engine

operates over a wide range of engine temperature ratios. This mode of

operation requires the turbine to operate over a wide range of speed,

turbine work, and internal flow conditions. Therefore, it is highly de-

sirable to be able to estimate the turbine performance over the range of

operation in order to determine whether the turbine will satisfy the en-

gine requirement s.

This paper presents an analytical method to predict the performance

of a turbine which uses stator adjustment. The performance of the model

turbine described in the previous paper is estimated at several of the

required operating points, and this computed turbine performance is com-

pared with the experimental performance of this turbine. Also, a com-

puted loss distribution over the range of engine temperature ratios is

presented.

!

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

Turbine Losses

The losses in the turbine are assumed to be as follows:

(i) Incidence loss at the stator and rotor inlets

(2) Blade losses through the stator and rotor

_)r=_Shock ±u_....at tile stator and rotor exits at supersonic flow

conditions

(4) Energy associated with the absolute exit whirl velocity

Incidence loss. - It is assumed that the energy associated with the

component of inlet relative ,,elocity normal to the tangent to the blade

mean camber line is lost. This assumption results in a parabolic distri-

bution of the pressure loss against the incidence angle, for constant
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values of the critical velocity ratio. Actually, it has been shownthat
the loss for a small positive incidence angle is greater than that for
the samenegative angle. However, the loss at these incidence angles is
small, and thus the error due to this assumption is not large for small
incidence angles.

Blade loss. - It is assumed that the blade losses due to friction,

secondary flow, and tip clearance of a rotating blade row can be combined

into an effective viscous loss. This loss is dependent on the average

dynamic head across a blade row and on a blade-loss parameter, which is

assumed constant for a particular turbine.

Shock loss. - A shock loss occurs at the exit of the stator or rotor

if the exit velocities are supersonic. This loss is assumed to corre-

spond to the loss across a normal shock and represents the maximum shock

loss which might occur. Since normal shock losses are small for Mach

numbers below 1.25, the error due to this assumption will not be large

because in conventional subsonic turbines Mach numbers greater than 1.25

seldom occur.

Exit whirl loss. - It is assumed that the energy represented in the

tangential component of absolute velocity at the rotor exit is a loss

chargeable to the turbine.

|
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Method of Ans]ysJs

The method employed herein is a one-dimensional flow analysis at

the mean blade section and uses continuity, the loss assumptions, and

the basic compressible flow equations to compute the velocity parameters

which define the flow conditions at the stator and rotor inlets and

exits. These velocity parameters are then used to compute the turbine

work, efficiency, and weight flow. In any blade row, with subsonic or

sonic flow conditions at the passage throat, the flow angle at a station

just upstream of the trailing edge is assumed to be that determined by

the ratio of the throat area to the pitch minus the trailing-edge block-

age area. The flow conditions downstream of this section (outside the

blade passage) are determined through the use of continuity and conser-

vation of momentum between the station just upstream of the trailing edge

and the downstream station. For supersonic flow conditions at the blade

exit, the weight flow (determined for sonic flow conditions at the blade

throat) and the supersonic flow conditions at the blade exit outside the

blade passage are used to determine the flow a_gles.

It is assumed that the turbine work is a maximum, that is, the tur-

bine limiting loading point has been reached, when the axial Mach number

at the station just inside the rotor-blade trailing edge is unity, be-

cause any increase in pressure ratio will not affect the blade loading.
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Procedure

A value of the blade-loss parameter must first be determined. In

the analysis of this turbine, the experimental performance at one stator

setting was used to determine the proper value o$ the blade-loss param-

eter. The stator setting used corresponds to an engine temperature

ratio of 3.80, and the value of the blade-loss parameter was determined

such that the calculated efficiency agrees with experimental efficiency

at the required equivalent tip speed and equivalent turbine work. This

value of the blade-loss parameter was then assumed to be constant and

the performaDce of the turbine at the required equivalent tip speeds for

the other stator blade settings was computed.

In the process of calculating the turbine performance over the range
of the stator settings, ithe effect of the various assumed losses on the

turbine efficiency can be determined. Thus a breakdown of the computed

losses in terms of turbine efficiency was calculated and is included as

a part of the estimated turbine performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the performance prediction for the stator set for an

engine temperature ratio of 3.80 are presented in figure i, where the

effect of the various turbine losses on turbine efficiency is shown as a

function of turbine equivalent work. The experimental performance and

the turbine operating point for this engine temperature ratio are also

shown. At the turbine operating point (work required to drive the com-

pressor) the total calculated loss consists principally of blade effec-

tive viscous losses. The incidence, shock, and exit whirl losses are

negligible at this point. The agreement between the predicted and ex-

perimental performance is satisfactory except in the region of blade

limiting loading. The predicted blade limiting loading work is higher

than the experimental value. The disagreement could result from boundary-

layer buildup within the turbine which would cause the effective flow

areas to be smaller than the geometric areas and thus would cause higher

flow Mach numbers than those caicu!ated. In addition, three-dimensional

flow effects could cause a greater blade loss at this condition, an

effect which is not included in this prediction method.

The results of the performance prediction at stator areas corre-

sponding to several engine temperature ratios for a fixed compressor

operating point are shown in figure 2. I_ general, the predicted tur-

bine efficiency decreases from 0.91 at an engine temperature ratio of

2.18 to 0.82 at an engine temperature ratio of 5.2. The method predicts

that the turbine limiting blade loading work and the required turbine

work coincide at an engine temperature ratio of 2.12. Figure 2 also

shows the loss breakdown through the turbine over the range of engine
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temperature ratios considered. Again the stator- and rotor-blade viscous
losses contribute the greatest portion of the total loss at all engine
temperature ratios. The calculated losses due to stator incidence and
normal shocks were negligible over the entire range of engine tempera-
ture ratios considered. .The calculated loss due to rotor incidence is
highest at the low engine temperature ratios where a high positive in-
cidence angle on the rotor blades exists. As the engine temperature
ratio increases, the rotor incidence angle decreases until the loss be-
comeszero for engine temperature ratios between 4.0 and 4.6. For
engine temperature ratios greater than 4.6, a negative rotor incidence
angle exists. The incidence angle continues to decrease as the engine
temperature ratio increases, and thus the loss increases for engine tem-
perature ratios greater than 4.6. The calculated rotor-exit whirl loss
is greatest at the high engine temperature ratios. As the engine tem-
perature ratio decreases, the whirl, and thus this loss, decreases to a
negligible value for engine temperature ratios less than 3.4.

The comparison of the experimental performance for this turbine, as
presented in the previous paper by Heaton and Holeski, and the predicted
performance over the range of engine temperature ratios is shownin fig-
ure 5. The agreement between the predicted and the experimental per-

formance is satisfactory except at the low values of engine temperature

ratios. At the low engine temperature ratios, the turbine is operating

near blade limiting loading and figure I shows that this method as

applied does not predict the performance accurately for this flow condi-

tion. There is a difference in the engine temperature ratio at which

the required turbine work and the turbine limiting blade-loading work

coincide for the predicted and the experimental performance. The dis-

crepancy between predicted and experimental performance at the low en-

gine temperature ratios represents a limitation of this prediction

method. Consequently, a further knowledge of losses near turbine limit-

ing blade loading is required.

In addition to the blade limiting-loading condition at the low en-

gine temperature ratios, high rotor-inlet Mach numbers and incidence

angles exist, particularly at the hub section. Thus the incidence loss

at the hub section is much greater than that at the other blade sec-

tions and, consequently, the loss calculated at the mean section may no

longer represent the average incidence loss. This may also affect the

ability of the method to predict the turbine performance at the low en-
gine temperature ratios.

i
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the results of this study it appears that the performance of

an adJustable-stator turbine may be predicted (with the exception of

blade limiting loading) if the proper value of the blade-loss parameter
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is known. However, in most instances, performance of the turbine at one

stator blade setting would not be available to determine the proper value

of the blade-loss parameter. If this is so, then the efficiency could

be estimated at one of the stator blade settings, and then the proper

value of the blade-loss parameter could be determined such that the cal-

culated efficiency agrees with the estimated efficiency. In a previous

paper by English and Rebeske, some attainable efficiencies for certain

turbine design limits were listed which might be used as a guide in the

first estimation of the turbine efficiency.
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PERFORMANCE OF AN ADJUSTABLE TURBINE STATOR IN A TURBOJET ENGINE

By Curtis L. Walker and John H. Povolny

INTRODUCTION

As indicated in the preceding paper by Heaton and Holeski, when a

turbojet engine is required to operate over a wide range of flight speeds

from sea-level take-off up to some Mach number well in the supersonic

range, it may be desirable_ in order to alleviate compressor design prob-

lems_ to operate the compressor at a fixed point on the compressor-

performance map and to maintain limiting turbine-inlet temperature by

the use of an adjustable turbine stator.

In order to determine the variations in turbine efficiency that

would be encountered and to evaluate these effects on engine performance,

an experimental adjustable turbine stator was installed on a current

production-model turbojet engine and the performance was determined in

an NACA Lewis altitude test chamber. !
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A current production-model turbojet engine equipped with an experi-

mental adjustable turbine stator was used for these investigations. The

operating mechanism of the adjustable stator used in this investigation

is shown in figure i. Steel balls welded to the blade arm were fitted

with slots in the actuating ring. Thus, when the actuating ring was ro-

tated about the engine center line by means of screw-jack actuators, the

blades rotated about the." axes, changing the stator flow area. The

stator was designed to ha_ a total chord-angle variation of 22°, but be-

cause of the short actuating arms and the peening of the brass ring by

the steel balls, there was a hysteresis of approximately 5° in the indi-

cated chord angle. The stator-blade tip clearance was about 3.5 percent

of the blade height.

p_z±oIm=nuc of the engine was dcucrLa±ncu in an _,_Ca Lewis ^__b±--

tude test chamber. For the purpose of this investigation, operation was

at a constant compressor operating point with a compressor pressure ratio

of 3.3 and at a turbine-inlet temperature T 3 of 1540 ° F. The tests

covered a range of flight conditions in the stratosphere from an engine-

design Mach number of 2.3 to a Mach number of 0.8.

TURBINE PERFORMANCE

The range of flow and turbine-stator area variation required to cover

a range of flight Mach numbers from 0.8 to 2.3 in the stratosphere is
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shown in figure 2. The lower curve represents the flow required as a
function of engine temperature ratio and this curve shows that a 37 per-
cent increase in flow is required as the Machnumber is reduced from the
design value of 2.3 to 0.8. The upper curve represents the turbine-stator
area variation required in this investigation to obtain the flow area of
the lower curve and it is noted that actual area increase of 63 percent
was necessary to obtain the 37 percent increase in flow area. The greater
increase in stator area is caused largely by the decreasing turbine-
stator pressure ratio accompanyingthe increase in engine temperature
ratio. This variation in area was accomplished by adjusting the stator
incidence angle from -5° to +7° and resulted in a variation of rotor
incidence angle from +lO° to -7°.

The turbine efficiency that was obtained over the operable range
for a compressorpressure ratio of 3.3 is presented in figure 3. The
maximumefficiency of 0.77 that was obtained is approximately 0.03 lower
than the efficiency for this turbine operating at the samepoint with a
fixed stator. It is assumedthat this loss in efficiency was due to the
large tip clearances previously mentioned and also possibly to nonuni-
formity of blade settings. Over the range of flight Machnumberfrom
0.8 to 2.5 the variation in turbine efficiency was about 0.06.

A prediction of the turbine efficiency based on loss estimations
was madein the samemanneras the one presented in the paper by
Heaton and Forrette. The results of this prediction are presented in fig-
ure 4 which includes a comparison with the experimental results from fig-
ure 5. The results are essentially the sameas those obtained for the
model turbine discussed by Heaton. The agreement of the predicted
and experimental curves is good except at the low temperature ratios
where the turbine approaches limiting loading and where rotor-incidence
angle and rotor-inlet Machnumberbecomehigh, especially at the hub.

Ico
o

ENGINEPERFORMANCE

The variation in net thrust and specific fuel consumption with flight
Machnumberfor an altitude of 60,000 feet was computed from the
adjustable-turbine engine data for a constant compressor pressure ratio
of 3.3 and is presented in figure 5 for a constant turbine-inlet tempera-
ture of 1540° F. Included for comparison are the computedperformance
curves for operation with the standard fixed turbine at a constant com-
pressor pressure ratio of 3.3. As can be seen_ the thrust is higher and
the specific fuel consumption is lower than those of the fixed-area
turbine engine at conditions other than design because of the rapid de-
crease in turbine-inlet temperature as flight speed is reduced. For
instance, at a Machnumberof 0.8 the use of the variable turbine stator
provides a 370 percent increase in net thrust and at a Machnumberof
1.65 a 100-percent increase in thrust although both engines deliver the
samethrust at the design Machnumber of 2.3.
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The take-off thrust for fixed compressor operating point is pre-
sented in figure 6 as a function of engine temperature ratio and turbine-
inlet temperature. The value of thrust with a fixed turbine stator is
taken as lO0 percent. By utilizing the adjustable turbine stator to

O
raise the turbine-inlet temperature to 1540 F_ a thrust increase of 250

percent for this engine was obtained for the take-off condition.

O

Go

¢

CONCLUD ING REMARKS

The data indicated that the turbine efficiency varied about 0.06

over the range of stator adjustment required to cover a range of flight

Mach numbers in the stratosphere from 2.3 to 0.8. A comparison of the

thrust and specific fuel consumption obtained on an engine equipped with

fixed and adjustable turbine stators indicates that turbine stator ad-

justment provides good off-design engine performance for constant com-

pressor point operation of a turbojet engine over a range of flight speeds

from take-off up to a value well in the supersonic region.
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SOMEPROBLEMSASSOCIATEDWITHOFF-DESIGN

PERFORMANCEOFAXIAL-FLOWCOMPRESSORS

By William A. Benser
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INTRODUCTION

In the papers presented in the first section, compressor design

problems were discussed. The discussions were devoted primarily to the

problems involved in obtaining optimum design-point performance in a

compressor of minimum size and weight. Inasmuch as a multistage axial-

flow compressor can only operate as designed at a single value of equiv-

alent speed and pressure ratio, off-design compressor operating problems

are encountered during engine acceleration and at high flight Mach
numbers.

The source of these off-design operating problems will be discussed

in this section and, insofar as possible, potential cures. 0ff-design

__v_i of _"_ _ "" compressors is a _ ,_j .... _ _ re-

search and, therefore, the analysis of sources of these problems will,

in general, be qualitative. The discussion of cures will, of necessity,
be limited.

TYPICAL COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE MAP

The problems that may be encountered when an axial-flow compressor

is operated at other than its design point can be illustrated by a

typical performance map of a compressor designed for a pressure ratio of

approximately 8.5 (fig. 1). The total-pressure ratio PA/PI is the ratio
of compressor inlet to outlet total pressure. The equivalent speed

N/_/e-is presented in percent of the design value; N is the absolute

compressor rotative speed, and e is the ratio of the compressor-inlet

total temperature to standard sea-level temperature.

This co_@ressor map (fig. !) has been divided into two regions:

Region I, surrounding the design point, is shown by the lightly shaded

area and represents good performance of the compressor. Some problems

may arise at the upper limit of the equivalent speed as a result of

excessive Mach numbers relative to the compressor blading. In general,

however, these must be considered in the compressor design. Therefore,

region I will not be considered with regard to off-design performance of

the compressor. The low-speed region, region II, represents operating

conditions where aerodynamically excited blade vibrations are prevalent.

This region represents an operating area in which relatively poor

compressor efficiency is obtained.
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The compressor stall limit, or compressor surge limit as it is some-

times called, represents the minimum flow obtainable at any speed consist-

ent with usable operation. This off-design compressor limit is defined

as item III. The dip in the stall-limit line, item IV, is common to

most high-pressure-ratio compressors and represents a definite off-

design operating problem of the axial-flow compressor.

ENGINE ACCELERATION

The effect of these off-design regions and limits of compressor

operation can now be considered from the viewpoint of engine acceleration.

The engine must be accelerated from the idle speed to the take-off speed

and thrust condition. A similar and probably more severe acceleration

problem also exists with regard to landing maneuvers of the aircraft.

If a pilot finds it necessary to increase thrust because of undershoot-

ing or overshooting the landing area, extremely rapid engine accelerations

are required because of the high landing speeds of high-speed aircraft.

In general, this acceleration will be from an engine speed somewhat

higher than Idle speed, but the general requirements of acceleration are

similar to those first mentioned. For either type of acceleration, the

compressor operating condition changes transiently from the idle point

or an equilibrium point at some intermediate speed to the take-off point.

Figure 2 shows an equilibrium operating line superimposed on a typical

compressor map. 0n this figure, idling speed was assumed to be 50 per-

cent of design speed, and the take-off point was assumed as the design

point. The equilibrium operating line represents operation with a jet-

nozzle area 20 percent larger than that required for take-off thrust,

and the inflection of this line between 95 and 100 percent speed results

from closing the Jet nozzle to obtain take-off thrust.

For extremely slow accelerations, the transient change in compressor

operation would be along°the equilibrium operating line. In most cases,

however, rapid acceleration is desired. To provide the excess torque

required for rapid accelerations, the turbine-inlet temperature must be

increased above the value for steady-state operation. This results in

lower air flows and higher pressure ratios than those required for steady-

s%ate operation at a given speed, and the compressor operation will move

"closer to the compressor stall limit. In general, the acceleration time

decreases for increased displacement of the transient operating line from

the equilibrium operating line during acceleration. Inasmuch as the com-

pressor surge or stall limit normally represents the minimum flow con-

sistent with good performance at any speed, the margin between the equi-

librium operating line and the surge or stall-limit llne is defined as

the acceleration margiu. Thus for rapid accelerations, it is essential

that the compressor have both good efficiency in this intermediate speed

range and a large acceleratiou margin.
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As can be seen from figure 2, the idling condition would lie in the

darkly shaded region where aerodynamically excited blade vibrations are

prevalent. Furthermore, the compressor stall limit minimizes the accel-

eration margin at low speeds, particularly in the region of the dip in

the stall-limit line. Therefore, blade vibrations at low speeds, the

compressor stall limit, and the dip in the stall-limlt line are all real

problems with regard to engine acceleration. Of course, decreased accel-

eration times can be obtained by the use of Jet-nozzle adjustment and the

use of "crutches," such as compressor interstage or discharge bleed, or

by the use of adjustable blade rows. These crutches, however, add weight
and complexity to the engine.

o

HIGH MACH NUMBER FLIGHT AT ALTITUDE

In order to study the effects of variation of flight Mach number at

high altitude on the compressor operating conditions, the operating line

corresponding to design mechanical speed and design turbine-inlet temper-

atures has been superimposed on the compressor map. This operating line,

which is shown in figure 5, represents the compressor operating condition

for maximum thrust as flight Mach number is varied. Operation along this

line, of course, requires the use of an adjustable exhaust nozzle. A

range of flight Mach numbers from 0.9 to 2.8 was considered. For a flight

Mach number of 0.9 in the tropopause, the compressor-inlet temperature

will be less than that at sea level. Therefore, the equivalent rotative

speed of the compressor will be higher than the design value or 106 per-

cent for this flight condition. As flight Mach number is increased, the

compressor-inlet temperature will increase; and for the case of constant

mechanical speed, the equivalent rotative speed of the compressor will

decrease. At a flight Mach number of 2.8 in the tropopause, the equiv-

alent rotative speed of the compressor will be approximately 71 percent
of the design value.

Therefore, figure 5 shows that both the low-speed region where aero-

dynamically excited blade vibrations exist and the dip in the compressor

stall-limit line may present serious problems when such a compressor is

operated in an airplane at high supersonic speeds. The equivalent speed

of the compressor at high flight Mach numbers can be increased by increas-

ing the mechanical rotative speed of the engine. This may relieve the com-

pressor blade vibration and stall problems, but the resultant increase

in material stresses would necessitate increasing the weight of the engine.

Stator-blade adjustment might also be used to relieve these problems,

but this technique increases engine weight and complexity.



OFF-DESIGNCOMPRESSORAERODYNAMICS

Becausecompressors must be operated at conditions of aerodynamic
speed, flow, and pressure ratio other than those for which the compressor
was designed, consideration must be given to the aerodynamics of off-
design compressor operation. For design inlet conditions, the performance
of a compressor stage is principally a function of flow coefficient
or the ratio of axial velocity to wheel speed. The variation of efficien-
cy _ with flow coefficient for a typical axial-flow compressor stage
is shownat the bottom of figure 4. The flow coefficient is the ratio
of average axial velocity to average wheel speed measuredat the inlet
to a stage and represents a function of the angle of attack for the
stage. Also indicated on this typical stage curve are the choke or max-
imumflow conditions, the maximumefficiency designated as the stage
match point, and the flow-coefficient range for stage stall.

For optimum design-point performance of a multistage compressor, it
is desirable to have all stages operate at their peak efficiency points.
At design rotative speed, the flow coefficient is controlled by variation

of the axial velocity. Therefore, the area at the inlet of each stage

is determined so as to give the proper axial velocity entering each

stage. Of course, compressibility of the air requires that the flow

area at the rear of the compressor be much smaller than that at the in-

let, as shown by the typical compressor cross section (fig. 4). It

should be noted that the efficiency variation with flow coefficient will

depend on the particular stage design. For purpose of illustration,

however, it will be assumed that the performance of all stages is similar.

If the take-off condition (see fig. 2) is chosen at the design

point, the compressor must operate at an equivalent rotative speed appreci-

ably below the design value for idle, acceleration, and supersonic high-

altitude flight. For the part-speed operating conditions, the over-all

pressure ratio is less than the design value and the desire@ area vari-

ation would be as indicated in figure 5. Thus for the area variation

determined for optimum stage matching at the design or take-off condition,

the front of the compressor is too big and the rear is too small. There-

fore, for part-speed operation, the front stages approach stall, the rear

stages approach choking flow, and the over-all efficAency of the compres-

sor must be decreased from that for optimum stage matching.

A plot of a typical variation of flow coefficient of the first and

last stages against percent of compressor design rotative speed is shown

in figure 6. As can be seen from this figure, the rear stages approach

their choke limit as speed is decreased. This choking of the exit stages

restricts the flow through the compressor and results in stall of the

inlet stages. Thus, as indicated, operation of the compressor at equiv-

alent rotatlve speeds of 50 to 80 percent may result in stall of one or

more of the inlet stages of the compressor. Of course, as flow is

decreased at any speed, all stages will approach their stall poluts.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

From this discussion it can be seen that three of the most important

off-design compressor operating problems are (1) blade vibrations at

low values of equivalent rotative speed of the compressor, (2) the com-

pressor stall limit, and (3) the dip in the compressor stall limit at

intermediate speeds. These are all problems relating to engine acceler-

ation and high flight Mach numbers at altitude. These problems may be

avoided by the use of such variable-geometry features as compressor air

bleed, adjustable compressor and turbine blades, or compressor over-

speeding; but all these techniques add weight and complexity to the engine.

Analysis of stage matching characteristics has indicated that these off-

design problems may be associated with stall of the individual stages.

Therefore, fundamentals of stage stall both with regard to single stages

and stages of a multistage compressor must be considered.
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ROTATING STALL IN SINGLE-STAGE COMPRESSORS

By Robert W. Graham

!

P

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper 3 it was pointed out that individual stages

of a multistage compressor may stall during off-deslgn operation. There-

fore 3 an understanding of the way a compressor stage stalls is necessary

for an understanding of the off-design operation of compressors.

The stall of a blade row in an axial-flow compressor usually does

not occur uniformly over the entire blade row. Instead 3 one or more

blades or several groups of blades in a blade row stall out first. The

resulting stall zones, or zones of low flow, do not remain fixed with

respect to the initially stalled blade but propagate around the blade

row at a lower speed than the rotor - thus the term "rotating stall."

Generally, the stall zone or zones pass a fixed reference in a periodic

fashion, although a nonperiodic type of rotating stall does exist.

The phenomenon of rotating stall is generally associated with the

performance of the axial-flow compressor 3 but it is interesting to

observe that one of the earliest references to rotating stall appears in

a British paper (ref. l) on centrifugal compressor performance, pub-

lished in 1947. The phenomenon was not labeled rotating stall at this

date, but the description contained in the reference leaves no doubt

that it was rotating stall.

|

Perhaps reference 2 was the first American publication containing

a reported observation of rotating stall. Reference 2 is a report of

an investigation conducted with an impulse axial-flow compressor. The

authors of this paper did not label the phenomenon rotating stall

either, but they presented an explanation of the mechanism of stall

propagation around the compressor annulus.

In 1951 a technical report (ref. 3) used the term "rotating stall"

to describe the phenomenon. In this reference, the experimentally

obtained rotating-stall flow patterns were presented as data. High-

frequency-response instrumentation was employed to detect the stall

patterns_ whereas, in references 1 and 2, observation of tufts had been

the only means of stall detection.

In the past two years, much effort has been devoted to the experi-

mental and theoretical study of rotating or propagating stall. Much of

the research has been done with single-stage compressors. In this

paper, some of the important experimental results pertaining to rotating-
stall behavior in single-stage compressors will be discussed.
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MECHANISM OF PROPAGATING STALL

Theoretically, a row of airfoils that are absolutely identical and

are located in a perfectly uniform one-dlmensional flow field would

stall uniformly as depicted in figure 1. The uniform stall illustrated

in figure 1 is an idealized condition in which all the blades have

stalled simultaneously.

Obviously, a slightly different profile shape of one of the blades

or a small flow perturbation in front of the blade row would cause one of

the blades to stall ahead of the others in the blade row. Consequently,

the "uniform stall" is an improbable phenomenon that is of academic

interest only, since the blade row in a compressor would not stall in

this idealized manner.

The way in which a compressor blade row stalls is schematically

depicted in figure 2. Blade 2 has reached a stalled condition before

the other blades in the row and does not produce sufficient pressure

rise to support the flow around it. As is indicated in figure 2, back-

flow begins, and the net flow through the blade channel is appreciably

diminished. The region of low flow, or the stall zone, that results

from the restricted flow is represented by the shaded area. This stall

zone may extend over several blade passages. The flow continuity re-

quirements across the blade row will cause spillage around the stall

zone. The spilled flow causes the angle of attack on blade 3 to

increase, whereas the angle of attack on blade 1 is diminished. The

increase in the angle of attack on blade 3 generates a stall, and the

stall region progresses downward. The spilled flow resulting from the

stall of blade 3 reduces the angle of attack on blade 2, and it is un-

stalled. In this manner, the stall zone propagates across the blade row

and each blade is successively stalled and unstalled.

In figure 3, the blade row is bent into an annular ring to represent

a compressor blade row. The propagating-stall zone progresses around the

blade row or rotates in the compressor annulus - thus, rotating stall is

produced. Experimental investigations show that the number, the geo-

metrical size, and the propagation rate of these stall zones may vary

widely. In most cases, the stall patterns are periodic, but nonperiodlc

rotating stall can and does occur. An explanation of the propagation

rate of the stall zones is of interest currently. Emmons, Marble, and

Sears 3 who presented some of the first papers on rotating stall, have

proposed theoretical models of rotating-stall propagation. Phase lag or

time lags similar to the aerodynamic-lag parameter proposed by Mendelson

(ref. 4) of the NACA Lewis laboratory have been introduced into the

theoretical explanations of stall-propagation rate. From a limited

amount of stall data obtained from single-stage-compressor tests, there

appears to be a relation between stall-propagation rate and a phase-lag

parameter.

!
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ROTATING STALL

Direction of Rotation

Measurements of rotating-stall-propagation rates have been made in

several single-stage axial-flow compressors. When measured wlth respect

to an absolute frame of reference, the stall zones prepagate in the

direction of the rotor rotation and at a lower speed than the rotor. If

the rotating-stall pattern is viewed from a frame of reference that is

rotating at rotor speed, the stall zones propagate in a direction

opposite to the absolute direction of rotor rotation and at a lower

speed than the rotor.

Detection of Rotating Stall

The frequency of rotating stall is far beyond the frequency-response

limitations of the pressure-sensing probe and manometer tube employed in

the performance-testing of compressors. The hot-wire anemometer, the

high-frequency-response thermocouple, and electronic pressure pickups

are sensitive to high-frequency flow fluctuations. If the rotating stall

is periodic, an average image of the flow-fluctuation pattern can be

synchronized on the screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope. If the stall

pattern is nonperiodicj continuous time traces of the stall zones can be

recorded on an oscillograph or similar recording instrument. Figure 4(a)

shows a representative trace of a periodic rotating stall viewed on a

cathode-ray oscilloscope and detected with hot-wire-anemometer probes

llke those pictured in figure 4(b). The troughs represent the stall zones,

the depth of the trough being a measure of the reduced weight flow in the

stall zone and the width of the trough an indication of the width of the

stall zone. The pitch distance between adjacent troughs measured in units

of time is the reciprocal of the frequency of the stall disturbance. The

frequency of a rotating-stall disturbance can be determined by a fre-

quency meter or by forming Lissajous figures on the cathode-ray oscillo-

scope screen.

In order to be able to determine the number of equispaced stall

zones in a compressor annulus, two hot-wire-anemometer probes are fixed

in the compressor casing. By varying the known circumferential distance

between the probes and observing the phase shift between the stall traces

of each hot-wire probe, the number of stall zones can be determined.

References 3 and 5 include complete descriptions of the analytical

method.
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Nonperlodic Rotating Stall

Although rotating stall is generally considered to be a periodic
phenomenon3 experimental evidence indicates that nonperlodic rotating
stalls do exist. Nonperlodlc stall zones that cover several blade pas-
sages are observed frequently slightly above the flow-coefflclent value
that marks the beginning of a periodic rotating stall. Within the region
of rotating stall, nonperiodlc rotating stalls have been observed to
occur during the transition from one periodic stall pattern to another.
It is hypothesized that nonperlodic rotating stall may result from a
nonequldistant distribution of stall zones around the compressor
annulus.
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Characteristics of Rotating Stalls Observed in Single-Stage Compressors

Since periodic rotating stalls are more prevalent than the non-

periodic variety, more investigations of periodic rotating stalls have

been conducted. The investigations reveal that rotating stalls exhibit

varied characteristics as to the number of stall zones3 the size of the

stall zones, and the stall-zone propagation rate. In the current liter-

ature, rotating stalls are classified according to the radial extent of

the stall zones as compared with the span or length of the blade. Those

stall zones that extend over only a part of a blade-span length of the

annular flow passage are referred to as "partial-span" rotating, stalls 3

and those that extend over the entire passage are referred to as "total-

span" rotating stalls or hub-to-tip stalls. The radial dimension of the

stall zones was selected in classifying the rotating stalls because it

indicates whether the entire blade or just a part of each blade in the

blade row is supporting the rotating-stall phenomenon. For most of the

partial-span rotating-_tall patterns observed3 the stall zones were

located at the tip region of the rotor blades. However 3 if the region

near the hub of the stage is critical 3 that is, at a stalled angle of

attack, rotating-stall zones near the hub are possible. A maldistribu-

tion of inlet velocity or a blade design incorporating high angles of

attack near the hub may make the blade critical at the hub region.

Characteristics of Observed Rotating Stalls

Table I is a collection of rotating-stall data obtained from ref-

erences 5 to 8. As is obvious from an inspection of the table, the

rotating stalls are characterized by a variety of stall-propagation

rates, weight-flow fluctuations, geometry of the stall zones, and number

of stall zones. The number of stall zones for the partial-spanrotating-

stall patterns varied from 1 to 83 and the absolute propagation rates

ranged from 0.23 to 0.87 rotor speed. The number of stall zones for the

total-span patterns varied from 1 to 63 and the propagation rate from

O.10 to 0.A9 rotor speed.
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In general_ for a given type of rotating stall (partial or total

span), the stall-propagation rate is a fixed ratio of the compressor

speed. Thus, the stall-propagation rate is a linear function of com-

pressor speed.

For the NACA data presented in table I, the flow-fluctuation param-

eter _oV/_ was calculated by the method described in reference 5. The

magnitude of _oV/_ varied from 0.76 to 2.2A for the stall patterns

observed in several compressors. No correlation between the type of

rotating stall and the magnitude of _oV/_ is evident. The authors of

reference 6 use a different parameter AV/V to express the flow fluctu-

ation. However_ the Mach number level of the flow is approximately the

same for all the investigations referred to in table I_ thus_ the param-

eters &V/V and 2_oV/_ can be used interchangeably.

Experimental 0bserv&tion

One of the testing procedures used in observing the rotating-stall

patterns peculiar to a specific compressor is to operate the compressor

at constant speed and gradually diminish the weight flow until the

rotating-stall patterns are observed. If hot-wire anemometers are used

in conjunction with an oscilloscope, the form of the flow traces on the

scope will follow a definite evolutionary process as the flow coefficient

is diminished. It is assumed that the hot wires are located at the

"critical" radial station where the blade elements will stall out ahead

of other portions of the blade span. If the procedure starts at a flow

coefficient near the best operating point of the compressor for the

operating speed_ the observer will see sharply defined blade wakes sim-

ilar to those shown in figure 5. Region A marks the flow-coefflcient

range over which sharp blade wakes will be observed.

After the flow coefficient is reduced below the peak-pressure-ratio

flow coefficient, the sharply defined blade wake becomes less well

defined on the suction side of each blade. This is the first indication

of the flow separation that accompanies blade stall. This stalled region

is labeled B in figure 5. The fuzzy appearing areas on the oscilloscope 3

which represent the stalled condition, appear to grow larger as the flow
coefficient is further din_nished. The nonuniform ma_mer in which the

blade row stalls makes it difficult to obtain a stationary pattern on the

oscilloscope screen. At the low-flow end of region B, the blade wakes

cannot be distinguished amid the erratic separating flow traces of the

stalled blades. Sometimes a momentarily occurring stall zone that covers

several blade passages will appear on the screen. This sporadic stall

zone is often the herald of a periodic rotating-stall pattern that

develops at a still lower flow coefficient.
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Region C is the region of rotating stall in which the periodic low
flow or stall zones are observed. The shape of the rotatlng-stall traces
has been discussed previously. Further throttling of the flow maypro-
mote changes in the rotating-stall patterns with respect to the number
and size of the stall zones (radial and circumferential extent). If the
flow-control valve is opened gradually, the samerotating-stall patterns
will appear that appearedwhen the flow was throttled. However, the
rotating-stall patterns accompanyingincreasing flow will occur at higher
values of flow coefficient than during decreasing flow.

Effect of Rotating Stall on Performance

The compressor designer is interested in rotating stall because of
its effect on compressor performance and the way in which the periodic
flow fluctuations affect blade life. For several s_ngle-stage compres-
sors investigated in the stall region, the compressor performance maps
obtained can be classified into two types. The first type has a smooth3
continuous performance characteristic in the rotating-stall region_ the
second has an appreciable discontinuity in the characteristic at the
stall point.

Figure 6 shows a typical stall pattern associated with a smooth
continuous characteristic. The performance characteristic is shownat
the left of the figure. The numbersabove the performance curve repre-
sent the numberof stall zones present in the stall pattern. The first
stall pattern observed in the stall region comprised three stall zones
that extended over a part of the blade span. With further reductions in
weight flow 3 the pattern changedto four and then to five stall zones.
The radial extent of the stall zones increased until the five zones
extended over the entire blahle span. It is important to note that no
discontinuities in the performance characteristic occurred as the stall
patterns developed. Stalls that exhibit gradual growth of the stall
zones and do not effect discontinuities in the performance characteristic
are called "progressive" stalls.

Single-stage-compressor performance without discontinuities in the
characteristic has been observed for manycompressors that operated
within the rotating-stall region. As described in references 6 to 8,
partial-spanrotating stalls were observed in which no discontinuities
in compressorperformance took place. The number of stall zones varied
with the weight flow_ but no discontinuities accompanied the changes in
the stall patterns.

In contrast to the progressive stalls, somestalls" have been
observed to develop abruptly# with a resulting discontinuity in the per-
formance characteristic. A schematic representation of an abrupt'stall
and the resulting discontinuous characteristic are shownin figure 7.
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This slngle-zone abrupt stall that extends across the entire blade span

is typical of the type of stall observed in several single-stage com-

pressors with high hub-tip ratios. The severity of the drop-off in per-

formance from the upper branch of the performance characteristic to the

lower branch differs among those compressors which exhibited this kind

of characteristic. According to reference 5, the drop-off in total-

pressure ratio for a symmetrical design compressor with 0.8 hub-tlp ratio

amounted to approximately 33 percent_ whereas, in reference 6, the drop-

off in pressure ratio for a wheel-type and a vortex-type design amounted

to approximately 5 percent.

Hysteresis. - As has been discussed in a previous section, the flow-

coefficient values that mark the location of a rotating-stall region or

a particular rotating-stall pattern within the stall region on the com-

pressor performance map are different for increasing and decreasing

weight-flow operation. This difference in the flow-coefficlent values

is attributed to a hysteresis effect. Generally, it has been observed

that rotating-stall patterns are quite stable, and to eliminate a spe-

cific stall pattern by increasing the weight flow, the flow must be

increased beyond the value where the stall pattern began originally.

Apparently 3 the aerodynamic conditions that sponsor the establishment

of a rotatlng-stall pattern lag the changes in weight flow.

Hysteresis effects have been observed for all types of rotating-

stall patterns. The hysteresis effect is most marked for the case where

the slngle-zone total-span stall causes a discontinuity in the perform-

ance characteristic. The hysteresis effect is observable also in the case

where no performance discontinuity is present. Hysteresis has been

observed wherever the stall pattern changed within the stall region, or

at the boundary between the periodic rotating-stall" region and the re-

gion of blade stall (fig. 5).

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Rotating stall consists of one or more low-flow or stall zones that

rotate around the compressor annulus at a fraction of rotor speed. The

phenomenon is thought to be initiated by a flow instability that causes

one or more stall regions to develop in the blade row. Predominantl_

the stall patterns have periodicity, although nonperiodic rotating stall
does exit.

The periodic rotating stalls investigated in single-stage compressors

show different effects on the compressor performance characteristic. If

a rotating stall occurs in which an appreciable portion of the compressor

annulus area is stalled abruptly, a discontinuous performance character-

istic at the stall point may occur. Smooth performance characteristics

are associated with a gradual stalling of the compressor annulus area.
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The region of flow coefficient over which a definite rotating-stall
region prevails movesto higher values of flow coefficient for increas-
ing weight flow than the values of flow coefficient corresponding to
compressor operation for a decreasing weight flow. This effect is
attributed to hysteresis.

The flow fluctuations accompanyingrotating stall are appreciable.
The increment of flow velocity fluctuation mayrange from one-half to
twice the magnltude of the meanflow velocity.
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ROTATING STALL IN MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

By Merle C. Huppert and Eleanor L. Costilow

INTRODUCTION

Rotating-stall patterns similar to those observed in single-stage

compressors (refs. 1 to 5) have been detected in multistage compressors.

This paper discusses the experimental studies of rotating stall in mul-

tistage axial-flow compressors.

STALL IN INLET STAGES OF MULTISTAGE COMPRESSORS

The discussion of rotating stall in the inlet stages is introduced

by summarizing the results of a study on rotating stall of the NACA 20-

inch-diameter ten-stage axial-flow compressor reported in the first paper

of this panel. The rotating-stall patterns found at low and intermediate

speeds are indicated in figure 1. For this compressor, the number of

stalls in the stall pattern increased from three to seven as the flow

was reduced at 50 percent of design speed; whereas, at 70 percent of

design speed, only the stall pattern with three stall zones was obtained.

The operating region of the performance map where each stall pattern

existed could be separated as shown and is called region II in the first

paper of this panel. The rotating-stall patterns obtained were of the

partial-span type associated with a gradual decrease in stage pressure

coefficient with flow coefficient. As defined in the preceding paper,

this type of stall is called progressive stall. The rotating stalls

probably were instigated by rotor-tip stall in one of the first three

or four stages. The absolute rotational speed of the stall zones was

approximately 57 percent of rotor speed for all stall patterns obtained.

Hot-wire-anemometer measurements were made of the flow variation

behind the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and tenth stages

at the tip, mean, and hub stations. A typical variation in amplitude

of the weight-flow fluctuation divided by the average flow rate along

the compressor length at the three radial stations is shown in figure 2.

The largest fluctuations occurred at the tip of the second, third, and

fourth stages and were reduced considerably in the exit stages. It was

not possible to determine which stage initiated the stall. In general,

if a stall pattern could be detected in one stage of the compressor, it

would also be found in any other stage. The comparatively large flow

fluctuations in the first four stages indicate that the stall was

probably initiated by one of these stages, as would be expected on the

basis of stage matching.

|
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The extent to which the stall regions spiraled as they extended

through the compressor was determined and found to be negligible; that

is, the stall zones extended axially through the compressor.

Rotating-stall patterns instigated by stall of the inlet stages

have been observed in several other high-pressure-ratio multistage

axial-flow compressors, the number of stall patterns and the variation

in number of stall zones with weight flow at a given speed varying

somewhat among the compressors investigated. In some compressors, the

number of stall patterns changed intermittently among as many as three

different patterns at a given operating point (see Calvert and Huppert)j

and, in other cases, the same stall pattern existed at all weight flows

from choked flow to surge at a given speed. The rotational speed of the

stall zones for these high-pressure-ratio compressors was between 50

and 60 percent of the rotor speed. This result is contrasted to the

rather wide range of stall rotational speed in percentage of rotor

speed observed in single-stage compressors (see refs. 1 to 3). In all

compressors investigated# the stall zones propagated in the direction
of rotor rotation.

As discussed in references 4 and 5, rotating stalls caused by stall

of the inlet stages are a source of vibration excitation that may lead

to compressor blade failure.

e
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EFFECTS OF HJLTISTAGH_G ON STAGE PERFORMANCE

While the rotating-stall phenomenon in multistage compressors appears

to be somewhat the same as that occurring in single-stage units, the

rotating-stall characteristics are not necessarily predictable from

single-stage tests. In the multistage compressor# the number of stall

zones and the propagation rate are the same throughout the entire com-

pressor at a given operating point; whereas, if each stage were tested

as a single-stage unit, it would probably exhibit stall characteristics

different from every other stage. Two obvious sources that combine to

cause this difference in rotating-stall characteristics between single-

stage and multistage compressors are: (1) unsteady flow effects intro-

duced by the rotating stalls emanating from adjacent stages, and (2) the

action of preceding stages, which affect the radial distribution of inlet

flow conditions to the stage. These stage-interaction effects caused by

multistaging are known to alter the rotating-stall characteristics.

The data presented in reference 3 illustrate the multistaging effect.

The multistage compressor used in this investigation consisted of three

identical stages. This compressor had an initial hub partial-span

rotating stall and then a total-span rotating stall as the flow was

further reduced. Accompanying the total-span rotating stall was an

abrupt drop in pressure coefficient, which indicated an abrupt stalling

of the stages similar to that described for single-stage units in
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reference 2 and in the preceding paper. However, one stage of the

multistage compressor when run as a single-stage unit showed an initial

tip rotating stall; and as the flow was reduced it became a full-span

stall with a gradual decrease in pressure coefficient, which indicated

that the total-span stall was developed by the gradual spreading of

the stall at the tip to the hub of the rotor. While no generalizations

can be drawn from this one example, it does illustrate the stage-

interaction (multistaging) effects, and it shows that the stall char-

acteristics of the multistage compressor cannot generally be predicted

from the single-stage results.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Rotating stall is likely to be present in the useful operating

range of the multistage axial-flow compressor at speeds below 70 or 80

percent of design speed where the inlet stages operate stalled. Al-

though rotating stalls have been found in all compressors investigated

to date, neither the rotational speed of the stall zones, the number

of zones formed in the stall pattern, nor the radial extent of the

stall zones is necessarily predictable from single-stage data because

of stage-interaction effects.
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BLADE VIBRATION IN AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

By Howard F. Calvert and Merle C. Huppert

INTRODUCTION

Experimental data indicate that the inlet stages of an axial-flow

compressor are operating stalled below approximately 70 to 80 percent of

design speed_ and that this stall results in a series of stalled regions

spaced around the compressor annulus and rotating at a speed slower than

the rotor. Inasmuch as rotating stall produces alternate high- and low-

flow zones that rotate about the compressor axis and extend throughout

the total length of the compressor, it may be the potential source of

forced vibrations of the compressor blading.

This paper presents a discussion of rotating stall as a potential

source of compressor-blade vibration and presents data recently obtained

at the NACA Lewis laboratory that associates blade failures with excita-

tion due to rotating stall.

b,

BLADE VIBRATIONS IN SINGLE-STAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

In order to determine the variation in blade force normal to the chord

line associated with rotating stall_ a preliminary investigation was con-

ducted in a single-stage compressor. The stator blades of this compressor

were instrumented with strain gages to measure the blade force, and hot-

wire anemometers were used to detect the flow fluctuations of rotating

stall. This investigation showed that, as a stator blade was passed by

one of these low- or no-flow zones, the blade lift approached zero; there-

fore 3 the variation of the blade lift due to the passing of the stall

zones was approximately equal to the maximum value of the lift when the

blade was in the unstalled region. Inasmuch as stall consists of a number

of low-flow zones equally spaced around the annulus, the force is periodic

and can therefore be a source of resonant blade vibrations. The stator

blades are excited by this force at the absolute frequency of the stall

zones, as defined by the following foi_ula:

f =N
s S

fs absolute stall frequency

N s rotational speed of stall pattern, rps

number of stall zones in stall pattern
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The rotor blades are excited by the relative frequency, which is
determined by the following formula:

f_ = (N r - Ns)k

fs

Nr

k

rotor-blade excitation frequency or relative stall frequency

rotational speed of compressor, rps

number of zones in stall pattern

The stall frequency is generally measured by a hot-wire anemometer In-

stalled in the compressor case, and the number of zones in the stall pat-

tern may be determined by the method discussed in reference 1.

Since the wave form of the force variation resulting from rotating

stall is not simply sinusoidal but contains strong harmonics, resonant

vibration may be excited when the excitation frequency of rotating stall

is a fraction (e.g., 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, etc.) of the natural frequency of the

blades.

Several rotor and stator blade failures were experienced while re-

search was being conducted on single-stage axlal-flow compressors. In an

attempt to determine whether rotating stall could excite blade vibration,

an investigation was conducted on a single-stage compressor and reported

in reference 2. The compressor had a hub-tip ratio of 0.5 at the rotor

inlet, which is representative of the inlet stages of a multistage compres-

sor. This compressor stage had aluminum cantilever-type stator blades.

Strain gages mounted on the airfoil section near the blade base measured

blade bending stresses, and hot-wire anemometers mounted in the compressor

case measured the stall frequency. The compressor pressure-ratio charac-

teristic curve is shown in figure l, which also indicates the stall pat-

terns obtained. At each rotational speed, the first stall pattern encoun-

tered on re@ucing weight flow contained three stall zones; the next, four;

and, at the lowest weight flow investigated, five stall zones were ob-

tained. Figure 2 is a plot of the stall frequency divided by the natural

frequency of the stator blade in bending (420.cps) against percent of

design speed. The compressor speeds where resonant vibrations would be

expected are noted at the intersection of the stall-frequency lines with

the horizontal lines corresponding to resonance with the fundamental stall

frequency and the first two harmonics. Vibrations were observed at points

A and B. The vibratory stress at point A, _16,0OO pounds per square inch,

was excited by the first harmonic of the stall frequency. Excitation by

the second harmonic was also obtained, and the resultant vibratory stresses

were ±7500 pounds per square inch. These aluminumblades cracked while

operating at point A, and no further data could be obtained on this par-

ticular stage_ however, the results of this investigation showed that
rotating stall could excite blade vibration.

!
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BLADE VIBRATIONS IN MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

As discussed in the preceding paper, rotating stall caused by stall

of the inlet stages may exist in multistage axial-flow compressors up to

70 or 80 percent of design speed. The area of the typical multistage

compressor performance map where rotating stalls may exist during normal

operation is shown in figure 3 along with the equilibrium line for jet-

engine operation. The number of stall zones in the stall patterns ob-

tained during operation of multistage axial-flow compressors differs some-

what among the various compressors investigated, but the rotational speed

of the stall patterns_as between 50and 60 percent of rotor speed for all

hlgh-pressure-ratio axial-flow compressors investigated.

Several multlstage-compressor failures believed to have been caused

by rotating stall have occurred at the NACA Lewis laboratory, but in only
a few cases was sufficient information available to attribute the fail-

ures directly to rotating stall. One such case was a current production

Jet engine with a hlstory of blade failures in the inlet stage at speeds

between 60 and 70 percent of rated engine speed. This engine was instru-

mented with strain gages and hot-wire anemometers in order to determine

whether a correlation existed between this vibration problem and rotating
stall.

Hot-wlre-anemometer data indicated the presence of rotating stall in

the compressor inlet stages in this critical speed range. Figure 4 shows

a plot of stall frequency against percent of rated engine speed for the

stall patterns obtained. In the critical speed range between 60 and 70

percent, stall patterns were observed with four, five, and six zones.

The stall zones in these patterns were very unstable; that is, the number

of zones was rapidly and intermittently changing among the four, five,

and six zones. At all engine speeds and for all stall patterns obtained,

the rotational speed of the stall pattern was between 53 and 58 percent of
compressor speed.

The speeds at which resonant vibrations would occur in the first-

stage rotor were determined from a plot of the stall frequency relative

to the rotor and the natural bending frequency of the rotor blade against

engine speed, as shown in figure 5. The natural bending frequency of the

rotor blade increases with engine speed because of the stiffening effect

of centrifugal force, as discussed in reference 3. Resonant excitation

Is indicated at 62 percent of design speed with the stall pattern with

six zones (point A, fig. 5), and at V0 percent of design speed with the

stall pattern with five zones (point B, fig. 5). The strain-gage data

indicated vibratory stresses of 28,000 pounds per square inch at point A

and 34,000 pounds per square inch at point B. Vibrations were observed

only at 62-percent speed when the six-zone pattern was present, and only

at 70-percent speed when the five-zone pattern was present. Since the
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number of zones in the stall pattern was rapidly and intermittently
changing amongfour, five, and six, the vibration patterns or signals
were spasmodic.

Since these compressorblades had been fabricated from aluminum_the
vibratory stresses observed at points A and B (fig. 5) were sufficient to
cause a fatigue failure in a relatively low numberof stress cycles.
Therefore, the cause of this serious off-design-speed vibration problem
has been proved to be resonance between the rotor blades and rotating
stall. Thus, the importance of rotating stall as a potential source of
destructive compressor-blade vibration is demonstrated.

I
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Rotating stall has been shown to be a serious source of blade vibra-

tion in compressors and may be the source of many heretofore unexplained

vibration problems. At present, insufficient knowledge of rotating stall

prevents the prediction of the rotating-stall characteristic of a com-

pressor in the design stage.

Recent trends toward the development of high-pressure-ratio compres-

sors will create more serious rotating-stall problems, since inlet-stage

stall will extend over a wider range of engine operation. High-mass-flow,

high-pressure-ratio, light-weight compressors of engines for supersonic

aircraft will require increased blade lengths and shorter blade chords.

This type of blade is extremely susceptible to blade vibrations therefore,

rotating stall will become an even more important source of compressor
blade vibration.
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COMPLETE COMPRESSOR STALL AND SURGE IN MULTISTAGE

AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

By Merle C. Huppert and Eleanor L. Costilow
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INTRODUCTION

As discussed in the first paper, blade vibrations encountered at

low speeds and now attributable to the flow fluctuations of rotating

stall represent only one off-design operating problem. Another llmi-

tation imposed upon the compressor is the termination of the useful

operating range at each speed by the complete compressor stall. The

line joining the complete stall points known as the stall-limit line,

may exhibit a dip in the Intermediate-speed range. In some cases,

particularly in compressor test facilities, complete compressor stall

can result in surge.

This paper presents a discussion of complete stall and compressor

surge in multistage axial-flow compressors.

t

COMPLETE COMPRESSOR STALL

Complete compressor stall, characterized by the performance shown

in figure l, is generally considered the limit of useful operation of

the compressor. As shown in references 1 and 2, the occurrence of

surge as a result of operation at the stall point depends largely on

the size of receiver into which the compressor is discharging. For

the discussion herein, available information for cases where stall

occurred without surge will be used to illustrate the effects of com-

plete compressor stall on compressor performance.

The jet-engine data of references 3 and 4 indicate that there is

considerable reduction in compressor-discharge pressure due to com-

plete compressor stall. Figure 2 shows a plot of the pressure drop

due to stall divided by the compressor pressure rise immediately pre-

vious to the stall point plotted against compressor pressure ratio.

The compressor component data obtained in compressor test facilities

and reported in references 1 and 5 are also included. The data cor-

relation is considered fairly good, but additional data are needed.

The pressure drop at stall varies from about 25 percent of the pres-

sure rise at the stall point at low pressure ratios to about 50 per-

cent of the pressure rise at a pressure ratio of 6.

|
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Reference 6 reports results similar to those shown in figure 1

and suggests the existence of more than one stalled branch on the per-

formance curve. Though the flow fluctuations associated with stall were

described as a surge, it is felt that they were similar to the rotating

stall previously described.

In cases where hot-wire-anemometer data have been obtained with

complete compressor stall, the stall pattern extended from the com-

pressor casing to the compressor hub and from the compressor inlet to

compressor discharge. The amplitude of the fluctuations was about the

same in all stages. In cases where sufficient anemometer data were

obtained to determine the number of stall zones in the stall pattern,

there was a single stall zone covering at least half the annular area.

This single zone is directly analogous to the abrupt stall encountered

in single-stage compressors, as discussed in the first paper of this

panel,

In all likelihood_ a hysteresis loop exists at the stall point of

the performance curve for a high-pressure-ratio axial-flow compressor.

This condition is analogous to the same effect brought about by abrupt

rotating stall in the single-stage compressor reported in reference i

and also observed in the three-stage compressor reported in reference

5. Stall recovery occurs at a higher weight flow than that at which

abrupt stall first occurred. Because of the similarity between abrupt

stall in single-stage compressors and complete compressor stall in

multistage compressors, it seems reasonable to assume that the com-

plete compressor stall can be caused by an abrupt stall of some stage

or stages in the multistage compressors. Little information exists as

to the nature of the high-pressure-ratio axial-flow-compressor character-

istics after complete compressor stall has occurred, not only because

of the apparent deleterious effects of the stall on the compressor

but also because of the surge frequently encountered in testing these

components.

Inasmuch as accelerationmargin is needed at all compressor speeds,

the shape of the stall llne connecting the stall points at each com-

pressor speed is of importance. As discussed in the introductory panel

paper, the smallest acceleration margin for the engine is generally

obtained in the region of the dip in the stall line.

COMPRESSOR SURGE

Compressor surge has been defined as an axisymmetric flow pulsation

instability in the compressor and the system in which it is operating.

The torque required to drive the compressor during surge will vary as

the flow varies during the surge fluctuation; whereas with rotating

stall the torque requirement is a constant for a glveu operating point.

The amplitude of the flow fluctuations that occur durlug surge varies

considerably among compressors.

I
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General analyses of surge (see refs. 7 and 8) indicate that surge

will occur when the slope of the compressor characteristic curve of pres-

sure ratio against weight flow becomes slightly positive. This condition

results in negative damping in the system, so that any slight disturbance

in the flow will increase In amplitude until limited by some nonlinearity

of the system. Published surge analyses do not attempt to compute the

amplitude of the limit cycle of the nonlinear oscillation, so that the

consequences of a computed instability are not given.

The agreement of the published criteria for surge and surge data has

not been satisfactory in general. Many compressors have been operated

with a positive slope of the characteristic curve without encountering

audible surge (see refs. 5 and 9)3 and in many cases surge has occurred

when the slope of the compressor characteristic was apparently quite

negative.

The surge investigations conducted by the NACA suggests that surge

may be classified into one of two types:

(1) Surge occurring with a continuous compressor characteristic

(2) Surge associated with a discontinuous drop in pressure ratio due

to complete compressor stall (fig. l)

Surge with Continuous Compressor Characteristic

Part of the difficulty encountered with checking surge criteria is

probably due to the fact that low-amplitude surge is not always detectable

by the criterion of audibility. In many cases where compressors were

operated in the positive-slope region of the characteristic, surge may

have occurred, but was undetected because of its low amplitude.

In order to check the idea that many cases of surge may be undetected,

a single-stage compressor (declared to be surge-free by several experi-

enced operators using the criterion of audibility was instrumented with

hot-wire anemometers and pressure transducers. A plot of the receiver

pressure rather than the compressor-discharge stagnation pressure is

shown in figure 3(a).

Small fluctuations in weight-flow rate were detected when the slope

of the compressor characteristic curve became slightly positive (point

A, fig. S(a)). An oscillogram of the hot-wire-anemometer output and the

pressure transducers that recorded instantaneous stage static-pressure

rise is shown in figure 3(b). The fluctuations were inaudible and of

small amplitude, as iudlcated on the figure. The flow fluctuations of

surge were detectable as the flow was reduced until rotating stall was

encountered at point B (fig. 3(a)). At this point, the flow fluctuations
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of rotating stall were quite large and obscured in the compressor annu-
lus any sm_ll fluctuations of surge. Pressure transducers installed in
the receiver, however, indicated that surge existed also from the point
of stall to the lowest weight flow obtained. The surge frequency (23 cps)
over the range marked C in figure 3(a) was the sameat all weight flows,
that is, at weight flows greater and less than that for rotating stall,
which occurred at point B.

Similar low-amplitude surges were noted at operating points where
the compressor characteristics were continuous in the investigation re-
ported in reference 1. However, stall patterns had already been formed
at the flow conditions where surge occurred, so that instrumentation in
the compressor indicated a periodic change in stall pattern.

These surge data are evidently explainable on the basis of system
stability. The amplitude of the fluctuations of surge was, however, too
small to have any significant effect on compressor performance or llfe
expectancy.

0
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Surge Associated wlth Discontinuous Pressure Drop

Due to Complete Compressor Stall

Surge associated with complete compressor stall characterized by

the abrupt loss in pressure ratio is generally quite violent, and its

inception is apparently dependent largely on the size of the receiver

into which the compressor is discharging, as discussed in reference 2.

This effect is illustrated by the data obtained with the compressor used

in the investigation reported in reference 3. When operated in a com-

pressor test facility _-ith a large receiver, the compressor surged vio-

lently; whereas, when the compressor was operated as a Jet-engine compo-

nent, surge _as not obtained. Complete compressor stall was obtained,

instead, with the accompanying decrease in compressor-discharge pres-

sure shown in figure 2. The multlstage-compressor investigation re-

ported in reference 1 similarly indicated that surge would not occur if

a small receiver was used. Additional Jet-engine data indicating com-

pressor stall rather than surge are given in reference 4.

Although too little information is available to give a satisfactory

complete explanation of surge associated with complete compressor stall,

the data presented in reference l0 and the explanations in references

2 and l0 suggest that whether or not surge occurs as a result of coma

plete compressor stall is determined by the flow transient following

the stall. The flow transient following stall may be discussed by use

of figure 4. The pressure drop due to stall is designated as APs, and

the weight-flow increase above that at the stall point required for

stall recovery is called 2_ . The characteristic of the compressor-

discharge throttle used for controlling the flow through the compressor
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passes through the stall point. If a small disturbance caused the com-

pressor to stall, or if the throttle were closed slightly, the compres-

sor would.stall and be imcapable of producing a discharge pressure equal

to that In the receiver. Consequently, the flow rate through the compres-

sor would be sharply reduced. However, because the receiver is being

emptied through the throttle, its pressure would fall quickly. This re-

duction in reveiver pressure permits an increase in flow rate through the

compressor. If the flow rate through the compressor exceeds the value at

the stall point by the value AW , stall recovery occurs and the compres-

sor operates unstalled and comes to equilibrium with the throttle at the

stall point; thus the surge pulse is completed. Unless the throttle is

opened, the compressor will stall again and the cycle would repeat.

The data of reference i0 reproduced in figure 5, show the flow tran-

sient during a surge pulse for the multistage compressor used in that in-

vestigation. The hot-wire-anemometer data shown were obtained during

surge at 50 percent of design speed for the compressor.

These data (fig. 5) show the flow fluctuations caused by the seven-

stall-zone pattern Just prior to the single-stall-zone fluctuation pro-

duced by complete compressor stall. As shoe in reference 10, this same

stall pattern was obtained during steady-state operation near the stall

point. As the flow rate decreases and then increases to exceed its val-

ue prior to complete compressor stall, stall recovery occurs and results

in a sharp increase in flow rate. As the flow rate is reduced following

stall recovery, the stall pattern with three stall zones is shown; as

_scussed in reference 10, the stall pattern with three stall zones was

obtained at the highest flow rate at 50 percent of design speed. As the

flow rate was further reduced (not shown in figure 5), the number of stall

zones in the stall pattern increased from three to seven, Just as during

steady-state operation.

It seems clear that the surge pulse would not have been completed

had the system damping been greater. Increased damping would have re-

duced the weight-flow overshoot during the transient flow following stall.

A reduction in receiver volume is one way of increasing the system damp-

ing and preventing surge, as demonstrated in reference 1. Presumably,

the system damping neednot be negative in order for this type of surge

to occur, as is required for surge with a continuous compressor character-

istic. In addition, the slope of the compressor characteristic prior to

stall does not influence the transient following stall.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Complete compressor stall results in a drop in compressor-discharge

pressure between 25 and 50 percent of the pressure rise at the stall

point for the components investigated thus far. The stall pattern ob-

tained with complete compressor stall has been observed to contain

one stall Zone extending over the entire annulus height in all stages.
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Surge associated with continuous compressor characteristics is be-
lieved due to system instabilities caused by a positive slope of the com-
pressor characteristic. Surge of this type maybe very low in amplitude
and difficult to detect.

Surge associated with complete compressor stall is likely to be quite
vlolent) although this type surge maybe eliminated by use of a small
receiver, it is not clear whether stall or surge is the more destructive
to the compressor.
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By William A. Beuser

INTR ODUCTI ON

The dip in the surge or compressor-stall limit of high-pressure-

ratio multistage axlal-flow compressors presents a serious problem in

regard to engine acceleration and high flight Mach number operation, as

pointed out in the first paper. Attempts have been made to determine

the source of this dip experimentally by means of individual stage data.

These experimental approaches show that the dip in the surge-limit line

is coincident with stall of the inlet stage, but the occurrence of com-

pressor surge has prevented an evaluation of the effects which led to

surge. Therefore, the problem was studied analytically by means of a

one-dimensional stage-stacking analysis, in which two variations of

stage characteristics were _lsed; _b_ f_rst w_s based ou what would be

expected in a multistage compressor, and the second was based on what

would be required to eliminate the dip in the surge limit at intermediate

speeds.

COMPRESSOR PARAMETERS

For this analysis, a hypothetical 12-stage compressor of constant

tip diameter was considered. This compressor, which is representative

of current commercial designs, has a design pressure ratio of 7.75 and

a flow per unit of frontal area of 26.25. The computed design-polnt

efficiency was slightly over 0.85. The nondimensioual performance of

all stages was assumed to be identical, except for the stalling charac-

teristics. Stage performance was represented in terms of pressure

coefficient and adiabatic efficiency as functions of flow coefficient.

These parameters were chosen for simplicity of calculation in the stack-

ing procedure. The press1_e coefficient is the ratio of ideal or iseu-

tropic work required to produce the stage pressure ratio to the average

wheel speed squared. The adiabatic efficiency is the ratio of ideal

work input to actual work input, and the flow coefficient is the ratio

of average axial velocity to average or mean-radius wheel speed. This

method of representing stage performance is a basic one-dimensional

approach that neglects the effects of Mach number, Reynolds number,

radial maldistribution of flow, and unsteady flow on stage pressure

coefficient and efficiency. For this qualitative investigation, the

effects of Mach number and Reynolds number are considered unimportant.
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CASEI

For this analysis (case I), the 12-stage compressor was divided
into three groups of four stages each wlth performance characteristics
assigned to each group. The assumedstage characteristics for the first
group of four stages are given in figure 1. As noted in a previous
paper (Huppert and Costilow), interaction effects due to unsteady flows
resulting from rotating stall in the first stage maydetrimentally
affect the performance of several succeeding stages. Therefore, for
this analysis a slight dlscoutlnuity in the performance of stage 1 was
assumedat the stall point (fig. 1). Furthermore, It was assumedthat
stall of the inlet stage would detrimentally affect the performance of
stages 2 to 4. Thus, the performance of stages 2 to 4 was dependent
on both the flow coefficient entering these stages and on the operating
condition of stage 1. Wheneverstage 1 _as uustalled, stages 2 to 4
were assumedto operate on the solid or unstalled branch of their per-
formauce curve. Whenstage 1 was stalled, however, stages 2 to 4 were
assumedto operate on the stalled or dashedbranch of their performance
curve. The area variation through these four stages was determined so
as to match these stages at the point indicated In figure 1.

The performance characteristics of the second and third groups of
stages are given in figure 2. The second group of stages, 5 to 8, was
assumedto have first a progressive stall with a coutluuous decrease in
performance as the flow was decreased below the initial stall point.
Further reductions in flow were assumedto result in an abrupt stall
with the associated discontinuity of performance as indicated. The final
group of stages was assumedto have only an abrupt stall with the dis-
continuity shownin figure 2. These stalllug characteristics are con-
sistent with experience on slngle-stage compressors of comparable hub-tip
ratios (see previous paper by Grahamand ref. 1). The area ratio was
again determined so as to match stages 5 to 12 at the point indicated.
The performance of all stag_s was assumedto be identical, except for the
stalling characteristics. No interaction effects were considered for
stages 5 to 12.

Wlth these assumedstage characteristics, the reference or match-
point total-pressure ratio of the hypothetical compressor was 7.75. The
computedperformance map is shownin figure 3. These calculations were
madefor a range of speeds of 50 to ll0 percent of the reference value.
The maximumflow considered at each speed was that for an assumedchoked
condition of the exlt vanes. At any speed, decreases in pressure ratio
below this limit would only increase the exit losses and would not in-
crease the flow through the compressor nor change the operating condition
of any stage• The minimumflow considered at each speed was that at
which a discontinuity of over-all compressor pressure ratio was en-
countered. As indicated in the preceding paper, this discontinuity in
performance would probably lead to compressor surge. Therefore, this
lower limit of flow is designated as the surge limit.
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As indicated on the inset performance curve for the first stage, the

solid lines on this performance map (fig. 3) represent operation with the

first stage unstalled, and the dashed lines represent operation with the

first stage stalled and interaction effects in stages 2 to 4. The first-

stage stall-llmit line is also shown on the over-all performance map, and

the shaded area represents operation with the front stages stalled. Thus,

the shaded area is a region of potential blade vibration (see papers by

Benser and by Calvert and Huppert).

At speeds of 50, 60, and 70 percent, the first stage is stalled at

all flows, and stages 2 to 4 also operate on their stall branch as a re-

sult of stage interactions (multistaging). Abrupt stall of stage 5 re-

sults in a discontinuity of over-all performance which is assumed to

precipitate compressor surge. At 80-percent speed, the conditions are

identical, except that surge is instigated by abrupt stall of stage 9.

For speeds of 85 and 90 percent, the first stage is unstalled at the

maximum-flow points. As flow is decreased, the first stage stalls, and

this results in a small discontinuity of over-all performance. This

discontinuity is amplified by the interaction effects in stages 2 to 4,

and the resultant drop in over-all pressure ratio is assumed to precipi-

stalled, and surge results from abrupt stall of the last stage of the

compressor.

The surge limit faired through the individual surge points at each

speed indicates the sharp dip in the surge limit at the intersection of

the flrst-stage stall limit and the high-speed surge limit. Even though

this analysis is qualitative, it correlates with experimental results

and indicates that the dip in the surge-limit line at intermediate speeds

is a result of discontinuities in the performance characteristics of the

inlet stages. Since inlet stages do not normally exhibit these discon-

tinuities when tested individually, the sudden deterioration of perform-

anoe of the inlet stages must be due to interaction effects resulting

from rotating stall emanating from the first stage of the compressor.

It is possible, however, that certain types of stage design may exhibit

discontinuities of performance at their stall points e_en when tested as

single stages.

As can be seen from figure 3, the dip in the surge-limit llne is

actually a discontinuity. That is, it represents a change from the surge-

limit llne for speeds where the first stages are stalled at maximum flow

to the surge-limit llne at speeds where no stages are stalled at maximum
flow.

CASE II

Inasmuch as the analysis of case I indicated the source of the dips

in the surge limit at intermediate speeds tb be discontinuities in the
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performance of the inlet stages, a second case was considered in which
continuous characteristics for stages 1 to 4 were used. The char-
acteristics used for these stages are given in figure 4. Uustalled op-
eration of these stages is the sameas for the previous case. However,
continuous performance at the stall point was considered, and it was
assumedthat there were no interaction effects for stages 2 to 4. The
performance of stages 5 to 12 was assumedto be the sameas in the pre-
vious case (fig. 2).

The computedperformance mapfor this hypothetical compressor (case
II) is given in figure 5. As in case I, performance was computedfor a
range of speed from 50 to ll0 percent of the reference value• The max-
imumflow considered at each speed was that for the assumedexit-vane
choked condition, and the minimumflow at each speedwas that at which
abrupt stall was encountered in somestage• The point at which this
discontinuity occurred was again considered the surge point. Unstalled
operation of the inlet stage is represented by the solid curves (see in-
set of flrst-stage curve, fig. 5). Stalled operation of the inlet stage
is represented by the dashed curves. The shadedportion to the left of
the inlet-stage stall limit represents operation with stall in one or
more of the inlet stages; whereas, operation to the right of the inlet-
stage stall limit represents the condition of no stall in any stage.

As can be seen from the curve for 85-percent speed, there is no
discontinuity of over-all performance at the point of flrst-stage stall•
This is to be expected from the shape of the first-stage curve shownin
the inset.

The surge-llmit llne for this case (case II) is relatively smooth,
and there is no dip or discontinuity at the intersection of the first-
stage stall limit and the high-speed surge limit. Surge at speeds of
50 to 70 percent results from abrupt stall of the fifth stage; at speeds
of 80 to 90 percent, from abrupt stall of the ninth stage; and at higher
speeds, from abrupt stall of the last or twelfth stage• Comparison of
figures 3 and 5 showsthat the main gain in surge limit is that the por-
tion of the performance mapbetween 80- and 90-percent speed, which was
unavailable for case I because of surge along the inlet-stage stall l_mit,
is now available.

0
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This qualitative analysis indicates that the dip in the compressor

surge-limit line at intermediate speeds results from discontinuities in

the performance of the inlet stages• This discontinuity can be a result

of either the type of stage design or stage interaction resulting from

rotating stall emanating from the first stage•
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It was also shown that the use of first stages having continuous

characteristics at their stall points will result iu smooth surge limits

at intermediate speeds. Thus, if stages can be designed that are not

affected by interactions or that have continuous characteristics even

when affected by interactions 3 the dip in the surge-limit line can be

eliminated. Attalument of this goal, however, requires further funda-

mental research on the problem of stage interactions.
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METHODS FOR INCREASING STALL-FREE OPERATING RANGE

OF MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS

By Arthur A. Medeiros

!

INTRODUCTION

It has been shown in the previous papers that poor low-speed per-

formance, the dip in the stall-limit line at intermediate speeds, and

blade vibrations at low speeds can all be associated with rotating stall.

Any method for increasing the speed and flow range over which none of

the stages are operating stalled will therefore improve the part-speed

performance 3 result in an improved intermediate-speed stall-limit line,

and minimize blade vibrations incited by rotating stall. The part-speed

performance is important for two reasons: first, the compressor must

have a satisfactory surge-limit characteristic to permit rapid accelera-

tion from the idle to take-off condition; second, if the compressor is

to be a part of _ _ine used for supersonic ........ 2.8 ...._ ...._

the compressor may be required to operate efficiently at speeds as low

as 71 percent of design take-off speed.

The preceding paper indicates that stall of the inlet stage with its

attendant interaction effects results in a severe surge limit at the

intermediate speeds. Further, the range of flows and speeds covered by

inlet-stage stall is greater than that covered by stall of any other

stage. Therefore_ the problem can be reduced to finding methods that

will delay stall of the inlet stage to lower speeds.

This paper presents some methods available for improving the part-

speed performance of axial-flow compressors for good accelerating char-

acteristics and efficient supersonic flight. The methods considered are

discussed with relation to single-spool compressors. They could also be

applied to twin-spool compressors with the added advantage of a variable

ratio of first-spool to second-spool speed3 which would permit rematching
of the two spools by control of this speed ratio.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The first paper of this panel showed that, as compressor speed is
decreased, the accompanying decrease in pressure ratio across the com-

pressor results in choking of the exit stages. This limits the compres-

sor weight flow that can be handled at speeds below design and forces

the inlet stage to operate at decreasing flow coefficients with decreas-

ing speed. At some speed below design_ then, the inlet stage will stall.
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Further decreases in speed would result in stall of the second stage,
then the third, and so forth. However, becs_se of interaction effects,
stall of the inlet stage can also result in stall of several inlet stages
simultaneously (ref. i).

In the light of these factsj then, any method that will relieve the
choking condition in the exiL _e_ at low speedswill a_iow a hi_h_r
inlet weight flow through the compressor and thereby permit the inlet
stages to operate stall-free over a wider speed range. Also, any method
that allows the inlet stage to operate at a lower angle of attack for any
given speed and flow will allow the inlet stage to operate stall-free
over a wider speed range. Most of the methods to be discussed are based
on one or both of these techniques.

Someof the methods considered are primarily intended to improve
the acceleration characteristics of the engine_ others to improve the
part-speed performance of the compressor for efficient and reliable oper-
ation at supersonic flight speeds. The difference in the requirements
of these two part-speed problems is in the part-speed weight flow. For
supersonic flight, the part weight flow must be high to provide the high
thrust required; whereas, for good engine acceleration, it is desirable
to keep the weight flow low at speeds below design_ in order to permit
engine operation at a low pressure ratio or away from the stall-limit
line at any given speed.

L
CO

ENGINE ACCELERATION

In order to obtain an engine capable of rapid acceleration during

flight maneuvers and take-offs, a large margin between the engine equi-

librium operating line and the compressor surge limit is necessary.

Therefore, if a severe dip or discontinuity exists in the surge-llmit

llne at intermediate speeds, a severe limit in engine acceleration will

be imposed.

The analysis presented in the preceding paper and the experimental

results of reference i indicate that the dip in the stall,limit line at

intermediate speeds and the low compressor efficiencies at low speeds

are a result of interaction effects of inlet-stage stall that detrimen-

tally affect the performance of several stages. If the interaction

effects of inlet-stage stall can be minimized, it is expected that the

dip in the stall limit line can be minimized and higher low-speed effi-

ciencies attained. Figure i presents the performance of a ten-stage re-

search compressor with only a slight dip in the stall-limit line at

about 72-percent speed. The part-speed efficiencies for this compressor

were also quite high (ref. 2). In correlation with the analysis, the

stage interaction effects of inlet-st:_ge stall were slight, as indicated

by the fact that surge was not instigated when the inlet-stage stall

point was encountered at 60 and 70 percent of design speed (fig. i).
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Another compressor exhibiting good part-speed performance and only

a slight dip in the stall-llmlt line at intermediate speeds is the eight-

stage research compressor, the performance of which is shown in figure 2

and discussed more completely in reference 3. Again the compressor was

run through the inlet-stage stall line at 60-percent speed without

encountering surge coincident with inlet-stage stall. This fact indi-

cates that the discontinuity in performance of the inlet stages due to

inlet-stage stall and interaction effects was insufficient to cause

surge.

The performance of these two compressors indicates that some con-

trol over the interaction effects of inlet-stage stall can be achieved.

However, with present knowledge, this control cannot be predicted from

the usual compressor design criteria. Further, even without the dip in

the stall-limit line, acceleration at io_ speeds would probably be

sluggish 3 so that some method of shifting the stall-limit line and the

engine equilibrium operating line away from each other is necessary to

obtain good acceleration characteristics.

Compressor-discharge air bleed. - If air is bled from the discharge

creased. The decrease in weight flow can be accompanied by a decrease

in turbine-inlet (or compressor-outlet) pressure. Therefore, as air is

bled from the compressor discharge, the equilibrium operating line moves

to a lower compressor pressure ratio or away from the surge limit, and

the acceleration margin is improved. Reference 4 presents an analytical

evaluation of the effect of compressor-discharge air bleed on engine
acceleration.

Interstage air bleed. - Inasmuch as the exit stages of the compres-

sor limit the flow at part-speed and force the inlet stage to operate in

a stall condition, air could be bled from the exit stages that are limit-

ing the flow. This would permit a higher weight flow through the inlet

stages before choking of the exit stages occurs and thereby allow the

inlet stages to operate at lower speeds before the stall point of these

stages is reached. The stall-free operating range of the compressor

would therefore be increased, which would decrease the range of speeds
over which stall-incited blade vibrations would be encountered. The

engine acceleration characteristics would be improved because of the

rematching of compressor and turbine accomplished by the air bleed, and

the improved compressor stall-limit line achieved by rematching the

stages of the compressor by the interstage air bleed. The potentialities

of interstage air bleed are discussed in reference 5, which presents the

results of an analysis of air bleed in various stages of a 16-stage

compressor.
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Adjustable guide vanes. - Perhaps a more direct approach to delaying

inlet-stage stall would be the use of adjustable guide vanes. In this

case, as the speed of the compressor is decreased, the turning through

the guide vanes is increased by increasing the setting angle of the vane

so that for any given flow the average angle of attack on the first rotor

is decreased, and thus the inlet flow and hence the speed at which the

inlet stage will stall are decreased. An example of the effectiveness

of resetting inlet guide vanes on compressor performance is given in

reference 1 where it is shown that the speed at which inlet-stage stall

and the dip in the stall-limit line occur can be decreased by increasing

the guide-vane turning angle.

Compressor-discharge air bleed, interstage air bleed, and adjustable

guide vanes can all be used to improve engine acceleration characteristics,

and interstage air bleed and adjustable guide vanes can be used to

increase the stall-free operating range of the compressor. The use of

any of these methods introduces a control problem, since the air bleed

must be cut off at high speeds, an_ in the case of adjustable guide

vanes, the vane must be returned to its design setting at higher speeds

in order to attain design weight flow and engine thrust at design condi-

tions. Further, these methods are not desirable in an engine for

supersonic flight, because the weight flow at the intermediate compressor

speeds at which the engine would operate would probably be decreased,

and, therefore, maximum thrust for these speeds would not be attained.

U
!
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SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

The compressor for an engine to be used in supersonic flight must

have a high efficiency and a high weight flow at the intermediate speeds

at which it must operate (71-percent speed at a flight Mach number of

2.8). Further, it must have a favorable intermediate-speed surge line

so that compressor surge is not encountered as flight Mach number is

increased# and it must be stall-free at the intermediate speeds so as to

avoid stall-inclted blade vibrations in the normal engine operating

range.

Stage-matching compromise. - The case II compressor of the preceding

paper was calculated with smooth continuous performance curves in the

first four stages. The result was a compressor having a smooth contin-

uous surge line; howevez# the inlet-stage stall line in this compressor

intersected the surge line at 91-percent speed, so that inlet-stage stall

would be encountered over a large part of the operating map. If some

sacrifice in low-speed surge margin can be tolerated, it may be possible

to decrease the speed at which inlet-stage stall occurs and increase the

part-speed weight flow and compressor efficiency by compromising the

match points of the individual stages at the design condition. Inasmuch
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as the flow coefficient for the inlet stages decreases and the flow

coefficient for the exit stages increases with decreasing compressor

speed, the inlet stages could be set at a flow coefficient greater than

that for maximum efficiency at the design condition and the exit stages

could be set at a flow coefficient less than that for maximum efficiency

at design conditions. The middle stages remain at essentially the de-

sign flow coefficient over the entire speed range of the compressor and

could, therefor% be set at their maximum efficiency point. In general,

this technique would be expected to reduce design-point efficiency
somewhat.

The effectiveness of this method was investigated analytically by

utilizing a one-dimensional stage-stacking technique. Figure 5 presents

the flow-coefficient - pressure-coefficient stage curves used in the

calculation. They are identical to those used for the case II compres-

sor of the preceding paper. The stages in the case II compressor were

all set to operate at a flow coefficient of 0.69 at design speed and

flow. The operating points for the various stages in the compromise

design are shown in figure 5. This compromise can be considered as

matching the stages so that they all operate at approximately the ref-

erence flow coefficient of 0.'69 at some speed below design. An addi-

tional stage was required in the compromise design so that the surge

margin at high speeds could be maintained. This would, of course, add

to engine weight and hence is an undesirable feature of this method.

The pressure-ratio - weight-flow characteristics of the compromise

configuration are compared with those of the case II compressor in fig-

ure 4. The surge lines for both configurations are about the same at high

speeds_ but at low speeds, the calculated surge limit for the case II

compressor is slightly more favorable. However, the first-stage stall

line for the compromise design intersects the surge line at 87-percent

speed as compared with 91-percent speed for the case II compressor, so

that if stage interaction effects attending inlet-stage stall had been

assumed, it is probable that the intermediate-speed surge limit would

be more favorable for the compromise design. Staging or interaction

effects cannot be quantitatively evaluated_ therefore, not much can be

said about the surge line below the speed for inlet-stage stall. The

weight flow at the intermediate speeds is slightly higher for the com-

promise design that would be favorable for supersonic flight.

By compromising the stage-matching points, it may be possible to

increase the stall-free operating range and increase the flow and effi-

ciency at the compressor speeds encountered in supersonic flight, with

possibly only a small penalty in surge margin at low speeds. However,

at least one additional stage would be required to maintain the high-

speed surge margin.
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Adjustable exit stators. - Another possibility for improving the

intermediate-speed performance and increasing the part-speed weight flow

would be to reset the stator blades in the exit stages. Inasmuch as

these stages limit the weight flow at intermediate and low compressor

speeds, the stator blades could be reset at these speeds so that they

may pass a higher weight flow, which would allow a higher weight flow

..... o........... - o,_6c_ _ _ lower compressor speea Oe1'ore inlet-stage

stall is reached. The choke flow for the exit stages can be increased

by decreasing the setting angle (with respect to the axis of the compres-

sor) of the stator blades in these stages. For any given flow coeffi-

cient, therefore, the angle of attack would be increased into the fol-

lowing rotor row. To avoid compressor surge at high speed, the blade

angles would be returned to design setting; therefore, this method would

require some control to adjust the exit-stage stator blade angles with

speed. This would add to the complexity and weight of the engine, and,

therefore, the method would not be wholly satisfactory for supersonic-

flight application.

Reference i presents the effect on compressor performance of a

small resetting (6° ) for the stator blade angles in the twelfth to fif-

teenth stages of a 16-stage compressor. These blades could, of course,

be reset a greater amount to obtain even larger increases in part-speed

weight flows and efficiencies than those indicated in reference 1.

I
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Good part-speed performance and smooth continuous surge lines can

be attained by the use of inlet stages that are not susceptible to

interaction effects. Since this goal is not always achieved, some other

methods of improving part-speed performance must be employed.

If the only purpose is to improve the acceleration margin of the

engine in which the compressor is used, compressor discharge air bleed,

interstage air bleed, or adjustable guide vanes may be used. These

methods usually result in decreased weight flow available for thrust at

the intermediate compressor speeds encountered in supersonic flight.

In order to improve the part-speed weight flows and efficiencies and

increase the stall-free operating range for supersonic flight, proper

compromising of the stage-matching points can be used to obtain slight

improvements in part-speed performance. Some penalty in high-speed per-

formance would, of course, be expected from such a compromise.

If the complexity of a variable-geometry engine is warranted or

necessary_ the use of adjustable exit-stage stator blades could be used

to increase the part-speed weight flow and improve the part-speed per-

formance for supersonic flight.
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THE ROLE OF TURBINE COOLING IN FUTURE AIRCRAFT ENGINES

By Jack B. Esgar and Richard J. Rossbach
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INTRODUC TION

Research has been conducted on cooled turbines at the NACA Lewis

laboratory for several years because it was recognized that the cooling

of turbines will become more and more necessary as flight speeds increase.

In previous conferences, results of NACA research in this field have

been presented showing how application of turbine cooling would permit

use of noncritical materials and high turbine-inlet temperatures. The

papers on turbine cooling for this conference present the results of

research conducted within the last year_ and an indication is given

about how cooling will also permit flexibility in the turbine design so

that the requirements for supersonic flight other than high turbine-inlet

temperature can be obtained. Such requirements result in high turbine

stresses. This aspect of turbine-cooling research has not been presented

before.

In previous papers dealing with the objectives of future compressor

design, it was shown that the over-all goals are reduced size and weight

of the component, with a result that research is being directed towards

high pressure ratios per stage to reduce length_ and high mass flows

per unit of compressor frol]tal area to decrease diameter. The high pres-

sure ratios per stage will be obtained by increasing the compressor tip

speeds_ which generally results in increased rotative speeds. Increasing

mass flows per unit frontal area together with increasing rotative speeds

will cause a considerable modification in present concepts of turbine

design.

DISCUSSION

Factors Affecting Turbine-Blade Stress

Mn_v t1_rhSo_ _t the oresent time are ooeratin_ with a nearly

axially choked rotor. This condition precludes the possibility of

increasing the mass flow per unit frontal area of a turbine driving a

fixed-pressure-ratio compressor at a constant value of the ratio of the
_nnu_Lu_turbine-inlet to compressor-inlet temperature unless tile t_'bine -_ ......

area is increased. It can be shown that the centrifugal stress in a

turbine blade is proportional to the turbine-annulus area and the square

of the rotative speed; therefore, it is apparent that compressors of

the future with high mass flow per unit frontal area and high tip speed

can be realized only if the stress levels in the turbine can be increased.



An illustration of how increased turbine-blade stress level can
affect engine performance is shownin figure i_ where for a constant
value of thrust specific fuel consumption and a turbine-inlet tempera-
ture of 1540° F, the percent increase in engine thrust per unit of tur-
bine frontal area is shownplotted against turbine-blade-root stress.
The engine-performance results shownon this and other curves to be
presented were obtained from a theoretical analysis in which the effects
were _etermine_ or stress level, air cooii_, _i_ _-_ ....... _.-
ture on the performance of turbojet engines driven by single-stage
turbines, which were assumedto operate at realistic (but somewhatfutur-
istic) aerodynamic limits. In the analysis, the specification of the
aerodynamic limits on the turbine and the commensurateaero-thermodynamic
limits on the remainder of the engine components, namely the compressor,
the primary burner, and the afterburner, madeit possible to relate the
engine air-handling capacity and the compressor pressure ratio to the
turbine-inlet temperature, the turbine-blade-tip speed, the blade hub-
tip radius ratio, and the coolant-flow ratio (ratio of cooling-air flow
to compressor air flow). The calculations were madefor an engine
operating at a flight Mashnumberof 2 and an altitude of SO,O00feet.

From the results of a portion of this analysis (fig. i) it can be
seen that for a single-stage turbine, over 60-p?rcent increase in thrust
per unit frontal area is possible by increasing the turbine-blade stress
level in order to permit the higher rotative speeds and larger annuffus
areas that were previously discussed as being necessary for compressors
with high massflow and high pressure ratio per stage. Multistage tur-
bines will allow further increases in thrust as stress is increased.

The permissible turbine-blade stress level is fixed by the stress-
to-rupture characteristics of the blade material. Curves of stress to
rupture for a range of temperature and for a range of rupture time from
i0 to i000 hours are shownin figure 2 for a good high-temperature alloy
(S-816) commonlyused in gas-turbine blades. At a stress level of
approximately 60,000 pounds per square inch, the material exhibits a
0.2-percent yield, which is also considered a limiting criterion in
blade strength_ consequently, the stress-to-rupture curves are not ex-
tended above the stress for 0.2-percent yield. For the material shown,
the yield stress is essentiaJlly independent of temperature. Also
superimposedon figure 2 are the ranges of turbine-blade-root stresses
for current turbojet engines and for future proposed engines having
compressorswith massflows of 35 pounds per second per square foot of
compressor frontal area and compressor tip speeds of 1400 feet per
second.

In order to illustrate the problem associated with high turbine-
blade stresses, a present-day turbine, designed for a lO00-hour life
and a root stress of 20,000 pounds per square inch, is considered. It
can be seen that the maximumblade operating temperature will be on the
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order of 1450 ° F. If a new engine is designed that utilizes a high-

mass-flow compressor resulting in a turbine-blade-root stress of 40,000

pounds per square inch (the minimum stress shown on fig. 2 for future

engines), there are two ways of designing the turbine blades to with-

stand the required stress level. The first method is to design for only

a 10-hour life instead of for a 1000-hour life and to leave the blade

metal temperature unchanged. This ty_e of design may poasibly be satis-

factory for a missile, but it would be highly dangerous for a piloted

aircraft. The second method is to design for a long l_fe, such as 1000

hours, and to reduce the metal operating temperature from 1450 ° to

about 1250 ° F. As will _be discussed in subsequent papers, however, high

turbine-inlet temperatures on the order of 2000 ° to 2500 ° F are highly

desirable in order to obtain satisfactory performance of flight speeds

on the order of Mach 2 and above. It is apparent, therefore, that new

turbine materials must be developed that can withstand high stresses at

much higher temperatures than presently encountered, or else some means

is required to make the turbine-blade-met°al temperature independent of

the gas temperature. An obvious solution, of course, is to provide some
means of cooling the gas-turbine blades.

Effects of Cooling Gas-Turbine Blades

Increased cooling above that required for materials such as S-816

in order to further reduce the blade-metal temperature will provide an

opportunity to use materials exhibiting strengthproperties at lower

operating temperatures that are superior to the properties obtained

from high-temperature materials. The use of cooling, therefore, permits

a wider selection of turbine-blade materials, which often results in

higher permissible stress levels as shown in figure 3. The lO0-hour

stress-to-rupture and the 0.2-percent yield curves from figure 2 are

again shown in figure 3. In addition, the lO0-hour stress-to-rupture

and 0.2-percent yield curves are shown for A-2863 a material that is

considerably less critical than the high-temperature alloy S-816.

Materials such as A-286 are not used in turbine blades at the presen ÷

time because they have relatively poor strength properties in the range

of temperature required for uncooled turbines. If such materials are

cooled to temperatures less than about 1200 ° F, however, they exhibit

strength properties that are considerably superior to the properties

of the high-temperature alloys currently in use. The importance of the

possibility of using such materials in cooled turbines is apparent from

figure 2, where it is shown that the range of required blade stresses

for future engines exceeds the maximum permissible stress for a material

such as S-816.

At the present stage of development of turbine cooling, it is not

possible to operate turbine blades at the stress levels that are indi-

cated in figure 3 by substituting different materials and cooling them



to a low operating temperature, since completely uniform cooling of the
blades has not as yet been obtained and the use of brazed, thin-sheet
construction introduces unknownsin permissible stress levels. Experi-
ence has shownthe necessity of applying a higher factor of safety to
the design stresses for air-cooled turbine blades than has been required
for uncooled blades. As yet the magnitude of this factor has not been
adequately determined, nor nave all _ne fundamental causes of the
increased factor of safety been isolated. There are indications, how-
ever, that the required factor of safety is small enough to make it
profitable to cool blades to the temperature required to utilize higher-
strength materials.
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Air-Cooled Engine Configuration

The use of cooling to permit increased stress levels and increased

turbine-inlet temperatures has been shown to be desirable. The next

question is how to incorporate cooling into the turbojet engine. In

figure & is shown a cross-sectional view of a turbojet engine with

modifications to permit air cooling of the turbine. There are many

possible arrangements for ducting cooling air to the turbine and many

types of cooled turbine disks and blades that appear practical. Shown

on figure _ is one arrangement that appears promising. High-pressure

air is bled from the compressor discharge (or possibly from one of the

last stages) and is ducted out through the disk to the turbine blades.

In the arrangement shown, the cooling air is discharged at the blade

tips and mixes with the gas stream. The possibility exists that by

special construction the cooling air would not be discharged in a high-

pressure area of the gas stream; in this case, ram air could be used for

cooling both rotor and stator blades at high flight speeds. At lower

speeds, however, compressor bleed air will be required for both rotor

and stator-blade cooling in a manner similar to that shown in the figure.

The stator-cooling air does not necessarily have to be ducted back into

the gas stream; however, cooling losses are minimized if the cooling air

is ducted to obtain increased thrust.

In figure 5_ the details of an air-cooled turbine rotor are pre-

sented. The rotor shown is similar to a conventional uncooled turbine

rotor except that the turbine shaft is made hollow to provide a path for

the cooling air and a shroud is attached to the downstream face of the

disk to duct the cooling air out to the blades. Vanes are used to form a

centrifugal pump for the cooling air and to insure satisfactory distribu-

tion of the cooling air to each of the cooled blades. At the turbine-

blade base, the cooling air is ducted under the blade to supply cooling

air around the complete periphery of the blade. Many types of cooled-

blade configurations can be used in the turbine. Various turbine-rotor

and blade configurations are discussed in subsequent papers.
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Use of Liquid-Cooled Turbines

Liquid cooling could also be utilized in gas-turbine engines, and

there are certain advantages to be gained in performance over that

obtained by air cooling, as is discussed in a subsequent paper by

J. C. Freche. On the other hand, liquid cooling may not be practical

at high flight Mach numbers because, as is discussed in a subsequent

paper by J. E. Hubbartt, ram air temperatures become so high that the

coolant boiling point is exceeded and it is not possible to reject

heat from the coolant to ram air by means of a radiator. Bleeding air

from the compressor and using it for turbine cooling appears to be a

more practical solution; consequently, most of the discussion in this

and subsequent papers on turbine cooling will be concerned with air

cooling only. Some of the performance gains that can be expected by

use of air cooling to permit increases in turbine-inlet temperature

will now be discussed.

Potential Engine Performance with Air-Cooled Turbines

One of the goals in engine research is to obtain high thrust per

unit engine frontal area at low engine weight and low specific fuel

consumption. One of the methods of obtaining the greatest amount of

thrust for the lowest engine weight is to increase the gas temperature

level in the engine. The turbojet-engine thrust increases that can be

obtained and the resulting effect on specific fuel consumption by

increasing the turbine-inlet or afterburner temperature from 1540 ° to

5000 ° F were obtained from the analysis previously discussed and are

shown in figure 6. At the present time, the usual method of augmenting

thrust is to use an afterburner. In figure 6, it is shown that an

increase in thrust per unit frontal area of almost 150 percent (2_

times the unaugmented thrust) can be obtained by using an afterburner,

at a cost of approximately 60-percent increase in thrust specific fuel

consumption. This thrust increase would be obtained at an afterburner

temperature of about 5000 ° F and a turbine-inlet temperature of 1540 ° F

for the conditions of these calculations. The same thrust per unit

frontal area can be obtained for a nonafterburning engine by increasing

the turbine-inlet temperature to approximately _ovu F _- a _u_ v± orgy

14-percent increase in thrust specific fuel consumption.

Operation at a turbine-inlet temperature of 2500 ° F is not feasible

unless some means of cooling the turbine is utilized. Cooling will

result in some loss in engine performance, but using 15 percent of the

compressor air for turbine cooling and boosting the turbine-inlet tem-

perature to something less than 5000 ° F without afterburning will

result in a 150-percent increase in thrust per unit frontal area at a

cost of about 21-percent increase in thrust specific fuel consumption.
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In other words, by using turbine cooling to permit increased turbine-
inlet temperature levels and by accounting for air-cooling losses, the
samethrust addition can be obtained as was obtained with an afterburner
with only 1/3 as muchextra fuel being required. In manycases, the
air-cooled engine also will be considerably lighter than the afterburner
engine, so that the samethrust is obtained with savings in both fuel

The comparison madein figure 6 does not meanthat the afterburner
will no longer be useful whenhigh turbine-inlet temperatures are
obtained. For manyapplications it will be desirable to combineboth
high turbine-inlet temperatures and afterburning because of the thrust
augmentation that is possible through use of the afterburner. For a
constant afterburner temperature, the thrust specific fuel consumption
will decrease as the turbine-inlet temperature is increased with the
result that there will be smaller differences between the fuel consump-
tions for afterburning and nonafterburning engines. In addition_ higher
thrust levels per unit frontal area will be possible than can be obtained
by either the high turbine-inlet-temperature nonafterburning engines or
low turbine-inlet-temperature afterburning engines. For this case where
high turbine-inlet temperatures and afterburning are combined, the thrust
specific engine weight will probably be less than for high-temperature
nonafterburning engines. As a result, it can be concluded that high
turbine-inlet temperatures madepossible through use of turbine cooling
will be desirable for either afterburning or nonafterburning engines in
order to obtain very high values of thrust pcr unit frontal area from
turbojet engines.

Although the results shownin figure 6 indicate that very large
gains in thrust can be madethrough the use of turbine cooling to permit
higher turbine-inlet temperatures, the gain is madeat the cost of
increased thrust specific fuel consumption. The results shown are for
a constant turbine tip speed and a constant turbine-annulus area. If,
however, the turbine tip speed and annulus area are permitted to vary,
it is possible to design engines so that significant gains in engine
thrust per unit frontal area are possible without increasing the thrust
specific fuel consumption or the turbine-blade stress, as shown in figure
7. The results shownare for a series of engines, all of which require
the maximumoutput obtainable from a single-stage turbine. Becausethe
thrust specific fuel consumption was not allowed to increase, the gains
in thrust per unit frontal area, although appreciable, are less than
shown in figure 6 for equivalent increases in turbine-inlet temperature.
It is shownin figure 7 that by including the effects of using up to
1S percent of the compressor air flow for cooling, an increase in thrust
of up to 65 percent is possible without increasing thrust specific fuel
consumption or blade-stress level. By combining the effects of increased
gas temperature and increased blade stress, even greater increases in
thrust than shown in figure 7 are possible at no cost in thrust specific

fuel consumption.

Q
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Figures l, G, and 7 show how turbojet engine performance can be

improved through the use of turbine cooling to permit increases in both

turbine-inlet temperatures and turbine-blade stress level. The final

criterion, however, as to whether the use of cooling is advantageous is

to consider the performance of aircraft in which a comparison is made

with the performance of both low gas-temperature uncooled engines and

high gas-temperature cooled engines. The results of such comparisons

will be given in a subsequent paper by Luidens, Henneberry, Zimmerman,

and Evans. It is possible to conclude from the results of the present

paper, however, that the gains shown in engine thrust per unit frontal

area at little or no sacrifice in thrust specific fuel consumption will

always result in improved aircraft performance so long as engine weight

is not adversely affected. In general, for the type of operation con-

sidered, the thrust increases obtained by the use of high-temperature

and high-stress cooled engines, far outweight any increases in engine

weight, so that the thrust specific engine weight actually decreases.

Consequently, the use of high temperatures or turbine stresses, as

permitted by turbine cooling, will be beneficial.

Much research is required in order to obtain a fundamental under-

standing of effective means of cooling turbines before gas-turbine

engines can actually be operated at the high-temperature, high-stress

conditions shown to be beneficial in this paper. Fortunately, much of

this type of research can be conducted in engines operating at current

gas-temperature levels; consequently, nearly all the research that has

been conducted by the NACA to date has been at turbine-inlet temperatures

on the order of 1650 ° F or lower.. In addition, considerable research

effort has been expended to investigate the use of noncritical materials

in cooled turbines. Some of this research on turbine cooling will be

discussed in subsequent papers.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF AIR-COOLED SHELL-SUPPORTED TURBINE BLADES

By Robert O. Hickel and John L. Clure

INTRODUCTION

In view of the performance gains that _ay be achieved through the

medium of turbine cooling, as indicated in the paper by Esgar and Rossbach,

the NACA has done considerable analytical and experimental turbine-cooling

research since the end of World War II. The first phase of the research

has been applied to forced-convection air-cooled turbine blades. This

paper reviews briefly some of the past research in this field and sum-

marizes the progress made in the last year or so'toward obtaining sat-

isfactory forced-convection air-cooled shell-supported turbine blades.

An air-cooled shell-supported turbine blade is one in which the

airfoil section itself is the main load-carrying member. Two views of

a typical shell-supported blade are shown in figure 1. The shell is

hollow so that cooling air may flow +_ +_ _+_ _ +_ _7o_

from root to tip (fig. l(a)). _ The shell may be made in a number of ways,

such as casting, press-forming from a round tube_ or press-forming the

shell in two halves from sheet steel and then welding the two halves

together along the leading and trailing edges. The base can be cast or

forged in one or two pieces or machined from a single steel blank in

such a manner that cooling air can be introduced into the blade shell.

The shell can be attached to the base by welding or brazing methods.

It is also feasible to fabricate the shell and base as an integral unit

by machining or casting processes.

The general fabrication procedure applied to the blades discussed

herein is that in which the base is cast in one piece with an airfoil-

shaped hole in the central portion. The blade is formed by pressing a

tapered tube to the desired airfoil shape, inserting this shell in the

base and brazing the two together. On final machining operations, the

blade is cut to proper length and the base serrations are ground.

In order to increase the cooling effectiveness of air-cooled turbine

blades and thus reduce the cooling-air mass-flow requirements to a min-

imum, some method of increasing the internal heat-transfer surface area

above that of a plain hollow blade is necessary. The blades discussed

herein had their internal heat-transfer surface area increased by the

use of tubes or fins, which were placed in the core of the blade. A

view of a completed tube-filled blade is shown in figure l(b). The

various blade configurations, fabrication procedures, and experimental

results obtained with shell-supported alr-cooled blades are discussed

in greater detail in the following sections.

|
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN DEVELOPMENT OF CONVECTION-AIR-C00LED

SHELL-SUPPORTED BLADES

Considerable research has been and is continuing to be done in

order to obtain air-cooled blades that are satisfactory with respect to

_uv_5 __,_,_o_, coo -air pre_= logics, and iif_. Fo_"

present-day turbojet engines, the cooling effectiveness should be such

that the turbine blades can be adequately cooled with cooling-air-flow

rates on the order of about 2 to 4 percent of the combustion-gas-flow

rate. (Hereinafter, the ratio of cooling-air to combustion-gas flow

rate will be called coolant-flow ratio.) Cooling-air pressure losses

should be low enough that the cooling air can be bled from the engine

compressor at low pressure levels. Blade life should be such that a

minimum of I00 hours at rated engine conditions can be expected without

blade failure.

In the past several years, considerable emphasis has been directed

toward the reduction of critical materials used in turbine blades, and

the greater portion of NACA Lewis research on shell-supported blades has

been with noncritical steels containing about 95- to 96-percent iron.

These materials generally are somewhat easier to form and machine than

critical materials. When brazing processes are used, the problems may

be somewhat less difficult with noncritical materials, because the

quality of the brazing atmosphere need not be as closely controlled.

The heat treatment of noncritical materials, in order to develop desired

physical properties, is more important than for critical materials.

Noncritical materials would be expected to corrode much easier than

critical materials, and a method of inhibiting corrosion during engine

operation would be required. The use of noncritical blade materials,

however, results in many of the same problems that would be encountered

if critical materials were employed. All the problems encountered in

research on air-cooled shell-supported blades cannot be discussed in

this paper; therefore, only the major problems will be reviewed. The

goal sought in the turbine-cooling program is the reduction of blade-

metal temperature with a minimum flow of cooling air. In order to obtain

this goal 3 it was first necessary to investigate various forced-

convection air-cooled turbine-blade configurations and fabrication tech-

niques that would result in satisfactory cooling and blade life. Further-

more, when noncritical materials were used, methods for preventing cor-

rosion were required.

L
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CONVECTION-COOLED BLADE RESEARCH

Before the major problems encountered in obtaining suitable air-

cooled turbine blades are discussed, a brief review of the principles of

forced-convection cooling will be made. Figure 2(a) shows the basic
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method by which a material may be air-cooled by forced convection, and

the example is analogous to the problem of cooling a turbine blade. Hot

combustion gases flow over the upper surface of the metal, and cooling

air flows over the lower surface. Heat is transferred from the hot

gases to the metal and is, in turn 3 rejected to the cooling air. The

amount of heat rejected to the cooling air can be increased by increasing

the coolant velocity, decreasing the coolant temperature, or both, and

a reduction in metal temperature results. A further reduction in the

metal temperature can be realized for a given coolant flow if the area

to which the coolant is exposed is increased. Such a method is shown in

figure 2(b), where fins have been added to the coolant side of the mate-

rial. For a given set of combustion-gas and cooling-air flow conditions 3
the metal having the augmented cooling surface will be cooler than the

metal with a plain cooling surface.

Blade Configurations

The manner in which these basic heat-transfer principles have been

applied to turbine blades is shown in figure 3.

Hollow blade. - Figure 3(a) shows an end view of a cooled turbine

blade having a hollow core through which the cooling air flows. For a

given coolant flow through the blade, the air velocity is relatively low,

because the flow area is large. Furthermore_ there is no augmentation

of the internal heat-transfer surface area of the blade, and the metal

area exposed to the coolant is relatively small. This type of blade_
which was used by Germany during World War II in some of their jet

engines_ was investigated under static conditions at the NACA Lewis lab-

oratory in 1946. It was found to be unsatisfactory for present-day

turbojet engines because of the large amount of cooling air required to

effect the desired reductions in blade-metal temperature.

Hollow blade with insert. - For a given cooling-air mass flow_ the

coolant velocity in the hollow blade of figure 3(a) can be greatly

increased if an insert such as that shown in figure 3(b) is placed in

the core of the blade. The increased air velocity results in an increase

in the heat transferred from the blade metal to the cooling air_ con-

sequently, the hollow blade with an insert (fig. 3(b)) operates cooler

than the hollow blade of figure 3(a) for a given set of combustion-gas

and cooling-air conditions. Hollow blades with inserts were investigated

analytically in 1948 and were also found to lack sufficient cooling

effectiveness to permit engine operation at low coolant flows.

Tube-filled blade. - From the investigations of the hollow blade and

hollow blade with an insert_ it was apparent that some method of increas-

ing the internal heat-transfer surface area was required in order to

operate air-cooled blades successfully at low coolant-flow ratios. A way

in which the interior heat-transfer surface area may be increased is
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shownin figure 3(c). Small tubes are brazed into the core of the blade3
and the cooling air flows through the tubes and the irregular spaces
between the tubes and the blade wall. The increase in heat-transfer
surface area exposed to the cooling air as comparedwith that of the
hollow blade and hollow blade with insert results in muchmore effective
cooling in the tube-filled blade. Research on the heat-transfer char-
ac_erls_ics o_"this type of blade in full-scale turbojet engines was
started in 1950; and, because it had adequate cooling effectiveness for
present-day turbine-inlet temperatures of about 1650° F and was rela-
tively easy to fabricate from noncritical materials_ the tube-filled air-
cooled turbine blade has been used extensively in other phases of
turbine-cooling research.

Corrugated-insert blade. - A blade that combines the heat-transfer
features of the hollow blade with an insert and the tube-filled blade

(figs. 3(b) and (c)) is shown in figure 3(d). This blade incorporates

a corrugated-fin insert that increases the internal heat-transfer sur-

face area. An "island" is placed in the central portion of the blade

that reduces the flow area of the coolant passage and restricts the air

to the spaces between the blade wall and the corrugations or the wall of

the island and the corrugations. In this manner_ a large heat-transfer

surface area and relatively high coolant velocities are achieved that

result in a very effectively cooled blade. Investigation of this type

blade was first made in a full-scale turbojet engine in 1952. For the

relatively thick blade profile discussed here_ the corrugated-fin-insert

blade cools better than those previously described and is the type of

blade being used most widely at the Lewis laboratory in engine perform-

ance investigations of completely air-cooled engines. It is also the

blade being considered for use in a high-temperature engine designed at

this laboratory. For other blade profiles_ similar corrugated-fin

inserts provide effective cooling, as discussed in greater detail in

reference 1.

In the development of various forced-convection air-cooled shell-

supported blade configurations_ many cooling arrangements were inves-

tigated_ the most successful of which are discussed herein. More

detailed accounts of the configurations investigated in full-scale

engines and the results obtained are given in references 2 to 9. A

considerable amount of research required with regard to fabrication pro-

cedures is discussed in reference 10.

Some of the results obtained on the two most promising configura-

tions_ that is, the tube-filled blade and corrugated-insert blade_ are

discussed in the next section, including the effects of coolant-flow

ratio and cooling-air temperature on average blade-metal temperature at

about the one-third-span position. This position was selected because
it can be considered the critical section of the blade with respect to

temperature and centrifugal stress. The ability to calculate the average

l
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blade-metal temperature from theory and the significance of observed

nonuniformlties in blade-metal temperature are discussed.

Blade-Metal Temperature

Effect of coolant-flow ratio on average blade temperature. - The

effect of coolant-flow ratio on the average blade temperature is shown

in figure 4 for tube-filled and corrugated-insert blades. (Views of the

tip ends of these blades are shown in figs. 3(c) and (d)3 respectively.)

The data for the blades were obtained on a centrifugal-compressor engine
in which the turbine was modified to accomodate several alr-cooled

blades. The experimental data presented for the tube-filled blade are

for an engine speed of ll,500 rpm (rated engine speed) and an effective

gas temperature of 1470 ° F. The cooling-air temperature ranged from

L50 ° to 210 ° F. The temperatures of the corrugated-insert blade were

referred to the engine conditions existihg for the tube-filled blade

data through the use of correlation procedures such as those discussed

in reference 3. As shown in figure 4, the corrugated-insert blade is

about 125 ° F cooler than the tube-filled blade throughout the entire

coo!_ut-f!ew rs_ge o

Effect of cooling-air temperature on average blade temperature. -

The importance of using the lowest attainable cooling-air temperature is

seen in figure 5, which shows the effect of two different cooling-air

temperature levels on average blade-metal temperature for a range of

coolant-flow ratio. The data, which are for a corrugated-insert blade

similar to that shown in figure 3(d), were obtained in an axial-flow

compressor turbojet engine modified to accomodate a completely air-

cooled turbine rotor. The performance of this particular air-cooled

engine is discussed in the paper by Ziemer and Schafer. The low-

temperature-level cooling air (temperature range of 190 ° to about 295 ° F)

was obtained by cooling the blades with air supplied from a laboratory

air system. The high-temperature-level cooling air (temprrature of about

510 ° F) was obtained by bleeding the cooling air from the engine compressor.

It can be seen that increasing the temperature level of the cooling air

about 200 ° to 300 ° F resulted in increasing the temperature level of the

blade _,,+ !00 ° F f?_ 965 ° to In6 _° _) _+ a coolant-flow ratio n?

0.025. For a coolant-flow ratio of 0.05, the blade-temperature level

was increased about 180 ° F, from 865 ° to 1045 ° F. It should be noted

that the effective gas temperature level was about the same for both

the low- and high-temperature-level cooling-air investigations. Thus,

the differences in temperature of the cooled blades for a given coolant-

flow ratio were caused entirely by the difference in cooling-air-

temperature level.

It can also be seen in figure 5 that, for the case where high-

temperature cooliD4_-air was used, the reduction in average blade temper-

ature with an increase in coolant-flow ratio was very small compared

ram-
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with the case where low-temperature cooling air was used. For example,
whenhlgh-temperature cooling air was used, an increase in coolant-flow
ratio from 0.025 to 0.05 resulted in a decrease in blade temperature of
about 20° F (from about 1065° to 1045° F). Whenlow-temperature
cooling air was used_ a change in coolant-flow ratio from 0.025 to 0.05
resulted in a reduction in blade temperature of about 100° F (from 965°
to _oo- 5). Part of _he reason for the relatively small change in blade
temperature with an increase in coolant flow for the case of high-
temperature cooling air was that the cooling-air temperature remained
essentially constant as the coolant flow changed. In the case of the
low-temperature-level cooling air_ there was a considerable change in
temperature of the cooling air as the coolant-flow ratio changed, the
temperature varying from about 280° to 198° F for coolant-flow ratios
of 0.025 and 0.05_ respectively. Another reason for small changes in
blade temperature with changes in coolant-flow ratio for the high-
temperature cooling air is that 3 as the cooling-air temperature becomes
higher, it has less effect on blade temperature. If the cooling-air
temperature were equal to the effective gas temperature_ there would be
no change in blade temperature regardless of the coolant-flow ratio.

The increase in average blade temperature that accompanies
increases in cooling-air temperature and the relative insensitivity of
the blade temperature to changes in coolant-flow ratio for high cooling-
air temperatures indicate the need for maintaining the cooling-air tem-
perature at a low level. It is generally assumedthat the cooling air
is to be bled l'rom the engine compressor. It is thus desirable to main-
tain the cooling-air pressure losses in the turbine blades and through-
out the coolant-system ducting to a minimum. In order to minimize the
compressor work required for the cooling air and to keep the cooling-
air temperature at a minimumvalue_ it is desirable to bleed the com-
pressor at a point at which the pressure level is no higher than the
required coolant-supply pressure. The factors affecting the required
coolant-supply pressure and therefore the compressor-bleed point are:
(1) duct losses from the compressor to the turbine, (2) pressure ratio
of the cooling air as it passes through the turbine disk_ (5) pressure
losses as the cooling air leaves the turbine disk and enters the base of
the turbine blades_ and (4) the pressure loss through the turbine blades.
All these factors are functions of the cooling-air massflow, and gen-
erally the losses decrease with a decrease in coolant flow. Pressure
losses in the tail-cone ducting system are discussed in reference ll;
the pressure ratio in one type of cooled-turbine rotor is presented in
reference 12; and methods for determining the pressure loss in turbine
blades are presented in references i, 3, and 13. Reference 12 also
presents data providing an insight into the amount of heat transferred
to the cooling air as it passes through the tail-cone and rotor disk
of one type of air-cooled engine.
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Calculated blade temperatures. - One of the goals of turbine-

cooling research Is to be able to calculate theoretically the cooled

turbine-blade temperature for a given set of engine conditions for design

purposes. References 1 and l_ present methods for predicting air-

cooled turbine-blade temperatures. The agreement between calculated

and experimental blade temperatures for a corrugated-insert blade is

shown in figure 6. It can be seen that satisfactory agreement between

the experimental and calculated blade temperatures was achieved, the cal-

culated temperatures being about 25 ° F higher than the experimental.

This blade was designed for operation in a future engine at a turbine-

inlet temperature of about gO00 ° F. The experimental blade temperatures

In figure 6 were obtained, however, for a present-day turbojet engine

operating at a turbine-inlet temperature of about 1640 ° F. Because of

the good agreement between experimental and calculated blade temp.era-

tures for a turbine-inlet temperature of 1640 ° F_ it would be expected

that calculated values of blade temperatures for a turbine-inlet tem-

perature of 2000 ° F would be representative of the experimental temper-

atures that might be obtained at the higher gas temperatures.

A theoretical analysis was made for a turbine-inlet temperature of

2000 ° F to determine the effects of the corrugated-fin configuration on

the cooling-air flow required to maintain a certain safety factor in

the blade. Two blade configurations were analyzed. In making this

analysis, the heat-transfer characteristics, cooling-air pressure

losses, and present-day fabrication techniques were considered so that

the blade configurations investigated were considered to be practical.

The blades were assumed to be made from S-816 alloy, and stress-to-

rupture data for lO0-hour life were employed in the analysis. The re-

sults are shown in figure 7. An enlarged representative section of the

corrugation configuration of each blade is also shown in figure 7, and

it can be seen that the corrugation spacing, height, and thickness were

varied for the two configurations considered. Configuration A is the

same as shown in figure 6. Variations in the corrugation spacing,

height, and thickness of the blades resulted in changes in cooling-air-

flow areaj cooling-air velocity, and heat-transfer surface area. These

changes in turn affected the cooling characteristics and pressure losses

_ithin the turbine blade. Figure 7 shows that blade A required a

coolant-flow ratio of O.095 to maintain the design safety factor. Blade

B required a coolant-flow ratio of 0.013, which was about 50-percent

less than that required by configuration A. From these analyses, it

can be seen that significant reductions in the required coolant-flow

ratio can be effected by relatively slight alteration of the corrugated

insert. The results presented here do not consitute a complete analysis

of the coolant requirements of the two blades, because for convenience

of presentation, the analyses were made for the same spanwise position

as the experimental temperatures shown in figure 6, that is, at about

one-third span. Actually, the critical section of the blades will vary

somewhat with the different configurations, and the final selection of
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the best blade configuration should be based upon the coolant flow
required to maintain the design safety factor at the critical section of
the blade.

Chordwise temperature distribution. - So far, only average blade-

metal temperatures of cooled turbine blades have been discussed. Also

u£ consider_ole importance is the variation of local temperature within

the blade, particularly in a chordwise direction. Figure 8 shows the

chordwise temperature distribution at about the one-third-span position

for a forced-convection air-cooled shell-supported tube-filled blade.

This distribution is typical of all shell-supported convection-cooled

blades_ that is_ the leading- and trailing-edge regions of the blade

operate relatively hot_ while the midchord region operates quite cool.

A major portion of the blade is slightly below the average blade temper-

ature. A temperature distribution such as shown in figure 8 will pro-

duce thermal stresses within the blade as a result of the tendency of

the hot leading- and trailing-edge regions to expand spanwise to a greater

degree than the cooler midchord region. Expansion of the leading and

trailing edges is restrained by the midchord section and results in com-

pressive and shear thermal stresses in the leading and trailing edges

and tensile stresses in the midchord region. During operation in an

engine, a cooled turbine blade is also subject to centrifugal_ bending,

and vibratory forces and a complex load transfer from the internal blade

components to the shell. It is quite difficult to analyze completely

and accurately the resultant stresses that occur in a blade, and it is

consequently impossible at this time to predict theoretically with any

degree of accuracy the life of the blade. In order to determine the life

of an air-cooled turbine-blade configuration_ it was_ therefore_ neces-

sary to test the blade for endurance in a turbojet engine or under con-

ditions that simulate engine operation. It was recognized, however_

that before extended endurance investigation of air-cooled blades made

from noncritical materials could be undertaken, some method of preventing

corrosion of the blades would probably be required. Various methods of

inhibiting corrosion through the use of various corrosion-resistant

coatings were investigated.

!
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Methods of Preventing Corrosion

In order to determine the severity of the corrosion problem on

blades made of noncritical materials_ the first endurance investigations

of air-cooled turbine blades in turbojet engines were made on blades that

had no special protection from the corrosive effects of the combustion

gases. It would be expected that the leading- and trailing-edge regions

of the blade, which operate hotter than the midchord region (fig. 8)

would corrode more readily than other portions of the blade. The inves-

tigation of blade corrosion was started in 1951_ and the blades were

operated at maximum rated engine speed of 11,500 rpm (1300 ft/sec tip
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speed) in a centrifugal-compressor turbojet engine that had the turbine

modified to accomodate two or four air-cooled blades. The turbine-inlet

temperature was maintained at about 1670 ° F_ and the coolant-flow ratio

for the cooled blades was maintained constant, usually at about 0.05,

although in a few cases coolant-flow ratios as low as 0.030 were used.

The goal of the endurance tests was arbitrarily set at lO0 hours at

maximum rated engine conditions, in view of the lack of any standard

endurance test for air-cooled turbine blades. In normal flight service,

the engine may not be subjected continuously to maximum rated engine

conditions for more than 30 minutes at a time_ consequently, operation

at rated engine conditions for a total of lO0 hours subjected the blade

to conditions much more severe than would be encountered in normal

flight service.

Investigation of noncritical-materi_l blades indicated that corro-

sion of the blade shell started within the first 5 hours of rated engine

speed operation. Typical damage to an unprotected blade having a shell

made of SAE _130 steel is shown in figure 9(a) after 38 hours of rated

engine speed operation. Corrosion of the blade started in the hot

leading- and trailing-edge regions and spread r_p_!y in a cho_ise

direction. From the results shown in figure 9(a), it was obvious that

some method of protecting the blade surface of noncritical materials was

necessary to obtain the goal of 100-hour blade life.

The use of protective coatings for noncritical blades posed a num-

ber of severe requirements for the coating because of the environment in

which it must operate. The coating must (i) be able to withstand the

corrosive and erosive action of the high-temperature, high-velocity

combustion-gas stream, (2) adhere well to the blade when operating at

high temperature under the influence of high centrifugal force, (3) with-

stand the thermal shocks incident to engine operation, (A) have a coeffi-

cient of thermal expansion sufficiently close to that of the blade metal

over a range of temperatures to prevent spalling and flaking of the
coating, (5) have sufficient ductility to withstand the vibration and

elongation of the blade that occurs during operation, and (6) be capable

of withstanding normal handling. Furthermore, the presence of the coat-

ing on the blade surface should not seriously affect the tensile or

fatigue strength of the blade shell_ and the use of the coating should

not adversely affect or restrict the heat-treatment procedures necessary

to develop the desired physical properties of the blade shell.

Nickel, nickel-Nicrobraz, Nicrobraz 3 ceramic, and aluminized coat-

ings were applied to 20 blades having Timken 17-22A(S) or SAE 4130 steel

shells. Acknowledgement is made of the cooperation received from the

California Metal Enameling Company, the Calorizing Company, the Ferro

Corporation, the Research Laboratories Division of General Motors Corp-

oration, and the Solar Aircraft Company in the application of various

types of coatings to the air-cooled turbine blades.



The results of the experimental investigations to determine the
durability of these protective coatings were as follows:

(i) Satisfactory protection of the blades was provided by nickel-
Nicrobraz, Nicrobraz 3 ceramic_ and aluminized coatings. Each of these
coatings gave satisfactory corrosion and erosion protection to the tur-
...... bl d ............................ _i ..............
coolant-flow ratios in the range of 0.05 to 0.05.

(2) Blades aluminized by the pack and by the dip processes gave
excellent protection against corrosion. Of the six blades that were
aluminized3 all (except one that failed mechanically) operated for at
least 100 hours. Twoblades were operated for 12_ hours and were in
excellent condition whenthe tests were terminated. Figure 9(b) shows
an aluminized blade that was operated for i00 hours which is in very
good condition.

(5) A modified National Bureau of Standards A-19 type ceramic coat-
ing also provided excellent service. A photograph of this blade after
completing lO0 hours of operation is shownin figure 9(c).

(_) Nickel coatings required an undercoating of sometype at the
leading edge of the blade in order to prevent flaking and failure of the
nickel in this region. A Nicrobraz undercoat provided a satisfactory
base for the nickel at the leading edge. A blade having a combination
coating of Nicrobraz undercoat at the leading edge followed by a complete
nickel coating over the entire blade surface gave adequate protection for
100 hours of rated speed operation. Since the original coating investi-
gations were made_blades having a nickel-Nicrobraz coating have been
operated 155 hours at rated engine speed with no corrosion of the blade
surface_ such a blade is shownin figure 9(d).

(5) Nicrobraz coatings applied to the entire surface of the blade
exhibited very satisfactory corrosion-resistant properties. It is known
that Nicrobraz alloys very easily with the parent metal_ and it undoubt-
edly affects to someextent the fatigue strength and stress-to-rupture
properties of the metals to which it is applied. Aluminumalso alloys
with the blade parent metal in the aluminizing process. The effects of
the alloying action of Nicrobraz and aluminum on fatigue strength and
stress-to-rupture properties of the blade-shell material is not knownat
the present time_ but they should be more clearly understood before
either of these protective coatings is considered for service use.

A more complete discussion of the various coatings applied to the
noncritical-material turbine blades and of the results obtained is given
in reference 15.
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Blade Life

Air-cooled turbine blades must, of course, have adequate and uniform

life so that reasonable dependability can be attained. In the preceding

section 3 a goal of lO0 hours of blade life at rated engine conditions was

arbitrarily considered as satisfactory blade life. When endurance inves-

tigations of noncritical blades were started with a group of blades made

from Timken 17-22A(S) steel_ it was found many blades had short life and

that there was considerable variation in blade life. Blades generally

failed in the first S or l0 hours of engine operation for coolant-flow

ratios of 0.05. Also, blades that were of the same configuration and

fabricated in the same manner failed at times varying from 1 to lO0 hours

or more under the same operating conditions. There are many factors

affecting blade life for a given blade material. Three of the major

factors encountered during endurance investigations that are discussed
herein are:

(1) Changes in root fillets

(2) Variations in heat treatment

(3) Changes in brazing techniques

Each of these factors is important in itself_ howeve_ it should be

noted that in a completed blade, the problems are interrelated and any

one problem can very well affect the other. For convenience3 each of

the problems is discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

Most of the blade failures experienced occurred in the root region

of the blade; as shown in figure i0. Figure lO(a) shows a blade that

has a crack extending from the leading edge to the trailing edge along

the suction surface. Figure lO(b) shows a blade that ruptured completely.

Both of these failures occurred after only I hour of rated speed opera-

tion at a coolant-flow ratio of about 0.OS.

Root fillets. - It is_ of course, well-known that adequate fillets

must be employed to avoid undesirable stress concentrations where rapid

changes in cross-gect_on_] area noou_ _n b_gh]y _+_ parts. T_ +_

case of turbine blades, adequate fillets must be provided at the point

where the shell joins the base (see fig. ii). Furthermore, the non-

critical metals used in the endurance investigations are relatively

notch-sensitive, and therefore considerable care must be exercised in

avoiding stress concentrations in the already highly stressed root sec-

tions of the blade. In the fabrication procedures first used, a root

fillet was "puddled-in" after the blade was completely fabricated and

heat-treated. A sketch of a puddled-in fillet is shown in figure ll(a).

The fillet material used was a low-melting-point silver solder (about

12S0 ° F). This type of fillet could not be applied before the heat

treatment, because the heat-treatment temperatures are above the melting
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point of the fillet material. Welding material or so-called high-
temperature silver solders could not be used to puddle-ln the fillet,
because melting of the braze material (copper or Nicrobraz) in the blade
base would be likely, with resulting weakening of the mechanical bond
between mating parts of the blade. Use of puddled-in root fillets was
not desirable when large numbersof blades were being fabricated because
of the time required to puddle-in each fillet. Furthermore, even when
extreme care was exercised in applying the fillet_ the blade heat treat-
ment was affected.

It was thought that a root fillet cast integrally with the blade

base might be satisfactory. A sketch of a "cast-in" fillet is shown in

figure ll(b). Such a fillet results in a slight ledge at the top of the

fillet, which is essentially an external notch and results because the

fillet cannot be cast infinitely thin at the upper edge. The external

notch results in undesirable stress concentrations at the top of the

cast-in fillet. It was found that, if the cast-in fillet was carefully

faired into the blade shell after the blade was completely fabricated,

a satisfactory fillet was obtained and failures caused by stress concen-

trations were eliminated.

Heat treatment. - Metallurgical examination of the blade fractures

indicated excessively large grain structure, which would reduce the

stress-to-rupture properties of the steel. It was reasoned that the

first heat treatment (see table I) overheated the steel from a metal-

lurgical standpoint and caused excessive grain growth. Inasmuch as the

braze materials required in the fabrication process were copper or

Nicrobraz, or both, which require brazing temperatures of about 2050 ° F,

no reduction in brazing temperature could be effected. A refinement in

grain size, effected by additional heat treatment, was required. Heat

treatment number 2 (table I) was evolved, which resulted in smaller

grain size and developed higher stress-to-rupture properties in the

steel. Although heat treatment number 2 increased the stress-to-rupture

strength, the ductility was decreased and blade failures caused by

insufficient fatigue strength were encountered. A third heat treatment

(table I) was then employed, which increased the ductility of the steel

at a slight sacrifice in stress-to-rupture strength. This heat treat-

ment resulted in excessive creep of the blade, and failures due to exces-

sive elongation of the blade resulted. Finally, a combination heat

treatment (number 4, table I) was used that consisted of one type of

heat treatment for the root region and another type for the rest of the

blade shell. This heat treatment achieved a balance between adequate

ductility and stress-to-rupture strength.

Brazing. - Several factors are involved in successfully brazing

air-cooled blades made up of several major components. Clearance between

the parts brazed together is an important factor; it was found that a

clearance of 0.O05-inch was the maximum allowable for good braze strength

Q
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between mating parts. The brazing atmosphere is an important factor,

particularly where even small amounts of chromium are present such as in

SAE 4130 and Timken 17-22A(S) steels. The brazing must be done in an

atmosphere that prevents formation of chromium oxides. Most of the

blades discussed in this paper were brazed by a commercial brazing

company in a dry hydrogen atmosphere having a dew point of -40 ° F or

lower. In the past several months, this laboratory has vacuum-brazed

blades with excellent brazing results on a limited number of blades.

Brazing temperature is also an important factor, particularly where

high-temperature brazing compounds such as Nicrobraz are used. A vari-

ation of only 25 ° to 50 ° F may result in a successful or unsuccessful

brazing job. Other factors, such as the effect of the braze material on

the strength properties of the parent material, the alloying action of

the braze material with the parent metal, and the effect of brazing

temperature on the physical properties of the parent metal should be

considered. At the present time, the efTects of all of these variables

are not completely known, but investigations that are under way will

provide a better understanding.

General considerations. - The progress achieved in improved air-
cooled turbine-blade ]_fe bv aDn]v_n= var_n_g mo_f_s+._ng _ h1__

fabrication procedures is demonstrated in figure 12. As said previously,

a minimum blade life of i00 hours at rated engine conditions has been

considered as satisfactory performance. The lower part of figure 12

shows that the average time to failure for 15 original air-cooled blades

made from noncritical materials was I0 hours at a coolant-flow ratio of
0.05.

Modifications in heat treatment, root fillets 3 and brazing tech-

niques were then applied; and the results shown in the upper part of

figure 12 were obtained for a coolant-flow ratio of 0.05. Several blades

were operated for over 100 hours, the maximum time being 133 hours. Some

of the blades were operated only about 35 to 45 hours, but the blades are

in excellent condition and further testing of all of these blades is

continuing as indicated by the arrows. This was a marked improvement

over the time to failure for the original blades. Because the endurance

results at a coolant-flow ratio of 0.05 were encouraging, endurance tests

were started with blades operated at a reduced coolant-flow ratio of

0.05. Figure 12 shows that one of these blades has operated for 140

hours, three blades for 105 hours, three blades for 90 hours, and two

blades for 55 hours. One blade failed after 55 hours. Operation of

the unfailed blades is being continued as indicated by the arrows.

The results of some of the endurance investigations discussed herein

are given in greater detail in references 16 and 17.

The problems associated with developing satisfactory air-cooled tur-

bine blades will vary somewhat, depending on the engine in which the

blade is to be used, the mission for which the aircraft is designed, the
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blade material used, and the general blade-fabrication procedures that
are thought most desirable. The blade-fabricatlon procedures used at
this laboratory were chosen particularly because they lent themselves
well to relatively quick, flexible_ and inexpensive ways of making use-
ful air-cooled turbine blades in small numbers.

SUMMARYOFRESULTS

The results of experimental investigations of convection-air-
cooled shell-supported turbine blades in full-scale turbojet engines are
as follows:

i. Suitable air-cooled turbine blades can be obtained that require
low coolant flows if inserts such as tubes or fins are used.

2. Average blade-metal temperature can be calculated with sufficient
accuracy by analytical methods that have been developed to permit the
designer to evaluate various blade-cooling configurations and to select
the best configuration for a given set of design conditions and fabricat-
ing techniques.

3. Becauseof the difficulty in performing complete stress analyses
in cooled-turbine blades and the generally unknowneffects of various
fabrication procedures upon blade life_ air-cooled turbine blades must

t1_±± life _li_r-te_ ..... 7_. ___.... __be endurance _^_ in order to determine ad_q_t_±j
engine operating conditions.

4. Blades madefrom noncritical steels must be protected from cor-
rosion. Satisfactory protection of noncritical blades was provided by
nickel-Nicrobraz_ Nicrobraz_ ceramic_ and aluminized coatings. Each of
these coatings indicated that it would give satisfactory corrosion and
erosion protection to the blades for at least i00 hours at rated engine
conditions.

5. In order to obtain satisfactory life in blades madefrom non-
critical steels_ particular attention must be given to various fabrica-
tion procedures_ such as heat treatment_ filleting at the blade root,
and brazing techniques.
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K) Table I

HEAT TREATMENTS APPLIED TO BLADES
OF TIMKEN 17-22A(S) STEEL

HEAT
TREATMENT

NUMBER

I

2

3

4

HEAT TREATMENT

BRAZE

TEMP..F TI_E,

2050 0.25

2050 0.25

2050 0.25

2050 0.25

NORMALIZE

TEMP., TIME,

NONE NONE

1725 I

1725 I

1725 I

ENTIRE SHELL
ROOT REGION OF BLADE ONLY

DRAW

TEMP., TIME,hr

1225 4

1225 4

1400 I

1225 4

1400 I

(APPROX. I/2 IN. ABOVE BLADE BASE PLATFORM)

-e
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TYPICAL SHELL-SUPPORTED BLADE 

(a) HOLLOW BLADE (b) BLADE WITH TUBE 
INSERTS 

FQure 1 

ILLUSTRATION OF CONVECTION COOLING PRINCIPLES 

Cooling-air Flow 
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EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION ON COOLANT-FLOW RATIO

TURBINE-INLET TEMP., 2000 ° F
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CORROSION EFFECTS ON UNCOATED 

AND COATED BLADES 

(a) UNCOATED 
BLADE, 
38 hr. 

(c) CERAMIC 

100 hr.  
COATING, 

(b) ALUMINIZED 
COATING, 
100 hr 

(d) NICKEL 
COATING, 
135 h. 

Figure 9 

TYPICAL BLADE FAILURE 
COOLANT-FLOW RATIO, 0.05 
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CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF BLADES WITH PUDDLED-IN

AND CAST-IN FILLETS

/- PUDDLED-IN - CAST-IN
ET FILLET

(a) (b)

Figure 11

IMPROVEMENT IN BLADE ENDURANCE WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF
HEAT TREATMENTS AND FILLET MODICATIONS

TURBINE-INLET TEMP., 1670 ° F

ENGINE SPEED, 11,500 rpm
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INVESTIGATIONS OF CONVECTION-COOLED STRUT-SUPPORTED TURBINE BLADES

By Eugene F. Schum and Francis S. Stepka

INTRODUCTION

The results of investigations conducted by the NACA on a type of

convection-cooled turbine blade wherein an internal strut is the primary

support member are presented in this paper. The basic principle of this

type of blade is the insulation of the load-carrying member from the

direct effects of the hot-gas stream. The method in which this insula-

tion is accomplished is illustrated by the use of a segment of a blade

of this type, shown in figure i. The load-carrying member, called the

strut, is shielded from the hot-gas stream by a thin airfoil shell and

cooled by air which is passed between the shell and the strut. The

fins of the strut serve two purposes; the primary fins support the pro-

tective airfoil shell and the secondary fins augment the cooling-surface

area of the strut.

The insulation of the load-carrying member in this manner apparently

not only would result in lower temperatures of the load-carrying member

of this type blade as compared with that of the shell-supported blades

discussed by Hickel and Clure, but would also provide protection to the

load-carrying member from the corrosive action of the hot gases. Con-

sideration of these advantages of the strut-supported blade would indi-

cate that this type blade would eliminate some of the problems en-

countered with shell-supported blades and that this type of blade has a

greater potential for operating at higher turbine inlet temperatures or

lower coolant flow ratios than the shell-supported blades, or both.

ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT

First Blade Design

inves ations were comuucb_u to u_±Li_ _L_±jo_=_j and ÷_

verify experimentally the cooling effectiveness of a blade design uti-

lizing an internal strut as the supporting member. _he results of the

investigations of the first blade design (refs. 1 and 2) indicated that

the strut-supported blades had greater potential for operation at higher

turbine-inlet temperatures than the shell-supported blades. This first

strut-supported blade design (fig. 2), although satisfactory for use as a

test blade for verifying the theoretical analysis as well as for investi-

gating the construction durability, had several deficiencies when con-

sidered for service applications. Some of the shortcomings were: (i)

The blade was of poor design with respect to production because of the

|
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intricate machine work required_ (2) it had a large cooling-air pres-

sure loss at the base because of sudden changes in flow areas and

direction as the air entered the blade; and (3) the blade had a dimpled

outer shell surface, caused by the attachment method, which may have

affected the aerodynamic performance of the blade.

Improved Blade Design

To improve the first design and to eliminate some of its deficien-

cies, another blade design was evolved. This blade design, shown in

figure 3, is of a five-piece construction: a strut, a two-piece shell,

and a two-piece base. The primary advantages of the design are: (i)

the straight cooling-air entrance passages at the base to avoid large

cooling-air pressure losses, (2) the elimination of intricate machine

work by permitting straight-through cutting of the slots in the strut

and the base, and (3) the elimination of the dimpled outer shell surface.

In designing the blade, consideration of the strength aspect, the

limitation_ imposed by the aerodynamic characteristics of the blade pro-

file and by current fabrication techniques, was required in conjunction

with the analytical investigation of the cooling mechanism of the finned

strut. An insight into some of the problems associated with the design

of the blade from cooling considerations can be obtained from an ex-

planation of the cooling mechanism of the strut. This mechanism can be

illustrated by the use of a segment of the strut shown in figure i. The

heat from the hot gases flowing over the shell is transferred to the

shell and then conducted through the shell. A portion of the heat from

the shell is transferred directly to the cooling air while the remainder

is conducted through the attachment media into the primary fins. Some

of the heat entering these fins is then dissipated to the cooling air,

while the remainder is conducted to the body of the strut. A portion of

the heat entering the body of the strut is then dissipated directly to

the cooling air and the remainder is conducted to the secondary fins from

which it is dissipated to the cooling air. Thus, from the consideration

of the cooling mechanism alone, it is apparent that investigations of the

effects of attachment-media area, primary and secondary fin thickness,

and number of secondary fins are required in the design of the blade.

An analytical investigation was conducted to determine the effect

of these factors on the temperature of the strut with the aerodynamic

profile of the improved blade design. Strut temperatures were calculated

in the manner described in reference 3. The results of calculations,

which were made for an effective gas temperature of 1750 ° F and a con-

stant cooling-air temperature of 600 ° F, are shown in figure 4. The tem-

perature data presented are the average of the calculated values at the

midchord region of the blade. The results of these calculations, which

neglected the small effect of radiation from the shell to the strut,

indicate that increasing the number of the secondary fins has the largest

Q
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effect in reducing the temperature of the strut. The primary fin thick-

ness has the next largest effect with the attachment contact area and

secondary fin thickness having the least effect. At a coolant-flow

ratio of 0.03, for example: figure 4(a) shows that providing the strut

with three secondary fins of 0.020-inch thickness decreases the temper-

ature of the strut approximately ll0 ° F; figure 4(b) shows that decreas-

ing the primary fin thickness from 0.040 to 0.020 inch decreases the

strut temperature approximately 30 ° F; figures 4(c) and (d) show that

the change in secondary fin thickness and in attachment contact area,

respectively, have little effect on strut temperature. Thus, consider-

able reduction in the temperature of the load-carrying member of this

type blade can be achieved by the proper selection of the geometry of
the strut.

These results indicate the strut geometry which would be chosen if

only the heat-transfer aspect of design were considered. The final

design of strut, however, must consider t_he limitations imposed on the

design by strength, fabrication, and cooling-air pressure drop through

the blade. The fabrication limitations, for example, govern the minimum

spacing of secondary fins, and the strength limitations govern the pri-

mary fin thickness and the attachment contact area required to provide

sufficient strength in the joint of the shell and the strut. Considera-

tion of these limitations and the modifying of the blade optimum cooling

designs to satisfy these limitations resulted in the strut design shown
in figure 3.

A photograph of a completed blade of this design (fig. 5(a)) is

shown adjacent to a photograph of a blade of the first design (fig. S(b))

to illustrate by comparison the improved shell surface condition of the

present blade design. The strut and the base of the improved blade de-

sign were made of Timken 17-22A(s) steel, a material which contains only

about 5 percent of critical materials. The airfoil shell was made of

0.020-inch-thick sheet stock of N-155, an alloy containing high percent-

ages of nickel, chromium, and other critical materials. The use of

this alloy for the shell was dictated by the need for a material which

possessed high strength at the relatively high temperatures at which

the shell would operate and the need for good oxidation resistance in

order to avoid the coating problems discussed in the preceding paper-.

The first step in the fabrication of this blade was the milling of the

slots in the forged, twisted-airfoil strut and in the cast, split base

shown in figure 5. The slots cut in the strut were 0.080 inch wide, and
spaced so that the primary fins would be 0.040 inch thick and the sec-

ondary fins 0.020 inch thick. The second step in the fabrication was

the inserting of the strut into the base and the brazing of these members

with Nicrobraz in a dry hydrogen atmosphere furnace. The halves of the

shell were then formed, slipped over the strut, and brazed to it with

Nicrobraz in either a vacuum or a dry hydrogen atmosphere furnace. The

final steps were the welding of a small fillet at the base, the grinding

of the serrations in the base, and the trimming of the blade to the de-

sired length.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Experimental and Analytical Heat-Transfer Results

The cooling characteristics of a pair of strut-supported blades of
the design shownin figure 3 were obtained from investigations conducted
in a full-scale turbojet engine. The modifications of the engine and
the instrumentation used are similar to that described in the preceding
paper. The results of the investigation showing the change in the aver-
age temperature of the strut over a range of coolant-flow ratios, a blade
tip speed of 1300 feet per second, and a turbine-inlet temperature of
approximately 18AO° F are presented in figure 6(a). The temperature data
presented are the arithmetical average of the temperatures indicated by
three thermocouples embeddedin the strut at about the 1/3 span length
from the base at the leading-edge, midchord, and trailing-edge regions.
In addition to these data, figure 6(a) also shows curves which were ana-
lytically determined for the average strut and the midchord shell tem-

•peratures and a curve which was experimentally obtained with a shell-
supported, corrugated insert blade which was discussed by Hickel and
Clure. Analytical midchord shell and midchord strut temperatures were
evaluated according to the method described in reference 3. The analyti-
cal average strut temperatures were determined from the calculated mid-
chord strut temperatures and use of a relation of experimental average
strut temperatures with experimental midchord strut temperatures. The
average strut temperature was evaluated in this mannerbecause of the
lack of an existing analytical method to determine temperatures of the
leading- and trailing-edge regions of the strut.

The calculated average strut temperature curve is in good agreement
over the entire coolant flow range with that experimentally determined.
The experimentally obtained curve of the temperature of the support mem-
ber of the strut-supported blade is considerably lower than that of the
shell-supported blade. At low coolant flow ratios, for example, the
difference in temperature of the support membersof the two blades is
approximately 120° F, while at high coolant flow ratios this difference
increases to about 230° F. The relatively lower temperatures of the
strut, because of the insulation of the strut from the hot-gas stream,
result in the shell temperatures being higher than those of the shell-
supported blade. The calculated values of the shell temperatures at the
midchord region of the strut-supported blade shown in figure 6(a) indi-
cate that the shell in this region would be approximately 80° F higher
over a large range of coolant flow ratios than the average shell tem-
peratures of the shell-supported blade. If the error which was obtained
in the calculation of the average temperature of the strut is considered,
it appears that the difference in the shell temperatures of the two
types of blade would be even larger.
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Experimental Investigation of Blade Durability

After the experimental heat-transfer data were obtained, the two

strut-supported blades were subjected to an endurance test to determine

the durability of the blade construction. The blades were subjected to

a cyclic endurance test in order to determine whether the thermal

stresses imposed on the blade by sudden changes in gas temperature would

cause failure. Each cycle of this test consisted in operating the

engine at 4000 rpm and an effective gas temperature of approximately

1050 ° F for 5 minutes, then accelerating the engine to ll,500 rpm and

an effective gas temperature of 1450 ° F in 15 seconds, maintaining these

conditions for 15 minutes, then decelerating the engine to 4000 rpm in

15 seconds. The two blades were subjected to l0 such cycles at a cool-

ant flow ratio of 0.05 and lO cycles at a coolant flow ratio of 0.05

without a blade failure. A photograph of one of the blades after termi-

nation of the 20 cycles is shown in figureoS(a).

Evaluation of Relative Merit of Blades

shell-supported blades, factors such as the stress level of the blades

and the blade material properties must be considered in addition to the

temperature level of the blades. A method for eva&uatlng the merit of

these two types of blade can be illustrated by the use of flgure G(a)

and the stress-to-rupture curve of a representative noncritical alloy

shown in figure G(b). The average temperatures of the support members

of the blades at a selected coolant flow ratio are obtained from figure

6(a). The metal temperatures thus obtained are then located on the

curve of figure 6(b) from which the stress-to-rupture or allowable

stress values permitted for a 100-hour life are obtained. The ratio

of the allowable stress values of the blades to that of their calculated

centrifugal stress levels would thus bean indication of the relative

merit of the blades. The values of allowable stress levels for the

strut-supported and shell-supported blades, for example, at a coolant

flow ratio of 0.015 are approximately 91,000 pounds per square inch

and 58,000 pounds per square inch, respectively. The calculated cen-

trifugal stress at the 1/3 span position for the strut-supported and

the shell-supported blades is approximately 35,000 and 25_000 pounds

per square inch_ respectively. Thus the ratio of the allowable stress

to the calculated stress for the strut-supported blade is 2.76, while

that for the shell-supported blade is 2.52. The larger ratio obtained

with the strut-supported blade indicates that it has more merit for

operation at the condition shown in figure G(b) than the shell-supported

blade. Furthermore, because of the slope of the stress-rupture curve

(fig. 6(b)), small increases in the temperature level of the blades will

have a proportionately greater effect on the ratio of the allowable

stress to the calculated stress of the shell-supported blade than that
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of the strut-supported blade, indicating the greater potential for oper-
ating the strut blade at higher turbine-inlet temperature or lower cool-
ant flow ratios than possible with the shell-supported blade or both.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Although the investigations on blades utilizing the principle of
insulating the load-carrying memberof a blade from the hot gas stream
indicated that blades of this type have a greater potential for operating
at higher turbine-inlet temperatures or lower coolant flow ratios than
the shell-supported blades or both_ considerable investigation and
development is still required before the strut-supported blade is satis-
factory for service application. The cooling-air pressure d_op through
the blade_ for example, must be investigated to determine the magnitude
and extent of improvement over the first design; a method for eliminating
a portion of the machining operation by casting a strut with fins requires
development; and the endurance testing of the blades similar to that
described in the preceding paper is required to determine the durability
of this type blade.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPIRATION-COOLED TURBINE BLADES

By Patrick L. Donoughe and Anthony J. Diaguila

INTRODUCTION

In the turbine-cooling research previously described in the papers

by Robert O. Hickel and John L. Clure, and by Francis S. Stepka and

Eugene F. Schum, the shell and strut of the blade are cooled by con-

vection to the cooling air which passes through the blade in the span-

wise direction. Certain restrictions are imposed by this cooling

method, since the amount of heat the air can pick up by convection is

limited by the inside passage configuration and the cooling-alr

temperature. A cooling method that relaxes these limitations consid-

erably is transpiration cooling on which research has been conducted

at the NACA Lewis laboratory. The purpose of this paper is to give

the mechanism of transpiration cooling and to indicate its application

to turbine cooling.

COMPARISON OF CONVECTION AND TRANSPIRATION COOLING

The contrast between the mechanism of convection cooling, described

in the paper by Hickel and Clure, and that of transpiration cooling may

be seen in figure 1. A convection-cooled, impermeable wall is shown

exposed to hot gas flow in figure l(a). The heat from the gas is con-

ducted through the wall, increases the wall temperature, and is picked

up by the cooling air that flows perpendicular to the plane of the

paper. A better scheme for reducing the wall temperature is one in

which the wall is insulated from the hot gas. Because of its low

conductivity and ready availability, air is suggested as an insulating

material. The air used for the insulator is forced through a porous

material (fig. l(b)) and reduces the material temperature by convection

in its tortuous passage through the wall. This method of temperature

reduction is termed transpiration cooling.

An idea of the relative effectiveness of the convection- and

transpiration-cooling methods may be obtained from figure 2 where

the wall-temperature factor is plotted against mass coolant-flow ratio.

The wall-temperature factor is essentially a measure of wall temperature;

as this factor decreases, the wall temperature decreases when the gas

and coolant temperatures are held constant. The analysis necessary to

make a comparison of these cooling methods is given in reference 1.
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The results shown in figure 2 are applicable for flow over a flat plate
with a turbulent boundary layer for a Reynolds numberof 107. The
efficiency of convection cooling is increased over that indicated in
figure l(a) by augmenting the area exposed to the coolant with the
addition of fins on the inner surface. The wall-temperature factor
would probably be dictated from a consideration of the required strength
of the cooled structure, for example, a turbine blade. If a wall-

temperature factor of 0.4 is chosen, the transpiration-cooling method

requires only about half as much cooling air as the convection method

(fig. 2), even though the convection efficiency has been increased by

fin addition. Moreover, it is shown that the difference in coolant

requirements between the two methods increases as the temperature

reduction increases. It may be deduced, therefore, that the advan-

tages of transpiration cooling are greater in applications where

strong cooling is required, for example, for turbine blades subjected

to high gas temperatures.

!

DEVELOPMENT

The application of transpiration cooling to a complex structure

such as a turbine blade presents many problems. A survey of the

advantages and problems resulting from this application was made by the

NACA Lewis laboratory in 1949 and 1950 (ref. 2). Experiments were also

initiated on transpiration-cooled stator blades fabricated from sin-

teredmaterials in order to determine proper design methods and valid-

ity of existing theories (refs. 3 and 4). References 3 and 4 show that

the porous material must be sufficiently thin to allow the cooling air

to be brought into the narrow regions near the leading and trailing

edges of a turbine blade. For application to turbine rotor blades, the

porous shell should also have adequate strength to withstand the im-

posed forces.

Much research on sinteredmaterials is required to fulfill con-

ditions of sufficient thinness and strength. In view of this urgent

need, the U.S. Navy is sponsoring an extensive program for investigating

porous sintered materials. At this laboratory, a corduroy wire cloth

having the greater portion of wires woven in one direction has been in-

vestigated. Enlarged photographs of plan and side views of one of the

wire cloths investigated are shown in figure 3. The wires that form

the cloth are made of AISI type 304 stainless steel. The mesh of the

wire cloth_ 20X250, is designated by the number of wires per linear

inch in the crosswise direction (20 wires) and lengthwise direction

(250 wires). (A greater number of wires in the lengthwise direction

might be useful when the lengthwise wires are used in the spauwise dl-

rection of a rotor blade where the primary stresses are caused by cen-

trifugal forces.) Cold-rolling the wire cloth improved the tensile

strength to values of about llO,000 pounds per square inch at room
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temperature and permitted a wide range of permeability to be obtained,

so that the cloth was considered satisfactory for turbine blades (refs.
5 and 6).

Before a transpiration-cooled turbine blade utilizing wire cloth

can be fabricated, many problems must be considered. The permeability

required for the wire cloth is dependent on the amount of air passed

through the cloth for a given pressure drop across the cloth. The

amount of air necessary to obtain sufficient cooling of the porous mate-

rial is, in turn, determined by the heat transfer through the wall,

which is different for laminar and turbulent boundary layers, either

one of which may exist adjacent to the turbine blade surface. In addi-

tion, there may be some influence on the heat-transfer mechanism by the

spanwise flows discussed in the paper by Howard A. Herzig and Howard A.

Buckner, Jr. With the assumptions that the spanwise flow is negligible

and that the boundary-layer flow is parallel to the chord, the heat trans-

fer to a porous body with a laminar boundary layer was determined in

references 7 to lO. Theories for prediction of heat transfer to a po-

rous body with a turbulent boundary layer can be found in references ll

and 12. These laminar and turbulent boundary-layer theories are used

constant prescribed wall temperature for a transpiration-cooled turbine
blade.

For wire cloth (and sintered materials as well), the flow from the

inner surface of the cloth to the outer surface is a function of the

difference of the squares of the pressures on opposite sides of the wall.

Because of this dependency, investigation is required of the pressure

distribution around the outside of the blade, which, in conjunction with

the coolant pressure inside the blade, will determine the flow through

the porous shell and the permeability of the wire cloth. The coolant

inside the blade is subjected simultaneously to centrifugal forces, loss

of flow, area change, heat addition, compressibility, and friction. A

theory for this type flow does not exist at the present time. With the

assumption that some of the more influential effects act separately, how-

ever, estimates can be obtained for the variation of coolant pressure

in the spanwise direction.

The pressure distributions around the outside periphery of a typical

turbine blade are given in figure 4. These distributions, obtained with

the use of stream-filament theory (ref. 14), were computed for sea-level

and 50,000-feet altitude. The coolant supply pressure must always be

greater than the total pressure at the leading edge of the blade in order

to ensure flow out of the blade. A differential between the coolant

supply pressure and the gas pressure at the leading edge (or 0-percent

chord) of about 2 pounds per square inch is indicated in figure 4. At

the 50-percent-chord location, pressure differences of 575. and ll.5

pounds per square inch are available at the sea-level conditon for the
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suction and pressure surfaces, respectively. These differences at

30-percent chord are reduced to 6 and 3 pounds per square inch at an

altitude of 50,000 feet. Because of the different available pressure

drops around the periphery of the blade, some parts of a shell with a

constant permeability would receive much more coolant than actually

required to maintain a constant wall temperature. In addition, the

effects of altitude also result in the overcooling at altitude of a

blade designed for sea-level conditions (ref. 15).

A means of alleviating the chord_rlse variation in pressure is to

fabricate the blade _-ith different permeabilities at different chord-

wise locations. Such a method, however, complicates the fabrication of

a transpiratlon-cooled blade. The selection of the permeability, then,

is determined by techniques for alleviating the chordwise pressure var-

iation. A method developed at the NACA Lewis laboratory, which not

only affords the use of a constant chordwise permeability but also

partially compensates for the effects of altitude, is to provide ori-

fices of different sizes in the base of the blade at different chord-

wise locations (fig. 5). The fins in the spanwise direction of the

strut, in conJunction_ith the porous shell, form compartments for the

cooling air fed through the orifices in the blade base. The orifices

by their different sizes provide a different pressure inside each

compartment. Even though a pressure distribution such us shown in

figure 4 may exist around the blade periphery, a constaDt permeability

may be used that simplifies fabrication and yet provides a desired cool-

ant flow and therby a constant shell temperature (refs. 15 and 16).

In addition to forming compartments for the coolant flow, the strut also

supports a shell made of wire cloth or a sintered material that does not

inherently possess sufficient rigidity or strength.

From the foregoing discussions it may be seen that when the required

coolant flow is known from heat-transfer considerations, the permeability

of the porous shell of wire cloth can be determined from data given in

references 5 and 6. The orifices and the coolant flow are related by

the required air flow, the peripheral pressure distribution, and the

pressure drop across the orifice.

!
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EXPERIMENTS ON COOLING CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRE-CLOTH BLADE

A transpiration-cooledwire blade embodying the strut and orifices

was designed for testing in the rotor of a modified Jet engine. Al-

though the best range for transpiration cooling is for engines with

higher turbine-lnlet temperatures than that of this engine, it was be-

lieved that by such testing information could be obtained on effects

of spanwlse flow, wire-cloth forming and fabrication procedures, block-

age of pores of the cloth, and the validity of heat-transfer theory used

for design. Such experimental work may also indicate further problems

to be investigated.
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Accordingly, a strut was cast of S-816 material (because of its

good casting qualities) and orifice and thermocouple holes were located

in the cast strut. A 2C_00 mesh-wire cloth (unbrazed, to ease forming

to a blade shape, ref. 6) was cold-rolled to 0.0205-inch thickness (33.2-
percent thickness reduction) for the porous shell. The wire cloth was

preformed to the strut shape and attached to it along the fins and at

the base by either spot-welding or Nicrobrazing. (The Nicrobraz method

is thoroughly discussed in the paper by Hickel and Clure.) The tip and

trailing-edge sections of the wlre-cloth shell were seam-welded, after
which serrations were ground in the base to fit the turbine disk. Two

such blades were installed in a production turbojet engine that was

modified to accommodate the cooled blades similarly to the engines used

to test the blades described in the previous papers. Details concerning
the necessary engine modifications are given in reference 17.

The exPerimental heat-transfer results from the engine test of the

transpiration-cooled rotor blade are shown in figure 6(b). The temper-

ature data presented are the arithnmtical average of the readings of

three thermocouples embedded in the strut at about the three-eights span

location from the base at the leading-edge, midchord, and trailing-edge

......... _----._......... .u....... , ,=_lt= are also indicated for the
corrugated shell-supported blade discussed by Hickel and Clure and for

the convectlon-cooled strut-supported blade discussed by Schum and
Stepka. All these results were obtained for a turbine tip speed of llS2

feet per second and a turbine-inlet temperature of 1250 ° F. The average
supportlng-member temperature is plotted against the coolant-flow ratio.

As would be expected, the shell-supported blade is the hottest, since the

shell that supports the blade is exPosed directly to the hot gas flow.
The temperatures of the transpiration-cooled blade are about the same

as the temperatures of the convection-cooled strut which indicates that

with respect to heat transfer either cooling scheme is satisfactory at

this temperature level. A visual inspection of the transpiration-coole_

blade after operation at a tip speed of 1305 feet per second and at
a turbine-inlet temperature of 1650 ° F showed that part of the wire cloth

on the trailing edge in the tip region had been severed from the res_

of the blade. On other portions of the blade, the wire cloth was not

greatly overheated. The severing at the trailing edge indicates that

some caution should be exercised in the desi_m_ of this region; per-
haps a shorter span from the trailing edge to the upstream support

greatly overheated. The severing at the trailing edge indicates that

some caution should be exercised in the design of this region; perhaps

a shorter span from the trailing edge to the upstream support would

wise flows was not definitely established, it appeared that the wire

cloth was cooled sufficiently except in the tip trailing-edge region,
regardless of the extent of these flows.

These experiments were considered successful as an initial attempt
for a transplratlon-cooled rotor blade. There are still many aspects to
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be considered, however, before transpiration-cooled blades are at the same

state as convection-cooled blades. The attachment techniques should be

improved_ better estimates of the spanwise flows should be obtained; ad-

equate theories for the flow of coolant inside the compartment should be
evolved. These various items should be resolved before studies are

carried out on a full-scale engine (all the blades cooled). Such test-

ing is necessary to confirm various analyses which have been and will be

made. These problems and others that may arise illustrate the need for

continued research in this field of turbine cooling in order that the

inherent advantages of transpiration cooling may be utilized to the ful-

lest extent.
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COMPARISON OF RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS

AIR-C OOLED BLADES

In the present and previous papers the relative advantages of dif-

ferent cooled-turbine blades have been compared at a nominal turbine-

inlet gas temperature. It has also been shown in the paper by Jack B.

Esgar and Richard J. Rossbach that at the present time high turbine-

inlet gas temperatures can only be realized by cooling the turbine

blades. The particular cooling method to be used at high temperatures

is dependent on many items such as ease of blade fabiration, blade

weight, and required life. From the results of the various tests and

calculations, some fairly definite statements can be made.

At turbine-inlet temperatures of about 2000 ° F, it appears that the

corrugated shell-supported blade and the strut-support blade with imper-

meable shells will give sufficient cooling. This increase in temperature

to 2000 ° F would yield about a 40-percent increase in thrust over present-

day gas temperatures. (See paper by Esgar and Rossbach).

If the turbine-inlet temperature is increased to 2500 ° F, a thrust

increase of the order of lO0 percent is obtainable. For this tempera-

ture, calculations indicate that reductions in coolant-flow expenditure

can be obtained if transpiration cooling is utilized Before the prom-

ise of the gains offered by transpiration cooling can be realized

effectively on cooled rotor blades, further research is necessary to

resolve the various problems accompanying this cooling method.

The preceding discussion was concerned with turbine rotor blades.

For the stator blades, where the strength problems are not as severe,

more direct application of transpiration cooling should be possible.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The principles and the developmentof a transpiration-cooled tur-
bine rotor blade have been presented. A comparison of experimental heat-
transfer results from a transpiration-cooled blade with a wire-cloth
porous shell with those for convection-cooled shell- and strut-supported
blades indicated that considerable temperature reductions might be real-
ized. These temperature reductions were accomplished more effectively
by the strut-supported blades. The particular cooling method to be used
at high turbine-inlet temperatures is dependent on items such as blade
fabrication, weight, and life. Convection-cooled blades can be utilized
effectively up to turbine-inlet temperatures of 2000° F. At temperatures
of about 2500° F, it appears that blade temperature reduction can be
accomplished more effectively by transpiration cooling.
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LIQUID COOLING OF TUEBINE BLADES

By John C. Freche

INTRODUCTION

Despite the wlde range of applicability of air cooling, continued

turbine-coollng research has shown the desirability of employing liquid

cooling in aircraft turbine engines, when very high gas temperatures are

encountered and there is a convenient method of dissipating heat from
the coolant.

The major objections to liquids as cooling media in aircraft tur-

bines have always been the added weight requirements resulting from the

need for a separate cooling supply and the _ttendant system complexities.

In stationary applications where space and weight considerations are

generally secondary, this is not a factor and the numerous advantages of

liquid cooling make it attractive for such applications. In spite of the

competitive with air cooling in certain aircraft applications and to

excel in others. The primary advantages of liquid cooling are the more

favorable heat-transfer properties of most liquids in comparison with air

and the fact that use of liquid coolants does not necessitate removal of

part of the working fluid from the engine thermodynamic cycle as in air

cooling. In addition, liquid cooling affords selection from a variety of

liquids with widely differing heat-transfer properties as we.ll as the

choice of an extremely effectiveheat-transfer mechanism such as evap-

orative cooling.

Since it was recognized that liquid cooling may profitably be em-

ployed in certain aircraft applications, some liquid cooling research has

been conducted at the NACA for the past 6 years To date such research

has been devoted primarily to defining heat-transfer laws sufficiently

to permit their application to liquid-cooled blade design. This paper

presents a review of the liquid-cooling investigations conducted to date

and indicates the field of applicability of liquid cooling as well as the

type and direction of future research on this subject.

BLADE LIQUID COOLING METHODS

Liquid cooling of turbine blades may be classified as internal and

external. A brief description of the heat-transfer processes involved in

these classifications follows.

|
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Internal Blade Cooling

Free convection. - In a free-convection cooling process, coolant

circulation depends on buoyant forces arising from differences in density

between heated and cooled liquid. This principle has had limited prac-

tical applications. When it is considered for application to turbine

blade coolin_ where circulation is augmented by centrifugal forces as

high as 50,000 g's, the potential cooling effectiveness of this process
is tremendous. Free-convectlon circulation within turbine blade coolant

passages is illustrated in figure l(a). The coolant passages provided

within the blade need not be interconnected at the blade tip since cir-

culation is effected within the individual passages by the buoyant forces

and the large centrifugal forces mentioned. The large arrows in the

center of the passages represent the cooler higher-denslty liquid and the

small arrows the heated, lower-density liquid adjacent to the coolant

passage walls. In the arrangement shown, analysis of the heat flow is

complicated by the fact that a heated boundary layer which may chok_

coolant circulation is built up along the passage walls.

Forced convection. - In a forced-convection cooling process, the

coolant is also forced to flow adjacent to (in the case of a flat plate)

or within the heated body. In forced-convection liquid cooling, a con-

tinuous path is provided within the blades through which the liquid may

be circulated. The process is illustrated in figure l(b). The main body

of flow, indicated by the large arrows in the figure, enters the blade

and is forced radially outward, across the blade tip, and radially in-

ward. The smaller arrows indicate free-convection currents which are

naturally set up within the passages. When the main body of flow is

parallel to these currents, parallel flow results. A condition of

counterflow results when these currents oppose the main body of flow.

p,...
0

External Blade Cooling

The mechanism of external or spray cooling is simply one in which

the latent heat of vaporization of the liquid is utilized. The cooling

liquid is generally injected into the gas stream upstream of the rotor

blades. The liquid jet is diffused in the gas stream and the spray

particles impinge upon the heated rotor blades. Boiling occurs upon con-

tact and the latent heat of vaporization of the injected liquid is uti-

lized to effect large blade temperature decreases.

INTERNAL BLADE LIQUID COOLING INVESTIGATIONS

Free-Convection Heat Transfer

Free-convection heat transfer is discussed in various texts such as

reference i. The process was further examined ideally (ref. 2) and an
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equation describing turbulent-flow free-convectlon heat transfer along a

flat plate was derived. Heat-transfer rates calculated by this equation

appeared sufflcient_y promising to warrant application of free-convection

cooling to a turbine. Experimental blade-to-coolant heat-transfer inves-

tigations were subsequently conducted with a small-scale free-convectlon

liquid-cooled turbine (ref. 3). Blade coolant passage diameters and lo-

cations in this turbine were determined to a great extent by fabrication
and stress considerations. The heat-transfer coefficients obtained were

found to be less than one-tenth the value that can be calculated from the

equation derived in reference 2 for a condition of turbulent free-

convection heat transfer along a flat plate. A possible explanation for

this failure to achieve the favorable results indicated by theory was

circulation blockage within the coolant passages due to the heated bound-

ary layer formed along the passage walls. This possibility was borne

out by the analysis of reference 4_ which indicated that in blades of

2.5-inch length, the circulation and the cooling effectiveness were con-

siderably decreased in holes with diameter_ less than 0.146 inch. It

therefore appeared that before the principles of free convection could

be fully exploited in a turbine application, free-convection flow and

boundary-layer formation should be studied experimentally in a suitable
_--- _ ......... _3 _ 4_4 _+_ _ _ _--_r_+_ _ _l n w _

mixed free- and forced-convection flow were conducted on a heated sta-

tionary tube (refs. 5 and 6). Since free-convection flow is automatically

imposed even under conditions of forced-convection circulation (see fig.

l(b)), it was necessary to examine the free-convection component under

these conditions as well. A rule for calculation of the heat-transfer

coefficients in a mixed-flow regime is cited in reference i. The inves-

tigation of reference 6 indicated that for the case of parallel flow, the

actual heat-transfer coefficient was up to 25 percent smaller than the

one determined by the rule of reference i. For the case of counterflow,

the measured heat-transfer coefficient was up to 50 percent larger.

Investigations are currently under way with a small-scale turbine

in order to establish experimentally the passage diameter limitations

which, for a given passage length, will still permit satisfactory free-
convection heat transfer.

°

Forced-Convection Heat Transfer

Determination of heat-transfer parameters. - Gas-to-blade and blade-

to-coolant heat-transfer investigations were conducted on a small-scale

forced-convection liquid-cooled turbine (refs. 7, 8, and 9). An ana-

lytically derived method (ref. i0) for calculating the gas-to-blade heat

transfer for a given set of conditions and a known blade shape was exper-

imentally verified by the investigation described in reference 8. The

investigation of reference 9 indicated that turbine blade-to-coolant

heat-transfer data agreed substantially with heat-transfer data for the

flow of heated liquids through stationary tubes.
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Blade temperature calculations by analytically derived equations.

After agreement cited in the previous section had been established, it

remained to successfully apply analytical equations for calculation of

local liquld-cooled blade temperatures. Similarly derived equations had

been applied to air-cooled blades and resulted in reasonable agreement

with experimental traillng-edge, leadlng-edge, and average midchord tem-

peratures both here (refs. ll and 12) and in England (refs. 15 and l_).

The methods of references lO and 15 were applied to calculating blade

temperatures for a small-scale liquld-cooled turbine (ref. 16). Gen-

erally good agreement was achieved when the calculated values were com-

pared with those obtained experimentally over a range of gas tempera-
tures from 400 ° to 1600 ° F.

Because blades usually have thin trailing edges, it is difficult

to locate a coolant passage sufficiently near the trailing edge for ade-

quate cooling. A way of overcoming this difficulty is by use of high-

conductivity material inserts as described in reference 17. For accurate

calculations of blade trailing-edge temperatures when high-conductivity

material inserts were employed, the analytically derived equations had

to be adjusted to account for the effect of different thermal conduc-

tivlties in the blade section under consideration. The calculation pro-

cedure was verified experimentally by measured temperatures obtained from

an investigation (ref. 18) of a stationary, water-cooled, low-conductivity

material blade with a copper insert brazed into the trailing-edge section.

Blade temperature calculations by electric analog. - Numerical meth-

ods of calculating blade temperature, although shown to be accurate, are

nevertheless tlme-consuming. Because of the general similarity between

heat flow and electrical flow and of the work done by other investigators

in reducing the time requirements for certain heat-transfer calculations

byuse of electrical analogs, the application of electric analogy to

blade temperature calculations was considered. It was necessary to de-

termine whether electric analogs could be applied for this purpose with-

out the use of expensive and time-consuming apparatus. A number of elec-

trical resistor network-type analogs were developed at the NACA for spe-

cific blade configurations (ref. 18). These are easily fabricated from

readily available materials. A network-type analog employing calibrated

resistance wire and representing a llquid-cooled blade which was 25 times

the size of the actual blade was used to determine blade temperatures for

several blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficients. The results were

considered generally satisfactory for design purposes; it was estimated

that for one set of design conditions alone, the time required to obtain

blade temperature at a given span position can be reduced from 20 days

using numerical methods to one day using an analog.

Cooling effectiveness comparison with air-cooling methods. - In

order to provide a more complete picture of where internal blade forced-

convection liquid cooling ranks in relation to air-cooling methods

Q
i
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discussed in other papers in thls series, a theoretical comparison Is

presented in figure 2. In this figure a blade temperature reduction fac-

tor for a flat plate Is plotted against mass coolant flow ratio for the

case of convection alr cooling, convection liquid cooling, and transpira-

tion air cooling. The blade temperature reduction factor is defined as

the ratio of the temperature difference between the blade wall and cool-

ant to the temperature difference between the gas and coolant. Thls is

Tw-

expressed in symbol form as Tg - Tc" All symbols are defined in the

appendix. Consideration of the term indicates that the smaller the ratio,
the more effective the cooling. The mass coolant flow ratio is defined

as the ratio of the coolant mass velocity to gas mass velocity, PcVc/P#g.

The comparison in figure 2 is based on a flat plate and a constant gas-

flow Reynolds number. The calculation procedure Is fully described in

reference 19. A thermal effectiveness _T °of 0.7 was chosen for the

alr-cooling methods compared in figure 2 because thls value was believed

to be representative of that encountered In turbine applications. Ther-

mal effectiveness Is defined as the ratio of the coolant temperature rise

to the temperature difference between the blade and coolant. A thermal

effectiveness of 0.4 was chosen for liquid cooling. In reference 20 a

sample calculation was made for an optimum water-cooling circulation

system. The liquid-cooling thermal effectlvenesses of 0.4 used in fig-

ure 2 of thls paper was determined from the calculated blade temperature

and the assumed gas and coolant temperatures utilized in this sample cal-

culation. Figure 2 indicates forced-convectlon water cooling to be the

most effective of all cooling methods compared up to a mass coolant flow

ratio of 0.004. Beyond thls point, transpiration cooling is slightly

more effective, although forced-convectlon water cooling remains approxi-

mately l0 percent more effective than convection air cooling over the

remainder of the coolant flow range likely to be encountered in aircraft

turbine applications. The high cooling effectiveness, especially at the

higher coolant flows, indicates internal blade liquid water cooling to be

desirable for hlgh-gas-temperature applications where larger quantities
of coolant flow are required.

EXTERNAL BLADE LIQUID-COOLING INVESTIGATIONS

External blade liquid cooling has been investigated both here and

abroad. Water sprays were the cooling medium employed. A static cascade

and a turbosupercharger were employed in spray cooling investigations con-

ducted in reference 21. The purpose of these investigations was to de-

termine the feasibility of applying spray cooling to turbines fabricated

from noncritical materials for marine applications. Water spray cooling

was applied to a full-scale turbojet engine in references 22 to 24. In

both cases, substantial blade temperature reductions were reported. Be-

cause of its apparent effectiveness, spray cooling was considered as a
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meansof permitting short-time engine operation at elevated engine speeds
and gas temperatures in order to achieve thrust incr_ases_ an investiga-
tion of water spray cooling of standard solid rotor blades was initiated
at the NACALewis laboratory with a centrifugal-flo_ turbojet engine.
The NACAinvestigations are fully described in references 25 and 26.

Methods of Cooling Water Injection

Various methods of cooling water injection were investigated in order
to determine the most favorable on the dual basis of cooling effective-
ness and general applicability. The general types of injection config-
uration considered are illustrated in figure 3.

Stator-blade injection configurations. - The stator-blade injection

configurations include those designated A and B in figure 3. With con-

figuration A, water is introduced downstream into the gas-flow passage

from orifices provided in the stator-blade trailing edge. With config-

uration B, water is introduced cross stream to the gas-flow passage from

orifices provided on the stator-blade suction surface. Configuration A

was also employed by the British (refs. 22 to 24).

Stator diaphragm inner- and outer-diameter injection configurations. -

!
cO

O

The axial location of the injection orifices in the inner ring of the

stator diaphragm was varied from the stator-blade trailing edge to

slightly upstream of the stator-blade leading edge. Only one orifice in

the former location, labeled configuration C, is shown in figure 3. Ori-

fice locations in the outer ring of the stator diaphragm (configuration

D) were also varied downstream of the location indicated in figure 3 to

a point of injection directly opposite the rotor blade tips.

Spray bar. - The spray-bar-type injection configuration consisted of

two Inconel tubes inserted into the gas stream approximately midway be-

tween the stator blade leading and trailing edges 180 ° apart. Each was

provided with four orifices directed downstream. The investigation of

reference 21 also utilized this general type of configuration.

Suitability of Spray-Cooling Injection Configurations

Cooling effectiveness. - Since the blade is most highly stressed at

the lower spanwise stations (root to mldspan), adequate cooling is par-

ticularly desirable at these stations. Attempts to cool the blade tip

region were ineffective, but this is not considered particularly serious

because this region of the blade is lightly stressed. The most satis-

factory way of achieving cooling at both the root and midspan simul-

taneouslywas by use of different orifice diameters located in the inner

ring of the stator diaphragm near the stator-blade trailing edge. Four
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orifices were employed3 the blade root was adequately cooled by two

0.078-inch-dlameter orifices, while the blade surface above the root to

the midspan was cooled by two larger orifices, 0.135 or 0.150 inch In

dlameter_ depending upon the maximum flow rates desired.

A comparison of the blade-temperature distribution encountered in

the blade root and midspan for a nominal coolant-to-gas flow ratio of

0.022 (approximately 5600 lb/hr of coolant flow) at rated engine speed is

presented in figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, for the most favorable

injection configuration (configuration C, fig. 3), and for one less fa-

vorable (combination of configurations A and B, fig. 3). The uncooled

midspan blade-temperature distribution is also presented. The tremendous

effectiveness of spray cooling is immediately apparent from the approxl-

mately lO00 ° F temperature drop between the uncooled and cooled condition

(fig. 4(a)). Although configuration C is more effective, on a quantita-

tive basis of blade temperature reduction, the smaller chordwlse temper°

ature differences encountered, particularlyoat the blade root, are the

major factor in labeling it as being more favorable. Elimination of

chordwise temperature differences is desirable from a stress standpoint

and is discussed in detail in another paper in this series by Hickel and

cussed in references 25 and 26.

The cooling effectiveness demonstrated with configuration C in fig-

ure 4 actually represents a degree of overcoollng with the blade material

(S-816) employed. The degree of overcooling is dependent upon the total

blade stress and the type of blade material. The margin between blade

stress and allowable material stress increases as the material tempera°

ture is decreased. Maximum material strength properties occur at various

temperatures depending upon the material under consideration. Cooling

below the temperature which results in maximummaterlal strength or below

a temperature which provides a desired margin between blade stress and

material strength is termed overcooling. Reduction in coolant flow rate

will not satisfactorily reduce the degree of overcooling. Operation at

the coolant flow rate indicated in figure 4 with the configurations in-

vestigated is necessary in order to overcome undesirable blade chordwise

temperature differences at rated engine speed. Higher coolant flow rates

will be required at overspeed _d overtemperature conditions. An approx-

imate indication of the coolant flow requirements for such operation of

the engine under investigation was determined by extrapolation from rated

speed data (ref. 25). A coolant-to-gas flow ratio of 0.0315 (equivalent

to a coolant flow rate of approximately 20 gal/min) appears to be neces-

sary for operation at an overspeed of i0 percent and a turbine-inlet gas

temperature of 2000 ° F. This coolant flow is approximately 30 percent

greater than the calculated fuel flow at this operating condition.

General applicability of injection configurations. - Consideration of

all the configurations investigated on the basis of practical factors
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which affect general applicability indicates that the configuration shown
to be most favorable on a cooling basis is also most favorable on an over-
all basis. For example, stator blade injection (configurations A and B)
provided considerable difficulty with welding cracks and clogging of the
small orifices. The spray bar, besides obstructing gas flow, was badly
bent because of the gas temperature and gas forces encountered after only
1 hour of operation, thereby endangering the rotor blades. In addition,
the initial installation requirements of these configurations are con-
siderably more complicated than those necessary to provide orifices in
the inner ring of the stator diaphragm.

Thrust Increases MadePossible by Spray Cooling

In view of its extremely effective cooling potential_ spray cooling
maybe considered as a meansof blade cooling under conditions of gas
temperature and engine speed higher than the design condition. In order
to determine the gains in thrust accruing from engine operation under
such conditions, an analysis was conducted with a centrifugal-flow tur-
bojet engine and limited experimental verification obtained with such an
engine. These results are considered as follows.

The calculated thrust increases available with a typical centrifugal-
flow turbojet engine at overspeed and overtemperature are graphically
illustrated in figure 5. The calculated gains available by providing
compressor water injection in addition to spray cooling are also pre-
sented. A 0.03 coolant-to-gas flow ratio was chosen as being realistic
from the standpoint of providing adequate spray cooling to permit engine
operation over the range of conditions considered, and a 0.03 compressor
water-to-gas flow ratio was considered. The plain bars in the figure are
for the spray-cooled condition; the lined bars, for the combination of
spray cooling and compressor water injection. Figure 5(a) presents the
thrust increase above rated thrust at various turbine-inlet gas tempera-
tures at rated engine speed. Whenthe condition of engine operation with
spray cooling alone is considered, the thrust increase at calculated rated
gas temperature with a 0.03 spray coolant-to-gas flow ratio is virtually
negligible. The engine massflow is not augmentedsufficiently by the
amount of water required for spray cooling to provide an appreciable
thrust increase. This serves to emphasize the fact that the water spray
is not in itself the thrust augmentation medium, but rather the meansof
permitting engine operation at higher energy levels. As the gas temper-
ature is increased to 1820° F at rated engine speed, analysis indicates

i
that a 4_-percent thrust increase occurs. The results of experimental
operation at this point, indicated on the figure by the dotted line, show
a 3-percent gain in thrust. At the highest gas temperature considered,
2000° F, analysis indicates a lO-percent thrust increase; however, ex-
perimental verification is not available at this operating point. In

!
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general, thrust increases due to operating the engine at overtemperature

and rated speed are not great. This is probably due to losses in over-

all mass flow at higher gas temperatures which offset in part the gains

available from overtemperature operation. When compressor water Injec-

tion, in addition to spray cooling, is applied at each of the engine

operating conditions considered, the thrust increase is more marked in

each instance. Again, no experimental data are available to verify the

analytical compressor-water- injection results.

Figure 5(b) indicates the thrust increases possible if the engine

is permitted to overspeed simultaneously with increases in turbine-inlet

gas temperatures. The gains are more appreciable than for the rated-

speed condition because of substantial mass-flow increases which occur

with increases in engine speed. For a condition of A-percent overspeed

and 1903 ° F turbine-inlet gas temperature, _ 20-percent thrust increase

is shown analytically. Experimental results at this condition show a

14.5-percent increase. The compressor component of the engine under in-

vestigation limited engine operation to this speed, and burnout of several

stator blades due to unsatisfactory burner performance limited the

turbine-inlet gas temperature obtainable. However, analysis indicates

on_o a 40 percent _ ....._ increase may _ _÷_ _+ o 75_p_+ _,__

speed condition and 2000 ° F with spray cooling. When compressor water

injection is added, a 50-percent increase occurs at this condition. A

total water-to-gas flow ratio of 0.06 is employed in this case. Trans-

lated into terms of water requirements for 1-minute operation with the

engine considered in the analysis, this is equivalent to approximately

40 gallons.

A complete description of the procedure employed in the foregoing

analysis is presented in reference 25. However, it should be noted here

that several simplifying assumptions were made. Chief among these were

use of a constant turbine efficiency and the use of a compressor map in

which the lines of constant corrected speed are somewhat idealized in that

they consist of straight segments (fig. A, ref. 25). In spite of these

assumptions, the limited experimental data indicated reasonable agreement

with analysis. The differences which exist probably result from the fact

that the engine employed in the test did not exactly match the assumed

compressor and turbine characteristics used in the ca!cu]at_ons, and that

the assumptions set forth in the calculations do not account for such

factors as the effect of coolant introduction on aerodynamic gas flow.

The limited engine operation also indicated that introduction of water

spray did not introduce variables of a magnitude sufficient to upset the

compressor and turbine matching characteristics. Whether similar agree-

ment exists over the entire range of conditions considered in the anal-

ysis cannot be stated with certainty. Substantial thrust increases would

stil_ result from overspeed, overtemperature operation, even though ex-

perimental values were considerably lower than the analytical values
indicate.
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It should be emphasizedthat the thrust increases available by
operating the engine at overspeed and overtemperature are dependent upon
the compressor and turbine characteristics of the engine under consid-
eration. Although the results presented are for a centrifugal-flow en-
gine, there is no reason to assumethat worthwhile gains cannot be sim-
ilarly achieved with axial-flow engines. In fact, preliminary calcu-
lations with a current axial-flow engine indicate the possibility of
slightly greater gains than shownhere by operation at overtemperature
and rated speed with spray cooling.

APPLICATIONOFLIQUID COOLINGTOAIRCRAFTTURBINEENG_TES

The preceding discussions have indicated the major features of in-
ternal and external blade liquid-cooling methods. Before the discussion
of various aircraft applications to which internal or external blade
liquid cooling methods maybe advantageously applied, a brief survey will
be given of several internal blade liquid cooling systems which are
described in detail in reference 20 and which utilize the basic heat-
transfer mechanisms(free- or forced-convection) described previously.

I
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Internal Blade Liquid-Cooling Circulation Systems

One-liquid systems. - In order to reduce cooling requirements when

gas temperatures are not extreme, it may not be desirable to have ex-

tremely high heat-transfer coefficients in the coolant passages. A

straight-through flow of the coolant in the rotor blades will result in

a minimum heat-transfer rate and as high a level of blade temperature as

can be achieved with whatever liquid coolant is used. However, when the

coolant is permitted to recirculate through the blades many times prior

to discharge from the rotor, a so-called loop circuit is established.

By this means, extremely high heat-transfer coefficients and very low

blade temperatures may be achieved. This,is the type of circulation sys-

tem employed in the sample calculation in reference 20 which provided

the thermal effectiveness factor used to obtain the liquid cooling curve

shown in figure 2. Although use of liquids normally provides extremely

effective cooling, situations can arise in which further increases in the

cooling effectiveness may be desirable. For example, in future turbines

driving supersonic compressors, especially with low-strategic-alloy-

content metals, stresses may make maintenance of very low blade tempera-

tures desirable. Also, if the less effective liquids, such as fuel, are

employed, it may be desirable to utilize the loop circuit.

Two-liquid systems. - Another type of system which may be desirable
in some instances is a two-liquid system. For instance, if the turbine

blades are to be easily removable, cooling the turbine disk with water

or fuel and the blades by means of sodium or some other liquid metal may

C
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be feasible. The liquid metal (the primary fluid) would remove heat

from the blades and transport it by free convection to the blade roots,

where it would be removed by the secondary fluid which circulates

through the rotor adjacent to the blade roots. By this means, the prob-

lem of sealing the liquid between the blades and disk is eliminated.

However, other disadvantages, a chief one being relatively ineffective

heat transfer between primary and secondary coolants, must be carefully

considered before this method is adopted. Many additional circulation

systems are feasible. However, the foregoing should serve to indicate

that if internal blade cooling is utilized, a circulation system can

generally be provided which will accommodate specific design require-

ments such as high heat-transfer coefficients, blade replaceability,
and so forth.

Aircraft Applications of Internal Blade Liquid Cooling

An insight into the applicability of internal blade liquid cooling

to aircraft is given in the analysis of reference 27. This analysis in-

cludes the media to which the internal blade coolant rejects its heat as

part of the aircraft cooling system. Complete aircraft cooling systems

are the subject of another paper in this series by Hubbartt. The ana-

lysis indicates that, for interceptor-type aircraft assigned a combat

mission at 50,000 feet altitude and a Mach number of 2, most liquid-

cooling systems are either inadequate or at best inferior to air cooling.

The inadequacy of internal blade liquid cooling in these instances does

not stem from inability of the liquid coolant to maintain safe blade

operating temperatures, but rather from highly effective blade cooling

coupled with relatively ineffective final heat rejection from the system.

For example, for interceptor application, an internal blade water-cooling

system with final heat rejection to ram air becomes impractical because

of high ram air temperatures (425 ° F at a Mach number of 2.5). At normal

pressures water boils well below this temperature. In order to maintain

water as a liquid at a sufficiently high temperature to permit heat re-

jection to ram air under these conditions, extremely high pressures which

may be prohibitive from a design standpoint are required. If adequate

fuel flow rates are available, use of direct fuel cooling appears feasible.

However, heavy demands are currently being made on engine .... as a _^_± _e_ _

rejection medium for oil coolers and other auxiliaries, which reduces the

quantity available for turbine blade cooling. Possible chemical insta-

bility of fuel under extreme pressures which may cause clogging of blade

coolant passages is an additional aspect of this application which must

also be considered.

In view of the limitations expressed, additional research in several

fields is indicated which may serve to make internal blade liquid cooling

more readily applicable to the aircraft installations discussed previous-

ly. For example, determination of the heat-transfer and vapor-pressure
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characteristics of high-boiling-point liquids would be desirable. If
suitable liquids can be found, higher coolant-discharge temperatures can
be used, which maymakean internal blade liquid-cooling system with
final heat rejection to ram air feasible. Another likely area of re-
search is the determination of heat-transfer data with fuel under pres-
sure and temperature conditions comparable to those occurring in a tur-
bine engine application to check the cooling effectiveness as well as
the chemical stability of fuel.

There are several aircraft applications, however, in which internal
blade liquid cooling, even at this stage of the art, maybe used advan-
tageously. Oneapplication is the guided-missile engine utilizing fuel
cooling with final heat rejection to afterburner fuel. If afterburning
occurs throughout the flight of the missile, the limitation of periods
of nonafterburning operation which madefuel cooling inadequate for
interceptor application (see previous discussion) are removed, and fuel
maybe used as the cooling medium, if centrifuging effects do not result
in blade passage clogging or if chemical stability is sufficient to with-
stand cracking and coking. This provides the most efficient cooling
method possible since the heat rejected to the cooling mediumis re-
claimed by being returned to the engine cycle.

A second application is to subsonic bombers and transports. Here
an internal blade water-cooling system with final heat rejection to ram
air appears feasible. The limitation of high ram air temperature which
occurred with the interceptor (see previous discussion) has been removed.
This liquid cooling system maybe applied advantageously to both moder-
ately high-gas-temperature engines (2000_ F) and high-gas-temperature
engines (2500° F). In the former case for nonafterburning engines, small
gains in performance can probably be achieved by cooling with water
rather than air since liquid cooling does not necessitate removal of part
of the working fluid from the cycle. In the latter case, the small loss
in thermodynamicefficiency resulting from internally liquid-cooled tur-
bine blades and the large gains in power output available from the large
gas temperature increases (ref. 28) also indicate the possibility of
profitable application.
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Aircraft Applications of External Blade Liquid Cooling

Three outstanding facts are apparent from the spray cooling inves-

tigations conducted to date which serve to pinpoint the particular fields

of applicability of this cooling method. First, the very nature of the

spray cooling mechanism (coolant is not recoverable) limits its applica-

tion to brief periods of time in a turbojet engine since there are defi-

nite limitations as to the quantity of coolant which may be provided.

Second, simple, easy-to-maintain injection configurations require only

minor engine modifications. Finally, the extremely effective cooling

made possible by this method warrants its application under engine oper-

ating conditions which impose unusually high stresses on the turbine
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blades. Since such conditions occur at overspeed and overtemperature,
and since analysis has indicated that large potential gains in thrust are
possible under these conditions, spray cooling maybe applied to realize
these gains by sufficiently reducing the blade temperature so that the
material strength properties can adequately withstand the added stress.
The desirability of providing added thrust with a minimumweight penalty
is evident. Depending upon the engine size, thrust augmentation maybe
needed at take-off, passing into the supersonic regime, or for high-speed
maneuver. It should be noted that care must be exercised in an applica-
tion of external blade spray cooling to fabricated air-cooled blades
because of the extremely detrimental effect of imposed temperature gra-
dients on life with blades of this type (ref. 25).

SUMMARYOFRESULTS

A survey of turbine blade liquid cooling is presented as follows:

1. On the basis of heat-transfer effectiveness, internal blade con-
vection liquid cooling is considerably more effective than convection air
cooling over the entire range of coolant flows likely to be encountered
in turbines. It is only slightly less favorable than transpiration cool-
ing in the high coolant flow range.

2. Investigations conducted with a small-scale liquid-cooled turbine
experimentally verified an analytically derived method for calculating
gas-to-blade heat transfer and indicated that blade-to-coolant heat-
transfer data agreed substantially with available data for stationary
tubes.

3. Liquid-cooled turbine-blade temperatures were calculated by ana-
lytical equations and by an electric analog. Satisfactory agreementwith
experimentally obtained blade temperatures was achieved by both methods
and a great saving in time was effected by use of the analog in place of
numerical methods.

4. Investigation of external blade liquid cooling by meansof water
sprays resulted in the determination of the most favorable of several
methods of cooling water injection on the dual basis of cooling effec-
tiveness and general applicability. Orifices provided in the inner ring
of the stator diaphragm near the stator blade trailing edge were found
to be most effective.

5. Internal blade liquid cooling is readily applicable to stationary
installations and has a favorable potential as regards certain aircraft
installations.

6. Spray cooling affords a meansof permitting turbojet engine
operation at overspeed and overtemperature in order to achieve large
thrust increases for take-off or combat.
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APPENDIX- SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:

T temperature

V velocity

W weight flow

9 effectiveness

p density

Subscripts :

c coolant

g gas

T thermal

w wall

Q

Q

i
o0

O
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APPLICATION AND OPERATION OF AIR-C00LED TURBINES IN TURBOJET ENGINES

By Robert R. Ziemer and Louis J. Schafer, Jr.
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INTRODUC TION

It is shown in a previous paper by Esgar and Rossbaeh that great

improvement in supersonic turbojet-engine performance is available when

the engine is operated at high tip speeds and at high combustion-gas

temperatures. These conditions result in high stresses in the turbine

blades and disk at high temperature levels. No materials are presently

available that will withstand the stress and gas-temperature levels

that would be necessary for future engines •(50,000 psi and 2540 ° F,

respectively). The most promising solution to the problem is to cool

the turbine disk and blades so that they will operate at temperature

levels at which they have sufficient strength to give reasonable tur-

bine life. In addition to the gains in engine and aircraft performance

that are made possible through cooling, it is also possible in many

applications to reduce the turbine-metal operating temperature such

that noncritical materials can be substituted for the critical high-

temperature materials presently used in turbines, and at the same time

to substantially decrease the turbine weight.

The cooling effectiveness and endurance characteristics of various

air-cooled-blade configurations were discussed in the papers by Hickel

and Clure, Donoughe and Diaguila, and Schum and Stepka. Some of the

design and operational problems associated with turbines having air-

cooled blades are considered in the present paper, and experimental

turbojet-engine performance data obtained utilizing an air-cooled tur-

bine with corrugated insert-type convection-cooled rotor blades are

presented.

The most logical source of air for cooling the turbine disk and

blades is some stage of the compressor, preferably at the lowest possible

pressure level to minimize the cooling-air temperature. When air is

bled from the compressor and ducted to the turbine blades and disk,

several new design and operational problems are introduced. The design

problems are: (1) the method to be used to introduce the cooling air

into the turbine disk and blades, (2) the type of vanes to be used in

the turbine disk to distribute the cooling air uniformly to all the

turbine blades at a minimum loss in pressure, and (3) the type of

turbine-blade cooling-passage configuration to be used. The operational

problems include: (1) the effect of bleeding the compressor for cooling

air on the performance of the compressor and the turbine, (2) the effect

of discharging cooling air from the turbine-blade tips on the aerodynamic

performance of the turbine blades, and (3) the over-all effect of cooling

the turbine on engine thrust and specific fuel consumption.
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Theseproblems are discussed in this paper together with the experi-
mental results that have been obtained by the NACAon the performance of
engines in which the turbines were air-cooled to permit the substitution
of noncritical materials. The effects of cooling on the following items
are also discussed:

(i) Turbine-blade temperatures

(2) Turbine-disk temperatures and stresses

(3) Performance of two cooling-air-vane configurations

(4) Turbine efficiency

(5) Engine thrust, thrust specific fuel consumption, and engine
temperature ratio

(6) Noncritical material substitution
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TURBINE-DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR AIR COOLING

Designing a turbojet engine with a turbine cooled by compressor air

involves several design problems that do not exist in an uncooled turbo-

jet engine. Careful consideration must be given to the compressor

matching characteristics if discharge air is bled for cooling and to

the compressor design if interstage air is used. Some form of ducting

must be incorporated to get the cooling air from the compressor into the

turbine blades. A representative system cooled by compressor-discharge

air is shown in figure 1. In general, particular attention must be

given to the design of the cooling-air ducting so that there is a mini-

mum pressure loss between the compressor and turbine. Also, incorporated

in the ducting system must be some provision for controlling, at all

flight conditions, the amount of cooling air to the turbine blades.

Turbine- Disk C onf igurat ions

The cooling air can be introduced to the turbine in several ways

(see figs. 2 and 5). The types of air induction shown in figure 2 are

for split turbine disks in which the cooling air passes between the
two disk halves and then into the turbine-blade bases. In figure 2(a),

the cooling air is introduced from the upstream side of the turbine

disk. Figure 2(b) shows the introduction of cooling air from the down-

stream side of the turbine; in this case, the air is ducted through the

tail cone and is introduced at the hub of the turbine wheel. Figure 2(c)

illustrates the case in which the cooling air is passed through the tur-

bine shaft from the compressor and is introduced at the t_rbine hub.

ii
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The turbine disk need not be split to allow the cooling air to enter

the turbine blades. A cooling-air shroud may be attached to either the

upstream or the downstream face of the turbine disk depending on the

direction of the cooling-air entry; the cooling air passes between the

turbine disk and this shroud through holes drilled from the face of the

disk at the rim to the blade bases. This type of disk configuration is

shown in figure 3. The types of air inlet to the turbine disk are the

same as those that were shown in figure 2; namely, upstream inlet, down-

stream inlet, and the hollow-shaft inlet.

The first experimental turbine disk investigated (refs. 1 to 5) was

of critical material and of the split-dlsk variety. The cooling air was

introduced through the tail cone to the downstream side of the turbine in

a manner similar to that shown in figure 2(b). The investigations indi-

cated the feasibility of operating air-coo_ed disks fabricated from non-

critical materials. Photographs of two disks of noncritical materials

(Timken 17-22A(S)) are shown in figure 4. A 34-inch-diameter disk with

corrugated insert blades that was used in an engine with an axial-flow

compressor is shown in figure 4(a); a 26-inch-dlameter disk with tube-

filled blades that was used in a centrifugal compressor engine is shown
in figure 4(b).

All the turbine disks constructed at the NACA Lewis laboratory were

designed for downstream entry of the cooling air to the turbine hub,

because this method is most easily applied to an engine not originally

designed for use with a cooled turbine. Great care should be used in

the design of the cooling-air ducts_ especially in the tail cone, in

order to keep the cooling-air pressure losses to a minimum. (See
ref. 4. )

Cooling-Air Impeller-Vane Configurations

Impeller vanes were utilized in the cooling-air passage between the

halves of the split-type disks. These cooling-air impeller vanes have

the dual purpose of distributing the cooling air uniformly to all the

turbine blades and of acting as a compressor to accelerate the air to the

rotative speed of the turbine at the blade base. D_+ ..... _o _ +_ __

side surfaces of two air-cooled turbine disks are shown in figure 5. In

figure 5(a), the impeller vanes have an inducer section in them so that

the cooling air will have a zero angle of attack with the vanes at the

rated engine speed and designed cooling-air-flow condition. The disk in

figure 5(b) has straight vanes which were easier to machine. The vanes

in both disks were machined integrally with the disks with one vane for
each blade.
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Use of Noncritical Materials

If, through cooling, the turbine disks operate at temperatures not
exceeding approximately lO00° F, noncritical materials can be substituted
for the high-temperature alloys nowused for the rim sections of turbine
disks. At the lower metal temperatures, noncritical materials possess
higher strength than the high-temperature alloys; consequently, for a
particular application, reductions in turbine weight can also be accom-
plished. An example of typical reductions in weight and critical-
material content madepossible through the use of turbine cooling is
shown in table I (data from ref. 5). The weight and critical-material
savings shownin the table are for a turbine, the blades of which are
attached to the turbine disk by conventional methods. It is possible,
however, to fabricate cooled turbine wheels with blades that are brazed
or welded to the disk. For such turbines, considerably greater reduc-
tions in turbine weight are possible. It is of interest to note in
table I that nearly all of the critical material was removedfrom the
turbine. The percentage reduction is greater for the turbine blades
than it is for the disk, because there is a considerable amount of iron
in the turbine disk of conventional design, but only a negligible amount
in the turbine blades. The savings in critical material content in the
turbine was thus greater than the actual weight reduction.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED WITH AIR-COOLED TURBINE

Cooling-Air Impeller Performance

The performance of the two cooling-air impellers that were shown in

figure 5 is presented in figure 6. The engine instrumentation used in

evaluating these impellers was such that the performance as presented

includes the effects of the blades as well as of the vane system. The

same type of tube-filled blade was used in both turbines (see insert of

fig. 4(b)). The required cooling-air pressure at the turbine hub in

percentage of the compressor-discharge static pressure is plotted against

the coolant-flow ratio (cooling-air weight flow divided by the compressor-

inlet weight flow) for an impeller with the inducer vanes, an impeller

without the inducer vanes, and for the case in which the compression effi-

ciency of the vane system was assumed to be lO0 percent. The cooling air

for the turbine in this experimental investigation was not bled from the

compressor but was obtained from the laboratory high-pressure air system.

However, the ratio of the measured static pressure at the compressor exit

to the total pressure at the impeller inlet could be evaluated from the

data that were obtained. This ratio shows the usable range of impeller

operation if the cooling air were bled from the compressor exit. Figure

6 shows that, at a coolant-flow ratio of 0.03, which would be required by

air-cooled turbine blades with effective coolant-passage configurations
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operating at current combustion-gas temperature levels, the cooling-air

impeller-with the straight vanes required 59 percent of the compressor-

discharge static pressure; the impeller with inducer vanes required 54

percent; and the impeller with 100 percent vane efficiency required

46 percent of the compressor-discharge static pressure. These values

indicate that, for low coolant-flow ratios, an efficient impeller-vane

configuration may be unnecessary. If very high combustion-gas tempera-

tures are used and_ as a result, high cooling-air flows are required

to keep the turbine blades within safe operating limits, the difference

between the performance of the two cooling-air impeller configurations

becomes increasingly important. The cooling-air impeller is at its

limit of operation when 100 percent of the static pressure at the com-

pressor discharge is needed at the cooling-air impeller inlet. The

limiting coolant-flow ratio for the impeller with no inducer vanes is

0.068; the limit for the impeller with inducer vanes is 0.08; and the

limit if the impeller had 100 percent efficiency is 0.097. Thus_ the

impeller with inducer vanes has a coolant-flow-ratio limit that is 17.5

percent less than the lO0-percent-efficient impeller, and the impeller

without inducer vanes has a coolant-flow-ratio limit that is 30 percent

less. This impeller-performance information indicates that an efficient

vane configux-_tlon may be "c_necessary u_ess high cooling-air weight flows

are required.

Exper imental Air- Cooled- Blade Temperatures

The average blade-metal temperatures obtained with the air-cooled

turbine rotor shown in figure 4(a) were presented in a previous paper by

Hickel and Clure. According to their data, the noncritical corrugated

insert blades (fig. 4(a)) with a nominal factor of safety require a

coolant-flow ratio of approximately 0.05 at a turbine-inlet temperature

of 1540 ° F when compressor-discharge air is used for cooling. These con-

ditions of operation represent an average blade temperature of 1050 ° F.

It will be noted that th_s relatively large required coolant-flow ratio

is not representative of the better corrugated insert blades discussed

in the paper by Hickel and Clure. The fact that complete air-cooled-

turbine investigations must follow the individual-blade studies_ which

progress much more rapidl]y tha_ the cooled turbine investigations,

accounts for the lag in the use of more effective coolant-passage con-

figurations in the cooled-turbine investigations. The data indicate#

however, the feasibility of utilizing noncritical material for air-cooled

turbine blades operating at present-day gas temperatures.

Experimental Air-Cooled-Disk Temperatures

The radial temperature distribution that was obtained in the two

halves of a typical noncritical (17-22A(S)) air-cooled turbine disk (see

fig. 4(a)) is shown in figure 7. The temperature distribution was ob-

tained when the engine was operating at a combustion-gas temperature of



approximately 1440° F and a coolant-flow ratio of 0.02. The disk tem-
perature variation from the hub to the turbine rim was 190° to 940° F
for the front disk and 510° to 840° F for the rear disk. Also included
in this figure is a curve of the allowable temperature distribution for
the cooled disks. The curve was obtained using the calculated equivalent
stress (see ref. 5) a_d the stress-to-rupture properties of the non-
critical material Timken 17-22A(S). The large temperature difference
between the experimental and the allowable disk temperature at all radial
stations except at the rim indicates that, at all locations but the rim_
the disk was conservatively designed. This margin of safety would per-
mit the use of a much lighter turbine disk (higher stress levels) for
this particular engine. The data presented prove that turbine disks
madeof noncritical materials can be operated safely at the current disk-
stress and temperature levels, and it also indicates that satisfactory
disk operation at higher temperature and stress levels can probably be
attained.
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Effect of Cooling-Air Discharge on Turbine Efficiency

Another item of concern to the designer is the effect on turbine

performance of bleeding cooling air from the compressor and discharging

this cooling air from the tips of the turbine blades. The introduction

of cooling air into the turbine can alter the turbine performance in two

ways. First, bleeding cooling air from the compressor increases the

specific turbine work and thereby changes the turbine operating _oint

from what it was for zero cooling-air flow. This shift in the turbine

operating point may result in either an increase or a decrease in the

turbine efficiency depending on the compressor and turbine matching

characteristics at the zero cooling-air-flow condition. Second, the dis-

charge of cooling air from the blade tips may upset the gas flow over the

blades and lower the aerodynamic performance of the turbine blades. This

loss in blade performance would be reflected in a decrease in the turbine

efficiency. The amount by which the turbine efficiency changes because

of the shift in the turbine operating point with cooling-air flow can be

determined in a matching study based on compressor and turbine component

performance for several cooling-air weight flows. The second effect must

be experimentally evaluated, and its magnitude may vary for different

blade-coolant-passage configurations.

To evaluate these effects, an experimental investigation was con-

ducted over a range of cooling-air flows using an axial-flow-type com-

pressor engine with the turbine cooling-air bled from the compressor dis-

charge. Also, the variation in turbine efficiency resulting from a shift

in the turbine operating point was obtained from a cold-air-turbine per-

formance map for the corrected turbine specific work output and the cor-

rected turbine tip speed used in the experimental investigation; the
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turbine performance map was obtained from reference 6. The results of

this investigation are presented in figure 8 where the ratio of the tur-

bine efficiency with cooling-air flow to the turbine efficiency with no

cooling-air flow is plotted against the coolant flow ratio. The solid

line on the figure shows the variation in turbine efficiency that re-

sulted from the change of the turbine operating point with the intro-

duction of cooling air to the turbine. For this particular turbine, the

efficiency decreased. The data points represent the combined effects of

changing the turbine operating point and discharging the cooling air from

the blade tips. The data points, which are scattered uniformly around

the solid line, indicate that the additive effect of the discharge of

cooling air from the blade tips was negligible for this coolant passage

configuration. If the discharge of cooling air from the blade tips had

a measurable effect on the turbine efficiency, the data points would have
fallen below the solid line. Similar results have been obtained on this

turbine over a range of engine speeds and on three other turbines with
both tube-filled and hollow turbine blades. _

Engine Performance

The effect of air cooling on the experimentally obtained performance

of an engine modified to accommodate an air-cooled turbine for the pur-

pose of eliminating critical materials is shown in figure 9. An axial-

flow compressor and the turbine shown in figure 4(a) were used in the

investigation; the cooling air was bled from the compressor discharge and

introduced into the turbine disk from the downstream side (see fig. 2(b)).

The data presented are for an engine speed of approximately 87 percent of

rated speed. Data were not obtained at rated speed because of excessive

turbine-inlet temperatures which were due to the fact that the turbine

had reached limiting loading. Limiting loading occurred sooner than was

expected on the basis of cold-air-turbine data, probably because of slight

differences in stator-throat area between the engine turbine and the model

turbine, and the wide variation in turbine-inlet temperature profile that

was evident in the engine investigation.

The experimental results obtained at a constant turbine-inlet tem-

perature of 1550 ° F are presented in figure 9 where the percentage change

in thrust specific fuel consumption and thrust per unit frontal area are

plotted against coolant-flow ratio. The solid line represents the experi-

mental data and the broken line shows the results of a compressor and

turbine matching study based on component performance. Data points are

not shown on the experimental results since the data presented were ob-

tained from a cross plot of data obtained for runs at different jet nozzle

areas. As the coolant-flow ratio increased, the thrust specific fuel

consumption increased and the thrust per unit frontal area decreased.
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The differences between the experimental results and the matching study

are probably due to experimental error. The circles represent the lowest

coolant flow permissible for safe operation of the noncritical blades

used in this investigation. At this coolant-flow ratio, approximately

0.03, there was a 5.3 percent increase in thrust specific fuel consump-

tion and a 2.4 percent decrease in thrust per unit frontal area. There-

fore, to minimize these losses, the most effective blade-coolant-passage

configuration available should be used.

It should be remembered that the losses shown in figure 9 are those

that occur when an existing engine is equipped with a cooled turbine and

no basic alterations are made. In the paper by Esgar and Rossbach, it

was shown that large increases in specific thrust could be obtained with

no increase in specific fuel consumption by allowing the turbine stresses

to increase. Therefore, if, in the original design of a cooled engine,

the turbine tip speed and the hub-tip radius ratio are so chosen that the

turbine operates at stresses above those possible at present with an un-

cooled turbine, the resulting engine performance with the cooling losses

included will be equal to or superior to the performance of current turbo-

jet engines.

Q
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SUMMARY

The experimental data presented in this paper demonstrate the practi-

cability of building and operating air-cooled turbojet engines. The use

of blades and disks of noncritical materials was shown to be feasible, and

the effects of two types of cooling-air impeller vanes on cooling-air-flow

capacity were indicated. Turbine efficiency data indicated that discharg-

ing cooling air from the blade tips had no detrimental effect on turbine

efficiency. Small losses in engine performance were obtained when an

existing engine was operated at a constant turbine-inlet temperature to

permit the substitution of noncritical materials in the turbine. If cool-

ing is considered in the original design of the engine, the turbine can

be designed for a higher stress than the uncooled turbine and the result-

ing engine performance will be equal to or superior to the uncooled

engine.
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TYPICAL WEIGHT AND CRITICAL MATERIAL SAVINGS THROUGH
USE OF TURBINE COOLING
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COMPONENT

TURBINE BLADES

TURBINE DISKS

DISK AND BLADES

WEIGHT SAVED WITH
COOLED DESIGN COMPARED

WITH UNCOOLED
PRODUCTION COMPONENTS

PERCENT POUNDS

8.7

40.0

48.7

SAVING OF
CRITICAL MATERIAL

PERCENT

22.4

25.0

24.5

98.3

89.8

91.6

POUNDS

35.9

23.5

59.4
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SHROUDED TYPE AIR-COOLED TURBINE DISK CONFIGURATIONS 
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AIR-COOLED DISK TEMPERATURES
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TURBINE COOLING SYSTEMS FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

By James E. Hubbartt

The previous papers on turbine cooling have dealt with the differ-

ent methods of cooling the turbine and the development of cooled blades

and disks. In addition to such work in turbine cooling, the problem

of keeping the coolant at a reasonable temperature arises when super-

sonic flight is encountered• It is the purpose of this paper to illus-

trate the flight speeds at which this problem arises and to discuss some

possible solutions.

Comparison of Allowable Coolant Temperatures

with Available Air Temperature

The estimated ranges of the maximum allowable blade-material and

coolant temperatures for transpiration and convection cooling with air

and for water cooling are shown in figure 1. The ram-air and the

compressor-discharge temperatures for compressor presstu_e ratios of 4

and l0 and for an adiabatic efficiency of 85 percent are also shown on

figure 1 for a range of flight Mach numbers in the stratosphere. For

flight Mach numbers of 2.2 and below, the ram-air temperature is within

or below the range of maximum allowable cooling-water temperature.

Therefore, for a simple closed system which uses water for cooling the

turbine blades and eventually rejects heat to ram air, only flight Y2ch

numbers below 2.2 are possible. For transpiration cooling, the cooling-

air pressure must be approximately equal to the compressor-discharge

pressure in order to meter the air through orifices at the blade base

and then discharge the air into the main gas stream. As shown on figure

l, for a compressor pressure ratio of 4 the compressor discharge-air

temperature is within or below the range of maximum allowable coolig_-

air temperatures for transpiration cooling for flight Mach numbers

b<low approximately 2.5. As the compressor pressure ratio and, there-

f<fe, the bleed pressure ratio is increased, the maximum permissible

flight Math number for turbine cooling with this system is lowered.

Since convection cooling is less effective than transpiration cooling,

the maximum allow_ole coolirg-air temperature for convection cooling

is below that for transpiration cooling. For simple convection cooling

with direct use of compressor-discharge bleed air, the maximum per-

missible flight Mach numbers for pressure ratios of 4 and l0 are

approximately 2.1 and 1.5, respectively, as shown on figure 1. However,

if convection cooling with ram air is possible, the flight Mach number

can be increased to slightly over 3.0. In order to use ram air, however,

it is necessary to maintain a low cooling-air discharge pressure.

l
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Two possible cooling-air discharge arrangements for convection

cooling with air are shown on figure 2. The arrangement illustrated

by part (a) of this figure utilizes a cooling-air shroud on the up-

stream face of the turbine disk similar to the one discussed in the

paper by R. R. Ziemer and L. J. Schafer and discharges the air into

the main gas stream. This discharge arrangement requires that the

cooling air be bled from one of the latter stages of the compressor.

The arrangement illustrated by part (b) of figure 2 utilizes a cooling-

air shroud on both the upstream and the downstream face of the turbine.

In this case, the cooling air enters the upstream shroud, flows radially

outward through an insert in the blade, reverses direction at the blade

tip and flows radially inward between the insert and outer blade shell,

and finally, flows through the downstream shroud from which it is dis-

charged from the turbine. By proper sealing arrangements, the air could

be ducted from the turbine to a low pressure such as ambient pressure.

This in turn would permit the use of ram air for simple convection

cooling.

Systems for Removing Heat from Primary Coolant

With convection and transpiration cooling systems which directly

use air bled from the compressor and discharge the air into the main

gas streams, it may be impossible to fly at Mach numbers above about

2.0 and 2.5, respectively. In addition, a simple water-cooling system

is limited to use at flight Mach numbers below approximately 2.0.

Therefore, in order to cool with these systems at high flight Mach

numbers, it will be necessary to cool the primary blade coolant. A

reduction of the primary-coolant temperature always reduces the

amount of coolant required. An analysis of various systems devised to

remove heat from the primary coolant has been published in references

1 and 2. The analysis was necessarily limited to specific design con-

ditions and must be extended in order to exactly limit the ranges of

application of each system. However, the results do serve to illustrate

approximate limits and, therefore, are a basis for the following dis-

cussion and comparison of systems. The system which uses air as the

primary turbine-blade coolant is referred to as an air-cooling system,

while, the system which uses a liquid as the primary turbine-blade

coolant is referred to as a liquid-cooling system.

Air-cooling systems. - Various systems have been proposed for cool-
ing the air used to cool the turbine. In the simplest system (fig. 3),

compressor bleed air is passed through an aftercooler which rejects heat

to either the ram air or the fuel. In the case of heat rejection to ram

air, adequate temperature differentials must be maintained to provide

the necessary heat transfer with resonable aftercooler size. This

system permits very little increase in the flight Mach number except

for very high bleed-pressure ratios which correspond to large temperature

Q
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differences between ram and compressor-discharge air. When heat is

rejected to the fuel, the amount of cooling is essentially limited by

the heat capacity of the fuel, which is interrelated with the flight

speed and flight time because frictional heating of the airplane sur-

faces results in heat being transferred to the fuel in the fuel tanks.

The amount of cooling available from fuel used for cooling the air will

probably be insufficient, however, since the fuel is already used for

oil cooling and has been proposed for cabin and instrument cooling at
high flight speeds.

An air-cooling system with a refrigeration cycle for increasing

temperature differentials, and thus increasing the allowable flight

Mach number, is illustrated on figure 4. The cooling air is bled from

the compressor and passed through an auxiliary compressor, an after-

cooler, an auxiliary turbine which drives the auxiliary compressor,

and into the turbine blade which may be cooled either by convection or

transpiration. The principle advantage of this system over the simple

aftercooling system is that the auxiliary compressor produces higher

cooling-air temperatures in the aftercooler permitting the rejection of

a larger quantity of heat. The energy supplied by the compressor is

removed from the gases in passing through the auxiliary turbine which

expands the air to the required L_bine coolir_-air press_ure. This

expansion is accompanied by a cooling-air temperature drop that pro-

duces cooliz_-air temperatures below the ram-air temperature. For a

given quantity of heat rejection, this refrigeration system is superior

to the simple aftercooling system in that it requires a smaller after-

cooler. As a result, the refrigeration system provides a substantial

improvement at the expense of mechanical complexity, and flight Mach

numbers of 3 or higher are possible with either convection or tran-

spiration cooling.

In the case of the convection cooled blade which utilizes ram air

and discharges to ambient pressure, a temperature reduction in the ram

air before it enters the rotor may be possible by passing the ram air

through an auxiliary turbine, which lowers the temperature of the air

as a result of the work done by the air on the auxiliary turbine. The

work of the auxiliary turbine could be absorbed by engine accessories,

or it could be converted into heat and dissipated either to additional

ram air or to compressor-discharge air. Although this system has not

be&n analyzed, it appears to be very promising and it is believed that

this system will permit flight speeds considerably in excess of a Mach
number of 3.

Liquid-cooling systems. - Various systems of cooling turbines by

use of liquids have also been proposed; the simplest of these systems

is shown in figure 5. This involves a closed liquid system which re-

Jects the heat in a radiator to either ram air or the fuel. In order

to have the coolant enter the turbine in the liquid state_ a pressurized



system is required. For a low-boiling-point liquid such as water, how-
ever, practical pressure limits prohibit high primary-coolant tempera-
tures and as a result limit the flight Mach number if the heat is

eventually rejected to ram air. For instance, the maximum cooling-water

temperatures, as estimated on the basis of seal leakages for present

designs, is about 350 ° R. Accordingly, as illustrated on figure i,

the flight Mach number is limited to approximately 2. However, if the

heat is rejected to the fuel in the radiator, the amount of cooling

is limited only by the availability and capacity of the fuel.

With the advent of a suitable high-boiling-point liquid, the simple

liquid-cooling system will permit essentially the same or slightly higher

flight Mach numbers than the simple aftercooling system which uses air

as the primary coolant. However, all high-boiling-point liquids which

have been investigated possess certain disadvantages.

An improvement in the simple liquid-cooling system, which rejects

heat to ram air, is possible if a heat-pump cycle is incorporated to

permit discharging the heat at higher temperature levels. However,

for this system the need for higher boiling temperatures is more pro-

nounced; and, as a result 3 the system must depend upon the development
of a suitable coolant.

If adequate fuel is available for cooling, it may also be used

directly as the primary coolant. In this case, the fuel is pressurized,

passed through the cooling passages in the turbine blades (this may

further increase the fuel pressure), and then, expanded through fuel

nozzles into the combustion chambers. The fuel pressures currently

used are adequate to maintain liquid fuel in the systems which have

been investigated. Also, within the capacity of the fuel, no flight

Mach number limit is imposed. However, local boiling, coking, or

instability of the fuel may prove to be troublesome.

I
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Summary Remarks

As in the past with internal combustion engines, the application

of cooling to the gas-turbine engine may involve complex cooling systems.

Because of the increase in ram-air temperature with flight speeds, the

maximum flight Mach number with gas-turbine engines using compressor-

discharge air for cooling the turbine either by transpiration or con-

vection cooling is estimated to be between 2 and 2.5 for compressor

pressure ratios commensurate with those anticipated for interceptor or

missile applications. If a suitable aftercooling system is used, the

compressor-discharge air can be cooled by ram air and flight Mach numbers

of 3 or slightly above are attainable. If convection cooling of the
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turbine with ram air is possible by controlling the cooling-air discharge

pressure 3 flight Mach numbers slightly above 3 are permissible. A closed

liquid system which rejects heat to ram air will be suitable for flight

speeds above approximately 2.0 only if a suitable high-boiling-point

liquid is developed. Probably the amount of cooling available from the

fuel is insufficient, since it is already used for oil cooling and has

been proposed for cabin and instrument cooling at high flight speeds.

However, provided efficient cooling is available and local boiling,

coking_ and instability of the fuel present no formidable problem, no

Mach number limitations are imposed if the fuel is used for directly

cooling the turbine or for removing heat from the primary coolant.
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CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS OF TURBOJET COMBUSTORS

By Edmund R. Jonash, J. Howard Childs, and Walter T. Olson
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INTRODUCTION

This paper and the subsequent papers on the combustion problem com-

prise a discussion of the present limitations and future requirements of

turbojet combustors, their afterburners, and the research that has been

done and is going on to overcome the limitations.

The preceding papers on compressor and turbine aerodynamics indicated

that research on these turbojet components has made possible much higher

air flows per frontal area for a turbojet engine. In addition, the papers

on turbine cooling indicated that much high@r operating temperatures may

be possible in future turbojet engines. With the higher power resulting

from higher air flows and higher temperatures, supersonic flight speeds

with turbojet engines can be more easily realized. One is immediately

concerned --_ _ ...... +_. u_÷ An ÷_ n_w possibilities mean in

terms of the combustion problem in the turbojet and its afterburner?

Doubtless, the reader is already generally familiar with the problem

of obtaining high heat-release rates in the turbojet. It is essentially

the difficult problem of keeping a flame burning stably and efficiently in

an air stream moving at lO0 or more feet per second, with a low pressure

drop and with other desirable combustor characteristics. The high air

flows possible from aerodynamic research on compressors and turbines re-

quire higher velocities through the combustion equipment if its frontal

area is not to exceed that of the other engine components; with the higher

velocities will go higher fuel flow_ or higher heat-release rates. Turbine

cooling allows higher temperatures for the combustion systems and thus

aggravates the cooling problem. Supersonic flight means higher pressures

and temperatures at the inlet of the combustion system than most engines

now experience. Essentially, in addition to the already dlfflcult re-

quirements imposed on high-speed combustion systems in the turbojet, a

widening of these operating conditions can be expected in the future for

both the primary combustor and the afterburner.

The question to be considered, then, is: Can hlgh-speed combustion

systems keep up with the increased demands imposed on them? This first

paper, which is concerned with the present limitations and future require-

ments of combustion equipment, discusses performance characteristics of

representative current combustion equipment as influenced by various oper-

ating conditions. The particular combustion problems that will be exam-

ined are: combustion efficiency, outlet temperature profile, pressure

drop, and reliability, The following paper will discuss past and present
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research on present and future combustor problems, both in the main part

of the engine and in the afterburner. A third paper will discuss appli-

cations of this research to experimental turbojet combustors. In these

applications, attempts have been made to integrate ideas found in, or

stimulated by, research into experimental hardware.

In the present paper, combustion efficiency is examined with a tur-

bojet combustor from a current production engine in order to see the

effect of inlet-air pressure, temperature rise, inlet-alr velocity, and

pressure drop on the performance of the combustor. An afterburner that is

presently used in the production engine is also examined to see the effect

of inlet conditions on its performance. Then, a consideration is given

to (1) the effect of combustor exhaust-gas temperature profile on turbine

blade life, (2) the effect of pressure drop on engine performance, and

(3) certain reliability problems for both the principal combustor and the
afterburner. The research on which these discussions are based has been

conducted over a period of years at the NACA Lewis laboratory with direct-

connect ducts in which a combustor is individually evaluated and with

full-scale engines both on sea-level test stands and in altitude chambers

that can simulate flight under a variety of conditions. The techniques

used are discussed in the various reports cited herein. In general, the

combustor data presented herein were obtained with MIL-F-562_A, grade

JP-_ fuel.
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COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

The combustion efficiencies obtained in the primary combustor and

in the afterburner of the turbojet engine have direct effects on the spe-

cific fuel consumption of the engine and, consequently, on the range of

the aircraft. It is important, therefore, that these engine components

operate with high efficiencies at the conditions that will be encountered.

Since combustors in engines designed for supersonic applications will be

required to operate over extended ranges of inlet-air pressure, tempera-

ture, and velocity, the effects of these variables on efficiency are first
considered.

Effect of combustor inlet-air pressure. - Figure i illustrates the

effect of combustor inlet-alr pressure on the combustion efficiency of a

current production-model comb ustor (ref. l) operating at subsonic flight

conditions. This combustor, which is of the tubular type, is designated

the reference combustor. The curve shown in figure 1 was estimated from

an empirical correlation between efficiency and the combustor inlet-air

conditions (ref. 2). This curve shows that combustion efficiencies in-

creased with an increase in inlet-air pressure. As indicated by the

altitude scale in the abscissa, combustion efficiency becomes a critical

problem as altitude is increased above about 40,000 feet in the reference

engine with a pressure ratio of 5. The pressures that may be encountered
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in an engine with a pressure ratio of 7 at supersonic flight speeds and

at altitudes from 60,000 to 80,000 feet are in the range of about 17 to

30 pounds per square inch absolute. These higher pressure conditions

would, therefore, result in relatively high combustion efflciencies at

the air velocity and temperature conditions encountered in the reference

engine. Since combustors for supersonic applications will be required

to operate at increased velocities, the effect of velocity on combustion

efficiency must next be considered.

Effect of combustor air velocity. - Combustor velocity, as discussed

herein, is based on the density of the combustor-lnlet air and on the
maximum annular cross-sectional area of the combustor. When tubular com-

bustors are considered, the included annular area of the combustor assem-

bly is used, as indicated in figure 2. Use of the included annular ares

for the computation of velocity penalizes the tubular combustors for the

space wasted between the individual tubes (fig. 2). The actual veloci-

ties in individual tubes placed tangent to one another would be 30 per-

cent greater than the velocities based on the included annular area.

The effect of combustor inlet-air velocity on the combustion effi-

ciency of the ref _ _a_n_t.a_ _+, two _n]et-a_r pressures is shown in

figure 3. A point on the lower curve (7.4 ib/sq in. abs) at 78 feet per

second represents simulated operation in the reference engine at a flight

Mach number of 0.6 and an altitude of 80,000 feet. As velocity increases,

combustion efficiency decreases; combustor flame blow-out occurs at a

velocity of about 88 feet per second. At the higher pressure, which is

fairly representative of operation at expected supersonic-flight condi-

tions, the efficiencies are increased about 5 to 8 percent, but are

again adversely affected by increases in velocity. The data of figure 3

represent the performance characteristics obtainable with a current

production combustor. In combustors designed for supersonic flight,

velocities from 120 to 200 feet per second will be required. It is

evident_ then, that improved combustor designs are needed to obtain

high combustion efficiencies at the high velocities required in

supersonic-flight applications.

Effect of combustor operating temperatures. - Increases in the com-

bustor _ulet-air temperature, resulting from higher pressure-ratio engines

and from operation at higher flight speeds, will generally aid the

combustion-efficiency problem by promoting more rapid vaporization of the

fuel (ref. 3). It has been noted that combustor-outlet temperatures may

also be increased through advances in turbine-cooling techniques. Re-

sulting variations in the desired temperature rise across the combustor

have very significant effects on combustion efficiency. Figure 4 shows

the variation of combustion efficiency with combustor temperature rise for

the reference combustor operating at inlet-air conditions corresponding

to a flight Mach number of 0.6 and an altitude of 60,000 feet in the ref-

erence tubojet engine (data of ref. 1). Maximum combustion efficiency is
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attained at a temperature rise of i000° F. Values of temperature rise
greater or less than 1000° F result in decreased combustion efficiency.
At the flight conditions noted above, the reference engine requires a
temperature rise of llSO° F, which is already in the region of decreasing
combustion efficiencles. An increase in the required temperature rise
beyond this value would result in considerably lower combustion effl-
ciencies, and eventually in flame blow-out.

Afterburner combustion efficiency. - Combustion efflciencies ob-

tained in the turbojet afterburner are affected by operating conditions

in a manner similar to that shown for the primary combustor (figs. l, 3,

and 4). The performance of a current productlon-model afterburner at

severe operating conditions is presented in figure 5. Combustion effi-

ciencywas adversely affected by decreases in pressure and was markedly

affected by variations in the desired exhaust-gas temperature. At the

highest pressure condition shown, efficlencies were about 95 percent;

however, this value of efficiency was obtained only at a very low value

of exhaust-gas temperature. As pressure was decreased, the operable

exhaust temperatures increased, but the efficiencies were simultaneously

decreased. Afterburners in engines designed for supersonic flight will

be required to operate at higher velocities and at higher values of

exhaust-gas temperature. Therefore, improvements in the afterburner as

well as the primary combustor design are clearly needed to obtain high-

combustion-efficiency performance at the extended operating conditions

that will be encountered in future turbojet engines.

O
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EXHAUST-GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE

The maximum outlet temperature at which a combustor may operate in

the turbojet engine is determined by stress considerations imposed by the

turbine. An example of the maxlmumallowable turbine temperature, as a

function Of the radial distance from the root to the tip of the blade, is

presented in figure 6. The maximum temperature limit is determined by

three stress-llmit curves, rotor-blade fatigue, rotor-blade creep, and

stator-blade stress limits. Erosion at the tip of the rotor may also

affect the maximum allowable temperature. The desired combustor-outlet

gas profile is obtained from the envelope of the curves, as shown by the

solid curve in figure 6. In order to maintain a maximum average outlet

temperature, for maximum thrust, the combustor exhaust-gas temperature

must fall as closely as possible to the desired profile curve.

The desired temperature profile shown in figure 6 is representative

of that required for uncooled turbine blades. If cooled turbine blades

are used, then the preferred profile will be different. Preliminary cal-

culations indicate that a flatter temperature profile will be desirable

with cooled blades. AmaJor factor affecting the control of the outlet

temperature profile is the available pressure drop across the combustor,

since the desired profile is obtained by controlled penetration of sec-

ondary air into the hot gas stream.
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COMBUSTOR PRESSURE LOSS

The combustor configurations necessary to obtain high combustion

efficiency and to provide a desired exhaust-gas temperature distribution

result in a loss in total pressure across the combustor. Since this

pressure loss is reflected in increased engine fuel consumption, it is

important to consider (1) the extent to which pressure losses may be in-

creased by the conditions encountered in engines for supersonic appli-

cations and (2) the extent to which the fuel consumption of these engines

will be affected by the pressure losses.

The variation in pressure loss, expressed as a percentage of the in-

let total pressure, with combustor velocity is presented in figure 7. For

both the subsonic and the supersonic applications considered, the pressure

loss increases approximately with the square of the velocity. The curve

for the subsonic-flight conditions represents calculated pressure losses

expected in the reference tubular combustor with increased velocities

(data from ref. 4). The curve for the supersonic-flight conditions rep-

resents the pressure losses expected in an annular combustor having the

same pressure-loss coefficient (_P/q, where q is the dynamic pressure)

as the reference coWoustor. For the same combustor vclocity, based on

included annular area, the pressure losses in the annular combustor at

supersonic-flight.conditions are lower than those in the reference com-

bustor at subsonic-flight conditions. There are two reasons for this:

(1) the actual flow velocities in the annular combustor are lower than

those in the tubular combustor for the same combustor velocity, as defined

herein, and (2) the higher Inlet-air temperatures encountered in super-

sonic flight result in lower pressure losses for equivalent velocities.

The reference combustor operating at the subsonic design conditions

requires a combustor velocity of 78 feet per second, resulting in a pres-

sure loss of about 6 percent, as indicated in figure 7. The annular com-

bustor operating at the supersonic design conditions requires a velocity

of 200 feet per second, resulting in a pressure loss of about 13 percent.

The effects of these pressure losses on engine performance are shown in

figure 8. The ratio of the specific fuel consumption, calculated to in-

clude the effect of pressure loss, to the specific fuel consumption of

an ideal combustor having no pressure losses is plotted against pressure

loss. Combustion efficiency was assumed to be 100 percent. The curves

were calculated by the method described in reference 5 with the following

assumptions:

Pressure

ratio

5

(ref. engine)
7

7

Altitude, Flight

ft Mach

number _

Mo

60,000 0.6

80,000 2.8

65,000 2.0

Compressor Turbine Diffuser

efficiency, tempera- total-pressure-

_c, ture, recovery factor

percent T4,

OF

70 1550 0.95

8O 2040 .65

85 2040 .88
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For all three cases, the turbine efficiency _T was assumed to be 90

percent; the exhaust-nozzle coefficient Cv, 0.96; and the lower heating

value of the fuel hc, 18,700 Btu per pound. The upper curve in figure 8

represents the subsonlc-flight conditions; the lower curve, two typical

supersonic-fllght conditions. For comparable combustor pressure losses,

smaller penalties in fuel consumption occur at the two representative

supersonic-fllght conditions in the somewhat higher-pressure-ratio engine.

The data points in figure 8 represent the specific-fuel-consumptlon

ratios corresponding to the pressure losses of the reference combustor

at subsonic-flight conditions, and of the annular combustor at the flight

Mach number of 2.8 and altitude of 80,000 feet. The pressure losses in

the reference combustor caused an increase in fuel consumption of about

2.5 percent in the reference engine at subsonic conditions. The pressure

losses in the annular combustor, with the much higher velocity (200 ft/

sec) at supersonic conditions, caused an increase in fuel consumption

only slightly greater, about 3.5 percent. Specific fuel consumption did

not increase markedly at the hlgh-velocity supersonlc-flight conditions,

because (1) at these conditions, pressure loss was reduced by the use of

an annular combustor and by the high air temperatures encountered in

supersonic flight (see fig. 7), and (2) the effects of pressure loss on

fuel consumption are less at the supersonic-flight conditions. Thus, an

annular combustor, having a pressure-loss coefficient typical of current

combustors, can be used for the high combustor velocities encountered in

supersonic-flight applications without suffering appreciably greater

losses in fuel consumption than are currently accepted.

RELIABILITY

The factors that affect combustor reliability include (i)

combustion-chamber durability, (2) carbon deposition, and (3) ignition

characteristics. 0nly brief discussions of these factors will be in-

cluded herein to provide a qualitative evaluation of the problems that

may be encountered in current and in future turbojet engines.

Combustion-chamber durability. - High surface temperatures and

large temperature gradients result in excessive thermal stresses in the

walls of the turbojet combustor that frequently cause cracking and warping

of the walls. The problem of adequately cooling combustors would be ex-

pected to become more critical as inlet-air and exhaust-gas temperatures

are increased at high flight speeds. In addition, increased combustor

pressure drop at the higher flow velocities will place greater stress

loads on the internal components of the combustor.

One particular problem in chamber durability of the turbojet after-

burner is combustion screech. Combustion screech, evidenced by high-

intensity, high-frequency noise, can result in the failure of afterburner
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walls and flame holders within a few seconds after Its occurrence.

Screech failures occur as a result of increased heat-transfer rates to

the walls or flame holders and of vibrational fatigue resulting from the

hlgh-frequency high-amplitude oscillations. An example of a failure of

an afterburner liner is pictured in figure 9. Sections of the wall of

the afterburner are cracked, and in some areas large voids are apparent.

It has been possible, in a number of small-scale afterburners, to define

screech limits, as for example, those shown in figure lO (unpublished

data). The separate curves of figure lO denote slightly different screech

limits obtained by going Into or out of the screech area. The range of

fuel-alr ratios over which screech was encountered increased somewhat

with afterburner pressure. The problem of screech is particularly seri-

ous, since it is generally encountered in the range of desired afterburner

operating conditions.

Carbon deposition. - Carbon formations frequently occur in the fuel-

rlch regions of turbojet primary combustor_; thus, areas In the vicinity

of the fuel injectors are most prone to carbon formation. Operation of

both atomizing and prevaporizing injectors may be impaired by clogging

of fuel passages or by interruption of spray patterns. Carbonmay also

harm ignition characteristics of the co_fousSor by foul_ug the i_itlon

plug. Figure ll shows the effect of combustor operating conditions -

fuel-air ratio, Inlet-air pressure, and inlet-air velocity - on carbon

deposition obtained In a 7-inch-dlameter tubular combustor of current

design (unpublished data). Curves are shown for both the total quantity

of carbon deposited and for the quantity of carbon deposited per lO00

pounds of fuel burned. The carbon deposits shown In figure ll were ob-

tained In a 2-hour test period at the indicated operating conditions.

The amount of fuel burned during this perlodwas such that a single

ordinate scale represents both the total carbon deposited and the carbon

deposited per lO00 pounds of fuel burned. Total carbon deposition in-

creased with fuel-alr ratio. The quantity of deposits obtained per lO00

pounds of fuel remained substantially constant, however, which indicates

that the increased fuel-flow rate caused the increased deposition at high

fuel-air ratios. The total carbon deposited increased tenfold with a

flvefold increase in pressure. Since these data were obtained at constant

velocity and fuel-alr ratlo_ fuel-flow rate increased simultaneously. A

part of the increased carbon may, therefore, be attributed to increased

fuel-flow rate and a part to the increased pressure. Substantial In-

creases In carbon deposition also resulted from increases In velocity.

Again, a part of the increase may be attributed to increased fuel-flow

rate and a part to velocity. The effect of velocity on carbon deposition

may vary considerably, since such factors as impingement of fuel on the

combustor walls and distribution of air entering the combustion chamber

are involved. From the data of figure ll, it may be concluded that carbon

deposition will become a more serious problem as operating pressures and

fuel-flow requirements are increased In future high-capacity engines for

supersonic flight.



Carbonmayalso occur in the turbojet combustor in the form of
smoke. Smokeexhausted from an engine does not impair engine perform-
ance; but it is a nuisance and maybe objectionable in tactical opera-
tions. The effect of combustor inlet pressure on the concentration of
smoke in the exhaust gases is shownin figure 12. The curve for com-
bustor II was obtained from reference 6; the curve for combustor I,
from a more recent investigation (unpublished) conducted in a V-inch-
diameter tubular combustor with the experimental techniques described
in reference 6. The concentration of smoke, expressed as relative
smokedensity, increased with pressure in both combustors; however, both
the quantity and the rate of increase with pressure were considerably
different. The effects of other operating variables, such as velocity

and fuel-alr ratio, were observed in reference 6 to vary considerably

with operating conditions. The largest effect was, however, that of in-

let pressure, which indicates that exhaust smoke may become a more ser-

ious problem as pressure ratios and flight speeds are increased.

16nition characteristics. - Ignition must be accomplished in the

turbojet combustor over a wide range of ambient sea-level temperatures

and may be required at the low pressures and low temperatures en-

countered in high-altitude flight. Satisfactory ignition characteris-

tics have been obtained in current engines by supplying high spark

energies to the combustor iguitor. Since increases in spark energy will

increase the weight of the ignition system, it is desirable to provide

the minimum energy actually required, in order to minimize total engine

weight. Figure 13 presents a relation between the required energy, in

Joules per spark, and an empirical parameter V/_fP, where V is the

combustor velocity and P, the combustor-inlet pressure (ref. 7). The

relation indicates that the required spark energy increases with an in-

crease in velocity and with a decrease in pressure. These data were

obtained at a constant inlet-air and fuel temperature and with an MIL-

F-5624A, grade JP-4 fuel; experience has shown that increased energies

are also required at decreased temperatures and with fuels of lower

volatility. Operation of future engines at higher combustor velocities

my increase the energy requirements of the combustor; however, the

higher temperatures and pressures encountered at high flight speeds may

alleviate the problem of engine relighting during flight.

O
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CONCLUSIONS

Four basic turbojet combustor problems have been discussed in this

paper - combustor efficiency, turbine temperature distribution, pressure

loss, and reliability. The combustion-efficiency problem in both the

primary combustor and in the afterburner of current engiues was observed

to be one of maintaining high efficiencies at the low pressure encountered

at high altitude, subsonic flight. The problem for the future engines

designed for supersonic application is primarily one of obtaining high
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combustion efficiencies at the increased combustor velocities that will

be encountered in these engines. It was noted that a particular temper-

ature distribution of the gases entering the turbine is required for

maximum thrust. The ease with which the desired temperature distribu-

tion is obtained is dependent upon the amount of pressure drop that can

be tolerated in the combustor. Calculations indicated that pressure-

loss coefficients representative of those used in current production-

model combustors may be used in annular combustors for supersonic-flight

applications without excessive penalties to engine performance.

Three factors affecting combustor reliability were considered:

combustion-chamber durability, carbon deposition, and ignition. A criti-

cal durability problem in current turbojet engines was observed to be

afterburner screech. With respect to future engines operating at

supersonic-flight conditions, it is expected that the increased operat-

ing temperatures will aggravate both the primary-combustor and the

afterburner-wall cooling problems. Increased pressures and fuel-input

rates will increase the tendency for the turbojet combustor to deposit

carbon and to form excessive quantities of exhaust smoke. Finally, it

was noted that satisfactory ignition characteristics can be obtained by

supplying adequate ignition energies to the ignitor.
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By Walter T. Olson and Edmund R. Jonash

INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper it was seen that the present science of high-

speed combustion for turbojets, as represented by equipment currently in

production, has limitations short of some of the present requirements.

Further, the future requirements, which, in effect, extend the range of

combustor velocities, fuel-air ratios, and inlet pressures and tempera-

tures over which combustors must operate with low internal losses, will

make advances in combustor design necessary. The general subject of

this paper, then, is the past and current research that aids in over-

coming the existing limitations and in meeting the future requirements of

high-speed combustion systems. In order to examine this major subject,

the same detailed problems reviewed in the previous paper will be con-

sidered: combustion efficiency, outlet temperature profile, pressure

d_'op, and --__+-_ _ _ n_ _h_p problems, some background as to

the reason for its existence will be discussed, and then some ways to

handle the problem will be reviewed. The research covers several years

of work at the NACA and at other laboratories and is necessarily a very

brief summary of the material.

COMBUSTION EFFIC IENCY

The previous paper showed that combustion efficiency in the main

turbojet combustor and in the afterburner is affected adversely by the

low pressures encountered at high altitudes. Further, it was seen that

the high velocities accompanying high mass flow per frontal area of future

high-performance turbojet engines make the attainment of high combustion

efficiencies more difficult. Also, some of the present high-speed com-

bustion systems for turbojets do not operate over as wide a fuel-air-ratio

range as is desired with high efficiency. Consequently, certain advances

in desi_ are needed in order to obtain the desired comoustion efficiencies

at the operating conditions of interest both in present and future engines.

In order to introduce the advances that might be made in design, certain

facts about combustion are first discussed. These facts have been found

from extensive research on the fundamentals of combustion both at the

NACA Lewis laboratory and by others (refs. i and 2); and, while they by

no means comprise an adequate review of this research, they are neverthe-

less basic to any engineering approach to the attainment of high combus-

tion efficiencies in turbojet combustors and afterburners.

w
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Basic Considerations

Flammability limits. - A first principle important in combustor de-

sign is that the fuel-air ratios in the burning zone must be confined

within narrow composition limits generally near stoichiometric. There

are several reasons for this principle. Perhaps the main reason is that

the flammability limits of fuel and air mixtures are narrow (refs.

and 5), as figure 1 shows (ref. 3). Figure l, a plot of pressure against

fuel-air ratio, shows a flammability-limlt curve for a hydrocarbon-air

mixture similar to jet fuels. Only at fuel-air ratios and pressures in-

side this curve can the fuel and air burn. Now the over-all fuel-air

ratios for which turbojet combustors are required to operate fall within

the shaded region of the figure and clearly are outside the flammability-

limit loop. This simply emphasizes the necessity of creating a burning
zone somewhere in the combustion chamber where the fuel-air ratios fall

within this loop. Also, other combustion properties such as flame speed

optimize near stoichiometric or richer.

Flame stabilization. - Once a mixture of correct composition is de-

livered to the zone in which combustion is to occur, both time and tem-

perature are required to bring the flowing combustible mixture up to

flame conditions as it flows through the combustion system, that is, to

stabilize a flame by providing for its continuous ignition. Figure 2,

based on data in reference 6, is a plot of ignition delay against temper-

ature for kerosene sprayed into a hot gas stream. Ignition requires

fractions of milliseconds to several milliseconds, but ignition delays

shorten very rapidly as temperatures are increased. The ignition delay

is longer at lower pressures_ and, although small drop size shortens ig-

nition delay, the effect is not really great over the ranges of drop size

that might conventionally be obtained from pressure atomizing nozzles.

The important thing about the information in this figure is that high

temperatures are required to bring the sprayed fuel to ignition conditions

in a short time in the combustion chamber. The time and temperature re-

quired to pilot the flame continuously could be provided by recirculatlng

hot gases into the fresh charge.

Although appreciable times aye seen to be required for ignition and

there is not a large effect of drop size on ignition delay, figure

(ref. 7) shows that there is nevertheless an important effect of drop size

on the time required for a droplet to evaporate and to burn in a flame.

The plot of time against drop size is for data on a single burning drop,

but the same general trend may be expected to hold for a spray of a great

many drops.

Flame propagation. Also important to the design idea that a low-

velocity recirculating zone be provided in the combustor to provide time

and temperature for continuous ignition or stabilization of flame is a

consideration of the ability of flame to spread through the combustible

I
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mixture once continuous ignition has been reached. Figure 4 shows the

velocity of the flame traveling through a combustible mixture perpendic-

ular to itself and with respect to the unburned gas (refs. 8 and 9). This

is the fundamental flame speed on which extensive research has been done

(refs. lO and ll), and for ordinary hydrocarbon fuels its value is of the

order of only 1 to 2 feet per second. The shaded areas for over-all

fuel-air ratios and velocities for turbojet combustors and afterburners

indicate that flame propagation must be completed in streams having over-

all velocities of hundreds of feet per second. If the flow velocity of

the laminar flame is increased for the flame burning above a simple port

or tube (fig. 4) while the perpendicular component of the flame velocity

remains only about 1 foot per second, the flame assumes a conical shape.

An increase of the flame area occurs_ and a still greater increase can

be achieved by introducing turbulence into the stream to produce a highly

wrinkled or greatly extended flame front. °These extended or turbulent

flames may permit approach stream velocities of the order of 30 feet per

second or more, if adequate stabilization of flame is provided (refs. 12

to 15). Blow-out velocities achieved in at least one laboratory inves-

tigation with ideal mixtures burning at high combustion efficiencies

above the perforated plate were of the order of lO0 feet per second and

more (ref ___±o) Because $_ over -_ll _+_ ron_itions for both

present and future turbojet combustors and for afterburners are actually

quite far from the region of good combustion properties, these data on

figure 4 serve to emphasize the importance not only of creating a correct

mixture composition in the zone where burning will occur, but also of

providing for turbulence and recirculation to extend greatly the flame

front zones, so that the relatively slow-moving flame fronts can traverse

all of the combustible charge within the short times resulting from the

high over-all flow velocities of the combustion chamber.

In addition to time for continuous ignition of mixture as it flows

through the system and time for the propagation of turbulent flames,

space (or volume) is also needed for complete burning if high combustion

efficiencies are to be achieved. There are probably several fundamental

reasons for the principle. For example, it has been observed that as

pressure is reduced on a simple diffusion flame, the flame becomes much

thicker and, in effect, requires more volume to release a given quantity

_ _=_. Lu _ _ +_ _r_]_.___....(cu ft) reouired_ to release a million

Btu per hour is plotted against pressure in pounds per square inch (ref.
17)• The data are from direct visual measurements of the volume of a

simple diffusion flame at different pressures. Compared with this volume

is the volume available in a typical turbojet combustor to effect the de-

sign heat-release rate as a function of pressure, or altitude, for an

engine with a pressure ratio of 5 at a flight Mach number of 0.6. It is

significant that, at the reduced pressures corresponding to high altl-

tudes, a larger and larger fraction of the volume of the turbojet com-

bustor is required for the burning zone alone. A large fraction of the

combustor volume is also required for processes such as fuel and air
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preparation and for mixing of fresh gas with burned gases. The observed
thickness of the visible reaction zone in a diffusion flame does not
necessarily establish the maximumspace-heat-release rate possible in a
high-speed combustor, for no account is taken of the space required to
bring reactants into and products out of the flame. In one study (ref.
18), the combustion efficiency_ and thus the maximumspaceheat-release
rate, of turbojet combustors was related to the inlet-air conditions by
meansof a chemical kinetic treatment. It was assumedthat a second-
order reaction controlled the rate of conversion of air and fuel entering
the combustor. The point of figure 5 is, however, (1) that there is a
fundamental volume required just for a flame that cannot be exceeded in
the combustor, (2) that this volume is larger at reduced pressures, and
(5) that it is more and more difficult to provide for this volume as
higher velocities are imposedon turbojet combustors as, for example, is
noted by the dashed line in figure 5.

A second reason for maximizing combustion space is that, if appre-
ciable quantities of fuel are allowed to impinge on the combustor liner
walls and flow downthe walls out of the combustion zone, combustion in-
efficiency will result (ref. 19).

A third reason for trying to maximize the combustion space is that
combustion reactions are quenchedby the cold walls and by cold-air jets.
Basic research has shownthe relation between quenching distance and
pressure_ as s}own in figure 6 for rectangular slots, tubes, and flat
plates (refs. 20 and 21). The quenching distance is simply the slot
width, tube diameter, or distance between flat plates that will not prop-
agate the flame. All of the points fall on the samecurve after a correc-
tion is madefor the different geometry. Quenching distances increase
as pressures are decreased. These data indicate that certain spaces are
unavailable for flame propagation because of wall quenching. And further_ it
maybe surmised that quenching losses will be obtained in the region of
any cold-air inlet hole in the combustion zone. Quenching studies thus
indicate that a large-diameter combustor, or a combustor having as much
volume-to-surface ratio in the combustion zone as possible, is desirable.
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Application of Basic Considerations to Turbojet Combustor

In the foregoing section it was made evident that in order to obtain

high combustion efficiencies in a high-speed combustion system, it would

be necessary to achieve three things: (1) preparation of mixtures that

fall within a narrow range of composition near stoichiometric, C2) suffi-

cient time and temperature in order to bring the incoming charge to igni-

tion or flame conditions, and (3) adequate time and space or volume for

the turbulently burning mixture to burn completely (see also ref. 22).

Mixture compositions. - Localized fuel-air ratios that are at or near

stoichiometric in the zone of combustion for all combinations of engine
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speed and altitude are customarily achieved in the main combustor of the

turbojet by means of a liner or can in the combustion chamber that di-

vides the air and permits only part of it to be admitted to the zone where

it will burn with the fuel. The rest of the air is admitted farther

downstream and serves to dilute the burned gases and bring them to the

temperatures required by the turbine. It is evident, then3 that the man-

ner in which the air and fuel are admitted to the upstream end of the

combustor where flame will exist is exceedingly important.

First, consider air admission. In early work on turbojet combustor

design it was learned that for good altitude performance, the first 20

or 25 percent of the combustion air to be admitted to the combustor liner

should be added gradually in as much of the liner length as is reasonably

possible. Although this design criterion is based on research on many

configurations, both can-type and annular, _he point Is quickly reviewed

in figure 7, which shows the hole distribution along the wall of two

turbojet combustors and the efficiencies for each at four different oper-

ating conditions. It is seen that configuration 0 outperforms N. This

gradual admission of the so-called primary air ensures that at any fuel

flow the combustor will have a favorable mixture in the low-velocity end

of the com0ustor. Becaus_ thls design criterion is !n so much of the

literature (e.g., refs. 25 to 26), it will not be reviewed further here.

One further thing that ought to be noted is that the fraction of air

passing through the openings in a liner wall is not necessarily directly

proportional to the fraction of total open-hole area at the station in

question. The over-all combustor pressure drop, the ratio of liner cross

section to housing cross section, and the combustor temperature rise all

influence air distribution. However, calculations of air distribution

can be made as figure 8 illustrates. The plot shows the fraction of total

air passing through a combustor liner at a given station Wa,x/Wa,tota 1

as a function of the fraction of total liner-hole area achieved between

the upstream end of the combustor and that station Ax/Atota 1. The effect

of increasing the ratio of liner diameter to housing diameter d/D is to

decrease the fraction of air passing through a station. For diameter

ratios of approximately 0.78, which would be typical of those in present

use, the kind of air distribution that might be expected for the inlet

conditions indicated on the figure is shown by the solid line, as con-

trasted with the dashed line, which indicates the distribution of air that

would occur if air distribution were directly proportional to the fraction

of total open-hole area.

Next, consider fuel admission. If it is important to admit the air

gradually in the upstream end of a combustor, it may be expected to be

equally important to match the distribution of fuel to the admission of

air. Essentially, both alr admission and fuel admission must be tailored

together to achieve correct mixtures in the upstream end of a combustor.
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There have been a number of investigations that establish this principle
(refs. 27 to 31); one of these is briefly reviewed here. In figure 9,
three different methods of introducing vapor (ref. 28), which was propane

in this case, and three different methods of introducing liquid fuel

(ref. 29), JP-3, to the same tubular turbojet combustor are indicated.

With the liquid fuel, the best performance was obtained when the fuel was

distributed axially from holes in a tube placed to match the fuel with

the air, but almost equally good performance was obtained when the fuel

was sprayed directly into the combustion zone and the short distances

between the many, many droplets were relied on to achieve mixing by mol-

ecular and eddy diffusion processes. The poorest combustion efficiency

with liquid fuel occurred when the JP-3 was flowed uniformly across the

upstream end; in this case low combustion efficiency probably resulted

because the upstream end was overenriched with liquid fuel. It is seen

that the combustion efficiency with the vapor fuel was less affected by

an increase in altitude. This indicates the importance of eliminating

the atomization and vaporization steps, which must be completed in a very

short time in the primary zone. It is further noted, however, that even

with the vapor fuel, appropriate mixing of the fuel and air must occur,

and that, because the air currents spread vapor so much more rapidly than

they do liquid, best efficiencies result from distributing the vapor and

the poorest efficiencies from a high-velocity axially directed jet of

vapor.

The important points of figures 7, 8, and 9 are that it is necessary

to control the fuel-air ratio and the quality of the mixture in the com-

bustion zone, and that methods of achieving this control have been demon-
strated.

Flame stabilization. - The next obvious point to discuss after correct

mixtures have been provided for the turbojet combustor is the problem of

obtaining flame stabilization. The manner in which flame stabilization is

conventionally achieved in the turbojet combustor is by means of recir-

culation of the burning gases into the fresh charge that is entering the

combustor. This recirculation can be provided by the dome of the liner (or

can) that has just been discussed, by swirl vanes, and by impinging air

Jets, or by combinations of these. Many investigators have used differ-

ent kinds of tracing techniques, such as probes or particle traces, in

order to reveal the air-flow patterns in combustors (refs. 32 to 35).

Typical air-flow patterns are shown in figure lO, wherein a high-speed

picture was taken of balsa dust flowing through a transparent combustor

(ref. 36). The tracing below the photograph shows several regions of

recirculation caused both by the obstruction of the upstream end of the

combustor in the general stream and by the impingement of the several

large air jets entering the combustor. The strong reverse flow down the
center of the combustor is noted. The same kind of recirculation for

flame stabilization is observed behind a V_gutter, as noted in figure ll

(ref. 37). In the afterburner it is not necessary to separate only a

CO

O
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fraction of the entering gas for combustion, as nearly all of this gas

will burn with fuel. Consequently, a bluff object, like a V-gutter,

serves for flame stabilization in the afterburner.

O
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A simple mechanism has been described by a number of investigators,

including Longwell (ref. 38), DeZubay (ref. 39), and Williams (ref. 40),

for flame stabilization behind a bluff object. In this theory, illustrated

in figure 12, it is assumed that heat is liberated behind a V-gutter

and that this heat, which comes from chemical reaction, kindles fresh

charge flowing in behind the gutter. The rate of heat liberation behind

the gutter will depend on the size of the shielded zone, or will be pro-

portional to the dimension N. The rate of heat extraction, that is,

the amount of heat given over to heating fresh charge, will be propor-

tional to the rate of inflow of fresh charge, which, in turn, is propor-

tional to the velocity past the bluff objec%. If the inflow of fresh

charge is too great, the flame will be quenched and go out. However, if

the velocity past the gutter is low so that the rate of inflow of fresh

charge is low, then the reaction rate will provide heat at a greater rate

than is required to heat the inflowlng fresh charge; flame will persist.

Consequently, right at blow-out, the velocity past the gutter will be the

blow-out velocity and the rate of heat liberation from reaction will

exactly equal the rate of heat extraction to heat fresh charge. Conse-

quently, the velocity at blow-out VB0 divided by the dimension N will

be a constant for any combustible mixture, or as fuel-air ratio f is

varied_ VB0/N =_(f). In practice, VB0/N a =_(f) is found to generalize

the data more satisfactorily. This mechanism has been tested by numerous

investigators. One such test of the mechanism is shown in figure 13,

where flame-stability limits for city gas (ref. 40), which contains a

large fraction of carbon monoxide, are plotted as fuel-air ratio against

the generalizing parameter VBo/N a. The data points are for a variety

of shapes and sizes of flame-stabilizing objects, but the generalizing

parameter derived from the simple mechanism causes the data to fall in a

single curve. This theory of flame stabilization applies in principle

to both the turbojet combustor and the afterburner.

Flame propagation. - Considerations of basic fundamental facts about

combustion indicate that it is desir_ole to allow- as much space or volume

for the flame as reasonably possible in order to avoid wall quenching and

excessive fuel impingement. For example, the data on quenching distance

indicate that certain spaces are unavailable for flame propagation be-

cause of quenching by walls or by cold-air jets. If it be assumed that

a narrow annulus near the wall of a tubular combustor exists with a thick-

ness equal to one-half the quenching distance, that this annulus repre-

sents a space unavailable for combustion, and that fuel-air mixture in

this region will not burn, then the percentage of cross-sectional area

that remains available can be computed and plotted, as in figure 14. This

percentage of available area is plotted against volume-to-surface ratio
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for a cylinder for several pressures. The percentage of available area
increases as combustor radius increases, and the area increases as pres-
sure increases.

Of course, only wall quenching has been considered. Further quench-
ing losses maybe expected in the region of the cold-air inlet holes to
the liner. However, a review of research results on various turbojet
combustors indicates that the larger combustors produced higher combustion
efficiencies at severe operating conditions. This observation is shown
in figure 15, a plot of combustion efficiency against volume-to-surface
ratio as measuredat the upstream end of the combustor liner where the
fuel spray would normally impinge if air flow did not disturb it, that
is, in the combustion space. Each of the data points in figure 15 shows
the combustion efficiency obtained with a different turbojet combustor.
All the combustors were tested at operating conditions of equal severity
(refs. 41 and 42). It is interesting to note that the curves have the
samegeneral shape as those plotted from a consideration of the quenching
distance as shownin figure 14, although quantitative agreement does not
exist. Of course, one reason for the lack of quantitative agreement is
that only quenching at the wall is considered.

Another study of the effect of combustor size on combustion effi-
ciency is reviewed in figure 16 (ref. A_). Four combustor liners that
have the sameliner hole area, the samefuel nozzle, and the samelength
were run under identical operating conditions. These liners were as near
a scale study of diameter alone as might be expected by a simply empirical
approach. In addition to pointing out the fact that the combustion-
efficiency problem is less difficult in large combustors or on large
engines, these data indicate that, in any given combustor, the combustion
zone should be madeas large as possible. Of course, making the combus-
tion zone as large as possible must be done with a view to the total-
pressure loss that might be entailed, but this problem is discussed later.

I
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Application of Basic Considerations to Afterburner

The same principles that apply to the main combustor in the turbojet

engine apply to the afterburner as far as the problem of combustion effi-

ciency is concerned. That is, correct mixtures, adequate flame stabiliza-

tion 3 and time and space for complete combustion must be ensured.

For the preparation of correct mixtures, it is unnecessary to sep-

arate the air as is currently done in turbojet combustors, but it is still

quite necessary to match the fuel with it so that combustible mixtures

will arrive at the flame-stabilizing part of the combustor. Consequently,

the first thing to do in designing the efficient afterburner is to get the

air flow into the afterburner under control. There are three things to

which particular attention must be paid: (I) Flow separations off the
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center body of the engine or off the afterburner wall must be eliminated

by attention to aerodynamic design; (2) wild velocity distributions must

be eliminated, again by attention to aerodynamic design_ and (5) swirl of

the gases leaving the turbine should be eliminated, even if antiswirl vanes

behind the turbine may be required. It has been found that these dis-

tortions in air flow can distort the fuel-air ratios at the flame holder,

to the detriment of combustion efficiency. Once the air flow is smooth or

at least controlled to give a known velocity distribution that is not too

badly distorted or skewed, then it is possible to match the fuel distri-

bution to it (refs. 44 to 47).

Basic research has been done both at the NACAand at other labora-

tories (ref. 48) on the evaporation and spreading of fuels sprayed into

air streams. The kinds of result obtaine_ are illustrated in figure 17

(ref. 47). It is seen that a simple jet of isooctane fuel sprayed up-

stream into a warm air stream both spreads out and evaporates as it trav-

els downstream. However, even in l0 inches, it is noted that the fuel

is rather well concentrated toward the center of the duct. Information

like this, together with gas analyses across actual afterburners, was

particularly helpful in providing adequate mixture preparation in the

afterburner. For example, in fi_e ]_ _terb1_ner combustion efficien-

cy is plotted against exhaust-gas temperature for two different methods

of injecting fuel into the afterburners (ref. 49). In one instance, the

fuel is rather well concentrated in the center part of the engine_ the

efficiency is low, and a maximum exhaust-gas temperature of only 2000 ° F

is obtained. For higher efficiencies, and particularly for higher exhaust-

gas temperatures, distributing the fuel more uniformly across the duct

was beneficial. Of course, the extent to which fuel is distributed in the

gas stream depends on the extent to which the air is consumed, or in other

words, uniform distribution of fuel and air is desired when nearly stoich-

iometric combustion is desired; whereas_ for lower temperature rise,

stratification of the fuel stream would be desired to ensure the arrival

of correct compositions at the flame stabilizers (ref. 50).

The V-baffles in an afterburner provide the flame stabilization pre-

viously discussed. Research on a wide variety of bluff objects, all with

the same blocked area and the same size of bluff end, revealed that com-

_"___ __ ..... is not ......_ong]y de_endent_ on flame-stabilizer shape

(ref. 51). V-gutters are used conveniently.

With respect to afterburner combustion volume, the afterburner diam-

eter is generally made as large as possible consistent with the envelope

of the engine, in order to reduce the velocity in the afterburner com-

patibly with good combustion efficiency. The length of the afterburner

has been determined in systematic research to be preferably 55 to 60 in-

ches at afterburner velocities of 500 feet per second and subatmospheric

pressures with the kind of fuel injection and flame stabilization dis-

cussed here (ref. 52 and recent unpublished data).



An experimental afterburner that has been under investigation at the
NACALewis laboratory in a blower duct instead of behind an engine (ref.
51) is illustrated in figure 19. Attention to the aerodynamic shape pro-
vides smoothair flow, and the fuel is distrlbuteduniformly in the air
stream from 24 bars spraying radially outward from holes along their
length. However, distance is allowed for further spreading and evapora-
tion of the fuel. Flame stabilization is with baffles, and 85 inches of
combustor length is provided. The performance of this particular after-
burner at the rather low pressure of 5 pounds per square inch absolute
is shownin figure 20 for 400 and for 628 feet per second. The 400 foot-
per-second data show improved performance over the reference afterburner,
which is one of the better afterburners presently provided behind a cur-
rent production engine. Also the temperatures of 3300° F have been
reached at this pressure and velocity. AlsQ, this afterburner has been
run at 5 pounds per square inch absolute and 625 feet per second with the
efficiencies shown. Research is needed to raise these combustion effi-
ciensies. At 0.5 atmospheres, this experimental afterburner has run to
5500 F and at 628 feet per secondwith efficiencies on the order of 85
percent.

!
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OUTLET TEMPERATURE PROFILE

In the previous paper, the important matter of controlling the ad-

mission of dilution air to achieve a desired temperature profile at the

combustor outlet or into the turbine was discussed.

In order to obtain desired combustor-outlet temperature profiles,

penetration and mixing of the dilution air is controlled by the manner in

which this air is admitted in the downstream end of the combustor. It

has been shown in data such as those of figure 21 (ref. 53) that large

slots with the long axis oriented in the line of the general stream

afford the best way to achieve maximum penetration of the cold-air Jet

with the minimum of velocity ratio of that jet to the stream, or with a

minimum of the pressure drop required to achieve penetration. The data

show that, at a given velocity ratio, the best penetration is obtained

with a longitudinal slot. In addition, when a number of slots are used,

the spacing between the slots and their size greatly affect their pene-

trations. For example, in figure 22 two outlet-temperature profiles are

shown for an annular combustor (ref. 41). The one for combustor A results

when a large number of slots spaced closely together on the inner wall of

the combustor are used. The slots push a heavy blanket of air in against

the hot burned gases that blow out of the combustor. The corresponding

profile shows quite cool gas for some distance in from the root of the

blade. Now, when the same total open area in the combustor wall is used

so that the over-all pressure drop will be the same, and when the slots

in the inner wall are spaced wider apart and made larger, a much greater

penetration of the cooling air is achieved and a much flatter temperature
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profile results. When the slots are spaced apart, the hot gases can flow

between them and the cool gases penetrate and diffuse sideways into the

hot gases. It has even been possible with some designs to use air jets

that are sufficiently large and well-spaced that cool air penetrates

across to the opposite side. In other words, cool gases have been ob-

tained at the root of a blade by using large, widely spaced air jets on

the outside wall of the combustor. One further item is that change6 to

the gas flow in the primary or burning zone also are important to the

resulting outlet-temperature profile. A great deal of empirical research

has been done to secure reasonable outlet-temperature profiles in exper-

imental combustors, and the preceding kind of information is available

(refs. 41, 54, and 58). However, there is still a great deal of artistry

connected with this subject.

COMBUSTOR TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSS

It was shown in the discussion of combustion efficiency that it is

desirable to make the combustion zone as large as possible. However,
figure 23 indicates what is entailed in this consideration. Pressure

drop, in terms of the fracLion of ....._u_± pressure at +_=_._co_,1_+n_____v_._]_t,......

is plotted as a function of the ratio of the liner diameter to the housing

diameter d/D for three different values of the liner open-hole area to

the cross-sectional area of the housing. The data are for the conditions

indicated and for a cylindrical liner in a cylindrical housing. As soon as

the combustor-liner diameter is increased much beyond about 82 percent,

appreciable pressure losses are incurred. Also, liner total open-hole

areas greatly in excess of the cross-sectional area of the housing do not

help pressure loss much. While it is desirable with respect to combustion

efficiency to increase the liner diameter, it is desirable with respect

to pressure loss to decrease it, at least as far as about 75 percent,

which would provide minimum pressure loss for the conditions of figure

25. The compromise made will, in at least some measure, depend on the

application desired. For example, a high-velocity combustor that did not

have to run at very low pressures would probably operate with the value

of this ratio down around 0.75; whereas a combustor in which high effi-

ciency at very low pressures is required might use a liner much larger.

Computations can be made for a variety of combustor situations.

RELIABILITY

Durab ility

Cracking and warping of turbojet combustor liners and transition

pieces are due to high surface temperatures, high temperature gradients,

and buffeting from high-speed air streams (refs. 32 and 56). The problem

in future engines is high temperature. For example, in a supersonic en-

gine, the air coming into a combustor may be hot enough to make it glow
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a dull red even without flame. With high-pressure-ratio engines, or at
very high flight speeds, higher pressures will exist in the engine than
are presently in general use. These higher pressures and velocities to-
gether spell higher convective heat transfer that will heat the walls.
On the other hand, if convective cooling is used both on the outside and
inside of liner walls, higher convective heat transfer for cooling also
results. The higher pressures, however, meanhigher radiation heat trans-
fer, for the luminous flames encountered at high pressures radiate many
more times than do the nonluminous flames encountered at the lower pres-
sure (ref. 57).

In the afterburner, temperatures as high as 3500° maybe required
for take-off and acceleration, and these temperatures leave only a little
over i0 percent of the gas entering the afterburner unburned and availa-
ble for cooling. Extensive cooling research has been initiated at the
NACALewis laboratory for the afterburner (refs. 58 to 61). This re-
search involves consideration of porous walls and ceramic linings.

!
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Afterburner Screech

The problem of destructive screech in afterburners has been de-

scribed in the preceding paper. Because of the severity of the screech

problem in developing high-efficiency, high-performance afterburners,
extensive research has been conducted on the mechanism and on a cure for

the problem. Special instrumentation was developed and measurements were

made of the amplitude and relative phasing of the pressure oscillations
at various locations within the combustion zone of several afterburners

that could be made to screech [refs. 62 and 63). lon gaps were used to

detect the presence of chemical reaction and its phasing with the pres-

sure oscillations. These measurements_ together with the measurements

of screech frequency, revealed a mechanism of afterburner screech. The

mechanism essentially is as follows: The acoustic oscillations giving
rise to screech are the result of a transverse mode of oscillation of the

gases in the combustor as heat is released in them. Pressure oscillations

are greatest near the wall of the combustor and are at a minimum near the

center of the duct, as indicated by pressure records obtained with spe-

cial instrumentation. The heat-release rate is greatest in those regions

where the pressure is highest. This phasing has been determined by means

of both pressure probes and ion gaps. The phasing of the heat-release

rate with the pressure results in a time-varying work cycle. The heat-

release rate, being in phase with the pressure, provides the energy nec-

essary to overcome such natural damping as exists in the duct and to drive

these acoustic oscillations to the high amplitude observed in screeching

combustors. This high amplitude is responsible for the mechanical
mischief.

One technique for alleviating screech would be to increase the damp-

ing of the acoustic oscillations. Since these pressure oscillations are
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greatest near the combustor wall, it would therefore be expected that

some sound-absorbing material in the vicinity of the combustor wall

would be quite effective in absorbing the energy from these oscillations

and thereby increasing the damping. In order to test this idea, an

acoustic damper comprising a perforated inner liner, as shown in figure

24, was installed in a full-scale afterburner behind an engine (ref. 63).

The results obtained are shown in figure 25. With no damper, the after-

burner screeched over the entire range of fuel-air ratio investigated at

the inlet conditions shown on the figure. The arrows at the end of the

shaded bar graph indicate that the operating limits of the afterburner

were not reached. When a 19-inch-long acoustic damper was installed in

the afterburner, the screech limits were narrowed, as shown in the fig-

ure, but still occupied an appreciable fraction of the fuel-air-ratio

range investigated. When a 29-inch-long damper was installed, no screech
was encountered over the entire range of fuel-air ratio investigated.

It may be concluded from this research that a mechanism for at least one

type of screech has been learned, and a cure both indicated and demon-

strated. One note of caution that should be made is that there may be

other kinds of afterburner screech encountered.

Carbon Deposits

With the higher temperatures, high pressures, and high fuel flows

involved in the future requirements for combustors, the problem of carbon

deposits becomes increasingly important. Research has shown that carbon

deposition is strongly influenced by the quality of the fuel. The higher

the boiling point and the lower the hydrogen-carbon ratio, then the

greater will be the carbon deposited from that fuel (ref. 64). If a

highly volatile fuel is sought in order to alleviate carbon as a problem,

then another very serious problem is encountered - evaporative loss of

the fuel from the tanks at high flight speeds, because the fuel tank will

warmup during high-speed flight (ref. 65). Perhaps the best way of

avoiding carbon is to design carefully so that liquid fuel does not hit

the combustor wall and accumulate in high-temperature parts of the wall.

Detailed attention to providing an air film in the inside of the combus-

tor wall can alleviate carbon deposits. The use of vapor fuel might also

eliminate or reduce the problem.

Smoke

The higher temperatures, high pressures, and higher fuel flows that

promote carbon deposition also promote carbon in the form of smoke (ref.

66). Smoke itself is not particularly harmful to the performance of the

turbojet engine_ however, it is undesirable to leave great tracks through

the sky. Basic research has shown that smoke originates primarily in

overrich regions in the burning zone of the combustor (refs. 67 to 69).
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This research has also shownthat it is possible to burn smokein rather
appreciable quantities by forcing it to pass through a flame front (ref.
70). Unfortunately, those things tried thus far in combustor design for
practical application of research principles, while eliminating smoke,
lowered combustion efficiency under the severe conditions of low pressure
and high velocity in the combustor. It is believed that combustion effi-
ciency should not be sacrificed in order to eliminate smoke.

Ignition

As noted earlier, the important feature for ignition is high igni-
tion energy. The reasons for this requirement are seen in figure 26.
Minimumignition energy at different pressures is shownfor ideal mixtures
of hydrocarbon and air, both quiescent (ref. 71) and flowing at 50 feet
per second past the ignition source (ref. 72). Minimumignition energy
for a turbojet combustor is also shownfor two velocities (ref. 73).
Attention should be directed to the strong influence of velocity on ig-
nition energy. It is to be surmised from references 71, 73, and 74 that,
in order to minimize the energy required to ignite a turbojet combustor,
the energy should be supplied at a region in the combustor where local
mixtures are much richer than stoichiometric and where local velocities
will be quite low. Barring success in locating the ignition source in
such a zone, the only thing that can be done is to provide high enough
energy to the system to provide for vaporizing part of the fuel and for
initiating a flame large enough to spread in the turbulent heterogeneous
mixture (refs. 73 and 75). Chemical ignitors that are spontaneously in-
flammable have been considered (ref. 76). High-speed motion pictures of
the ignition phenomenonhave corroborated these contentions. Ignition
energy requirements thus can be strongly influenced by combustor design,
ignitor location, and ignitor design; plugs with shields to cut downlocal
high velocities are beneficial. The energy is also influenced by fuel
volatility, with the more volatile fuels being more easily ignited, al-
though this influence is less than that of design.
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CONCLUSIONS

The problem of combustion efficiency was examined for both the main

combustor and for the afterburner of the turbojet engine; and it was in-

dicated that, by applying basic information about mixture preparation,

flame stabilization, and flame propagation, certain design principles

could be followed that would improve the combustion efficiency at low

pressure or at higher velocity for both the main combustor and the after-

burner. The design principles used to obtain the desired outlet-temper-

ature profile at low pressure drop in a turbojet combustor were reviewed,

as were the design principles for obtaining low pressure drop in the com-

bustor. Among the problems of combustor reliability, it was seen that
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additional research attention must be given to the problem of high tem-

perature on combustor walls and on transition-piece walls. The problem

of screech was treated_ at least one mechanism was examined_ and a cure
for this screech in an afterburner was both indicated and demonstrated.

Carbon and smoke were both examined as reliability problems, but no spe-

cific information, other than that the problems can be handled with de-

sign, was offered. Ignition can be made much more reliable by careful

attention to the design detail of where the ignitor source is located_

this location of the ignitor is more important than the fuel volatility.

The value of these research results will only be secured when all

the problems discussed are solved together, inasmuch as a number of de-

sign compromises must be made in the combustor when these various prob-

lems are considered. The task of integrating the ideas and knowledge

furnished by the research into completed experimental combustors con-

taining the required design compromises will be the subject of the next

paper.
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PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL TURBOJET COMBUSTORS

By Carl T. Norgren, E. V. nettle, and J. Howard Childs

INTRODUCTION

The preceding papers have indicated the current status and the fu-

ture requirements of turbojet combustors and have presented the results

of recent research on high-speed combustion which indicate design prin-

ciples required for obtaining high performance in turbojet combustors.

The object of this paper is to describe how these design principles have

been incorporated into experimental combustor configurations to obtain

high performance, to show the performance obtained with these experi-

mental combustors 3 and to compare this performance with that of a refer-

ence combustor which is typical of current production-model turbojet

combustors.

Five experimental combustors are described. Each of the combustors

.... _ _ p_o_,,_+ _? _ __h program in which various design

features were tailored to aehi&ve high performance. However, none of

the combustors necessarily represents an optimum configuration since the

investigations were performed for a limited number and range of design

var iab le s.

Both tubular and annular combustor configurations are discussed in

this paper. The experimental investigations were conducted using single

tubular combustors and one-quarter segments of the annular combustors in

direct-connect-duct apparatus. For most of the experimental combustors,

data are included to show the effect on combustion efficiency of varia-

tions in combustor-iulet pressure, temperature rise, velocity, and fuel-
air ratio. Data are also included to show the effect of combustor veloc-

ity on the total-pressure drop for most of the combustors. Calculated

values are included to show the combined effects of combustion efficiency

and combustor pressure drop on the specific fuel consumption of a turbo-

jet engine utilizing these combustors.

n

TEST CONDITIONS

Four of the experimental combustors were investigated experimentally

at the operating conditions shown iu the following table:
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Combustor- Combustor-
inlet inlet total
total temperature,
pressure, OF

Ib/sq in. abs

15 268
8 268
5 268

15 268
15 268

Combust or-
velocity, a

ft/sec

78
78
78

102
132

Combustor-
outlet
temperature_

OF

1448

1448

1448

1448

1448

aAs defined in the paper by Jonash, Childs, and 01son.

Except for the inlet temperature, these Qonditions simulate operation of

the combustors in a turbojet engine with a compressor pressure ratio of

5 at a Mach number of 0.6 and at altitudes of 61,000 to 84,000 feet. The

required inlet-air temperature of 568 ° F was not obtainable, because the

capacity of the inlet-air heaters was insufficient; a temperature at the
combustor inlet of 268 ° F was therefore maintained for most of the exper-

imental investigation. With one combustor, an inlet temperature of only

80 ° F could be obtained. Another of the combustors was investigated at

conditions typical of those encountered in supersonic flight of a turbo-

jet engine. These test conditions are indicated in the following table.

The conditions given for a combustor-inlet total pressure of 18.57 pounds

per squa_'e inch absolute correspond approximately to a flight Mach number

of 2.5 at an altitude of 80,000 feet.

Combustor-

inlet

total

pressure,

lb/sq in. abs

18.57

i0.00

50.00

18.57

18.57

18.57

Combustor-

inlet total

temperature,
OF

870

870

870

87O

870

870

Comb ust or -

velocity, a

ft/sec

204

165

165

125

165

204

Combustor-

outlet

temperature,
oF

1800

1800

1800

1800

1800

20OO

aAs defined in the paper by Jonash, Childs, and 01son.

The fuel used in all the experimental investigations was JP-4.

!
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GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

All the combustors had some features of design in common, yet each

had certain design features which were unique. The design features which

were common to all are outlined in the following paragraphs, while the

unique features are discussed in the subsequent section dealing with the

various combustor configurations.

O

Co
!

Large Combustion Space

In each of the experimental combustors, the upstream end of the com-

bustor liner was made as large as possible consistent with other design

features and the requirement of low combustor pressure losses. The

large size of the combustion space served to minimize the deleterious

wall quenching discussed in the preceding paper.

Gradual Admission of Primary Air

In each of the five experimental co_oustors, the primary air was

admitted gradually. As shown in the preceding paper, this technique of

air admission is required for achieving high combustion efficiency at

low-pressure conditions. The ratio of the hole area in the liner up-

stream of station x to the total area of the perforations is shown in

figure 1 as a function of the distance x along the length of the combus-

tor liner for each of the five combustors. Only l0 to 18 percent of the

liner open area is contained in the upstream 8 inches of the combustor

length of combustors A through D. Combustor E had a greater open area

in the upstream portion of the combustor liner; this contributed to a

low pressure-loss coefficient for the combustor, but as will subsequently

be shown, combustor E did not perform well at low pressures.

Longitudinal Slots for Secondary Air

Each of the experimental combustors had longitudinal slots near the

downstream end of the co_oustor liner for admission of the secondary air.

The preceding paper showed that these longitudinal slots provide best

penetration of the secondary air into the hot gas stream.

COMBUSTOR A

The tub_ar vaporizoring combustor (combustor A) is shown in fig-

ure 2. In order to provide control of fuel-air mixture composition in

the combustion space, the primary air was isolated from the secondary

air by means of a snout extending upstream from the combustion space•
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The area at the inlet of this snout was adjusted to determine the area
giving best performance; it was fixed at this optlmumvalue. The fuel
was delivered through a series of small tubes to the outer walls of the
combustor liner. This fuel flowed along the liner walls in a thin annu-
lar space between the liner and a sleeve which shielded the fuel from
most of the primary air. In this region the fuel received hea_ from the
hot liner and was thereby preheated and partly vaporized. The fuel and

the primary air flowed into the combustion space as a mixture through a

series of short tubes. The composition of the fuel-air mixture entering

through the short tubes is believed to be near stoichiometric and there-

fore would correspond to mixtures having high flame velocities and good

burning properties. An additional fuel injector delivered a small quan-

tity of liquid fuel directly into the combustion space. This fuel injec-

tor promoted good ignition characteristics and was operated continuously

since it served to improve flame stability. The short tubes which ad-

mitted the primary air and the fuel to the combustion space were so

oriented that the mixture was directed toward the upstream end of the

combustor. This served to increase the circulatory flow which the pre-

ceding papers have shown to be necessary for flame stabilization.

I
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Effect of Pressure

The effect of the combustor-inlet pressure on the combustion effi-

ciency of combustor A is indicated by the solid curve in figure 3. In-

cluded in the figure for comparison is a dashed curve showing the com-

bustion efficiency obtained with a reference combustor at the same test

conditions. This reference combustor is a typical current-production-

model turbojet combustor. As noted under TEST CONDITIONS, the combustor

operating conditions simulate operation of the combustor iu a turbojet

engine having a compressor pressure ratio of 5, flying at a Mach number of

0.6 over a range of altitudes. Comparison of the curves of figure 3 shows

that the combustion efficiency of the experimental combustor was approxi-

mately 8 percent above that of the reference combustor throughout the

range of pressures investigated.

Effect of Temperature Rise

The combustion efficiency of combustor A is shown for a range of

values of combustor temperature rise by the solid curve iu figure 4.

Again, a curve for the reference combustor is included for comparison.

The combustion efficiency of the reference combustor decreased markedly

at very low and very high values of temperature rise. The decreases in

efficiency were not as marked for the experimental combustor.

i
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Effect of Velocity

The combustion efficiencies and the combustor pressure losses for a

range of values of combustor velocity are indicated in figure 5. The

combustion efficiency and the pressure losses were higher for the exper-

imental combustor than for the reference com0ustor. Despite its higher

pressure losses, the combustion efficiency was sufficiently higher for

the experimental combustor to give a lower specific fuel consumption for

the experimental combustor. A comparison of the specific fuel consump-

tion of the experimental combustor with that for the reference combustor

is presented in figure 6 for a range of combustor velocities. The spe-

cific fuel consumption was computed to allow for combustion efficiencies

and pressure losses like those indicated in figure 5 and divided by the

specific fuel consumption which would be obtained with an ideal combus-

tor having zero pressure losses and 100 percent combustion efficiency.

At a velocity of 78 feet per second, which is typical of current design

practice, the specific fuel consumption of the reference combustor is

approximately 9 percent above that of the experimental combustor. At

this same velocity, the specific fuel consumption of the experimental

combustor is 15 percent above the ideal.

COMBUSTOR B

The tubular staged-fuel combustor (combustor B) is shown in figure V.

In addition to those design features previously indicated as being common

to all the experimental combustors, fuel staging was incorporated.

Approximately 70 percent of the fuel was injected by a single nozzle

located at the upstream end of the combustor liner. The remaining 50

percent of the fuel was Injected through eight nozzles evenly spaced about

the periphery of the combustor as shown in figure 7. The fraction of the

total fuel injected through the eight downstream nozzles increased with
increase in total flow rate.

Effect of Pressure

Figure 8 shows the combustion efficiency of combustor B for a rathe

of values of combustor pressure. The efficiency of the experimental com-

bustor was about 12 percent above that of the reference combustor at the

lowest pressures investigated•

Effect of Temperature Rise

Combustion efficiencies for combustor B are shown in figure 9 for a

range of values of combustor temperature rise. Perhaps the most important

feature of combustor B was the relatively high combustion efficiencies

obtained at high values of combustor temperature rise; this is believed

to result from the use of fuel staging.
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Effect of Velocity

Figure i0 showsthe combustion efficiencies and combustor pressure
losses of combustor B at various combustor velocities. The combustion
efficiency of the experimental combustor was above that of the reference
combustor; however, the pressure losses for the reference combustor were
below those for the experimental combustor. Figure ll comparesthe spe-
cific fuel consumption obtainable with these two combustors at various
combustor velocities. The high combustion efficiency of the experimental
combustor is sufficient to give a lower specific fuel consumption despite
its higher pressure losses.

!
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C OMBUSTOE C

The annular staged-fuel combustor (combustor C) is shown in figure

12. The same general design features were used in this combustor as

in combustor B. When combustor C was operated without fuel staging, all

the fuel was introduced at the upstream end of the liner. During opera-

tiou with fuel staging, approximately one-third of the fuel was injected

at the upstream end of the combustor by means of hollow-cone, pressure-

atomizing spray nozzles, and the remaining two-thirds of the fuel was

injected farther downstream by means of nozzles producing fan-type sprays

of liquid droplets. These fan-spray nozzles injected the fuel radially

into the combustion space from the outer wall and from the inner wall of

the combustor. For the complete combustor annulus_ 40 fuel nozzles were

used at the upstream end of the combustor and 24 fan-spray nozzles were

located at the downstream fuel-injection stations. Twelve of these fan-

spray nozzles were equally spaced around the outer wall and twelve were

equally spaced around the inner wall of the combustor liner•

The preceding papers indicated the importance of obtaining a large

volume-to-surface ratio in the combustion space. For given over-all com-

bustor dimensions, it is possible to obtain a larger volume-to-surface

ratio by using an annular combustor configuration than by using individual

tubular combustors. In addition, the combustor velocity is lower in an

annular than in a tubular configuration. These considerations would in-

dicate certain advantages in using the annular configuration rather than

the tubular configuration.

Effect of Fuel Staging

The combustion efficiencies obtained with combustor C with and with-

out fuel staging over a range of fuel-air ratios are shown in figure 13.

The combustor air-flow rate was typical of current desigu practice for the

low pressures investigated. The curves of figure 15 show that the combus-

tion efficiency was higher without fuel staging at all but the highest
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fuel-air ratios investigated. Similar data obtained with combustor C at

a higher air-flow rate are presented in figure 14. The air-flow rate was

increased above that indicated in figure 13 by approximately 70 percent.

At the higher air-flow rate, the combustion efficiency with fuel staging

was above that obtained with no staging throughout most of the fuel-alr

ratio range. Thus, these data indicate that fuel staging is beneficial

for obtaining high combustion efficiency at very high fuel-air ratios

and that fuel staging is particularly beneficial when operating at high

combustor velocity. Fuel staging provides the flexibility necessary to

obtain the proper fuel-air ratios in the combustion space over much wider

ranges of fuel flow.

m

COMBUST(_ D

The annular vaporizing combustor (combustor D) is shown in figure

15. The low fuel-flow rates required for high-altitude operation were

obtained by injecting preheated and partly vaporized fuel through every

other one of the injectors located at the upstream end of the combustor.

The higher fuel-flow rates required for low-altitude operation were obtained

by injecting additional liquid fuel through Lhe other injectors at the same

location. In the complete combustor annulus_ 20 vapor injectors and 20

liquid-fuel injectors were used. The fuel to be preheated was passed

through coils located upstream of the secondary-air slots; in flowing

through these coils_ the fuel was preheated and partly vaporized and was

then passed upstream to the vapor-fuel manifold. The vaporizer coils

served not only to vaporize fuel but also to cool the jet shields which

were located upstream of the secondary air jets. These jet shields

consisted of struts which were semicircular in cross section and which

extended radially from the inner to the outer wall of the annular combustor

liner. The jet shields served to prevent the blast of hot combustion gases

from hitting and bending the cold air jets. With the vaporizer coils

located as shown in figure 15_ the heat necessary to vaporize the fuel was

extracted from the combustion gases after the chemical reaction was

substantially complete; the quenching effect on the chemical reaction was

minimized by this design principle.

Effect of Pressure

The effect of pressure on the combustion efficiency of combustor D

is shown in figure 16. At pressures above 4 pounds per square inch abso-

lute, the combustion efficiency of the experimental combustor was sub-

stantially lO0 percent. At the lowest pressures at which the two combus-

tors could be compared, the efficiency of the experimental combustor was

approximately Z5 percent above that of the reference combustor.
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Effect of CombustorTemperature Rise

The combustion efficiency of combustor D for a range of values of
combustor temperature rise is shownin figure 17. Whereasthe combustion
efficiency of the reference combustor decreases at low and at high values
of temperature rise, the combustion efficiency of the experimental com-
bustor remained at approximately 100 percent throughout the range of tem-
perature rise investigated.

Effect of Velocity

The combustion efficiency and the pressure losses for combustor D
are shownin figure 18 for a range of combustor velocities. Perhaps the
most important feature of this experimental combustor is the very high
combustion efficiency obtained at high values of combustor velocity. Al-
though the reference combustor encountered blow-out at a velocity of
approximately 90 feet per second, the combustion efficiency of the ex-
perimental combustor remained near 100 percent to the highest velocities
investigated. Velocities up to 140 feet per second were investigated,
and thls velocity is approximately 80 percent above current design prac-
tice in turbojet combustors. The pressure losses for the experimental
combustor were also lower than those for the reference combustor at com-
parable values of combustor velocity. The combined effects of combustion
efficiency and pressure loss on the specific fuel consumption are indi-
cated in figure 19. This figure again emphasizes the superior performance
of the experimental combustor, particularly at conditions of high combus-
tor velocity.

!
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C OMBUSTOR E

The annular combustor (combustor E) which was especially designed

for operation at conditions encountered in supersonic turbojet flight is

shown in figure 20. Since the air flow per unit frontal area of the en-

gine is very high iu the turbojet for supersonic application, an annular

configuration was selected for this combustor in order to take advantage

of the lower combustor velocities which result in the annular configura-

tion. In addition, since the air-flow and fuel-flow rates required in

this combustor are quite high, provision was made for fuel staging be-

cause this technique was indicated to be particularly advantageous at

hlgh-flow conditions (figs. 15 and 14). When combustor E was operated

without fuel staging, all the fuel was injected through 36 nozzles (com-

plete annulus), at the upstream end of the combustor liner. During oper-

ation with fuel staging, two-thirds of the fuel was injected through 52

fan-spray injectors located farther downstream and arranged like those

previously described for combustor C.
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The preceding paper indicated that combustor pressure losses increase

as the square of combustor velocity. Combustor E, which was intended for

high-veloclty operation, was therefore designed with a somewhat smaller

combustion space and hence a lower pressure-loss coefficient than combus-

tors A to D. Making the combustion space smaller, however, adversely

affected the combustion efficiency particularly at low pressures. Since

the combustor pressure is above 1 atmosphere in the turbojet flying at

supersonic speeds, this combustor does not have to meet the requirement

of providing high efficiencies at very low pressures; this is fortunate

and makes possible a compromise in combustor design to obtain lower pres-

sure losses at the expense of combustion efficiency at low pressures.

Effect of Pressure

Figure 21 shows the effect of combustor-inlet total pressure on the

combustion efficiency of combustor E operating at a combustor velocity

of 165 feet per second. The combustion efficiency falls off markedly be-

low pressures of about 1V pounds per square inch absolute. The range of

combustor pressures encountered in high-altitude supersonic flight is in-

dicated in figure 21 to extend from 17 to 30 pounds per square inch abso-

lute. Fortunately, low combustor pressures are not encountered in the

range of operation intended for this combustor and its efficiency is.quite

high in the range of pressures of interest for supersonic flight applica-

tion. The marked lowering of efficiency at low pressures is partly the

result of making the upstream end of the combustor liner small in order

to obtain low pressure losses.

Effect of Velocity

The effect of combustor velocity on the combustion efficiency of

combustor E is indicated in figure 22. The solid curve shows the opera-

tion with no fuel staging at a combustor-outlet temperature of 1800 ° F.

The dashed curve is drawu through a single datum point obtained with fuel

staging at an outlet temperature of 2000 ° F. With fuel staging, a com-

bustion efficiency of approximately 98 percent was obtained at a combustor-

outlet temperature of 2000 ° F and a combustor velocity of 205 feet per

second. This combustor velocity represents the most severe condition ex-

pected in the high-altitude operation of the supersonic turbojet engine

discussed in the paper by Gabriel and Hall. The single datum point in-

cluded in figure 22 shows the efficiency of the reference combustor at

test conditions which were identical except for an inlet temperature
500 ° F below that indicated for combustor E. Because of this lower

combustor-inlet temperature, no true comparison of combustion efficiency

between the experimental combustor and the reference combustor is

possible.
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The effect of combustor velocity on the pressure losses attained

with combustor E is shown in figure 23. At the highest combustor veloc-

ity expected in high-altltude operation of the supersonic turbojet en-

gine, the combustor pressure loss amounts to approximately 15 percent of

the combustor-inlet total pressure. The preceding papers have indicated,

however, that a combustor pressure loss of this magnitude is permissible

at the supersonic flight conditions because the resultant effects on

thrust and specific fuel consumption are only slightly greater then those

encountered iu current turbojet engines. Again, a single datum point for

the reference combustor is included on figure 23 for purposes of compari-

son. The pressure losses for the reference combustor are above those for

the experimental combustor.
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Radial Temperatuze Profile

The average radial temperature profile at the outlet of combustor E

is indicated on figure 24. Each of the points on the figure represents

the arithmetic average of six circumferential temperature readings obtained

in the one-quarter segment which was iuvestlgated. A flat temperature

profile of the type shoe in the figure is believed to be desirable for

cooled turbines of the type which may be used in turbojet engines for

supersonic application.

C0NCLUSI 0NS

The three reports dealing with the combustion problem have treated,

in turn, the present and future requirements of turbojet combustion

systems, recent research that has been done or is still going on perti-

nent to these combustion systems, and the performance of several experi-

mental turbojet combustors intended to indicate the extent to which the

research that has been done can be applied. The conclusions here stated

take the form of a summary of the state of the combustion art as it has

been discussed in this paper together with the preceding two papers.

i. Turbojet combustion efficiencies are low at high altitude but re-

search has demonstrated several ways of keeping efficiencies above 95

percent at altitudes above 60,000 feet for combustor velocities of the

order of those in present use.

2. With regard to the problem of the high air flow that is so im-

portant to a high performance turbojet, a research combustor has at

least demonstrated that combustion efficiencies of 95 to 100percent can

be maintained at combustion velocities of 200 feet per second with a tem-

perature profile and a pressure drop that, at least for supersonic flight

conditions, are acceptable.
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3. A turbine-inlet temperature of over 2000 ° F could be used with

present turbine-cooling techniques and 2500 ° F will soon be possible. Re-

search toward providing higher temperatures at combustor outlets has demon-

strated principles of admitting air and fuel to the combustor which

result in high combustion efficiency at these high outlet temperatures.

All requirements of a good combustion chamber, particularly the liner

durability, have not been incorporated in one design at the present
time.

4. Recent research has materially improved the combustion efficiency

obtainable with afterburners; iu fact, efficiencies of 85 to 95 percent

can be achieved at combustor velocities of 400 to 500 feet per second and

at pressures down to 1/2 atmosphere at an outlet temperature of 3000 ° F.

Experimental units have demonstrated 3500 ° F at 625 feet per second. At

least one species of screech has been identified and a remedy has been

both indicated and demonstrated.

5. Facilities have only recently become available for studying the

effects of the high combustor-inlet pressures and temperatures encountered

in high-pressure-ratio engines or at very high flight speeds. Data

gathered at these conditions indicate that carbon deposits and liner life

are the big problems and future research must be directed at them.

6. Finally, there now appears to be enough research information to

start development of combustion systems for high performance turbojets

for supersonic flight.
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ALLOYS FOR USE AT INCREASED TEMPERATURES

By G. M. Ault

INTRODUCTION

The desire for higher combustion temperatures to permit greater

thrust per unit weight of the turbojet engine and thus more efficient

supersonic flight has been indicated in other papers of this conference•

A limit on temperature for many engine components is imposed by the mate-

rials. Current operating temperatures for a typical turbojet engine are

shown on figure 1. Under conditions of supersonic flight, all engine

components will increase in operating temperature. The parts before the

combustor will operate at increased temperatures under supersonic-flight

conditions because of increased rsm-air temperatures. Speeds approach-

ing Mach 3 will result in compressor-inlet temperatures greater than cur-

rent compressor-outlet temperatures, shown on figure 1 as 450 ° F; and

compressor-outlet temperatures may be of the order of ll00 ° F. The com-

bustor and parts downstream of the combustor will be operated at increased

temperatures, because the temperature of the entrance air will be much

greater and because higher combustor temperatures are used to obtain in-
creased thrust ratios.

The materials problem forward of the combustor will not be too severe 3
however, since a large number of high-temperature materials with

good strength up to 1200°-F are available. The major difficulties will

be encountered with those parts of the engine already having the highest

operating temperature or severest combination of stress and temperature.
Thus, attention is focused on the combustion-chamber liner and transition

piece, the turbine-inlet guide vanes, and the rotating turbine blades.

The combustor liner and transition piece may present a limitation on

temperature, but the development history of these parts indicates that

alloys of lower temperature limitations are gradually being used as a

combustion-chamber design is improved. Sheet materials other than those

currently in use will be required for increased temperatures; however,

materials are available that will permit substantial temperature increase.

The part that generally operates at the highest temperature is the turbine

inlet guide vane, but stresses other than therm&l stresses are moderate.

Probably the component that most limits gas temperatures because of a

severe combination of stress and temperature is the rotating turbine

blade• In the blade midspsn region, where failure is most likely to occur,

current operating temperatures are of the order of 1500 ° F with centri-

fugal stresses on the order of 13,000 to 22,000 pounds per square inch,

depending on engine design. In addition, the blades are subjected to

severe vibratory loads, and the combustion gases are, of course, severely

oxidizing. These current operating conditions require alloy properties

for the turbine blade equivalent to the best of the so-called "super
alloys" now comnercially available.
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It is'of interest to consider the status of the development of high-
temperature alloys that maybe suitable for turbine blades operating at
the higher combustion temperatures required for efficient supersonic
flight.

COMMERCIALHIGH-TEMPERATUREALLOYS

The strengths of several current commercial high-temperature alloys
are shownin figure 2. The data are presented on the basis of the stresses
that wlll result in failure by stress-rupture in lO0 hours at various
temperatures. The alloys represent three general classes, each of which
has been or is currently being used for turbine blades. The classes are
the nlckel-base wrought alloys, illustrated by Inconel 550, M-252, and
Nimonlc 90; the cobalt-base wrought alloys, illustrated by S-816 and
HS-25; and the cobalt-base cast alloys, illustrated by HS-36 and HS-31.
The current nickel-base wrought alloys have very good properties at 1500° F
(and below)j but the rupture strength decreases rapidly at increased tem-
peratures. The development of the nickel-base alloys has been stimulated
by the requirements for alloys of much less critical element content than
the cobalt-base types. This need is being fulfilled, and these alloys
maybe satisfactory up to 1600° F. The cobalt-base cast alloys are
superior at increased temperatures; and, at 1600° F and above wlth stresses
below 18,000 pounds per square inch, they will give an 80° or 90°
temperature advantage over wrought alloys of either nickel or cobalt
base. The allowable stresses at 1600° F are near the minimumthat might
be allowed for blade design, however. Muchmore is required in both
allowable temperature and stress.
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Developmental Alloys of Cobalt and Nickel Base

Alloys of cobalt and nickel base superior to those described In

figure 2 are being developed. For the wrought alloys, most recent

effort has been devoted toothe development of nlckel-base types, be-

cause alloys of less critical-materlal content than the cobalt types

are required. The result is that no improvement In the properties

of wrought cobalt-base types over those described in figure 2 has

been reported. Nickel-base wrought alloys having lO0-hour stress-

rupture properties equivalent to the cobalt-base cast alloys of

figure 2 at 1600 ° F have been reported (20,000 psi for lO0 hr at

1600 ° F). Considerable study is being continued on wrought nickel-

base alloys for improved properties at 1600 ° F.

In the published literaturei the outstanding developmental alloys

for possible application at 1600 _ F and above are cast. The best of

these developmental alloys (noncommercial at this time) are shown in
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figure 3. Those shown are of both cobalt base (HE-2949, HE-1049, and

?SJ) and nickel base (Guy alloy, ref. 1). (Alloys HE-2949 and HE-1049

are developments of the Haynes Stellite Co.) The alloys HS-56 and S-816

from figure 2 are included for comparison. The developmental alloys

have _trengths that represent appreciable gains in allowable stress and

temperature over the wrought blade alloy S-816 and the current cast

alloy HS-36 for most of the temperature range. As the temperature

approaches 1800 ° F, the alloys tend to become equivalent in strength. As

indicated by both figures 2 and 3, the alloys having the better stress-

rupture strengths at increased temperatures are cast alloys.

Cast Alloys

In a general way, it might be said that higher-use temperatures are

achieved by adding more of the alloy strengtheners that will give better

rupture strength but will also reduce ductility. The reduced ductility

or increased brittleness, plus the increased strength at elevated tem-

peratures tends to made these alloys impossible to fabricate by present

fn_gi_g a_d rolling techniques, so they must be cast. Also, the micro-

structure of the cast and wrought alloys are inherently different; and,

for these cobalt- and nickel-base alloys, better rupture strengths at

very high temperatures appear to associated with this cast structure.

It may be expected that the cobalt- and nickel-base alloys that have

the best rupture strengths at temperatures above 1600 ° F will be cast.

Up to the present time, wrought alloys have been used most widely

for jet-engine blades. In fact, there has been a strong tendency to

avoid the use of cast blade alloys_ based on these premises: (1) Their

fatigue properties are low; and (2) The scatter in properties of cast blades

is very large, and premature failure of one or two blades on a turbine

wheel may occur that cannot be prevented by isolation of poor blades

through normal inspection techniques.

Engine Evaluation of Cast Alloys

For some time, turbine blades of cast .and wrought alloys have been

investigated in full-scale engines at the NACA Lewis laboratory. Figure

4 shows the blade life of several wrought and cast alloys evaluated at

full-power conditions at current temperatures in a turbojet engine. The

scatter of blade lives for the particular samples is indicated by the

length of the bar. Individual blade failures are indicated by the points

above the bars. From these data, it is apparent that the scatter in

engine life of the cast alloys has been somewhat greater than for the

wrought alloys; however, a tendency for a few premature failures has

not been generally found with the cast alloys; rather, the first failures

are soon followed by subsequent failures in a normal manner. Regardless
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of scatter, it is interesting that the best blade life achieved has been
with a cast alloy (indicated by alloy I). It has also been apparent
that fatigue failures are more co,non with cast blades than with wrought,
and fatigue has been the most important factor in failure of cast blades.
The cast alloy (I) that ran best did not showevidence of fatigue failure.

Low Ductility of Developmental Alloys

As was mentioned earlier, the alloys that were shownto have good
rupture strengths at increased temperatures also have low ductility.
Figure 5 illustrates this observation. The ductility, as indicated by
elongation in a room-temperature tensile test, generally decreases with
increasing allowable operating temperature (measuredas the temperature
for rupture in i00 hr at 22,000 psi). To date, manyalloys have been
developed as a compromisebetween good strength at elevated temperature
and good ductility at room temperature. From figure 5, it is apparent
that it maybe necessary to learn how to use materials of low room-
temperature ductility if strength at very high temperatures is to be
achieved. The first problem to be solved as a result of low ductility
is the fastening of the blade to the disk. The standard fir-tree design
of fastening is very strong and quite satisfactory for a ductile alloy
but may not be satisfactory for the brittle alloys because of the
severe stress-concentration effects of sharp radii. This problem has
been encountered with the extremely brittle cermet materials, and fas-
tenings considerably superior to the _ir-tree design when applied to
brittle materials have been developed. These are described in the
paper on cermets. If required, designs similar to the types developed
for cermets maybe used for the brittle alloys.

A secondvery important problem, usually implied in low ductility,
is low impact strength. The more brittle alloys would be expected to
have a muchgreater tendency toward damageby impact from solid par-
ticles in the gas stream, and failure of one blade may cause muchmore
damageto the remaining blades on a wheel than has been experienced with
the more ductile alloys in current use. Additional problems usually
associated with low ductility are sensitivity to notches under conditions
of fatigue and stress-rupture and difficulty in handling and fabrication.
More experience is required in the application of these high-strength,
low-ductility materials to engines so that a better understanding of
the problems and their solutions can be achieved.

REFRACTORYALLOYS

It is apparent that newly developed cast alloys of cobalt and nickel
base have rupture properties substantially better than the currently
used blade alloys. Even better rupture properties are found for alloys
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of chromium or molybdenum base.. Figure 6 shows the strength of the best

molybdenum- and chromium-base alloys compared with several outstanding

cobalt-base alloys. On the basis of rupture strength, alloys of molyb-

denum base have strengths equivalent to the cobalt-base wrought alloy

at 500 ° F higher temperature and strengths equivalent to the best cobalt-

base cast alloy at 250 ° F higher temperature. The strengths of chromium-

base alloys are between the best cobalt alloy and the best molybdenum-

base alloy.

In the case of chromium-base alloys, the better strength alloys have

base compositions of about 60-percent chromium, 15-percent iron, and 25-

percent molybdenum (ref. 2). The best alloys reported to data have about

2-percent titanium added to this base composition and are cast, usually

in vacuum. They have satisfactory oxidation resistance but are extreme-

ly brittle, with no ductility at room temperature and negligible impact

strength even at high temperatures. On the basis of limited impact data,

they are poorer than cermets. Current studies are centered around im-

proving the ductility of these alloys and the development of compositions

having somewhat less strength but more ductility. Alloys of chromium-

nickel-tungsten demonstrate measureable ductility at room temperature, but

lO0-hour strengths of only 45,000 to 50,000 pounds per square inch at

1500 U F. (ref. 3). Chromium-base alloys are being studied in several

laboratories primarily for the purpose of improving ductility. As in

the case of the highest-strength cobalt- and nickel-base alloys_ it would

appear necessary that studies be directed toward possible applications of

more brittle materials than have been successfully applied to date.

The data shown in figure 6 for molybdenum-base alloys represent the

best strengths obtained in alloys developed by Climax Molybdenum Co.

under a research project sponsored by the Office of Naval Research.

These alloys have been developed primarily during the last three years.

The best molybdenum-base alloys at this time are made by melting in

vacuum or neutral-gas atmosphere followed by extrusion or working by

other methods. The alloys have maximum strength in the worked condition

and lose considerable strength when recrystallized. Molybdenum alloys

are malleable and have been forged into experimental blades, but they

present ductility problmes, primarily in bending. In the tensile test,

however, some molybdenum alloys have demonstrated reduction of areas

equivalent to current blade alloys at room temperature. Reference 4

reports room-temperature elongations of 30 percent for stress-relieved

molybdenum alloys that had been severely worked down to a bar-stock

diameter of 5/8. (If worked less, the elongations_were 2 to 4 percent._

These alloys showed rupture strengths as high as 37,000 pounds per square

inch for lO0 hours at 1800 ° F. Alloys of somewhat higher rupture

strength had elongations of the order of 2 to 3 percent. Elongation

increases rapidly with temperature, however; and at 1200 ° F, these latter

alloys showed elongations in excess of l0 percent in the tensile test.

Tt is indicated that the best combination of ductility and high-

temperature strength might be achieved with molybdenum-bas_ alloys.



The primary problem in the application of molybdenumalloys is their
extremely poor oxidation resistance. Many types of coatings and alloy
additions to prevent oxidation have been attempted, but none has been
completely satisfactory. For most alloys, other than molybdenum-base,
the addition of chromium generally provides the necessary resistance to
oxidation. Whenadded to molybdenum,chramiumappreciably reduces the
rate of oxidation, but the oxidation resistance is still completely un-
satisfactory. Most of the coatings that have been applied have had one
or both of the following difficulties: They are brittle and have very
low impact strength; or, Whenlarge numbers of a part such as a turbine
blade have to be coated, the coating cannot be guaranteed to be perfect
on all pi_es. The oxidation of molybdenumis so rapid that a small pin
hole, resulting from an imperfect coating or from impact of small particles
in the gas stream, can be expected to result in the loss of a blade in a
few minutes under engine operating conditions. The consensus of current
opinion is that a coating for molybdenumfor a part subjected to impact
(such as a turbine blade) must be ductile, as maybe expected with dif-
fused metallic coatings as contrasted to ceramic or vitreous coatings.
The protection of molybdenumpresents one of the most difficult coating
problems ever encountered, particularly where the molybdenumpart is sub-
Jected to direct impingement of high-velocity hot oxidizing gases carry-
ing solid particles that may impact and erode the surfaces. The develop-
ment of satisfactory strength is well ahead of the coating development,
but considerable effort is being expended on the coating problem at this
time.
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MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BLADE TEMPERATURES

For turbine blades, the primary stresses are determined by centri-

fugal force and are, therefore, a function of the density of the alloy.

For this application, it is necessary to consider the relative strengths

of alloys when corrected for density. Figure 7 plots the strengths for

rupture in lO0 hours at various temperatures corrected to a density of

8.59, the density of a currently used blade alloy S-816. This improves

the position of lower-density alloys such as the nickel-base cast alloy

and the chromium-base alloy, but the advantage of the molybdenum alloys

is lessened because of their high density. The 20-percent increase in

density also means heavier blading and greater engine weight and 20-

percent increase in loading on the disk. In addition, the thermal con-

ductivity of molybdenum is appreciably higher than that of currently

used alloys; thus higher disk rim temperatures result. The combination

of higher stress and higher temperature at the rim impose additional

problems of disk design and may require disk cooling.

Also shown in figure 7 are lines indicating the centrifugal-stress

levels in the blades of two typical current production turbines. One

(engine A) is a high-stress engine, and the other (engine B) is a



low-stress engine. For the highly stressed blade, tamperatures of
around 1700° F are possible through the application of the best cobalt-
and nlckel-base alloys, while nearly 19S0o F is possible with molybdenum-
base alloys. At least an additional 100° F is possible if the stress
levels of the low-stress engine prevail. Consideration of the 150° to
200° F difference between blade temperature and gas temperature indicates
that use of molybdenum-basealloys would permlt a gas temperature of
about 2250° F.
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CRITICAL-MATERIALS PROBLEM

The relative criticalness of these alloys can be indicated by com-

paring them qualitatively on the basis of critical index. Figure 8 out-

lines the chemical compositions of several of these alloys and their crit-

ical indicies. The alloy index was calculated from an index for the

elements proposed in reference 5. The alloys are tabulated in order of

increasing allowable operating temperature for stress-rupture failure in

i00 hours at 22,000 pounds per square inch.

Inspection of the table indicates that there is not a definite

trend of increasing index with increasing allowable operating tempera-

ture. The nickel-base alloys have a very low index, and these alloys

should certainly be used to their limit. From the critical-element

standpoint, they warrant considerable investigation.

The cobalt-base alloys as a group have similar indices, unless

columbium is added (as is the case for S-816). For chromlum-base alloys,

two indices are shown, depending on whether ferrochromium or pure

chromium is used in melting the alloys. Pure chromium is often used

in an attempt to avoid embrittling effects that may be due to minor

amounts of impurities. Through further development, it may be possible

to develop ductility in these alloys even when using ferrochromium.

If ferrochromium could be used, availability would be substantially

improved. In the case of pure chromium, the limitation on supply is

not the lack of ore, but the lack of p#oduction capacity to convert the

ore to pure chromium. If necessary, this facility could perhaps be

expanded. The avail_oiiity would then approach t_ of _..... _'_

The molybdenum-base alloys have an index slightly lower than that

of the cobalt-base alloys and about 2 to 4 times that of the nickel-

base alloys, which suggests that their usage would be limited in a

manner similar to that for the cobalt-base alloys. It is gratifying,

however, that the alloys having possible application at higher tempera-

tures do not have greater problems of supply than the cobalt alloys.

As suggested previously, comparison of alloys on the basis of in-

dex is qualitative and only partially satisfactory. Such numbers do



not reflect the entire problem, which is_ at best 3 very complex. If
usedj they should be revised constantly to reflect continuing changes
in supply and demand. It is cow,nonknowledge that 3 if full war-time
mobilization were necessary, the required number of engines could not
be built if all engines were to have turbine blades of cobalt-base alloys.
From thls knowledge and the fact that molybdenumand cobalt alloy indices
are similar, It is indicated that all engines could not use blades of
molybdenum-basealloys either. The exclusive use of chromium-basealloys
using ferrochromium but containing 25-percent molybdenummay even be
marginal. Satisfactory production of high-temperature engines might
be achieved by using as muchof each critical element as possible
rather than concentrating on a particular alloy type. Nickel- and
cobalt-base alloys should be used to their limit, and chromium- and
molybdenum-basealloys should be applied in those engines that demand
the highest temperatures because of the intended mission.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

When alloys are considered for turbines operating at increased

temperatures, the following are indicated:

1. Although greatly improved wrought alloys of nickel base are

being developed, the cobalt- and nickel-base alloys that have the

best properties at increased temperatures are cast. At the blade-

stress developed in a highly stressed current production engine,

the best of these have satisfactory 100-hour stress-rupture proper-

ties up to 1700 ° F. The fact that the very best cast cobalt- and

nickel-base alloys have appreciably lower ductility than presently

used alloys presents problems of notch sensitivity in fastenings and

difficulty in handling and fabrication and usually implies low im-

pact strength.

2. Chromium-base alloys are being studied, and the best of

these exhibit stress-rupture strengths considerably superior to the

cobalt- or nickel-base types - satisfactory lO0-hour stress-rupture
strengths up to 1850 ° F. These alloys are presently so brittle that

their use is probably prohibited unless current and future research

can improve ductility somewhat.

3. Truly outstanding stress-rupture properties are being aeveloped

in alloys of molybdenum base. These have satisfactory lO0-hour stress-

rupture strengths for operating temperatures up to 1950 ° F. Although

the high density and high conductivity present problems of dlsk design,

the most serious problem in application Is the extremely poor oxidation

resistance of these alloys. Satisfactory coatings must be developed.

4. Because of the very limited supply of pure chromium cobalt and

molybdenum, it is believed that no one alloy using these elements as a



base can meet full mobilization schedules. Nickel-base alloys or
ferrochromium-base alloys perhaps could. Production of hlgher-temperatureenglnes on a schedule_ approaching the requirements of full mobilization
can best be achieved by using progressively each of the alloy classes up
to its limitations. It is at least gratifying that none of the alloys
for use at increased temperatures presents a more serious problem of
raw-material supply than the current cobalt-base alloys.
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APPLICABILITY OF CERMETS FOR USE AS TURBINE BLADES

By G. C. Deutsch, A. J. N_yer, and W. C. Morgan
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Cermets, combinations of metals and ceramics, were the result of

an effort to provide a material of superior high-temperature strength

and adequate thermal-shock resistance which could be used for jet-engine

turbine blades to be operated at increased temperatures. Thus far only

a few combinations of metals and ceramics have been studied, and the

results of these studies are promising.

The variation in lO0-hour stressorup_ure strength with temperature

for several cermets is given in figure 1. Several alloys have been

included in this figure for comparison purposes. The cermets shown are

representative of two categories: The first consists of the titanium

carbide plus nickel-molybdenum and the titanium carbide plus nickel-

molybdenum-aluminum, which are representative of materials that are well

along in development (meaning that their properties have been fairly

well defined and techniques for the production of intricate shapes have

been developed). The second class of cermets, represented by the titan-

ium carbide-titanium diboride plus cobalt-silicon and the alumina plus

chromium, consists of materials which are not so far along in their

development but which serve to indicate the future strength potentialities
of this class of materials.

The alloys shown on this figure also represent different stages of

alloy development. The S-816 is highly developed and is currently the

most widely used blade alloy. One of the newer alloys currently being

developed with the highest strength is HE-2949; the molybdenum alloy is

very promising but is hampered by a very severe oxidation problem. The

cermets compare very favorably. For example, if an application requir-

ing the material to withstand a stress of 20,000 pounds per square inch

for lO0 hours is assumed, the maximum temperature at which S-816 could

withstand this comb __uation of stress and temperature is about 1550 ° F.

The best current cermet, on the other hand, could, on the basis of strength,
support this load for the required time at about 1850 ° F or 500 ° F higher

in temperature, while some of the future cermets show promise of being

able to withstand these conditions at much higher temperatures. The

development alloy HE-2949 comes much nearer to the cermets in strength

but is still inferior. Molybdenum alloys exceed the cermets in strength

but 3 as mentioned previously, the utilization of this material is ham-

pered by a severe oxidation problem.

Since the material application with which this paper is concerned

is that of turbine blades where the load is centrifugal and is propor-

tional to the material density, the comparison of materials should be

|
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made on a strength-to-weight basis. Such a comparison 3 again based on

lO0 hours of life of alloys and cermets, is shown in figure 2. The axes

in this figure are the same as those of the previous one except that

the strengths have been adjusted on the basis of density. The base line

for this adjustment is the density of the alloy S-816. Also on this

figure is the range of stresses which the blades of two current Jet

engines are required to withstand. In the case of the engine in which

the blades are highly stressed 3 the best current cermet would enable

the temperature to be raised by about 300 ° F over the current tempera-

ture and about lO0 ° F over that indicated for one of the better alloys

under development. The comparison is quite similar in the case of an

engine in which the blades are subjected to a low stress. In this case_

the cermet offers the possibility of increasing the operating temperatures
from about 1650 ° to 1800 ° F or about 250 ° F.

In this comparison# because of density considerations 3 it can be

seen that the future cermets show promise of having strengths equivalent

to or superior to that of the molybdenum alloys.

Unfortunately, the strength of cermets is not the entire story and

several problems must be solved before these materials can be widely

utilized. Perhaps the most difficult problem associated with the use

of this material is its brittleness or lack of ductility. A lack of

uniformity in strength properties of bodies Judged sound by any of the

existing inspection techniques is a second current problem. An adequate

nondestructive test technique for these new materials is an essential

need.

One effect of the brittleness of cermets is their sensitivity to

stress concentrations caused by notches and by minor mismatching due to

machining tolerances and their susceptibility to damage from thermal

or mechanical shocks. Of these, the one most amenable to study and

improvement is the sensitivity to stress concentrations.

I

PRELIMINARY ROOT _ESIGN

It appeared quite likely that the conventional flr-tree type of

root with its small radii and many lands among which the load had to be

uniformly distributed was not optimum for cermets, and consequently a

design study to yield root forms suitable for use with brittle materials

was undertaken. More than 20 different root forms were investigated

using plastic models. Figure 5 shows the most promising root configura-

tions. For comparison purposes the conventional fir-tree type root used

with alloy blades is included in the figure. The experimental roots

have large radii to minimize stress concentrations and the load is

carried by only one or two lands with large shear areas. The roots

having shaded portions utilized a ductile retaining pin and it was hoped
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that these pins would deform and provide some of the ductility lacking
in the cermet. The roots which did not utilize a ductile retaining pin
were separated from the wheel by a nickel-plated copper screen. This

screen was intended to compensate for the small amounts of mismatching
between the blade root and the wheel due to machining tolerances.

(D
|

PRELIMINARy ENGINE TESTS

The J55 turbojet engine was chosen for use in evaluating these

designs. This engine applies a very high stress to the blades 3 and it

was thought that if the blades performed satisfactorily in this engine,
they would probably be satisfactory for most current engines. To min-
imize the cost of the evaluations# only a few experimental blades were

run in a wheel at one time. In most cases, the number of cermet blades

was either four or six 3 with the remaining positions containing conven-

tional alloy blades. Because of this and in order to obtain satisfactory
lives from other components in the engine, the tests were run at cur-
rent engine temperature.

The materials chosen for engine tests were titanium carbide com-

positions and were produced by cold press and sinter methods by the

Kennametal Company. Two compositions were principally used# one con-

taining 50 percent by weight nickel and the other, 25 percent nickel
and 5 percent molybdenum. Figure 4 is a photograph of the actual
blades used in this study.

In general 3 the program of initial engine operation for a set of

blades consisted of incremental increases in speed from idle to full

rated speed. With this cycle it takes about 50 minutes to bring the
engine to full rated speed. During subsequent starts with the same

blades, the engine was slowly accelerated to rated speed, a procedure
that required about lO minutes. To date there have been 20 runs. A

summary of the preliminary operational data is shown in the first four
lines of table I.

As a base line for comparison purposes, blades having the fir-tree

rootswere run. The best run lasted 4 hours, of which 5 hours were at

rated speed; and as the design studies predicted, the failure occurred
across the top serration of the root.

With the four-pin type root, the operating life at rated speed was

increased to 20 hours. The single-land interlock and dovetail roots

enabled the improvement of operational time to about 70 hours 3 but the
blades were still failing in the root. Figure 5 shows a typical frac-

ture. The smooth texture of the right half of the fracture surface

indicates that bending stress was present and if the airfoil profile is

superimposed on this fracture surface, the bending appears to originate
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at a point below which the largest mass of the blade was located. This

suggested that the load distribution in the root was unfavorable and that

the blade should be redesigned to eliminate this condition. This was

done in the two designs shown in figure 6.

ROOT REDESIGN

In redesigning the blades, the dovetail root form was used. The

first redesign of the root involved three changes: First the root was

skewed 14.4°j thus minimizing bending moments associated with the over-

hang of the airfoil; second 3 the airfoil was translated with respect to

the root to bring the center of gravity of the airfoil in line with the

center of the root; and third 3 the radius in the root was enlarged. The

root radius was changed to a value indicated to be an improvement by more

recent design studies.

The final blade shown in the figure carries this process of minim-

izing the bending stresses in the root one step further by havin_ the

root curve to follow the contour of the airfoil. It should be emphasized

that these changes do not alter the number of blades the wheel can hold

or the interrelation of the airfoils.

ADDITIONAL ENGINE TESTS

Wheels partiall_ bladed with cermets. - The operating data for the
skewed dovetail blades is shown in table I. Using the same cermet com-

position as was used in the earlier tests 3 the first run lasted for

1SA.8 hours 3 of which 129.5 were at rated speed. At this time_ the

nozzle diaphragm failed (fig. 7) and a fragment damaged the blades.

The failed blades are shown in figure 8. A repeat of this run using a

composition with higher stress-.rupture properties lasted 242 hours at

rated engine speed. This test w_s discontinued_ but the blades did not

fail.

The first test with the curved root blades is now in progress and

thus far the blades have operated for 90 hours without failure. These

runs to date indicate that reasonable blade lives can be attained with

cermet blades under conditions of slow acceleration and deceleration.

To find out how the blades would behave under the mechanical and ther-

mal shock conditions present during rapid changes in speed3 runs in

which the engine was operated for 15 minutes at take-off speed followed

by 5 minutes at idle with rapid acceleration and deceleration between

these conditions were tried.

In the first run the blades operated for 50 hours at take-off speed

as a proof test after which cyclic operation was attempted. Two of the
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blades on one side of the wheel failed in the root during the fourteenth

cycle.

It was felt that while the displacement and skewing of the airfoil

were desirable under all operating conditions, the shallow angle of the

enlarged blade root radius might have a progressive wedging action and

prove to be detrimental if the operating plan involved frequent changes

in speed.

To check thi_ hypothesis, a run was made in which two of the blades

having the large radius were run on one side of the wheel while blades

having small radii Were run on the opposite side. All four of these

blades were of the skewed design. Both the large and small radius blades

were able to survive 108 cycles of test_ at which time one of the large

radius blades failed in the root. Thus, while there is an indication

that the small-radius root is superior under cyclic operating conditions,

both were able to sustain a considerable number of changes in speed.

Wheels completel_bladed with cermets. - The encouraging results

of steady-state and cyclic operation suggested that wheels containing

only cermet turbine blades ........be _u. _o .... _ ....... _ _

The first wheel contained blades having the large radius_ skewed dove-

tail roots. The run lasted for i hour and SO minutes_ at which time

one blade failed in the root and dmnaged the remaining blades. The

appearance of the failure suggested that the blade may have been
defective.

The second run utilized blades having the same type of root except

that the radius was reduced to the value which proved to be superior

in the cyclic engine runs. This run lasted for 12 hours at full rated

speed, which is encouraging in view of the limited experience with

wheels fully bladed with cermet blades.

o

INSPECTION PROB_

One problem that must be solved before cermets can be considered

practical is tb_t of inspection. Conventional nondestructive methods

such as radiographic and penetrant-oil methods are being used_ and

while these do eliminate some defective blades_ some very early fail-

ures are still being encountered. Several sonic and magnetic methods

are being studied and are promising but as yet have not produced concrete

results. Methods involving determinations of the strength of the blade

have been attempted but do not appear to be the complete answer to the

inspection problem. For example_ in selecting blades for the full-wheel

evaluations 3 a group of 156 blades was proof tested by running them in

an engine for i hour at rated engine speed. This test 3 which indicated

that the blades were able to sustain the required stress_ resulted in
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the elimination of only two blades. Yet the operating experience with
full wheels indicates that someof the blades which survived this test
will fail after only a relatively short additional period of operation.
In another test 46 blades were run at continuously increasing speeds
until failure occurred. The poorest blade in this group survived 185
percent of rated stress. Yet other blades from the samegroup whenrun
in the engine at rated speed failed after only a short period of oper-
ation. In addition to better methods of inspection 3 improved methods
of production are required. Blades having greater dimensional and
physical uniformity are essential to the widespread acceptance of this
type of material.

!
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IMPACT DAMAGE

Perhaps the biggest problem confronting cermets today is their

susceptibility to damage by impact. Figure 8 shows the damage result-

i_ to the turbine blades when a fragment from nozzle diaphragm passed

through the turbine. It can be noted that the tips of all four cermet

blades were damaged. The alloy blades 3 on the other hand 3 were ranch

better able to withstand the impact and were not so severely damaged.

However, some of the newer alloys which are being considered for higher

temperature operation have impact strengths similar to those of cermets,

and were these present in the turbine wheel, the damage to the alloy

blades would have been ranch more extensive.

CONCLUDING RR_4AREB

Cermets are a promising material for raising the operating temper-

atures of turbine blades by direct material substitution. As in the

case of any new material, design procedures and handling experience

must be acquired before full utilization can be achieved. The studies

to date have shown that the use of more generous radii to minimize stress

concentrations, the improvement in the uniformity of load distribution

on the lands of the root, and the relocation of the airfoil to minimize

the bending stresses in the root have resulted in substantial improve-

ments in operating llfe. Physical data indicate that the successful
use of these materials would enable at least a 300 ° F increase and

possibly greater increases in operating temperature; however, improved

inspection procedures and methods to minimize impact damage are required.
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY

BLADES IN
OF OPERATION OF CERMET TURBINE

J33 TURBOJET ENGINE

TYPE ROOT NUMBER LONGEST RUN, TIME REMARKS
OF RUNS AT RATED SPEED, HR

FIR TREE 4 :3

4-PIN
INTERLOCK
_rv3VETAIL
SKEWED DOVETAIL

SKEWED DOVETAIL

I
9
2

¢=t

el

b4

21
68
59
129

242

FAILED ACROSS TOP
SERRATION

FAILED IN ROOT
FAILED IN ROOT
FAILED IN ROOT
NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM

FAILED- DAMAGED
BLADES

RUN DISCONTINUED-
BLADES DID NOT
FAIL

COMPLETED 108
CYCLES - LARGE
R BLADE FAILED
IN ROOT

ODIFFERENT COMPOSITIONS USED.

bENGINE OPERATED ON 15 MINUTE CYCLE
ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION.

INVOLVING VERY RAPID
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Figure i

COMPARISON OF I00 HOUR STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTHS
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CERMET BLADE ROOT DESIGN 

STANDARD FI R TREE DOVETAIL 
EXPERIMENTAL CERMET ROOTS 

USING SCREEN CUSHION 

INTERLOCK 4-PIN 

EXPERIMENTAL CERMET ROOTS USING 
DUCTILE RETAINING PINS 

Figure 3 

CERMET BLADES HAVING 
VARIOUS ROOT CONTOURS 

4-PIN INTERLOCK DOVETAIL FIR TREE 
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AIRFOIL PROFILE SUPERIMPOSED ON CERMET 

BLADE ROOT FAILURE SURFACE 

Figure 5 

REDESIGN OF CERMET BLADES 
BY RELOCATION OF ROOT WITH RESPECT TO AIRFOIL 

,-LEADING EWE 

?OOT CURVED 

TO AIRFOIL 
ro CONFORM 

Figure 6 
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FAILURE OF NOZZLE ~ P H R A G M  
SHROUD BAND AFTER 129 

HOURS OF OPERATION 

Figure 7 

DAMAGE TO ALLOY AND CERMET BLADES 
RESULTING FROM FOREIGN 

PARTICLE PASSING THROUGH TURBINE 

Flgure 8 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SEVERAL METHODS OF REDUCING

THE WEIGHT OF COMEtESSORAND TURBINE ROTORS OF

TURBOJETENGINES

By Richard H. Kemp, Marvin H. Hirschberg, and Merland L. Moseson

INTRODUCTION

Since high thrust per unit engine weight is a requirement for

supersonic flight, it is of prime importance to attempt to reduce the

structural weight of the engine as much as possible. In particular,

certain modifications of the rotating components offer considerable

gains in over-all weight savings because the weight of the supporting

structure is dependent to a large extent on the weight of the rotating

components. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss two such modi-

fications. One is the substitution of plastics for the aluminum and

steel components of axlal-flow compressors and the second is the reduc-

tion in the weight of the turbine wheel through the use of sheet-metal

blades and redesigned disks.

UTILIZATION OF PLASTICS IN COMPRESSORS

Plastics have been under consideration for application as axlal-flow

compressor blades, disks, and casing materials. Their use as blades,

for example, would not only reduce the weight of the blading but would

also reduce the weight of the disks required to carry the blades. From

a vibration damping standpoint, plastics are promising because of their

low density and high internal friction (see fig. 1). On the left side

of the figure the aerodynamic damping is plotted as a function of the

material density for various compressor blade materials. When a blade

vibrates freely in an air stream, the air removes energy from the blade,

thus decreasing the vibrational energy of the blade. This removal of

energy is known as aerodynamic damping. The higher the aerodynamic

damping, the less is the tendency for such excitations as rotating stall

to induce destructive vibrations. In figure 1 it is seen that the

plastic has an aerodynamic damping of 20.8 percent, which is considerably

higher than that of the other applicable materials and is 4.5 times that

of 403 stainless steel.

On the right side of figure i is a comparison of the internal or

material damping of the same materials, plastic, aluminum, titanium, and

403 stainless steel. For some materials, the internal damping depends

on the stress level; this is the case with the plastic considered, a

laminated Fiberglas impregnated with a phenolic resin. For example, an
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internal damping of 9 percent occurs at a vibratory stress level of
±5000 poundsper square inch and 20.4 percent damping occurs when the
vibratory stress level is at the endurance limit of ±25,000 pounds per
square inch. For comparison, the material damping for 403 stainless
steel is 1.3 percent at +--5000pounds per square inch and 3 percent at
the endurance limit of ±50,000 pounds per square inch. The high material
damping of the plastic is particularly advantageous when the aerodynamic
damping cannot be relied upon; this can occur in stall flutter.

Although the dampingand strength characteristics of the plastic
blades appear favorable, certain unknownssuch as fastening methods,
erosion, and impact by foreign objects mayaffect engine life. In
order to gain insight into unforeseen problems, the third stage of a
J47 compressor was replaced with plastic blades supplied by Thompson
Aircraft Products Co. The blades were fabricated from Fiberglas
impregnated with a phenolic resin and were fastened in a die-cast
aluminumbase in the compressor rotor. The engine was operated at
full power for over lO0 hours without any failures of the plastic
blades.

O

LIGHT-WEIGHT TURBINE WHEELS

In the case of the turbine wheel, the use of lighter blades can

effect considerable savings in the total weight. Instead of using a

substitute material of lower density, however, it is possible to reduce

the blade weight by utilizing sheet-metal construction methods. The

order ofmagnitude of the weight savings possible is illustrated in

figure 2. The total wheel weight (disk plus blades but without shaft)

is plotted on the ordinate as a function of individual blade weight for

various arbitrary design stress levels in the center of the disk. For

simplicity, the disks were assumed to be parallel-sided; for more

efficient use of the disk material, taper would, of course, be incorpo-

rated. Two blade weights (including the base) were considered. The one at

approximately 0.6 pound represents a conventional solid turbine blade

and the one at 0.3 pound represents a hollow sheet_metal blade of

comparable aerodynamic design. For example, for an arbitrary stress

level in the center of the disk of 70,000 pounds per square inch, the

wheel weight could be reduced from 228 pounds to llO pounds by replacing

the solid blade with the sheet-metal blade.

SHEET-METAL TURBINE BLADES

Since the use of sheet-metal blades poses a number of problems of

design, fabrication, and operation, a study was initiated to learn more

about this type of blading. Figure _ illustrates the method of approach.
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The two sides of the airfoils were formed independently in soft

metal dies and were then welded together along the leading and trailing

edges. In the welding process, the two sides were held in a Jlg and

small tack welds were made. The airfoil was then removed from the jig

and the welding completed; a helium-shlelded electrode and filler rod

of the parent metal were used. While the welding was being done, an

inert gas was passed through the hollow portion of the airfoil, which

substantially improved the quality of the weld by preventing undue oxl-

datlon from the inside.

Caps were formed to flt the open tip ends of the airfoils and were

welded in place; a helium-shlelded electrode and filler rod of the parent

metal were again used. The tip caps were felt to be necessary to stiffen

the tlp region of the blade and reduce the vibrational stresses. The

caps were fabricated from the same material as used in the airfoil sides.

To facilitate testing the sheet-metal blades in the turbojet engine,

bases were formed by removing the solid airfoil portion from the standard
turbine blade. The various sheet-metal airfoils were then attached to

the standard bases and operated in the engine. Two methods of attachment

were investigated. The first of these was welding as shown on the left

slde of figure 5. A stub (1/8 to 1/4 In. high) of the original airfoil

was retained on the blade-base platform and machlned to permit the sheet

metal airfoil to sllp over it. This stub then functioned as a position°

Ing device. Welding was accomplished with a hellum-shlelded electrode

and filler rod of the parent sheet metal after a preliminary tacking

operation In a Jlg. The second method of attachment investigated was

brazing, as shown on the right side of figure 5. The brazing process

was tested, however, only on L-605 airfoils. The Joint was made between

the sides of the stub on the base platform and the inner wall of the air-

foil. No attempt was made to obtain a Joint between the top of the plat-

form and the end of the airfoil. The entire load of the airfoil was thus

transmitted by shear to the blade base.

Three methods of brazing were investigated: hydrogen atmosphere

brazing, vacuum brazing, and salt-bath brazing. In each case, the alr-

foll was positioned on the stub of the base and tack-welded to hold It

in place. Nicrobraze material was then applied and the blades were

heated to approximately 2150 ° F in the different mediums.

Three hlgh-temperature alloys were selected from which to fabricate

test blades. These were N-155, Inconel X, and L-605 and were chosen

principally on the basis of availability and hlgh-temperature physical

properties of the sheet material. Airfoils were fabricated from 0.020-

inch and O.050-inch sheet N-158, and from O.050-1nch sheet L-605. Of

the Inconel X material, airfoils were fabricated from 0.050 and 0.040-

Inch sheet and also from special taper-rolled sheet_0.040 inch thick at

the base of the blade and varying linearly to 0.020 inch thick at the

tip. Particular attention _as paid to the rolling direction to utilize

the best properties of the sheet.
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ENGINEOPERATIONOF SHEET-METAL BLADES

After attachment of the sheet-metal airfoils to the modified bases,

they were installed in a conventional turbine wheel. Testing of the

blades was accomplished by operation of the engine continuously at

military take-off conditions until failure occurred. The turbojet used

was the J47-25; the set conditions were an engine speed of 7950 rpm

and a tail-plpe temperature of 1260 ° F.

A summary of the test results on the various sheet-metal blades is

given in table I. The O.020-1nch N-155 blades failed very early from

cracking of the sheet metal in the vicinity of the tip. Since it was

felt that these blades were too weak from a vibration standpoint, the

wall thickness of the next blades tested was increased to 0.030 inch.

Early failures again occurred but were located in the weld at the base.

Examination of the welds showed gross defects to which the premature

failures could be attributed. All the Inconel X blades which failed

were likewise found to have faulty welds at the base; the time to failure

wm_ of the order of 1 hour. Two of the Inconel X blades were not operated

to failure, but were also found to have imperfect welds.

Operation of the L-605 sheet-metal blades was considerably more

encouraging. It was found that the quality of the welds obtainable was

sul_vrior to those for the N-155 or Inconel X blades. The thickness of
the L-605 sheet used was 0.030 inch. Four methods of attachment were

attempted: welding, dry-hydrogen brazing, vacuum brazing, and salt-bath

brazing. Table I shows the engine operating times obtained and indicates

that, with reasonable control of the attachment processes, lives of at

least 30 hours could be expected at military take-off conditions. Five

blades which were salt-bath brazed to 1/8-1nch stubs were operated for

29 hours and 48 minutes at military take-off conditions without damage

occurring to any of the blades. One of these blades is shown in figure 4

after operation. The test was terminated because of unrelated engine

operating difficulties.

o
_j
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INTEGRAL AZEROOT DESIGN

The integral brazed root design.was completed first and is shown in

figure 6. The two disks were parallel-sided N-155 rolled plates, 5/16

inch thick. Five holes were located near the center for spacers and bolts

which attach the wheel to the shaft hub. The blade bases were Nicrobrazed

to the disks in a dry-hydrogen-atmosphere furnace at 2150 ° F. The air-

foils (O.030-in. L-605) were then brazed to the 1/8-inch stubs on the

bases in a second pass through the furnace. The ends of the blades were

ground to a specified diameter and the tip caps were welded in place.

One of the principal design problems w_s the support for holding the

wheel in the furnace at 2150 ° F. It was necessary to provide a surface
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approximately the same diameter as the wheel which would remain flat and

not warp or buckle. Tests of various fabricated structures indicated

that they would not support the wheel without sagging or warping. The

solution to the problem was found in tests of small silicon carbide

grlndingwheels heated to 2180 ° F. The wheels dld not distort or crack

if the heating cycle was carried out in the normal manner. A 40-inch

silicon carbide wheel was obtained and encased in a thin envelope of

Inconel to prevent contamination of the hydrogen atmosphere. A bleed-

off tube was run from the envelope to the outside of the furnace to

permit the expanding gases to escape on heating. Machined rings were

placed on the grinding wheel and the turbine wheel was supported on

these rings.

The completed wheel was operated in a J47-25 engine for approxl-

mately 1/2 hour with about 2 minutes of the tlme at military take-off

conditions. Excessive growth of the wheel occurred, permitting the

blades to rub on the shroud band and causing failure of one of the blades.

Upon examination, it was found that the disks had flowed plastically,

particularly around the bolt holes and it was determined that the failure

was associated with the brazing operation as illustrated in figure 7.

On the ordinate is plotted the ratio of the dlsk operating stresses to

the yield strength of the material. The smaller thls ratio, the greater

is the safety factor. The disk radius Is plotted on the abscissa.

According to published information on the strength of N-155, the design

stresses were computed and are shown in the lower curve of figure 7,

indicating a substantial margin of safety. However, the yield strength

was markedly reduced by the brazing operation and the operating stresses

became very close to the yield stress, as shown by the upper curve. The

stress concentrations associated with the bolt holes caused the stresses

to exceed the yield point and hence accounted for the growth of the wheel.

Bullt-Up Brazed Root Design

The second complete wheel to be fabricated was the bullt-up brazed

root design as shown in figure 8. The problem of reduction of the disk

yield strength by the hlgh brazing temperature was solved by cutting out

the center of the N-155 disks and welding in SAE 4150 as shown in figure

8. By thls means, the yield strength in the center of the dlsk was

substantially increased over that available wlth N-155. Rated speed was

attained in the operation of the wheel in the J47 engine with no plastic

flow occurring in the disks. However, cracks developed in several of

the blades and one blade was lost. The test was then terminated to

permit repair of the wheel.

Serrated Root Design

The third complete wheel to be fabricated was the serrated root

design as shown in figure 9. Again a composite disk was used with SAE 4340
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in the center welded to a rim of Timken 16-25-6 alloy. In the engine
operation of this wheel, rated speed was achieved and held for 15
minutes. Again no plastic flow of the disks occurred, but excessive
bowing of the platform of the base resulted as shownin figure i0.
This distortion could probably be eliminated by stiffening the platform
in one of several methods. A stub on the top of the platform could be
integrally cast with the base, and then the airfoil could be brazed
instead of welded to the stub. A second method would be to cast an
integral webbeneath the platform.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Several methods of increasing the thrust per unit engine weight by
reducing the weight of the rotating componentshave been illustrated.
It was shownthat conventional compressor blading can be replaced with
light-weight plastic blades and that the weight of the disks required
to carry the blades can thereby be reduced. The possibilities for the
reduction of the turbine-wheel weight were demonstrated through the use
of hollow sheet-metal blades and complete wheels operated in a J47
engine. The light-weight wheels represented a weight reduction of
approximately 40 percent in comparison with the standard wheel. In
addition to the manyproblems of design and fabrication of the components
which were considered, other factors such as vibration of the thin disks,
creep, gyroscopic loadings, and warpage must all be investigated. Also,
cooling systems will be required if less strategic materials are to be
used or if turbine-inlet temperatures are to be raised.
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DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL COMPRESSOR BLADE
MATERIALS
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SHEET METAL BLADE AFTER APPROXIMATELY 
30 HOURS OPERATION 
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RAZED TO BLADE 

(a) INTEGRAL BRAZED ROOT (b) BUILT UP BRAZED ROOT 

I 

WELDED 
TO BLAD 

\ 

(c) SERRATED ROOT 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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SERRATED ROOT DESIGN 
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Figure 9 

AFTER OPERATION AT RATED ENGINE SPEED 
BLADE WITH SERRATED-ROOT DESIGN 
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NACA RESEARCH ON LUBRICANTS AND BEARING MATERIALS

FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE TURBINE ENGINES

By R. L. Johnson and E. E. Bisson
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SUMMARY

Studies are reported which have been aimed at increasing the maxi-

mum temperatures for lubrication systems of turbojet engines for high-

speed flight. Separate studies of lubricants, bearing materials, and

improved lubrication methods have been in progress.

Available and new synthetic lubricants are satisfactory for engines

now being developed, but their use in future engines may not be satis-

factory with bearing temperatures of-750 ° F or higher. For the extremely

high bearing temperatures (750 ° and 1000 ° F), possible lubricants may in-

clude future synthetic liquids, solids (e.g., MoS2), or gases (e.g., air).

of high-temperature rolling contact bearings. Nickel alloys, nodular

iron, and powdered metal compacts containing solid lubricants may be

useful as cage materials for the high-temperature (750 ° and 1000 ° F)

bearings.

Bearing designs that provide ac easy flow path for the lubricant are

promising for high speeds and possibly for high temperatures. Considerable

research is required both on new lubricants of all types for high temper-

atures and on the fatigue properties of potential high-temperature (750 ° )

and 1000 ° F) bearing materials.

|

INTRODUCTION

Turbine engines for high flight speeds will operate at extreme tem-

perature conditions (refs. 1 to Z). High ambient temperature as well as

high heat load (for both bearings and lubricants) will be characteristic

of these engines; the high temperatures and high heat loads are a direct

result of high ram temperatures_ high compressor-discharge temperatures,

and high turbine-inlet temperatures. For example, Drabek in reference

2 shows that at approximately 50,000 feet altitude, a Mach number of 2.0,
an NACA standard day, ram temperature of 250 ° _ and with compressor

pressure ratios of 5 and 15 the compressor-discharge temperatures would be

680 ° F and i060 ° F, respectively. The bearings are normally cooled by

the lubricant which is_ in turn, cooled by fuel; a problem is therefore

imposed because of the l_mited heat-absorbing capacity available from

the fuel. This limiting of available heat-absorbing capacity is a
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result of (i) the increased fuel temperatures (as ambient temperatures
and heat load increase), (2) the fact that the fuel is used to cool other
airplane componentssuch as hydraulic fluids and aircraft skin surfaces,
(3) loss of heat sink as a result of fuel consumption,

and (A) the markedly reduced fuel flow without
appreciable decrease in heat load at high altitudes when only the fuel
flow to the engine is used for cooling. The cumulative effect of the

increased ambient temperatures, increased heat lo_ads, and reduced heat-

absorbing capacity of the fuel would increase bearing and lubricant tem-

peratures. Thus, unless the complexity, weight, and cost of a refriger-

ation system for lubricant cooling can be tolerated, there is a definite

requirement for bearings and lubricants capable of operation at elevated

temperatures.

The discussions of references i to 3 and consideration of extreme

flight speeds indicate that there are four general temperature ranges of

interest, as shown in table I. The tabulation shows that for current and

development @ngines (temperature ranges 1 and 2), maximum bulk lubricant

temperatures are 200 ° and 300 ° F, maximum bearing operating temperatures

are 350 ° and 500 ° F, and maximum bearing "soak-back" temperatures are

500 ° and 700 ° F. (The "soak-back" temperatures are the temperatures

attained by the bearings after the engine is shut down and coolant flow

ceases while heat continues to flow into the bearings from hot parts of

the rotor, such as the turbine wheel, and from other high-temperature

surroundings.) In future engines (for transonic and supersonic flight and

particularly in engines for guided missiles), design ob2ectives include

maximum bearing operating temperatures of 750 ° and i000 _ F (temperature

ranges 3 and 4, table I).

It should be noted that the problems with respect to a "short-time

engine" (such as an expendable engine for a guided missile) may be con-

siderably different from the problems for a "long-time engine" (such as

sn engine designed for long life in aircraft applications).

NACA studies of lubrication and wear problems for high-speed engines

have been aimed at increasing the maximum temperatures at which effective

operation of lubrication systems and bearings can be obtained. This

research involves separate studies of lubricants, bearing materials and

designs, and improved lubrication methods.
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LUBRICANTS

As a consequence of the relatively low temperature levels of most

current engine operation (temperature range i), petroleum lubricants meet-

ing the MIL-O-6081A specification for grades i010 and 1005 (i0 and 5

centistokes viscosity at i00 ° F, respectively) are generally satisfactory.

In temperature ranges 2, 3, and 4, however, where temperatures are
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appreciably highex, the petroleum lubricants do not have the required

combination of properties (among others, low viscosity at -65 ° F for

adequate "pumpability" and low volatility at high temperatures for low

oil consumption). As a consequence, synthetic lubricants and other lub-

ricant types are necessary.

One of the very difficult problems with liquids is that of maintain-

ing low volatility at high temperature while meeting the "pumpability"

requirement for low viscosity at -65 ° F since for any one class of lub-

ricant3 low viscosity is generally accompanied by high volatility.

At temperatures above those at which liquid lubricants are practical3

other lubricant types such as the solids or gases must be investigated.

Q

Liquids

As indicated in references 1 and 3 and elsewhere, liquid lubricants

for use in aircraft turbine engines must meet the following important
requirements:

(1) Adequate low-temperature pumpabillty to permit engine starting

at -65 ° F (the present military specification MIL-L-7808 calls for a

maximum viscosity at -65 ° F of 13,000 centistokes)

(2) Low volatility and adequate resistance to foaming to prevent

excessive oil consumption (lubricants having evaporation rates which

are in general no greater than l0 percent that of grade 1010 petroleum
oil at 400 v F are desirable)

(5) High-temperature stability with regard to oxidation and decom-

position (the lubricant must also be noncorrosive to the various metals

of the engine)

(47 Adequate load-carrying capacity to effectively lubricate bear-

ings and gears (a load capacity equivalent to that of a lubricant with

the viscosity of grade 1010 (lO centistokes at lO0 ° F) has generally

been considered m_rginal in present production turbojet engines; hence,

a load capacity equivalent to those of lubricants with the viscosity of

grade 1065 (approximately 100 centisokes at lO0 ° F) or grade llO0

(approximately 270 centistokes at lO0 ° F) is more to be desired

Other properties, such as toxicity and effect on sealing materials

and paints, are also important. Properties of some fluids which partly

meet these requirements are listed in table II; these were the fluids

included in the NACA high-temperature lubrication investigation.

Lubricating effectiveness at high temperatures. - Studies were made

of the lubricating effectiveness at high bulk lubricant temperatures of
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the various lubrlcants of table II. These studies are described In de-
tail In reference 4 and were madeon an apparatus (fully described In
ref. 5) shownschematically in figure 1. The specimensconsist of a
rotating steel disk (hardness, Rockwell A-50) and a spherlcal-tlpped
steel rider (hardness, Rockwell C-60).

Deadweight loading is used to apply the load through the pulley
system shoe in figure 1. The load used in this investigation was lO00
grams (initial Hertz surface stress, 149,000 psl) and the sliding vel-
ocity_as 120 feet per minute. Friction force _as measuredby meansof
four strain gages mounted on a copper-beryllium dynamometerring.

The experimental procedure consisted in starting each test with a
new set of friction specimensand 440 cubic centimeters of fresh fluid.
The apparatus was started simultaneously with the application of heat,
and friction readings were taken at 45° F intervals, or more often If
necessary. The average time required to raise the temperature of the
fluid from lO0° to 500° F was 55 minutes. Lubrication failure was
easily determined during the experiment as (1) increase in friction
force, (2) onset of instability in the friction readings, (3) audible
chatter of the sliding specimens, or (4) thermal instability of the
bulk lubricant. After the runs In which lubrication failure occurred,
visible surface damagewas observed. Preliminary wear tests conducted
with someof these lubricants showedthat either unstable friction
values or increases in the coefficient of friction were accompanied
by a sharp increase in the rate of wear.

In figure 2 are shownphotomicrographs of surfaces which are con-
sidered typical of those obtained with three conditions of lubrication:
(1) completely effective lubrication, (2) incipient failure in which there
was slight evidence of surface welding and metal transfer, and (3) mass
failure in which there was violent welding and metal transfer. In all
cases there is a large supply of oxygen available in the lubricants, both
in these experiments and in actual turbine engines, because of violent
agitation of the lubricant.

The results obtained showing the effect of temperature on friction
of steel specimensboundary-lubricated by the various synthetic lubri-
cants of table II are shownIn figures 3 to 5. As previously indicated,
those data were obtained with a load of 1000 grams and at a sliding
velocity of 120 feet per minute. In figures 3 to 5 the regions of fric-
tion instability (where incipient lubrication failure occurred) are
indicated by cross-hatched areas. Effective boundary lubrication was
obtained at temperatures lower than those indicated by the cross-hatched
areas. The occurrence of high friction coefficients (above 0.3) as the
runs were terminated was usually indicative ofmass surface failure.
The petroleum lubricant, grade 1010 (fig. 3(a)) Is included for purposes
of comparison. The compoundedaiester of figure 3(b) is a lubricant of

cO
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the MIL-L-7808 specification type. This lubricant does not quite meet

these _pecifications, however, because of slightly excessive viscosity

at -65 _ F (16,000 centlstokes as compared with a maximum specified value

of 13,000 centistokes).

The performance of the base stock, di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate with

and without additives, is shown in figure 4. Comparison of figure S(b)

and figure 4(a) shows the compounded diester to have appreciably better

high-temperature performance than the base stock alone. The increased

lubricating effectiveness of the compounded diester over that of the

base stock at higher temperatures is shown in figure 4 to be a function

of a partial lubrication contribution by the tricresyl phosphate (fig.

4(c)) and is not dependent on the presence of the oxidation inhibitor

(fig 4(b)) or the viscosity index improver (fig. 4(d)). The curves of

figure 4 show that instability starts at essentially the same tempera-

ture for all except the solution of tricresyl phosphate in di(2-ethylhexyl)

sebacate.

Comparison of the results (fig. S) with the various fluids of this

investigation shows that the pho_h_- _,_^-_o_±±_-_^ _o^_-_ o appear to be

promising for high-temperature operation. The phosphonate was a completely

effective lubricant throughout the entire temperature range to 572 ° F.

At this temperature, however, the fluid refluxed violently, decomposed,

and left a reddish brown gel as a residue. The wear track showed no

damage and very slight wear, but the surface of the steel specimen appear-

ed to be etched as if by acid wherever contact with the fluid had taken

place. Chemical attack of the surfaces to form a lubricating reaction

product is a logical explanation for the lubricating effectiveness of

this fluid at high temperatures. Visual inspection of the different

specimens operated in different phosphonate esters (ref. 4) showed that

considerable etching had occurred as a result of the chemical attack.

Considerable chemical attack of lubricated parts might be tolerable in

a short-time engine (for example, an expendable engine for guided-missile

application); therefore, the phosphonate esters might be promising for

such short-tlme operation at relatively high temperatures.

The tetra(2-ethy!hexy!) silicate ester (fig_ 5(e)) also appears

promising for operation at high temperatures. The silicate ester is,

however, thermally unstable at bulk temperatures of approximately 540 ° F.

As a consequence, the NACA lubrication studies were limited to a maximum

temperature of 510 ° F. As reported in reference 4, the presence of an

oxidation inhibitor (phenyl-_-naphthlylamine) appeared to have no effect

on the lubricating characteristics of the silicate ester. The oxidation

inhibitor also appeared to have no effect on the temperature of thermal

instability of the fluids (approximately 540 ° F). There was no visible

evidence of etching of the steel specimens used in the experiments (ref. 4)

with the silicate esters. At this time there is no explanation for the

lubricating effectiveness of the silicate esters at high temperatures.
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Someimprovement in high-temperature lubrication properties of
liquids can be obtained provides relaxation of the specifications on low-
temperature viscosity is permitted. For example, if it is permitted to
use fluids of viscosities higher than the MIL-L-7808 specification value
of 13,000 centistokes maximumat -65° F, improved high-temperature stabil-
ity with respect to volatility and decomposition is usually obtained. This
point is illustrated in figure 5, which showsthe frictional results for
a series of water-soluble polyalkalene glycol fluids having essentially
the samestructure except for chain length and varying in viscosity from
8.9 to 762 centistokes at i00 ° F. The results obtained at the high tem-
peratures indicate a definite relation to some property commonly associated

with viscosity grade, since increasing viscosity is shown to result in

an increase in the temperature of incipient failure. For example, in-

cipient surface failure starts at 290 ° F for the 8.9-centistoke fluid,

whereas the 762-centistoke fluid shows incipient surface failure starting

at 501 ° F. It should be emphasized that increases in temperature with

increase of viscosity may be true only within a specific fluid class.

The limiting temperatures at which lubrication failure occurred are

not necessarily the bulk lubricant temperatures to which the lubricants

can be utilized in practical bearing lubrication. Factors other than

lubrication failure may become the limitation; for example, chemical

effects such as decomposition, corrosion, and fluid oxidation may limit

the use temperature to values lower than those of figures 3 to 5. Since

the chemical effects are time-temperature dependent, it may, however, be

possible to use these lubricants up to the lubrication failure temper-

ature for short-time applications such as expendable engines for guided

missiles. For long-time operation, the use of these fluids will probably

be limited to temperatures lower than those for lubrication failure.

The maximum allowable bearing temperatures may be substantially above

the bulk oil temperature limits indicated herein. In bearing lubrication,

the oil ia normally supplied at low "oil-in" temperatures, and the oil

residence (dwell) time may not be sufficient so that high bulk oil tem-

peratures are obtained. In some full-scale bearing experiments with low

oil-in temperatures,.adequate lubrication has been obtained wlth bearing

temperatures approximately 200 ° F higher than the temperature reported

herein for incipient_surface failure with the same lubricant.

Lubricating effectiveness at high sliding velocities. - Studies re-

ported in reference 6 on the lubricating effectiveness of many of these

fluids at high sliding velocities showed that, with some exceptions, there

is a general correlation between the maximum temperature of effective

boundary lubrication and the limiting sliding velocity for effective bound-

ary lubrication. That is, those fluids which lubricate at high temperatures

also, in general, lubricate at high sliding velocities.

cO
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Solids and Gases

Liquids are inherently temperature-limited because of thermal in-

stability; however, solid or gaseous lubricants may have promise for the

extreme high-temperature applications. Solids can be obtained which are

either stable at the elevated temperatures or whose instability does not

adversely affect the frictional properties of the surfaces to be lubri-

cated. Similarly, gases (such as air) are extremely stable at elevated

temperatures.

Solids. - Solids may be used for lubrication in essentially two manners:

(a) by including the solid as a minor constituent of the material to be

lubricated, and (b) by introducing the solid with an "air-mist" system

similar to that described in reference 7 or mixed with a volatile fluid

carrier.

Lubrication by a constituent from within the structure of one of

two rubbing parts is well known. Common examples of this type of lub-

rication are found in the use of leaded bronze which forms a lubricating
film -_ ---_---_-= _-_ --_ _-^ _.... _ • --_ ....._ ..... _

carbon for the lubricating film. Similarly, materials can be made by

powder metallurgy techniques which employ, as a minor constituent, solid

materials which are excellent lubricants. Results obtained on materials

of this type (containing molybdenum disulfide as the solid lubricant)

are included in reference 8. As this reference shows, mixtures of

silver, copper, and molybdenum disulfide were quite effective in pro-

ducing low friction and low wear with certain optimum concentrations

of molybdenum disulfide. Under the conditions of the experiments of

reference 8 this optimum concentration was approximately 7 to l0 per-

cent. These results show that, even under extreme conditions of oper-

ating dry, it is possible to obtain moderate wear rates, complete

absence of welding, and moderately low friction coefficients.

Lubrication of bearings by the use of solids in an "air-mist" sys-

tem is discussed in reference 7. The results of reference 7 show that

it is possible to operate conventional rolling contact bearings under

either high temperatures (to i000 ° F) or at high speeds (to DN values

of 1,000,000). It was not possible in the preliminary investigation of

reference 7 to combine the two variables of high temperature and high

speed since the test rigs were limited in either case. Additional re-

search with new apparatus under combined conditions of high speeds and
high temperatures is planned.

Gases. - Bearings employing air only as the fluid have been considered

as a possible solution to the high-temperature problem 3 because air bearings

would not be subject to fatigue failure or to thermal instability
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limitations of the lubricant at high temperatures. In this case, the
air serves a different function from the air-mist system. The alr-
lubrication method provides for the load to be supported by air in an
externally pressurized hydrodynamic bearing. The air bearing has the
advantage of being generally unaffected by temperature except to show
an increase in load-carrylng capacity. The disadvantages of the air
bearing include the requirement for a hlgh-pressure air source and the
necessity for small clearances and careful alinement. Although the
studies of reference 9 were limited to a nonrotatlng bearing, they dld
showthat the air bearing has possibilities for supporting load in a
relatively stable mannerat temperatures of lO00° F.

P
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Temperature Ranges for Various Lubricant Types

A summary of the possible lubricants for operation over the four

temperature ranges of table I is shown in table III. As shown, petro-

leum lubricants of the MIL-0-6081A type are suitable for temperature

range i; synthetic lubricants (presently, diesters of the MIL-L7808

typ_are suitable for temperature range 2; solids, gases, or liquids

(possible future synthetics) may be suitable for temperature range 3;

and, in all probability, only solids and gases will be suitable for

the extreme conditions of temperature range 4. Solid lubricants such

as MoS 2 may be utilized in an air-mist system where the solid lubri-

cant is suspended in a fluid such as air and continuously supplied to

the bearing at a very slow rate (of the order of ounces per hour). As

indicated in table III, additional research is required on high-

temperature stability and high-temperature lubricating effectiveness

of lubricants for temperature ranges 2, 3, and 4.

BEARINGS

The problem of operation of bearings at increased temperatures

with high load and surface speed will be extremely difficult. In

particular, the cage (retainer or separator) problem (specifically,

either compatibility of the cage rubbing against the races or cage

breakage) is critical at present and is expected to become more severe

(Wellons, ref. 2). Provided other limitations can be eliminated,

fatigue, while not critical at present, will become the limitation

for the thrust bearing operating at high speeds in future engines

(Macks, ref. 2).

Figure 6 serves to define the terminology of this discussion with

respect to the various parts of a typical high-speed rolling contact

bearing design.
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Materials for Races and Rolling Elements

Properties of materials. - The physical properties and requirements

of bearing materials for operation at high temperatures have been dis-

cussed in reference 2. The most important required properties are as
follows:

(1) Minimum hardness of Rockwell C-58

(2) Dimensional stability at operating temperature

(5) Minimum critical alloying elements (particularly tungsten)

(4) Oxidation resistance at operating temperature and at room

temperature °

(5) Reasonable heat-treatment and grinding characteristics

(6) Ready availability from several sources

Based on these requirements, the molybdenum tool steels appear to show

considerable promise as high-temperature bearing materials. Molybdenum

tool steels have good hot hardness and dimensional stability at elevated

temperature although they are more difficult to grind than SAE 52100

steel (Wellons, ref. 2).

Fatigue properties• - Because of the importance of fatigue and the

lack of data on fatigue lives of the tool steels at high loads, high DN

values, and high temperatures of future engines, the NACA has initiated

fatigue studies in an apparatus described fully in reference 10. The

fatigue spin rig is shown in figure 7. Essentially the apparatus con-

sists of a raceway A which is resiliently mounted in the horizontal

plane on toothpick springs B, a vertically adjustable nozzle assembly C,

and a vertically adjustable bottom plate D. Pressurized air, entering

at E, causes two or more balls to rotate within the raceway. The spent

air is allowed to escape at F. The speed of ball rotation is controlled

by adjusting the pressure of the air entering at E.

Under proper conditions of operation, the balls llft from the

bottom plate to ride at an equilibrium position on a vertical raceway

wall. Acceleration, gyroscopic, and aerodynamic forces a_parently pro-

vide the lifting and required stabilization• An analysis of this

phenomenon was unsuccessful because of the unknown aerodynamic forces.

Inasmuch as a pair of balls, or a trio of balls of proper mass

ratio, rotate in dynamic equilibriumj and since the balls do not touch

any surface except the raceway wall, the loads at the respective con-

tact areas between the balls and the cylinder may be accurately calculated.
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These loads are caused by the centrifugal forces resulting from the
orbital motion of the balls about the raceway axis. Rolling motion
under elastic deformation occurs between the surfaces in contact. The
stresses produced in the subject apparatus bear the samerelation to
load as do the stresses in a loaded ball bearing. Surface compressive
and tangential stresses and subsurface shear stresses are imposed at the
contact area and within the stressed volume, respectively.

Stress frequencies to over lO,O00,O00 cycles per hour and stress
magnitudes to over 700,000 pounds per square inch (calculated Hertz
maximumstress) have been obtained. For purposes of comparison, usual
fatigue research is carried out at stress frequencies less than 1,O00,000
cycles per hou_ and at stress magnitudes under 200,000 to 300,000 pounds
per square inch. In general, turbojet engine thrust bearings of the ball-
bearing type operate at stress frequencies of the order of 2,000,000 to
3,000,000 cycles per hour and, under steady-load conditions, at stress
magnitudes of 130,000 to 350,000 pounds per square inch (calculated Hertz
maximumstress). The stresses in the fatigue spin rig can be varied at
a given frequency of application by changing specimengeometry. The
apparatus can also be operated wlth high ambient temperature in order to
determine fatigue llfe at elevated temperatures.

Experiments in progress at the present time are designed to compare
the fatigue life of M-1 tool steel to that of 52100 steel at a temperature
of 225- F. Additional studies are being madeof: (1) the fatigue llfe
of M-1 tool steel at 450° F and (2) the effect of nonhomogeneity of the
material (such as grain direction in the ball as a result of the process-
ing methods).

Materials for Cages

Properties of materials. - As shown in reference 2 the requirements

for cage materials are as follows:

(1) Adequate strength

(2) Oxidation resistance

(3) Compatibility with race materials

(4) Thermal expansion coefficient approaching that for the race
material

Of these requirements, that of compatibility (low friction and wear) is

probably the most important and possibily the most difficult to obtain.

The friction and wear problem will become more acute at high temperature

because, under these conditions, it is much more difficult to obtain

effective lubrication; in consequence, compatibility of the solid mate-
rials becomes of primary importance.

&
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An additional factor of importance (to be discussed in the section

"Cage and Bearing Designs") is that of friction coefficient. (The

studies of ref. ll indicate that high friction coefficient can be

detrimental to bearing performance by inducing cage slip, thus causing

excessive wear.) The appearance of cage breakage in high-temperature

bearing runs indicates that cage strength can be very important under

critical operating conditions.

Friction, welding, and wear properties. - As a consequence of the

importance of the compatibility problem, an investigation at high tem-

peratures was conducted of the friction, welding, and wear properties

of various cage materials sliding against bearing materials of either

the molybdenum - tool steel type or the standard 52100 type. The latter

material was used only for comparison purposes. In all cases, original

selection of the cage materials was based on the three requirements other

than compatibility previously listed. These studies provide fundamental

information on the friction and wear properties of materials in bench

tests only; additional studies are required in full-scale bearings both

in test rigs and in actual turbine engines before final conclusions can

be made with respect to practical use of these materials. Also, the

sliding velocity (120 ft/min) of this investigation is appreciably lower

than that encountered in high-speed bearings.

The apparatus used for these studies was essentially similar to that

shown in figure 1 and described in re_erence 5; the apparatus was modified
so as to provide temperatures to 1000- F. These studies were conducted

either dry (figs. 8 to 10) or lubricated (fig. ll) with a load of 1200

grams, at a sliding velocity of 120 feet per minute for 1-hour periods

at controlled temperature levels.

Figure 8 shows the effect of temperature on friction and wear of a

conventional (Alcop) bronze, an iron-silicon bronze (Mueller 803), and

a cast pearlitic nodular iron. The conventional bronze, which is a pre-

sently used cage material for aircraft turbine engine bearings, shows a

continual increase in friction with higher temperatures; wear decreases

with increasing temperatures to 450 ° F and then increases with higher

temperatures. Experience has indicated that, at sliding velocities

greater than that of these experiments, the curves would be displaced to

the left. Iron-silicon bronze showed no effect of temperature on friction

and wear at temperatures below 600 ° F; at higher temperatures both friction

and wear increased. At temperatures of 450 ° F and lower, the nodular iron

had unstable friction coefficients with occasional increases in the coef-

ficient to values as high as unity; this friction behavior was not, how-

ever, accompanied by high wear. Friction of the nodular iron decreased

slightly with increase in temperature and, at temperatures above 600 ° F,
the friction was less than that for either of the bronzes. Wear of the

nodular iron increased slightly with temperatures of 600 ° F and above,

but the trend of increasing wear was considerably less than for the bronzes.
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Previous data at high sliding velocities (ref. 12) indicated that
nickel alloys can have good resistance to wear and surface failure under
conditions where surface oxidation can occur to form protective nickel

oxide films. This tendency may become more pronounced at high tempera-

tures. Data obtained from 1-hour runs at a sliding velocity of 120 feet

per minute and a load of 1200 grams for modified H monel, cast Inconel,

and Nimonic 80 are presented in figure 9. These materials have physical

properties that are not affected significantly by temperatures of 1000 ° F

and higher. In general, these materials had high friction coefficients

that decreased with increasing temperatures. The materials also showed

decreased wear with increasing temperatures. The decrease in wear with

increase in temperatures for H monel was quite gradual, but for both the

cast Inconel and the Nimonic 80 abrupt changes in wear rates were observ-

ed. The low wear rates at high temperature are attributed to the form-

ation on the surface of oxide films such as described in reference 12.

As previously stated, it is believed the curves would be shifted to

the left by operation at higher sliding velocities.

The importance of surface oxides to the functioning of nickel alloys

was demonstrated by making a run with cast Inconel at 1000 ° F in an atmos-

phere where the availability of oxygen was reduced by displacing air with

argon. The wear was increased by a factor of four, while only a slight

increase in friction was observed. Also, as shown in figure i0, when cast
Inconel which previously had been run for 1 hour at lOO0 F to form an

oxide film was run an additional hour at room temperature, the wear at

room temperature (0.O78×10 -3 cu in.) was slightly less than one tenth

that obtained with a new specimen at room temperature (0.917XI0 -3 cu in.)_

Further, when as unused cast Inconel specimen was heated in molten caus-

tic (Ns0H) to preform an oxide film and was then run at room temperature,

the wear (0.094×10 -° cu in.) was also approximately one tenth that ob-

tained under identical conditions (0.917><10 -3 cu in.) with the untreated

specimen of the same material.

The wear experienced with cast Inconel having an oxide film against

M-10 steel at room temperature is less than one fourth of that obtained

(0.447><10 -3 cu in.) under the same conditions with the metal combination

(Alcop bronze against SAE 52100 steel) currently being successfully used

in bearings of full-scale engines. Wear for the various nickel alloys

at lO00 ° F in air was approximately one tenth that for iron-silicon

bronze and was approximately one half that of the iron-silicon bronze at

600 ° F. It is in the temperature range from 600 ° to lO00 ° F that nickel

alloys merit particular consideration as cage materials.

It is suggested that it may be possible to obtain low wear both at

low and at high temperatures by employing a nodular-type cast iron con-

taining 20 percent nickel (Ni-Resist), which has good strength at tem-

peratures to 1000 ° F. The combined effect of the free graphitic carbon

from the nodules and the possible surface film of nickel oxide could

U.
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produce low wear at all temperatures under consideration. An investi-

gation of this material will be made in the near future.

In the unlubricated runs, the high friction of all the materials

previously discussed is undesirable because it could cause excessive

cage slip. Preliminary experiments conducted with a hot-pressed iron-

silicon bronze containing MoS 2 were unsuccessful because of high

wear resulting from low strength of the iron-silicon-bronze powder com-

pacts; however, those experiments did show that significantly reduced

friction coefficients could be obtained. This approach appears promis-

ing and further research is in progress to obtain reduced wear as well

as lower friction for this type of material.

Results of lubricated friction and wear runs of various possible

cage materials against M-10 tool steel obtained at 450 ° F and at a

sliding velocity of 120 feet per'minute with a load of 1200 grams are

shown in figure ll. The lubricant was di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate plus

0.5 percent phenothiazine (oxidation inhibitor). Data (from figs. 8

and 9) for these same materials run dry against M-10 tool steel at

450 ° F are also included for comparison purposes. The results show

that, as expected, the lubricant served to decrease both friction

and wear for all except the conventional bronze. The bulk tempera-

ture of the lubricant was so high that the specimens were believed to

be operating in a range of incipient failure of boundary lubrication

where the compatibility of materials is very important. The reduction

in wear of the cast Inconel is particularly to be noted since its dry
wear was rather high.

Cast Inconel had reasonably good high-temperature friction proper-

ties, showed low wear at high temperatures operating against M-10 steel,

and had good performance (low wear) at high sliding velocities operating

against 52100 steel (ref. 12); and, therefore, it was considered advisable

to check the friction and wear properties of cast Inconel against the

various tool steels being considered for use in high-temperature bearings.

These steels include the molybdenum tool steels previously discussed as

well as a high-speed tungsten-chrome-vanadium tool steel (18-4-1). In

accordance, friction and wear data were obtained (fig. 12) for cast Inconel

operating against these tool steels M-l, M-k, M-±v, and ±o-_-_;I°A I_ at 7=o,_^__

1000 ° F with a sliding velocity of 120 feet per minute and a load of 1200

grams. For comparison purposes, results are included in figure 12 for

cast Inconel operating against SAE 52100 (the present, standard rolling

contact bearing material); since 52100 becomes soft at elevated temperatures,
data for this steel were limited to the 75° F temperature. The hardness

of all the steels was from Rockwell C-60 to C-65 at room temperature. The

data of figure 12 show no appreciable difference in either friction or

wear properties of the various tool steels, operating against cast

Inconel, at either 75° or 1000 ° F. Also, at 75 ° F, there is no
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appreciable difference between the friction and wear values for the tool
steels and those for SAE52100 steel.

Cage and Bearing Designs

It has been shown (ref. 13) that, for liquid-lubricated bearings,
considerable improvement in the operating characteristics and, in par-
ticular, in the limiting speeds of a bearing can be obtained by cage de-
sign. For example, in reference 13 it is shownthat the combination of
an outer-race-riding cage with a straight-through outer race and inner-
race guided rollers gives the best over-all performance. Figure 15(b)
showsthis design as comparedto conventional inner-race (fig. 13(a)) or
outer-race (fig. 13(c)) cage designs. The better performance of this
design over both the conventional inner-race-riding cage type and the
conventional outer-race-riding cage type with outer-race guided rollers
is a result of the relative ease of lubrication and cooling and of the
adequate oil flow (inlet and exit) paths which minimize oil churning and
friction losses. For example, figure 13(b) showsthat a large flow area
is provided between cage and inner race for entrance of oil while only a
slight obstruction to flow out of the bearing exists at the outer race.
In figure 13(b) the surfaces which require lubrication (the cage-locating
surface at the outer race) are positively lubricated by oil which is
thrown out by centrifugal force to the outer race. To avoid excessive
churning of this oil, somerelief is provided in the form of cut-outs
(fig. 13(b)) to permit oil to flow out of the bearing. The design
principle emphasizedin these results seemsto be that of providing for
easy flow of lubricant into, through, and out of the bearing. Under
these conditions, both adequate lubrication and adequate cooling are
obtained, which tends to extend the limiting speed values. It is pos-
sible that application of this design principle will also assist in ex-
tending the high-temperature limitations. This concept maybe useful
only for liquid-lubricated bearings since the data of reference 13 were
obtained with a liquid lubricant.

In the studies of reference Ii it was shownthat cage slip causes
excessive wear in bearings particularly under high-speed conditions. It

was also shown that the use of a cage material which has a high friction

coefficient might be particularly bad from the standpoint of inducing

slip under extreme high speeds. These results would indicate that

another extremely important property of a cage material is that of main-

taining low friction under the expected conditions of operation. This

point was not completely appreciated before the results of reference ii

were obtained, since it was felt that friction coefficient per se was

not a particularly important factor as long as the other performance

characteristics of the cage material were satisfactory. It should be

emphasized, however, that the friction coefficient is of primary im-

portance only insofar as it influences slip within the bearing.

U-
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Temperature Ranges for Various BeaDing Materials

A summary of the possible bearing materials (both for rolling con-

tact and for cages) for operation over the four temperature ranges of

table I is shown in table Ill. As shown, the present race and rolling

element material (SAE 52100) and the present cage material (silver-

plated bronze) are suitable for temperature range i. Likewise, the

present bearing materials may be used in the interim until more in-

formation is available on other materials for temperature range 2;

this is, however, only an interim measure and the molybdenum tool
steels and other cage materials (such as nodular iron and nickel

alloys) may be used in the near future. For temperature ranges 3 and

4, the rolling contact bearings will undoubtedly employ tool steels

for races and rolling elements, and nickel alloys, nodular iron, or

other special materials for the cages. Very little is known a_out the

performance of these materials under these conditions; in consequence,

much additional research is required (fatigue as well as friction and

wear research) in temperature ranges 2, 5, and 4.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

In the turbojet engine for high flight speed, the combination of

high ram temperatures_ minimum available cooling, high compressor-

discharge temperatures, and high turbine-inlet temperatures results in

a general increase in bearing and lubricant temperatures. Inclusion

of current turbojet engines for subsonic flight speeds results in four

general temperature ranges of interest:

t

Temperature range

Maximum bearing temperature

Maximum bulk lubricant temperature

Minimum temperature

II 2 5
350 500 750

200 500 400

-65

4

i000

Table Ill summarizes the possible lubricants and bearing materials

to meet the requirements of the temperature ranges of table I. As shown

in table III for temperature range i, the possible lubricants are the

standard petroleum lubricants meeting specification MIL-O-6OSIA, grades

i010 and i005; the possible bearing materials include the standard SAE

52100 for the races and rolling elements and the standard silver-plated

bronze for the cages.

For temperature range 2, the possible lubricants include the present

synthetics (diesters) meeting specification MIL-L-7808; the possible bear-

ing materials include the molybdenum tool steels (and 52100 as an interim
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material) for the races and rolling elements and nodular iron or the
nickel alloys (and silver-plated bronze as an interim material) for
the cages.

For temperature range 3, the possible lubricants include future
synthetics with high-temperature stability or, if liquid lubricants
cannot be developed, solids and gases; the possible bearing materials
include the molydbenumtool steels for the races and rolling elements
and nickel alloys or nodular iron for the cages.

For temperature range 4, the possible lubricants appear to be
limited to solids and gases since there appears little likelihood of
obtaining liquids which can adequately lubricate bearings operating
at lO00° F; the possible bearing materials include the molybdenum
tool steels for the races and rolling elements and the nickel alloys
or powderedmetals containing solid lubricants for the cages. If
future improved liquids or lubrication methods make the use of liquids
possible at such high temperatures, it is believed that it will be
desirable in the design of future high-temperature engines to allow
bearings and lubricants to operate as hot as is practicable in order
to minimize the complications of cooling.

Someof the data showthat considerable gain (up to 200° F) in
high-temperature lubrication limits for liquids can be madeby relax-
ing the low-temperature specification, that is, by use of lubricants
of higher viscosity. This relaxation in low-temperature specifications,
however, requires a re-evaluatlon of both low- and high-temperature
requirements. Use of high-viscosity fluids might be possible in the
the "short-time" engine (e.g., for guided missile application) if some
provisions for low-temperature starting and lubricant pumping at low
temperature are made. The "short-tlme" engine could be lubricated by
liquids which showcorrosive tendencies at high temperatures; because
long service life is not important, it maybe possible to tolerate some
corrosion provided effective lubrication is maintained.

Somegain in the performance characteristics and possible exten-
sions in the limitations of existing rolling contact bearings lubricated
by liquids can be obtained by cage designs which arebased on the prin-
ciple of providing an easy flow path of lubricant into and through the
bearing.

Considerable research is required on lubricants (particularly
stability and lubricatlngeffectiveness) at the high temperatures of
temperature ranges 3 and 4. Considerable research is likewise re-
quired on the bearing materials (particularly fatigue research on the
race and rolling element materials and friction and wear research on
the cage materials) at the temperatures of temperature ranges 3 and 4.

!
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TABLE I. - BEARING AND LUBRICANT TEMPERATURE TRENDS

FOR AIRCRAFT TURBOJET ENGINES a

Temperature range

Engine status

Maximum operating

temperature, OF

Bearing

Bulk lubricant

Maximum bearing
"so_k-back" tem-

perature _ OF

Minimum tempera-

ture for bear-

ings and lubri-

cant, °Fb

Current

< 350

2OO

5OO

-65

2

Development

plus new

production

5OO

300

700

-65

5

Future

75O

40O

I000

-65 c

4

Future

i000

_65 c

aSome of data from references i and 3.

bTemperatures of -i00 ° F have been encountered in service.

CMay be necessary to sacrifice on low-temperature prop-

erties to achieve adequate high-temperature properties.

p
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TABLE II. - PROPERTIES OF EXPERIMENTAL LIQUID LUBRICANTS

Fluid

MIL-L-7808 Specification

Petroleum:

MIL-O-6081A (grade i010) a

Viscosity

centistokes, at

-65 u FI-40 ° F

13,ooor
t

Diesters:

Di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate a

Di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate

+ additivesb, c_d,e

Polyalkylene glycols (desig-

nated by viscosity at lO0 O F):

Water-soluble

8.9 centistokes e

41 centistokes e

143 centistokes e

762 centistokes e

Water-insoluble

7.4 centistokes e;g

Phosphonates:

Dioctyl isooctene phosphonate a

Silicates:

Tetra(2-ethylhexyl) silicate e

40,0001 .......

8,2971 .......

16,000] 2,70C
.... + ---

I00 ° F

9.95

12.78

20.8

....... 1,80( 8.9

...... , 50,00( 41

...... ,f26,00C 143

...... ,....... 762

4,5f7 ___ s

..... -I t :ZL

1,400 26( 6.8

A.S.T.M.C.O.C.

pour flash

point, point,

210 ° t o F OF _

> 5.0 < -75 >585

2.471
i

3.32

5.5

< -70

< -70

< -75

2.4 -85

8.2 -45

26.2 -30

120 -20

2.52 < -70

2.77 -90

2.4 I <-i00

300

440

45O

.0 .C.

fire

ooint,

°F_F _

472

475

260 285

410 480

450 545

440 545

270 555

595 450

SMeasured values.

b4 percent methacrylate polymer.

c5 percent tricresyl phosphate.

d0.5 percent pheuothiazine.

eManufacturer's data.

fAt -20 ° F.

gContains oxidation inhibitor.

hAt -50 ° F.

O
-4
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TABLE III. - LU_qlCANT AND BEARING MATERIAL FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURE RANGES

Temperature range 1 2 3 4

Maximum operating

temperature, OF

Bearing

Bulk lubricant

Minimum tempera-

ture, OF

Possible lubri-

cants

Research re-

quired on

!ubrir_ts

Possible rolling

contact bearing

materials.

A. For races

and rolling
elements

B. For cages

RQsearch required

on bearing mate-
rials

A. For races

and rolling

element mate-

rials

B. For cages

< 350
2OO

5OO

500

75O

4OO

i000

-65 -65 -65 -65

Liquid-

)etroleums

None

Liquid-

diesters plus

Iother

]yu_thetic s
IHigh-
temperature

stability

52100 _res-

ent mater_al)

Solids or gases

Liquid - possible

future synthetics

High-temperature stability
and lubrication

Molybdenum tool steels (M-l, M-2+M-10)

52100 (interim I

material) [ ._

Nickel alloys

Nodular iron

Silver-plated I
bronze (inter-

i_material)

Powdered

metals

plus solid

lubricants

Silver-

plated

bronze

(present

material)

None Fatigue research

None Friction and wear research

o
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FRICTION APPARATUS 
FOR STUDYING BOUNDARY LUBRICATION 

BY BULK LUBRICANTS 
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(a) EFFECTIVE LUBRICATION. 
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(c) MASS FAILURE. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE OF SIDE INLETS

AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By Thomas G. Piercy
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INTRODUCTION

The location of inlets at fuselage positions other than the nose of

a supersonic airplane is sometimes desirable for installational reasons.

However, in comparison with nose inlets, the possibilities for obtaining

high induction-system performance with side inlets on supersonic air-

craft are handicapped by several inherent features of side-inlet instal-

lations. In the first place, it is now well known that a side inlet

must operate outside of the boundary layer of the body on which it is

mounted if high pressure recoveries are to be obtained. An inevitable

boundary-layer-removal drag is thereby encountered. Secondly, the

supersonic-flow field entering the side inlet may be considerably more

complex and therefore less susceptible to accurate analysis than in the

case of the nose inlet, inasmuch as this flow field is dependent upon

the shape and attitude of the body. Accurate prediction of t_he required

optimum supersonic compression design is therefore complicated. Thirdly,
the side inlet is liable for increased subsonic-diffuser losses compared

with losses at the nose inlet as a result of generally inherent corner

effects in the region of the throat, necessary transitions in the flow-

passage shape, and subsonic-diffuser turns required to discharge the air

flow at the center of the fuselage. As a consequence of these inherent

problems 3 the application of nose-inlet research results for the predic-

tion or evaluation of side-inlet performance must be undertaken with

caut ion.

It is the purpose of this paper to summarize research on the side

inlet and to illustrate the greater complexity in the design of side-

inlet systems. Some of the data have been in the published literature

for several years and are included herein only for the sake of rounding

out the veiwpoint of the over-all problem. Much of the information has

been obtained only recently, howeverj and is as yet unpublished. It will

be apparent in _r_ _ areas that f_ther research is necessary for a com-

plete understanding of some of the problems and the best design approach

to their solution.

a o

REVIEW OF SIDE-INLET RESEARCH

The first exploratory tests of fuselage-mounted inlets (refs. I to

7) showed that the inlet pressure-recovery performance was severely

penalized if the boundary layer generated on the fuselage forebody was



allowed to enter the inlet. This loss of pressure recovery was consid-
erably larger than that which would be caused by the total-pressure
decrement of the entering boundary layer and thus maybe charged to
undesirable boundary-layer - shock-wave interaction. This effect 3 which
occurred because of the inability of the boundary layer to sustain the
pressure gradient produced by the shock system of the inlet, caused the
boundary layer to thicken ahead of the inlet and to separate in an
unsteady manner. The operation of the external compression surfaces and

the subsonic diffuser was therefore disrupted when boundary layer was

allowed to enter the inlet. Howeverj when suitable control of the

boundary layer was provided and attention given to the subsonic-diffuser

area variations, it was found that peak pressure recoveries comparable

with pressure recoveries of single-shock conical external compression

nose inlets could be obtained, at least for Mach numbers up to P.O; for

critical inlet operationj however 3 the side-inlet pressure recovery fell

0.05 to 0.07 below the pressure recovery of the nose inlet.

The over-all performance of fuselage-mounted side inlets, such as

reported in references i to 7_ is influenced by the body upon which the

inlet is mounted since the shape and attitude of the forebody determine

the flow conditions at the inlet. These flow conditions are apt to be

nonuniform, and therefore it is difficult to isolate the effect of

boundary-layer removal. The effect of boundary-layer removal may be

isolated, however, by mounting side inlets on flat plates (refs. 8 to

12). With a flat-plate-mounted inlet the boundary-layer thickness can

be made uniform across the inlet_ and there are no crossflow or angle-

of-attack effects. Several systems of boundary-layer removal for single-

shock half-conical side inlets have been studied at the NACA Lewis lab-

oratory (refs. 8_ i0_ and ii). Figure I presents most of the boundary-

layer-removal systems investigated. Two scoop-type inlets and three

simple boundary-layer diverter systems were considered. The relative

performance of each is shown in figure 2 for Mach numbers of 1.88 and

2.93. Included is the theoretical inlet pressure recovery, which

accounts only for the theoretical shock losses and the total-pressure

losses due to the presence of the boundary layer. The indicated losses

of total-pressure recovery for incomplete boundary-layer removal (i.e.,

low values of h/5)(all symbols are defined in the appendix) are due to

the destabilizing effect of the boundary layer on the internal perform-

ance of the inlet, as indicated previously.

It is further noted that the system of boundary-layer removal was

influential in determining the inlet performance. While the inlet pres-

sure recovery was approximately equivalent for both straight- and swept-

leading-edge scoops, the diverter-type systems of boundary-layer removal

generally required additional boundary-layer removal over that needed by

scoop removal systems to provide comparable inlet pressure recoveries.

This requirement arises from the fact that the diverter systems investi-

gated created disturbances in the boundary layer ahead of the inlet_

thereby thickening the boundary layer; thus more boundary-layer removal
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was required for the diverter-type systems. It is of interest to note
that the blunt-diverter system at a Machnumberof 1.88 provided higher
inlet pressure recovery at h/5 of 1.0 than was obtained with the 62°
included-angle wedgediverter. The blunt diverter, while having a
stronger shock disturbance formed aheadof it_ was located considerably
downstreamof the inlet lip station_ and as a result a large percentage
of the disturbed boundary layer passed around the inlet rather than into
the inlet. The 62° wedgediverter 3 by comparison_ was located such that
its apex was directly beneath the tip of the compression cone. The bow
wave which formed ahead of the wedgethen thickened the boundary layer
ahead of the inlet_ with the indicated results.

The maximumtotal-pressure recovery obtained at a Machnumberof
1.88 is approximately equivalent to the performance of the single-shock
conical nose inlet_ while at a Machnumberof 2.93 the pressure recovery
is somewhatbelow the performance of the nose inlet. While it is pos-
sible that the performance of the higher Machnumberside inlet could
be improved slightly by modifications to the subsonic diffuser 3 there is
considerable evidence to indicate that above Machnumbersof 2.0 the
side inlet will be inferior to its companionnose inlet. The majority
of the additional pressure losses suffered by the side inlet generally
occur in the subsonic diffuser.

THRUSTANDDRAGPENALTIESOFSIDE-INLETINSTALLATIONS

It has been shownthat the performance of the side inlet is improved
by removal of the boundary layer aheadof the inlet. However_an
inevitable boundary-layer-removal drag is encountered which must be
included in the net evaluation of the inlet installation. The drag
incurred with boundary-layer removal for side-inlet installations is
therefore of interest. The drag of several forebodies utilizing side-
inlet installations has been determined in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot
supersonic wind tunnel. The bodies investigated are presented in fig-
ure 5. The first of these is the RM-IOparabolic body of revolution of
forebody fineness ratio of 7.5. Twin inlets utilizing 16° included-
angle wedges for boundary-layer removal were located at various circum-
ferential positions at the maximum-thickness station of the body. The
second forebody_ indicated by co1_ig_ation A3 _d a pointed nose which
faired into a "quasi-triangular" section_ and twin inlets were located
in the upper quadrants on each side of the triangle. The forebody fine-
ness ratio at the inlet station was 5.3. The inlets were located in a
position to utilize the compression afforded by the canopy and were
canted downat 2° to partially account for a cruise angle of 3° .

Configuration B was characterized by a short forebody of fineness
ratio of 2.8. Twin inlets were located on the sides of an elliptical-
shaped fuselage. Both the forebody and the inlets were canted downat
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5°, the expected cruise angle. Configuration C was again a body of
revolution_ except that canard-t_ype longitudinal control surfaces were
located on the forward upper section of the forebod__. The forebody
fineness ratio at the inlet station was approximately 5.8. The last
configuration investigated_ indicated by configuration D_ also used
canard-type control surfaces. For this model the forebody cross section
was elliptical_ and a single inlet was located on the bottom of the
fuselage_ which was flattened out for the installation. The forebody
fineness ratio at the inlet station was about 6.1.

In figure A(a) the percentage increase of forebody drag coefficient
for an increase in boundary-layer removal of h/8 of 0 to 1.0 is pre-
sented for various inlet positions on the body of revolution at angle
of attack (ref. 13). The data presented are for critical inlet opera-
tion at a free-streamMach number of 1.99. In general_ the largest
increase in forebody drag coefficient occurred whenthe inlet pairs were
located in the upper- and lower-quarter quadrants. This phenomenonis
believed due to interference effects between the inlets. The 22-percent
forebody drag increase at zero angle of attack for inlets diametrically
opposedcorresponds to about a 6.2-percent increase in the cruise drag
coefficient of a complete missile. If with boundary-layer removal this
side-inlet configuration would produce inlet performance comparable with
nose inlets_ the 6-percent drag increase would be representative of the
net evaluation of the side-inlet installation comparedwith the nose
inlet. Without boundary-layer removal the side-inlet pressure recovery
decreased 27 percent_ which corresponds to a propulsive thrust decrease
of 32 percent.

In figure A(b) similar data are presented for the increase of drag
coefficient causedby the use of boundary-layer removal on configuration
D. Configuration D_ however_ is a complete missile_ and the maximum
increase in drag coefficient was approximately 7.2 percent for complete
boundary-layer removal (h/5 of 0 to i.O).

Figure 5 presents related performance data for a two-dimensional
ramp inlet with a rounded semicircular cowl mounted on supersonic air-
plane configuration A (ref. iA). The boundary layer was removedwith
scoops for this application. An increase in h/8 from 0 to 1.0 was

found to increase the forebody drag coefficient 17 percent and to

increase the inlet pressure recovey 25 percent. A net increase in

thrust-minus-drag of 45 percent was realized. This corresponds to

_(Fn-D)/Fn, i of 0.160.

The performance of other side inlets mounted on configuration A

was analyzed in reference 15_ and a few of the results at a free-stream

Mach number of 2.0 are presented in figure 6. The results are compared

at the cruise angle-of-attack condition of 5° • The increase in net

thrust-minus-drag for several alternate inlets is compared with the
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results for the two-dimensional ramp inlet with semicircular rounded-lip

cowl. All inlets showed considerable net thrust-minus-drag advantages

over the rounded-lip inlet. At Mach number 1.53 however 3 the advantages

over the rounded-lip inlet are considerably reduced.

Theoretical analysis of the possible thrust increases with boundary-

layer removal has also been studied for the flat-plate-mounted side-inlet

installations mentioned earlier. For this analysis typical turbojet

engine data were assumed: The compressor pressure ratio was taken as

5.0; the afterburner temperature was assumed to be 3000 ° R; and a

variable-area convergent-divergent exit nozzle was assumed. The analysis

considered flight at altitudes of 353000 feet. The results of this

analysis are presented in figure 7 for free-streamMach numbers of 1.88

and 2.95. Thenet thrust is referenced to the ideal thrust s which assumed

lO0-percent pressure recovery. Three solid curves are presented: The

upper curve represents the net-thrust gain if no drag is encountered in

boundary-layer removal; the lower curve represents the net-thrust gain

with complete loss of boundary-layer momentum; and the intermediate

curve assumes that the boundary-layer air is taken into scoops and is

discharged through a sonic nozzle. These figures_ of course 3 do not

include interference effects of the boundary-layer-removal system.

Also included for comparison is the corresponding thrust performance

of well-designed single-shock conical nose inlets (dashed curve). The

nose-inlet thrust was obtained with the assumption of 90 and 57.5 per-

cent total-pressure recovery at free-streamMach numbers 1.88 and 2.93;

respectively. It may be observed that side inlets with no penalty for

boundary-layer removal realized about 96 percent of nose-inlet thrust

at a Mach number of 1.88. With the assumption of sonic discharge of the

scoop boundary layer_ the side-inlet installation was charged with a

drag equal to about 1 percent of the nose-inlet thrust. At a Mach num-

ber of 2.93 the side inlet achieved only 77 percent of nose-inlet thrust;

5 percent of this loss was charged to the drag incurred with sonic dis-

charge of the boundary layer.

In general_ peak thrust was obtained for h/8 values between 0.85

to 0.90. (This compares to h/5 of 0.70 for normal-shock side inlets 3

ref. 12.) The internal drag of the scoop removal system ranged from !2

to 2A percent of the entering boundary-layer momentum at peak thrust-

minus-drag for free-stream Mach numbers of 1.88 and 2.93_ respectively.

A(F n - D)
The net increase in thrust-minus-drag is about 0.290 at a

Fn_i

Mach number of 1.88. This figure compares closely with the half-conical

inlet data of figure 6. At a Mach number of Z.93 the net thrust-minus-

drag increase is approximately 0.170.
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Dra 5 associated with wed_e-t_2e boundary-layer removal. - As part

of a general study of boundary-layer-removal systems, the drag of vari-

ous boundary-layer-removal wedges has been studied at the NACA Lewis

laboratory. The data are as yet unpublished. Figure 8 presents a

schematic diagram of the test setup and the parameters involved. Tur-

bulent boundary layer was generated on a flat plate, and various wedges

were immersed in the boundary layer beneath a splitter plate thereby

simulating boundary-layer removal ahead of a side-inlet installation.

The parameters investigated included the sweep of the splitter plate,

the wedge included angle _ , the wedge thickness (h/B), the wedge posi-

tion relative to the fixed leading edge of the splitter Z/d, and the

free-stream Mach number. Pressure drag on the wedges has been deter-

mined for free-stream Mach numbers of 1.88, 3.16, and 3.83. Friction

drag have been estimated only for a free-stream Math number of 5.16. A

few of the characteristic results are presented in figures 9 and i0.

The wedge drag coefficient was referenced to the wedge projected area.

In figure 9(a) the pressure drag of the 28 ° included-angle wedge is

observed to increase as the wedge thickness is increased. Also, as

indicated in figure 9(a), it has been observed that in general the wedge

pressure drag is largest for the most forward wedge locations. In fig-

ure 9(b) the pressure drag is seen to increase as the included wedge

angle is increased. Figure lO presents the pressure-drag variation with

free-stream Mach numbers for several wedges at Z/d = O and h/5 =LO.

In general, the pressure drag decreases with free-stream Mach number;

for wedges further downstream (i.e._ Z/d > O) some tendency was noted

for the pressure drag to increase slightly at Mach numbers between 1.88

and 3.16. The sweep of the splitter plate was found to have only a small

effect on the wedge pressure drag.

An estimate of the friction drag was made at a free-streamMach num-

ber of 3.16 for configurations using a swept splitter plate. A momentum

survey was made with movable total-pressure probes of the flow entering

and emerging from the volume enclosed by the main plate_ the splitter

plate, and the wedge. Tunnel limitations restricted probe measurements

to the larger-angled wedges in the forward positions. The variation of

the friction drag with wedge height is presented in figure ii for the

2_ O and 82° included-angle wedges. Also included for comparative pur-

poses are the pressure-drag data. It is observed that the friction

drag is about four times the pressure drag of the 28 ° wedge in figure

ll(b). The friction drag is approximately l.S times the pressure drag

at h/5 = 1.O for the 6Z ° wedge.

In terms of the total-drag coefficient at h/5 of 1.0_ the drag

of the 62° included-angle wedge was slightly higher than that of the

28 ° wedge. Unpublished data for ramp-type inlets with wedge-type re-

moval on the RM-IO body of revolution also show trends of higher drag

coefficients for the larger-angled wedges. Figure 1Z presents the per-

centage increase in forebody drag coefficient as a function of boundary-
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layer diverter wedge included angle. For this figure the drag is refer-
enced to the forebody drag incurred with a 16° included-angle wedge.

The friction drags presented in figure ii at h/_ of 1.0 are
approximately A and 17 times the theoretical flat-plate friction drag
for the 28° and 62° wedges_respectively.

Comparison of wedge- and scoop-type removal systems. - The increase

in inlet pressure recovery with boundary-layer removal in figure 13 com-

pares scoop-type removal for a flat-plate-mounted inlet (ref. 8), a

scoop-type inlet mounted on the fuselage of supersonic configuration A

(ref. 14), and a 16 ° wedge removal system on a body of revolution (ref.

13). The differences in maximum total-pressure recovery are partly due
to the differences in local Mach number ahead of the inlet. All these

inlets_ nevertheless, show approximately the same rate of increase of

pressure recovery with bom]dary-layer removal. The 62 ° wedge removal

system of figure 2(a), by comparison, required more boundary-layer

removal to obtain high inlet pressure recovery. The difference between

the wedge-removal effectiveness of the 16 ° and 62 ° wedges is due to the

greater disturbance caused by the 62° wedge in the boundary layer ahead

of the inlet. This disturbance may be minimized by the use of smaller-

angled wedges or possibly by simply moving the wedges downstream of the

leading edge of the splitter plate. Unpublished data for a two-shock-

cone side inlet at a free-stream Mach number of 2.96 show considerable

gains in inlet pressure recovery when these modifications were incor-

porated. Some of this data is included in figure 14. Unpublished data

for a wedge boundary-layer-removal system on the RM-IO body of revolu-

tion also show these trends; in figure iS the inlet pressure recovery

is again seen to increase with reduction in wedge included angle. In

addition, inlet performance was considerably improved by moving the

wedge downstream (imcreasing Z/d).

The penalty of using a poor wedge removal system is indicated in

figure 16. The net thrust-minus-drag is compared for scoop and 62 ° wedge

removal at a free-streamMach number of 2.95. The scoop-removal data

assume sonic discharge of the boundary-layer air. The net-thrust gain

for wedge removal was considerably less than for scoop-type removal.

This loss arises from (I) the loss of inlet total-pressure recovery, as

indicated in figure 2, and (2) the higher drag for the wedge operation

compared with scoop operation. The latter is showu_ graphically in fig-

ure 17. The wedge drag data presented duplicate the drag data of the

62 ° wedge presented in fi_are ii. The scoop internal drag was consid-

erably less than the wedge drag for h/_ of 1.0 or less.

The possibility of encountering more drag by the use of wedge re-
moval has been substantiated in force model tests. Unpublished data

from the investigations of references i_ and 16, for two-dimensional

ramp and half-cone inlets_ respectively; show that the forebody drag



for critical inlet operation increased by i0 percent or more by the use
of 68° wedgeremoval comparedwith scoop-type removal at h/5 _ 1.O.
The use of lower-angle boundary-layer-removal wedgeswould probably
reduce the wedgedrag, thus making scoop- and wedge-type removal
comparable.

The assumption wasmadethat the inlet performance could be made
comparable for 62° wedge- and scoop-type removal by, for example,
moving the wedgedownstreamslightly. The 1-percent difference between
the net-thrust coefficient of the scoop- and wedge-type removal systems
in figure 16 is directly chargeable to the higher drag of the 62° wedge
removal system.

FUSEIAGEFLOW-FIELDCHARACTERISTICSANDTHEIREFFECTSON

SIDE-INLETOPERATION

The side inlet, in addition to boundary-layer-removal drag not
associated with nose-type inlets, is inherently penalized by its loca-
tion on the fuselage. The nose inlet at angle of attack experiences an
unbalance of static pressure and Mach number across the compression sur-

face; however, for the same angle-of-attack range the side inlet encoun-

ters not only an unbalance of static pressure and Mach number but also

possible changes of total pressure, local Mach number, boundary-layer

thickness, and crossflow. It is apparent that both the shape and alti-

tude of the body upon which the side inlet is mounted influence side-

inlet performance. Possible variations of local flow conditions ahead

of typical fuselage-mounted side inlets are presented for the forebodies

of figure 3 in figures 18 to 20. It is evident from these figures that

the flow field entering the side inlet may be considerably more complex

and therefore less susceptible to accurate analysis than in the case of

the nose inlet. Accurate prediction of the required optimum supersonic

compression design is therefore complicated.

For example, the ratio of the boundary-layer thickness at the inlet

at angle of attack to the thickness at zero angle of attack is indicated

in figure 18 for several inlet locations on the RM-IO body of revolution

and also at the proposed inlet locations on the supersonic aircraft con-

figurations A, B, and D. The boundary layer thickened on the upper

quadrants of the body of revolution. In the lower quadrants of the body

of revolution and for configurations B and D, the boundary layer either

thinned or remained the same. Some thickening of the boundary layer

was noted for configuration A at angle of attack. The use of canard-

type control surfaces such as used with configurations C and D may

severly distort the flow field on the sides and upper quadrants of the

body at angle of attack (e.g., ref. 17). Data shown for configuration

D were obtained for zero deflection of the canard control surface.



Similarlyj the crossflow at the inlet face is indicated in figure
19. The curves shownfor the body of revolution are not experimental,
but rather are results predicted by linearized potential theory. Along
the sides of the body of revolution (@, 90° ) and for the indicated
inlet location of configuration B (ref. 20)3 the rate of crossflow was
quite large. Crossflow at the inlet face for configuration A (ref. l_)
was reduced somewhat. The curve shownfor configuration D, which repre-
sents unpublished data from the investigation of reference 18, is not
representative of the crossflow at the axis of the inlet, but rather was
obtained with a survey wedgeoff-center of the inlet. Theoretically,
the crossflow at the center of the inlet should be zero.

Finally, the local Machnumberat the inlet face is shown in fig-
ure 20 for a free-stream Machnumberof 2.0. Since a low local Mach
number is desirable, it is evident that the lower quadrants of a body
of revolution are preferable (ref. 19). Configuration A, which utilizes
canopy compression, consistently had lower local Machnumbersat angle
of attack (ref. l_).

The resultant inlet total-pressure recovery for various inlet loca-
_,_..... _._b_a_v_ n_......_volution and for proposed inlet locations on super-
sonic aircraft configurations A, B, and D is shown in figure z1. For a

body of revolution of fineness ratio 3.5 (ref. 19) it is seen in figure

21(a) that the bottom of the fuselage is preferable at all angles of

attack. For other inlet locations, the local Mach number, the boundary-

layer thickness, and the crossflow penalized the inlet performance. In

addition, the relative effects of angle of attack on the upper-quadrant

body-of-revolution inlets are compared with the upper-quadrant inlet

locations on supersonic aircraft configuration A. Generally configura-

tion A was less sensitive to angle of attack. Also, the design of the

inlet itself affects the sensitivity to crossflow effects as evidenced

by the varying effectiveness of several inlets mounted on configuration

A. In figure 21(b) 9° ramp inlets with and without side fairings (ref.

ZO) are compared on configuration B at a free-stream Mach number of 1.7.

These inlets, which were canted down at 5°, enjoyed good angle-of-attack

performance, at least for positive angles of attack. The location of
the inlet on the bottom of the fuselage for configuration D is also seen

to be advantageous in figure 21(c) (ref. 18).

The effectiveness of boundary-layer removal for a body-of-

revolution configuration (ref. 19) is presented in figure 22. At zero

angle of attack the boundary layer was uniform around the body, and

removal of the boundary layer improved the pressure recovery. At angle

of attack, the inlet at the bottom of the fuselage showed negligible

change in performance, since, as indicated in figure 18, the boundary

layer thinned on the bottom of the fuselage. For the upper-quadrant

inlet locations, definite benefits to increased boundary-layer removal

were noted inasmuch as the boundary layer thickened at angles of attack.
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Internal Flow Problems of Fuselage-Mounted Side Inlets

Whenthe inlet is satisfactorily located on the fuselage to min-
imize the external effects previously mentioned_ the side inlet is still
penalized in comparison with the nose inlet; for the side inlet is
liable for increased subsonic-diffuser losses as a result of generally
inherent corner effects in the region of the throat, necessary flow-
passage-shapetransitions, and subsonic-diffuser turns required to dis-
charge the air flow toward the center of the fuselage. Each of these
effects is combinedinto one end result in figure 23. The total-
pressure contours following subsonic diffusion are presented for 25°
half-angle cone inlets operated (i) as a nose inlet (ref. 21) and 42)
as side inlets (refs. 8 and 19). The axes of the subsonic diffusers
for the side inlets have been displaced slightly in the direction of the
fuselage. The nose inlet (fig. 25(c)) exhibits only a slight variation
of total pressure across the diffuser exit, whereas the flat-plate-
mountedside inlet (fig. 25(a)) indicates a region of high pressure dis-
placed from the axis and separation on the downstreamside of the com-
pression surface. The fuselage-mounted side inlet (ref. 19) had, in
general, the sametotal-pressure variations as the flat-plate-mounted
inlet in figure 25(b).

Investigators outside of the NACAhave also encountered these
subsonic-diffuser problems. For example, the total-pressure contours
following subsonic diffusion for a single-shock half-conical side inlet
utilizing partial internal compression at a free-stremmMach number of
2.77 is presented in figure 2A. These data, which are as yet unpublished,
are for critical inlet operation. In figure 2_(a) the total-pressure
contours exhibit a spread of about 52 percent together with incipient

separation on the downstream side of the compression surface. (Additional

instrumentation also revealed a spiraling effect as the air passed

through the duct.) The use of vortex generators in the subsonic diffuser

was found in one application to reduce the spread in total pressure by

over 50 percent and also to eliminate the separation, as indicated in

figure 2A(b). No loss in critical pressure recovery was sustained.

While vortex generators may not be a cure-all, it is believed that some

internal control may be necessary, especially for free-streamMach num-

bers above 2.0. Turning vanes, screens, honeycombs, and internal

boundary-layer suction are also examples of possible internal control

mechanisms.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this paper:

drag coefficient

drag

propulsive thrust

thrust parameter

forebody fineness ratio

boundary-layer-removal height

boundary-layer-removal height parameter

wedge position parameter (i'ig. 8)

Mach number

total-pressure recovery

angle of attack_ deg

crossflow angle_ deg

boundary-layer thickness

_/_=0 boundary-layer-thickness ratio for angle-of-attack operation

g wedge included angle_ deg

circumferential inlet !ocation_ deg

control-surface deflection3 deg

Subscripts :

i

P

0

ideal

maximum

pressure

free stream
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SUMMARY OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT FOREBODIES

i

(o) RM-IO BODY OF REVOLUTION; f, 7.5.

PLAN VIEW

W/2° _ _ _

SIDE VIEW

(b) AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION A; f, 5.3.

I

(c) AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION B; f, 2.8,

__--__- _c-- _
PLAN VIEW

6 °
SIDE VIEW

(d) AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION C; f, ,5.8.

Figure 3
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PERFORMANCEOF 14= RAMP INLET WITH
ROUNDEDSEMICIRCULAR COWLING

WITH SCOOPBOUNDARY-LAYERREMOVAL
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COMPARISON OF SCOOP AND WEDGE BOUNDARY-LAYER
REMOVAL SYSTEMS
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON MAXIMUM INLET TOTAL-PRESSURE RECOVERY FOR SELECTED
INLET LOCATIONS ON SEVERAL FOREBODIES
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TYPICAL TOTAL-PRESSURE CONTOURS AT EXIT OF SUBSONIC DIFFUSER

FOR SIDE AND NOSE INLETS AT PEAK PRESSURE RECOVERY
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INLET-ENGINE MATCHING CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED

SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES

By Leonard J. Obery and Leonard E. Stitt

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate performance of a turbojet-powered aircraft is dependent

on the individual performances of the components of the internal air-flow

system. The engine of present high-speed airplanes cannot be considered

separately from the rest of the aircraft; rather it may be regarded as

the heat pump in the over-all system of inlet, ducting, engine, and exit

nozzle, all of which components except th_ engine are usually regarded as

part of the airframe. The net thrust available to propel the aircraft

may be to a large extent controlled by the performance of the inlet and

exit nozzle rather than by the physical potentialities of the engine

alone. This paper will discuss some of the problems relating to the

design of inlets for particular engines, or to what is usually termed
inlet-engine matching.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:

area

spillage drag coefficient based on inlet area

additive drag

net thrust

Mach number

subcritical spillage ratio

mass-flow ratio

total pressure

total temperature, OF

actual weight flow, lb/sec

corrected weight flow, lb/sec
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5 total-pressure correction factor, P/2116

0 total temperature correction factor, T/SI9

Subscripts:

a available

c critical

i ideal

t throat

0 free stream

3 diffuser-exit or compressor-face station

c
¢

DISCUSSIONAND ANALYSIS

For subsonic flight speeds, few problems exist in designing inlet

systems. Provided that the inlet is large enough to deliver air to the

engine without internal choking and that reasonably smooth passages,

without extremely sharp turns, exist in the internal ducting, reasonably

good performance may be expected from most inlet installations. However,

at supersonic speeds new problems arise, and phenomena which did not

occur subsonically must be considered.

As in the subsonic flight regime, the engine will force the inlet to

operate at a particular mass-flow condition for each point in the flight

range. Thus, even though the inlet by itself is capable of operating

over a large range of mass flow and pressure recovery, when coupled to

an engine it will operate only at the condition set by the engine require-

ments. If the supersonic inlet is made too small, it will be forced to

operate supercritically, that is, it will capture a certain maximum mass

flow dependent on the inlet geometry, and a normal or terminal shock

will be located somewhere in the subsonic diffuser passage. Thus, the

air delivered to the engine will be at a lower total-pressure recovery

than critical, and a portion of the compression available from ram will

be lost to the engine; the thrust output will thus be reduced, as shown

in references I and 2. Conversely, if the supersonic inlet is made too

large, it will be forced to operate subcritically, that is, it will cap-

ture less air flow than is possible from its geometry and will produce

an attendant additive drag, as discussed, for example, in reference 3,

and, perhaps even more serious, possible inlet-shock instability or buzz.

An example of these two conditions is shown in figure i, where the

corrected air flow required by the engine is given by the solid curve.

a
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The dashed curve labeled "supersonic matching" represents the critical

corrected weight-flow operating point (highest pressure recovery at

maximum mass flow) of an inlet designed to deliver the required air flow

to the engine at a Mach number of 2.8. A development of these parameters

is presented in reference 4. This particular inlet has a wedge angle of

20 ° and operates with shock on lip at a Mach number of 2.8. As the free-

stream Mach number is reduced, more corrected air flow is required than

the inlet can deliver at critical mass-flow conditions, and the inlet is

thus forced by the engine to operate supercritically at a low total-

pressure recovery. For exampl% at a Mach number of 0.9, the recovery of

the inlet and ducting system is only 55 percent instead of the 95 percent

potentially possible from the inlet. If the inlet-engine system had

operated at the potential 95-percent pressure recovery, the resulting

thrust Fna would have been 95 percent of the ideal engine thrust. How-

ever, because of the low total-pressure recovery forced by the engine,

the operating engine thrust with this inlet is only 46 percent of the
available engine thrust at this Mach number.

The supercritical inlet operation could be eliminated by simply

scaling up the inlet to capture the required engine air flow with an

inlet velocity ratio of i at a Mach number of 0.9. By using the same

ramp angle and free-stream Mach number for ramp shock-on-lip operation,

the critical operating points for this scaled-up inlet are designated

as the subsonic-matching curve of figure I. As the free-stream Math

number is increased, the inlet can now deliver at critical-flow conditions

more air flow than the engine can use, and hence the inlet will be

forced to operate subcritically (at a mass flow less than maximum) with

attendant additive drag and susceptibility to shock pulsations or buzz.

It is estimated that the additive drag of this inlet at a Mach number of

2.8 will be approximately 70 percent of the available engine thrust.

This available thrust, with an optimum pressure-recovery ramp but without

any additive drag, is approximately 54 percent of the ideal engine thrust

at lO0-percent pressure recovery.

The problem of inlet-engine matching is thus to design the inlet so

that it operates through the range of free-stream Mach number at such

conditions that it delivers the required amount of air flow to the

engine at a high pressure recovery and with a minimum additive drag which

corresponds to near-critical inlet operation. Related analyses on inlet-

engine matching are discussed additionally in references 4 to 8.

It is evident that any fixed inlet system will not yield efficient

operation over an extended Mach number range, as shown, for example, by

the case in figure i. Generally, for supersonic Mach numbers below 1.5,

a fixed-geometry inlet will perform satisfactorily if it is sized and

designed properly; however, for Mach numbers much in excess of that value,
variable inlet geometry of some sort will be desirable.
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Several systems of variable inlet geometry are illustrated in
figure 2. These systems will, in general, keep the inlet operating near
critical flow in order to obtain the needed engine air flow at a high
pressure recovery without incurring subcritical additive drag or pulsing
flow. The first example is an annular inlet with a translating conical
spike (fig. 2(a)). For this inlet, the spike moves fore and aft to keep
the inlet at near-crltical operation, coincidentally delivering the
proper amount of air flow to the engine. As the spike moves to capture
more or less air, the high subcritical or normal-shock additive drag is
traded for the lesser supercritical or oblique-shock additive drag.
Experimental data are available on this type inlet in reference 9.
Several disadvantages are present in this system, however_ for example,
the cone angle cannot readily be changed to maintain optimum cone angles
at each Machnumber, and hence maximumram compression (or total-pressure
recovery) maynot be attained throughout the range of flight speed. It
is also possible that the cone maybe translated far enough forward that
expansions about the shoulder formed by the transition from the nose cone
to a near-cylindrical afterbody may cause poorer pressure recoveries than
expected, as illustrated in reference 9. Although good design and proper
location on the fuselage may alleviate muchof the angle-of-attack flow
into the inlet, annular inlets with conical spikes generally suffer con-
siderable performance losses at angle of attack as a result of boundary-
layer accumulation on the lee side of the cone caused by body crossflow.

A second general type of variable-geometry inlet is the two-dimen-
sional inlet with a variable-angle wedgeused as the external compression
surface (fig. 2(b)). The oblique shock generated by the ramp leading
edge maybe rotated to a desired position by varying the wedgeangle.
As with the previous example, the variable-wedge inlet may be oper-

ated near critical flow_ and the high subcritical additive drag is

exchanged for the smaller supercritical drag. However, in this case if

the inlet is properly designed, near-optimum ramp angles may be selected

at each Mach number, and the advantage of higher pressure recovery or

external ram compression may be realized. Also, the angle-of-attack

characteristics of the ramp inlet are generally superior to those of the

conical-spike inlet. Experimental investigations of various fixed ramp

inlets are discussed in references i0 to 12.

The object of both types of variable inlets discussed previously

was to capture the required amount of air flow through the Mach number

range at critical flow conditions. This objective was accomplished by

translating or rotating the nose or leading-edge oblique shock ahead of

the cowl. If the desired air flow is considerably less than would be

possible from the cowl size, the oblique shock will stand far ahead of

the cowl and relatively large supercritical additive drags will result.

The objective of delivering to the engine smaller amounts of mass flow

may also be accomplished by capturing a full free-stream tube of air at

the inlet and returning the excess mass flow to the free stream ahead of

the turbojet compressor. A configuration of this type is called an air-

flow bypass system (fig. 2(c)).
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The bypass may be used with any inlet type in the following manner:

The inlet shock is kept near the cowl lip to capture the maximum air

flow determined by the inlet size or to spill supersonically small

amounts of air in order to maintain maximum recovery. The air captured

by the inlet in excess of that required by the engine is then discharged

in a nearly axial direction at some point in the ducting ahead of the

engine compressor, as demonstrated in references 13 to 15. The drag

resulting from the capture and discharge of the excess air depends on

the momentum lost by that air and is normally quite small. In effect,

then, the advantage of the bypass system results from trading supersonic

additive drag for a smaller bypass-spillage drag. The bypass may also

be used advantageously with the variable-wedge-type inlet, in that the

rs/np-angle setting is not determined by the engine air-flow requirements

and hence may be set for near-optimum pressure recovery.

A comparison of the various types of spillage drag for conical-spike-

type annular inlets is shown in figure 3 for a Mach number of 2.0, similar

to a development presented in reference 16. Similar comparisons would be

expected throughout the Mach number range, with the absolute magnitude

of the various spillage drags increasing with increasing Mach number.

The trends indicated in the curves would also be expected for two-dimen-

sional inlets (with somewhat different absolute magnitudes however).

Theoretical values of normal-shock-spillage (or subcritical spillage)

drag for the open-nose inlets of reference 17, oblique-shock-spillage

(called supercritical spillage) drag also from reference 17, and bypass-

spillage drag based on the momentum loss from free stream to bypass sonic

exit are presented in figure 3. The data points shown in the figure are

experimental values of the three types of spillage drag obtained from

references 13, 14, and 18 to 21 and show quite good agreement with the

theoretical values. It should be pointed out that the magnitude of the

supercrltical additive drag is directly dependent on the type of compres-

sion surface used, since it is calculated as the pressure force acting

on the limiting entering streamline to the inlet; whereas subcritical addi-

tive drag is probably less dependent on the compression surface and more

dependent on the pressure existing behind the normal or terminal inlet

shock. Bypass drag, of course, is independent of the type of inlet

system used to the extent that it depends on the pressure recovery

existing at the bypass exit. The drag values presented represent only

the additive drag acting ahead of the cowl; therefore, no consideration

has been given to the reduction in cowl-pressure drag resulting from

spillage. In general, the reduced cowl-pressure drags cancel the

additive drag subsonically and are quite important at the lower supersonic

Mach numbers (possibly to a Math number of 2.0) but probably become less

important at the higher Mach numbers. This reduction in drag should be

considered in any force analysis of the inlet; however, the prediction of

cowl-pressure drag, particularly at reduced mass flows, is extremely

difficult at the present time and no satisfactory analytical solution

is possible. Therefore, since the reduction in cowl-pressure drag is

probably small, it will be disregarded in the analysis, thereby tending

to make any calculations more conservative.
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To design and analyze any air-inlet system, it is necessary to
estimate both the critical total-pressure recovery and the mass flow
t.hat the system will provide the compressor over the flight path of the
aircraft. It is possible to determine the critical mass flow from the
geometry of the inlet and the attendant shock pattern. However, in
order to evaluate the total-pressure recovery, both the supersonic loss
through the oblique and normal shocks and the subsonic diffuser loss
through the duct must be estimated. The total-pressure recovery across
the inlet-shock system maybe calculated from two-dimensional or three-
dimensional supersonic-flow theory, for example from references 22 and
23. Values of subsonic diffuser recovery are difficult to calculate,
and for estimation purposes it has been assumedthat the pressure recovery
at the diffuser exit will be 95 percent of the supersonic recovery for
flight Machnumbersfrom 1.O to 2.0. From a survey of the rather meager
data available, it has been further assumedthat the subsonic recovery
will decrease from 95 percent at a Machnumber of 2.0 to 90 percent at a
Machnumberof 2.8. By combining the calculated supersonic recovery
with the assumedsubsonic diffuser recovery, it is possible to predict
an over-all inlet total-pressure recovery consistent with values that
have already been obtained experimentally (refs. l0 to 12, 15, 18 to 20,
and 24 to 34), as illustrated, in particular, in references 24 and 31.

A theoretical method for determining the total-pressure recovery for
sharp-lip inlets operating at subsonic flight Machnumbershas been
developed in reference 35. The pressure-recovery curve from this refer-
ence has been reproduced in figure 4 together with experimental recoveries
from references 34, 36, and 37. The agreement between experiment and
theory is quite reasonable; thus, it maybe expected that reliable
subsonic performance of a particular sharp-lip inlet can be calculated
by this method.

CO
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APPLICATION OF INLET-ENGINE MATCHING TECHNIQUE

Conventional engine. - To demonstrate the technique of inlet-engine

matching, three inlets have been designed to supply air to the conven-

tional engine, referred to in a subsequent paper, which powers a

proposed supersonic interceptor over a given flight plan. The engine

has a compressor area of 1.66 square feet and a constant rotational

speed. The proposed flight plan of the interceptor and the resultant

corrected air-flow requirements of the engine over this plan are pre-

sented in figure 5. The flight plan specified that the airplane take

off and accelerate to a Mach number of 0.9 near sea level, climb to

55,000-feet altitude at a Mach number of 0.9 and accelerate to a Math

number of 1.5, accelerate and climb simultaneously to a Mach number of

2.8 and 48,000-feet altitude, and finally climb to 70,000-feet altitude.

Because of the large variation in corrected weight-flow requirements

over the flight plan, a variable-geometry inlet will be required. All
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three inlets have "been designed for matching at a Mach number of 2.8 in

the tropopause and have fixed cowl geometry without internal contraction.

Although mechanical details were not studied, it is believed that the

inlets presented would be feasible to build.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the three inlets are presented

in figure 6 over the range of flight Mach number. The single variable-

wedge inlet (dashed curve) was designed to operate with ramp angles from

zero to 22 ° . This inlet operates with the oblique shock on the cowl lip

at a Mach number of 2.8 and with the normal shock inside the lip. At

Mach numbers less than 2.8, it is possible to match the engine at nearly

critical inlet operation by using optimum pressure-recovery wedge angles,

since the reduction of air flow with the forward rotation of the oblique

shock nearly coincides with the engine operating requirements. In this

case the additive drag would result from spillage behind the oblique

shock, since the normal shock would stand near the cowl lip. The wedge

angle is maintained high enough to cause shock detachment at the low

supersonic Mach numbers in order to supply the required air flow without

spillage behind the inlet terminal shock. At take-off and subsonic

speeds, the wedge angle is reduced to zero to obtain the largest possible

ir!et area.

Although it is possible in this case to maintain nearly critical

inlet flow with close-to-optimum total-pressure-recovery ramp angles,

the maximum recovery obtainable from a single wedge is relatively poor

in the high Mach number range_ at a Mach number of 2.8, for example, the

best recovery possible is on the order of 59 percent. The low recovery

results in a propulsive efficiency of about 54 percent, as shown in

figure 7. Operation in the low supersonic flight range with the detached

ramp shock, although somewhat speculative, was indicated from an aerody-

namic viewpoint by an efficiency comparison_ analysis showed that even

though the detached wave resulted in slightly lower pressure recovery,

the additive drag behind the detached wave was probably sufficiently

smaller than normal-shock spillage to provide an over-all gain. As

shown in figure 7, the propulsive efficiency is quite high in the low

supersonic range, being above 90 percent at Mach numbers less than 1.6.

At take-off and subsonic speeds, the inlet captures less than maximum

air flow and should operate at total-pressure recoveries of approximately

81 percent at take-off and 96 percent at a Mach number of 0.9 in the

tropopause. An inlet of this type has the advantage of being of rela-

tively simple mechanical design, capable of supplying air to the engine

at critical inlet flow with approxi_mtely the best total-pressure recovery

obtainable from a single variable-wedge system. However, the total-

pressure recovery attainable with a single-wedge inlet becomes increas-

ingly poorer than other inlets as the Mach number increases.

In order to increase the total-pressure recovery and thereby

increase the performance of the aircraft, a double-wedge inlet was
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designed. This inlet had a two-position (9° and 0°) precompression wedge
followed by a secondwedge, variable from zero to 20° with respect to the
first ramp. The precompression ramp is used at 9° for supersonic flight
and lowered to zero for subsonic operation. This inlet operates with
both oblique shocks intersecting the cowl lip at a Machnumberof 2.8
and with the normal shock inside the cowl lip at critical inlet flow.
For flight Machnumbersless than 2.8, the reduction in weight flow due
to the steeper oblique shocks with optimumpressure-recovery wedge
angles is not quite enoughto satisfy the engine air-flow requirements,
so that the stream tube is further reduced by the forward movementof
the normal shock out of the inlet_ consequently, the inlet will operate
slightly subcritical. The maximumsubcritical spillage occurs at a Mach
numberof 1.6, as shownin figure 6 by the corrected weight-flow curve
(wherein critical inlet flow is shownto be greater than required) and
by the mass-flow-ratio curve, which indicates the subcritical spillage
as a percentage of the critical capture massflow. Shock-wavedetachment
occurs for the 9° wedgenear a Mach numberof 1.4_ however, additional
subcritical spillage is also required, as shownby the curves Just
mentioned. For subsonic flight Machnumberswith both wedgeangles at
zero, the inlet will capture less than maximumair flow at both take-off
and Machnumberof 0.9. The inlet will deliver 87-percent total-pressure
recovery at sea level for take-off and 98 percent for Machnumberof 0.9
in the tropopause.

In the high supersonic portion of the flight path, the double-wedge
inlet increased the total-pressure recovery over that obtained for the
single wedgeand thus increased the propulsive thrust available to the
aircraft (fig. 7)_ for exampl_ at a Machnumber of 2.8, the propulsive
thrust was increased from the previous 54 percent to 69 percent, which
is maximumfor a two-shock configuration. As a result of subcritical
spillage, the efficiency was less than maximumfor a two-shock inlet
throughout the supersonic Machnumberrange below 2.8.

At supersonic Machnumbersbelow 1.8, the double-wedge inlet had
efficiencies that were lower than those obtained for the single-ramp
inlet because of the additive drag caused by subcritical spillage. In
the supersonic flight range, the inlet is capable of supplying corrected
air flow to the engine at nearly critical flow, with a total-pressure
recovery close to the maximumattainable with an optimum two-shock con-
figuration, even though supersonically the inlet had only one variable
ramp. This analysis indicates that for engines with air-flow character-
istics of the conventional type, a fixed precompression surface may yield
sufficiently high propulsion efficiencies to provide adequate performance
for the aircraft. To provide sufficient high pressure-recovery air flow
to the engine at subsonic speeds, the artifice of lowering both ramps to
zero wasused. A system of this type would be more complex to build and
operate than the single variable wedge (with or without the precompres-
sion surface) and, depending on the relative complexities (and also on

!
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the necesslty for high performance subsonically), other systems, such as
blow-ln doors" or an auxiliary subsonic inlet, could alsobe used to pro-
vide the necessary air flow.

A more complex inlet was designed with two variable wedgesand a
main-duct bypass system to obtain better performance over the entire
Machnumberrange than the inlet with a 9° or 0° precompression wedge
plus a variable wedge. Higher efficiencies are effected with this inlet
by keeping the intersection of the inlet shock system near the cowl lip
at the highest pressure recovery possible and spilling the excess mass
flow through the axial discharge bypass. The first wedgeangle is vari-
able from zero to 15° and the second from zero to 18° with respect to
the first. Critical operation of the inlet at the required engine air
flow occurs at a Machnumberof 2.8 with the two oblique shocks inter-
secting at the cowl lip. At flight Machnumbers less than 2.8, the two
variable wedgesare positioned to obtain nearly maximumtotal-pressure
recovery consistent with the highest possible critical mass-flow ratio,
thereby reducing the supercritical or oblique-shock spillage to a minimum.
Since the engine requires less air flow than the inlet delivers, the excess
mass flow is discharged axially through the main-duct sonic-exit bypass
as the flight Machnumberdecreases. A main-duct bypass capable of dis-
charging up to 50 percent of the inlet mass flow would be required for
this installation. With the use of a main-duct bypass, the inlet will
supply air to the engine at critical inlet flow at all flight Mach
numbers, trading normal-shock-spillage drag for bypass-spillage drag.
At subsonic flight speeds, both wedgeswould be reduced to zero. At
take-off and subsonic flight speeds, the inlet would operate at less
than maximumair flow, with a total-pressure recovery of 87 percent at
take-off and 98 percent at Machnumberof 0.9 in the tropopause.

This type of inlet was capable of supplying the required engine air
flow with critical inlet operation and maximumpressure recovery for
double-wedge design over the entire supersonic flight range, as shownby
the curves of figure 6. Since the inlet capture air flow was greater than
the engine requirements, the excess air was discharged through the bypass,
thereby creating bypass drag. The effect of this drag (which was shown
in fig. 3 to be the smallest of the spillage drags) on the propulsive
thrust of the engine is shownin figure 7. The highest thrust loss occurs
at aMach numberof 2.0 and is of the order of 2 percent of the ideal
thrust at this Machnumber. Over the entire range, however, this inlet
system was calculated to give the best performance of the inlet types,
with only small losses in thrust from the maximumattainable with a
two-wedge system. As maybe expected, this high performance was realized
only at the expense of considerable complexity and probable addedweight.
It is interesting that at Machnumbersabove 2.0, the relatively simple
inlet with a 9° precompression wedgeplus a variable wedgeperforms
nearly as well as the more complex system. This indicates that if high
performance is not required in the low supersonic range, the simpler
inlet may be more satisfactory.
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Supersonic engine. - The previous discussion concerned the design

of three inlets to match a conventional turbojet engine over the entire

Mach number and altitude range of a supersonic interceptor. To provide

capabilities for greater thrust per unit frontal area, an engine desig-

nated as the supersonic turbojet engine was designed and is described in

a subsequent paper. This engine has been selected to point out problems

that would arise in the design of an inlet system that matches these par-

ticular engine characteristics. The corrected air-flow requirements over

the flight plan shown in figure 5 are presented in figure 8. The engine

requires a constant corrected air flow to a Mach number of 2.3 and then

a decreasing air flow to a Mach number of 2.8. For a schedule of this

type, an inlet sized to match the engine at a Mach number of 2.8 would

be too large at supersonic Mach numbers less than 2.3, since inlet crit-

ical corrected weight flows normally increase with decreasing Mach

number. Because of the constant weight-flow requirements, it may also

be expected that an inlet sized for a Mach number of 2.8 will have ample

air-flow capacity at take-off and subsonic operation. It has been shown

previously that double-wedge configurations exhibit total-pressure recov-

eries substantially higher than single-wedge inlets at Mach numbers over

2.0; therefore, only double-wedge inlets have been considered in this

analysis. Furthermore, the engine air requirements indicate the need for

a variable-geometry inlet in order to match efficiently throughout the

entire flight path.

The first inlet was designed with a fixed cowl and two variable

ramps, such that both oblique shocks intersected the cowl lip at a design

Mach number of 2.8 without internal contraction. The first wedge varied

from zero to 20 ° , and the second wedge varied from zero to 18 ° with

respect to the first wedge.

The wedge angles at a Mach number of 2.8 were selected to give the

maximum pressure recovery possible from a double-wedge configuration,

and the cowl was positioned for shock intersection at the lip. At a

Mach number of Z.8, then, maximum propulsive efficiency is obtained, as

shown in figure 9(a). This inlet has been broken down into three modes

of operation, as shown by curves A, B, and C in figures 8 and 9. Method

A specifies ramp angles set for nearly maximum pressure recovery through-

out the supersonic range without shock detachment. In this case, as the

Mach number decreases below 2.8, the inlet is forced to spill increasing

amounts of air flow behind the normal shock, since the spillage behind

the oblique shocks is insufficient to satisfy the engine requirements.

At a Mach number of 1.6, the inlet would be forced to spill 36 percent

of the maximum mass flow available at that Mach number behind the normal

shock (fig. 8), with a subsequent loss in propulsive efficiency due to

subcritical additive drag (fig. 9(a)). At a Mach number of 1.0, the

spillage behind the normal shock would be 89 percent of the maximum mass

flow available. This method exhibits high pressure recoveries over the

supersonic range but large additive drag penalties below a Mach number

!
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of 2.4. Method B consists of selecting a wedge angle to give the required

throat area at a Mach number of 1.0 to supply air to the engine at criti-

cal inlet operation. This particular wedge angle forces shock detachment

from a Mach number of 1.0 to a Mach number of 1.82, with corresponding

normal-shock pressure recoveries, as shown in figure 8. This method results

in an improvement in propulsive efficiency over that obtained in method A,

from a Mach number of 1.0 to a Mach number of approximately 1.6, as

shown in figure 9(a). However, at Mach numbers above 1.6, the efficiency

decreases rapidly because of the low pressure recoveries attendant with

normal-shock recovery. Method C consisted of positioning the wedges for

nearly maximum pressure recovery from a Mach number of 2.8 to a Mach

number of 1.6 and holding a constant wedge angle below Mach number 1.6

to detach the oblique shock. The inlet characteristics and propulsive

efficiency of this system, as shown in figures 8 and 9(a), indicate an

improvement over method A below a Mach number of 1.4; however, its

efficiency is lower than method B below a Mach number of 1.6. From an

efficiency standpoint then, the best schedule for the inlet would be to

follow method A from a Mach number of 2.8 to a Mach number of 1.6,

raise the ramp angle to obtain the throat area required to match the

engine exactly, and apply method B to a Mach number of 1.O. For subsonic

flight speeds with both ramps lowered to zero and with the throat area

equal to the cowl-plane area, the inlet will capture far more air flow

than the engine requires. With the resulting operation_ then_ at velocity

ratios considerably less than 1.O, the pressure recovery at take-off

would be of the order of 95 percent and at a Mach number of 0.9 would

be approximately 99.5 percent. An inlet of this type would therefore

be very efficient subsonically but would be very poor in propulsive

efficiency in the Mach number range from 1.2 to 2.3. This result indi-

cates that a bypass configuration would be required in order to eliminate

the high subcritical additive drag in the low supersonic flight speed

range and to obtain reasonable propulsive efficiencies over the entire

flight path of the aircraft.

A second inlet was therefore designed for a Mach number of 2.8, and

the resulting configuratioh at this Mach number was nearly identical to

that of the previous inlet. However, a bypass system was incorporated

in order to elinir_te the subcritical additive drag encounteredwith the

first inlet (method A) at lower supersonic Mach numbers. For this inlet,

at Mach numbers less than 2.8 the wedge angles were selected to obtain

nearly maximum pressure recoveries consistent with keeping the oblique

shocks as near the cowl lip as possible. The reductions in air flow

required to match the engine are accomplished by spilling the excess

mass flow through the bypass system. As shown in figure 8, the pressure

recoveries obtained with this inlet are comparable to the previous inlet

(method A), but normal-shock-spillage drag has been traded for bypass-

spillage drag, with the inlet operating at critical flow throughout the

Mach number range. The resulting increase in propulsive efficiency of

this inlet over the previous inlet (shown in figure 9(a)) becomes
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considerable in the Machnumberrange from 1.0 to 2.5. Since this inlet
has the samecapture area as the previous inlet, the subsonic perform-
ance will be identical for both inlets whenthe ramp angles are reduced
to zero.

In the efficiency analysis of these inlets (fig. 9(a)), the reduc-
tion in cowl-pressure drag resulting from inlet subcritical operation
was not considered. As mentioned previously, this reduction should be
accounted for in any force analysis, especially at the lower supersonic
Machnumbers. To indicate the possible order of magnitude of this force
term, the reduction of cowl-pressure drag has been estimated from refer-
ence 38 for subcritical operation and has been included in the efficiency
curves of figure 9(b). Although there is an increase in efficiency for
curves A and C over those shownin figure 9(a), particularly below a
Machnumberof 2.0, it is evident that for an engine of this type, a
variable-geometry inlet with a main-duct bypass system would be required
to match the engine efficiently over the entire flight plan of the super-
sonic interceptor.

O
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some of the problems associated with inlet-engine matching in a

supersonic airplane have been reviewed and discussed. Primarily, it has

been demonstrated that the results of careful and resourceful research

leading to high-thrust turbojet engines can be negated simply by the

wrong choice of inlet installation. An example has been cited of the

variable-angle single-wedge inlet which, although operating at critical

(and therefore near-optimum) inlet flow, was unable to produce sufficient

total-pressure recovery to maintain more than about half the potential

thrust of the engine at a Mach number of 2.8. Thus, even though optimum

inlet performance was attained, nearly half of the engine thrust was lost.

Efficient aircraft performance over an extended Mach number range there-

fore requires that extreme care be taken in the inlet selection in order

to insure that the fullest possible advantage is taken of the engine

potential.
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INLET-ENGINE MATCHING CONDITIONS FOR THREE SPECIFIC INLET
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PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY OF THREE SPECIFIC INLET CONFIGURATIONS
DESIGNED FOR A CONVENTIONAL ENGINE AT FLIGHT MACH NUMBER OF 2.8
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PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY OF TWO SPECIFIC INLET CONFIGURATIONS
DESIGNED FOR SUPERSONIC ENGINE AT FLIGHT MACH NUMBER OF 2.8
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PERFORMANCE OF SEVERAL PLUG-TYPE NOZZLES

By Gerald W. Englert and Thomas B. Shillito

NOZZLE REQUIREMENTS

Various modes of operation of engines required to drive aircraft

over ranges of flight speed from take-off to high supersonic Mach numbers

necessitate the use of exhaust nozzles capable of permitting large throat-

area changes. These changes may be required even with the afterburner

temperature held constant. Additional throat-area changes imposed upon

thenozzle tocompensate for afterburner temperature changes may further

widen the limits imposed by the basic engine schedule.

i

Figure 1 presents the nozzle requirements for two engine schedules.

The solid lines are for operation of an engine with a constant turbine-

inlet_temperature (2040 ° F) and a constant rotative speed over the

entire flight path from take-off to a flight Mach number of 2.8. A

schedule obtained by permitting the engine to overspeed at a constant

turbine-inlet temperature of 2040 ° F is illustrated by the dashed lines.

The afterburner temperatures were held constant in both cases and were

lowered onlyat the subsonic and supersonic cruise conditions indicated

by the points.

Aside from accommodating the throat-area changes demanded by the

engine, the nozzle should be one which can efficiently utilize the thrust

potential of the exhaust gases over the available range of pressure ratios.

Figure i shows that pressure ratios from 2.5 at take-off to 21.0 at a

flight Mach number of 2.8 can be supplied by the engines of a Mach 2.8

airplane.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The plug-type-nozzle configuration shows promise in satisfying the

two foregoing requirements. A throat-area change in this type of nozzle

may be obtained by axial translation of the centerbody (or plug) relative

to the outer shroud. These nozzles can be so designed that varying

amounts of internal_(or geometrical) expansion of the flow passages up to

the shroud exit station are also obtained as the plug is translated. The

expansion or compression processes beyond the shroud trailing-edge stations

then appear to be influenced by factors such as the amount the plug extends

rearward of the shroud_ the plug contour, and the available pressure
ratio.

Several plug-ts_e-nozzle configurations }lave been studied at the

NACA Lewis laboratory. So_le of the preliminary results are presented

in reference I; however, the bulk of the information most pertinent to

turbojet installations is as yet unpublished.
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Figure 2 shows the performance of two nozzles which have been
experimentally investigated. For both of these designs, the throat area
is maximumwhenthe plug is completely retracted. For this plug position,

however, the flow passages of the nozzle in the upper part of the sketch

are convergent, whereas the flow passages of the nozzle in the lower

part of the sketch are convergent-divergent. The upper nozzle has, for

reference, been designated nozzle A and the other nozzle B.

As would be expected, nozzle A, when the plug is retracted, has a

high thrust ratio at low-pressure ratios (total pressure ahead of

nozzle divided by static ambient pressure). Thrust ratio is defined as

the measured thrust divided by the jet thrust which would be obtained

for a completely expanded isentropic nozzle having the same weight flow

as for the measured case. The thrust ratio falls off quite rapidly as

pressure ratio is increased; this trend is similar to that of a conven-

tional convergent nozzle. When the plug of nozzle B is retracted, low

values of thrust ratio are obtained at low pressure ratios. The thrust

ratio increases, however, as the pressure ratio increases to a value.

corresponding to the geometrical expansion ratio of the internal passages.

The performance of nozzle B for this plug position is thus similar to

that of a conventional convergent-divergent nozzle.

Consider the opposite extreme of the plug travel, that is, the plug

in a greatly extended position as shown by the sketches on the right side
of figure 2. For this plug position, both nozzles exhibit a near constant

thrust-ratio characteristic over the entire range of pressure ratios

(1.5 to 19.0). It is also of interest to note that, for the extended

plug, both nozzles have essentially the same value of thrust ratio even

though the plug contour of A is that of a double cone and that of B is

streamlined. This thrust ratio is lower than that obtained with either

plug when fully retracted and operated at the optimum pressure ratio;

however, thrust ratios for the extended plug position were never as low

as those for the retracted plugs when operated at pressure ratios far

from optimum.

A study of nozzle B in the 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel was

conducted to determine whether an external stream flowing about this

type of nozzle would influence the nozzle thrust characteristics. In

this investigation, the nozzle was attached to a streamlined body

(a parabolic nose and boattail, and a cylindrical centerbody) which was

supported in the tunnel by means of two hollow struts. These hollow

struts served the additional purpose of ducting high-pressure air from

a central laboratory supply to the model. Data obtained at free-stream

Mach numbers of 0.i, 0.6, 1.6, and 2.0 and at angles of attack of 0°

and 8° are presented in figure 5. Here it can be seen that, within the

accuracy of these data and over the ranges covered, no effect of the

external stream on nozzle performance was encountered. Comparison of

measurements obtained from rows of pressure orifices on the top and

co
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bottom of the plug surfaces indicated that no significant normal forces

or bending moments were present on the plug during these tests even when

the model was at an angle of attack of 8° .

Additional flexibility of design of the plug-type nozzle, at the

expense of mechanical complexity, would be obtained if the nozzle shroud

were replaced by a variable iris as shown on figure 4. Even if the plug

were not permitted to move as in the previous examples, this type of

configuration affords a means of varying throat area and expansion ratio

along some schedule. Data were obtained with the plug left in an extended

position, which preserved the flat characteristics of the thrust ratio

versus pressure ratio curves. It can be seen that throat-area changes

of 86 percent can be made at pressure ratios of 1.5 to i0.0 and that the

thrust ratio in most all cases lies within a range of 0.90 to 0.95.

NOZZLE MATCHING

Figure 5 presents the results of matching these three nozzles to the

throat area and the pressure-ratio characteristics of the two engine

schedules of figure i. The measure of performance of the nozzles for

this figure was arbitrarily selected as net-thrust ratio. This ratio is

the same as the previously used jet-thrust ratio except that the airplane

inlet momentum (mass rate of air flow entering the inlet times free-stream

velocity) was subtracted from both the numerator (measured jet thrust)

and the denominator (ideal jet thrust for complete expansion) of the

jet thrust ratio. All three nozzles were matched to the constant-speed-

engine schedule_ however, only nozzle A and the iris-type-shroud nozzle

were matched to the overspeed-engine schedule because of the limited

range of data available for nozzle B.

As would be expected, where a comparison could be made, nozzle A

showed better take-off and low-speed net-thrust ratios than nozzle B.

The net-thrust ratios of nozzle B exceeded those of nozzle A over most

of the supersonic speed range.

The net-thrust ratio of the iris-type nozzle was between that of

nozzles A and B over nearly all the range of flight speeds where

comparison could be made and when the afterburner was operating at

3040 ° F. The iris-shroud nozzle had the best cruise performance of the
three nozzles.

For comparative purposes, the performance of a clamshell-type nozzle

is also included in figure 5. The performance curves are thought to be

representative of either a well-designed clamshell or a multiple-leaf

converging iris. The curve for the clamshell nozzle was calculated by

use of the data in reference 2 and lowered according to the results of

reference 3, which compared clamshell to fixed converging nozzles. The
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clamshell nozzle showsthe highest values of net-thrust ratio in the
subsonic speed range; however, as the flight Machnumberand the
nozzle pressure ratio increase, the performance of the clamshell nozzle
falls far below that of the others.
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THE EJECTOR AS A SUPERSONIC NOZZLE AND COOLING DEVICE

By William K. Greathouse, William K. Koffel, and Donald P. Holllster
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INTRODUCTION

Supersonic flight requires efficient propulsion nozzles capable of

producing thrust near that ideally available. As discussed by Englert

and Shillito, a conventional convergent nozzle is incapable of fully

expanding gases through a pressure ratio of more than about 2.0. At a

pressure ratio of l0 the convergent nozzle loses about 9 percent of the

theoretically available thrust because of incomplete expansion, and at

a pressure ratio of 20 about 15 percent of theoretical thrust is made

unavailable. Such excessive thrust losses as these, accompanied by high

aircraft drag at transonic and supersonic flight speeds, make it essen-

tial to provide an engine nozzle in which the gases can be fully expand-

ed. The nozzle problem is further complicated for afterburnlng engines

by the requirement of variable nozzle throat area and the inherent need

for nozzle cooling. The combination of variable throat area and variable

e_panslor_ area requires complex desi_.s and _ngenious mechanical devices

to form nozzles with cooled surfaces and these independent degrees of

flexlbillty.

The ejector with nozzle and shroud being structurally IndeRendent

lends itself to fully independent control of throat area and expansion

ratio. Furthermore, the ejector incorporates a natural cooling system

for afterburner shroud, Jet nozzle, and adjacent parts of the aircraft

structure.

The ejector operation as a supersonic nozzle can be described in

connection with figure 1. (The symbols used on this figure and else-

where in the discussion are defined in appendix A.) Under supersonic

flight conditions the primary gas stream Wp expands supersonically

along some boundary such as that shown by the dashed curve, and the

secondary stream W s will normally have a pressure greater than ambient

and will tend to force air through the shroud between the shroud wall

_nd primary Jet boundary. The secondary stream expands subsonically to

match the falling pressure along the primary stream boundary. With

varying operating conditions this pressure equilibrium is maintained by

an automatic shifting of the Jet boundary. Thrust characteristics of

an ejector operating in this manner are very good because both streams

are efficiently expanded to ambient pressure.

Although a fixed configuration is indicated in figure i, variable

ejector configurations can be constructed to vary Ds, Dp, and L, as

indicated in figure 2. These configuration changes in any installation
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should be aimed at meeting the engine cooling requirements while simul-
taneously producing a maximumnet thrust. The ejector designer generally
has to rely on exlsting small-scale, ejector performance (such as refs. 1
to 4) as a guide in establishing the alr-handllng capacity and thrust
characteristics of the ejector. The validity of small-scale ejector per-
formance to predict full-scale engine ejector performance has been seri-
ously questioned. To determine the applicability of small-scale work to
design problems, several ejectors were investigated on an afterburnlng
turbojet engine. Exact, 1/5-scale models were also simultaneously in-
vestigated on the ejector rig. Partial results of this investigation
are presented in the following sections of this paper with a discussion
as to the use of air-handling and thrust characteristics of small-scale
ejectors in ejector design. These data are then used to analyze the net
thrust gains available in a supersonic, area-defense flghter-type mission
with various degrees of flexibility and complexity built into the ejector
nozzle.

I
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EJECTOR PERF01_4ANCE COMPARISONS

Air-Handling Capacity

The air-handllng capacities of a full-scale and a small-scale ejec-

tor operating at the same primary gas temperature are compared directly

in figure 3. The small ejector was about one-fifth the size of the

large ejector and geometric similarity was preserved, except for metal

thickness. The comparison indicates good agreement of performance for

corrected welght-flow ratios Ws/W p _ of 0 and 0.04. The higher

secondary pressure ratio required by the full-scale ejector at a cor-

rected weight-flow ratio of 0.08 is in the opposite direction of a

Reynolds number or scale effect, but could be attributed to flow dis-

turbances such as whirl and turbulence associated with the engine-

afterburner installation used for full-scale ejector testing.

Two small ejectors having different secondary flow passages are

compared in figure 4. Diameter ratios of the two ejectors are slightly

different (see nomenclature on fig. 4); and, therefore, the performance

differences that occurred for corrected weight-flow ratios Ws/W p

of 0 and 0.04 are of no significance. The spread between the corrected

welght-flow-ratio curves of 0.08 is partly due to the aforementioned

difference in diameter ratio but also results from geometrical dissimi-

larity of the secondary flow passages. Ejector configuration B (from

ref. l) had a convergent secondary passage with minimum flow area at

the plane of the primary nozzle exit and configuration A had a convergent-

divergent passage with minimum area located upstream of the primary nozzle

exit. The relative passage height was also less for configuration A.

The performance decrement of configuration A at Ws/W p _/Ts/Tp of 0.08
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is due to either diffusion losses or shock losses, depending on whether

or not the flow at the particular operating condition is subsonic or

supersonic in the divergent passage downstream of the minimum secondary
passage flow area.

The alr-handllng capacity of two full-scale ejectors operating at

various primary gas temperatures is shown in figure 5. The effect of

temperature on performance is indicated to be small for either ejector

at the corrected weight-flow ratio Ws/W p _ of 0.04. At

Ws/W p _ of 0.08 there is little effect of temperature indicated

for the short ejector (fig. S(a)), but the long ejector (fig. 8(b))

required a higher secondary pressure ratio for gas temperatures of

3000 ° and 3700 ° R than for the gas temperature of ll20 ° R. Ejector air-

handling capacity at different temperatures is reasonabl_ll gener-

alized by the corrected welght-flow parameter Ws/W p -t/Ts/Tp for cor-

rected welght-flow ratios up to about 0.04. Fortunately this is about

the range of welght-flow ratios of general interest, as will be shown.

For the very short shroud eJecto_ the air flow generalized even at the

higher corrected welght-flow ratios. This effect has been previously
reported in reference 5.

Air-handllng capacity of full-scale hot-gas ejectors can thus be

predicted reasonably well from cold model ejector tests for corrected

weight-flow ratios up to at least 0.04, especially for short length

ejectors. At corrected welght-flow ratios much above 0.04, the com-

bined effects of ejector size, secondary passage geometry, gas temper-
ature, and flow disturbances make the use of model data uncertain.

Also, it appears that flow disturbances peculiar to every turbojet

engine (such as whirl, nonplanar velocity profiles, and burning through

the ejector) could have a major effect.

Thrust

A comparison of ejector thrust for full-scale and small-scale

ejectors is shown in figure 8. The thrust parameter is the ratio of

measured ejector thrust to the sum of the calculated Isentroplc thrust

available from the primary and secondary systems using measured pressure

ratlos_ temperatures, and mass flows. This plot indicates, as a general

trend, a decrease in thrust parameter as temperature was increased from

ll20 ° R for the full-scale ejector. For the same temperature of ll20 ° R

the thrust parameter was generally higher for the full-scale ejector

than for the small-scale ejector. These apparent trends cannot be con-

sidered conclusive because the magnitude of their variation is less than

the accuracy of the thrust data presented, which is about ±l_ percent.

From the limited amount of data examined, it appears that small-scale



ejector test data can be utilized to determine full-scale hot-gas ejector
1

thrust performance If thrust results within about l_ percent accuracy are
sufficient. Exact scale models may, however, be required to obtain data
for thls purpose.

APPLICATIONOFEJECTORAS A SD-PERSONICNOZZLE

Several ejector configurations that can serve as supersonic nozzles
have been shownIn figure 2. The ejector, of course, must be matched to
the operating schedule of a particular flight plan, aircraft, and engine.
In addition, the type of englne-afterburner installation wlll determine
cooling requirements and consequently the pressure losses and temperature
rlse of cooling alr flowing through the ductlng systems.

The net thrust performance of ejector configurations can be evalu-
ated only by application to a particular set of flight requirements.
For thls purpose a single-englne area-defense type fighter flight plan
has been assumed. An analysis of the obtainable exhaust-gas tempera-
tures (as limited by cooling of the nozzle) was made, and the required
nozzle-throat areas were determined and are presented in figure 7 as a
function of flight Machnumber. These operating schedules specify non-
afterburnlng cruise at 0.8 Machnumber, acceleration wlth the after-
burner in operation to design Muchnumber of 2.0 and exhaust-gas tem-
perature of 5500° R, and then operation at the design Machnumberwlth
reduced afterburner-gas temperature of 2500° R. This schedule requires
increases In nozzle-throat area as great as 78 percent of the throat
area at nonafterburnlng cruise.
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Cooling Requirements

An afterburner configuration (fig. 8) was selected that simplifies

the cooling requirements by use of a perforated liner. Use of the

liner also insures screech-free operation of the afterburner as dls-

cussed In the paper by Chllds. The perforated liner installation re-

quires about 12 percent of the gases from the turbine outlet for cool-

ing purposes. Use of thls liner essentially eliminates the need for

external cooling of the afterburner shell, but some cooling alr Is

necessary for aircraft structure and nozzle cooling. These cooling

requirements are shown In figure 7, and the method of computing the

necessary coollng-alr flow is described In appendix B.

Matching Duct and Ejector

The data used In thls analysis are based on small-scale ejector

tests using 80 ° F (540 ° R) alr for both primary and secondary alr.
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Since the cooling requirements are less than 0.05 corrected welght-flow

ratio, these model data will give a fair estimate (previously discussed)

of full-scale hot-gas ejector performance. Coollng-alr duct character-

istics were computed for each flight condition, and the ejector opera-

ting conditlonswere determined by a graphical matching method_ The

method of computing duct characteristics and graphical matching to an

ejector is described in appendix B.

NET TERUST OF EJECTOR PERFORMING AS A SUPERSONIC NOZZLE

Net thrust ratio was calculated for the various ejector configura-

tions shown in figure 2. The net thrust parameter used herein is the

ratio of net ejector thrust to the ideal net thrust available from the

engine. The ideal net thrust is based on actual engine mass flow and

velocity of complete isentropic expansion.°

Only the ejector configurations that supplied enough air to cool

the primary nozzle over the range of flight conditions are considered

herein. For other flight plans and engine conditions, the values of

net thrust ratio could be raised or lowered depending on cooling re-

quirements and consequent inlet momentum losses due to cooling-air

flow.

Fixed Shroud Ejector

Net thrust ratio of the fixed-shroud ejector shown in figure 9(a)

indicated rather poor thrust performance at the two cruise conditions

but good thrust performance during acceleration. This characteristic

is typical of the fixed-shroud ejector because a relatively large

diameter ratio results when the primary nozzle throat area is decreased

to the cruise condition. These excessive losses with the large diam-

eter ratio ejectors may result from any one of the following causes:

(1) The primary stream is overexpanded if secondary flow is choked and

cannot increase, (2) if secondary flow is not choked and is free to

Increase_ the Inlet momentum term 1 + u V 0 goes up (and
\ "p

hence decreases net thrust), or (3) the shroud may be too large to act

as the divergent portion of the nozzle such that two streams are dis-

charged as from simple convergent nozzles with the associated under-

expansion losses. The fixed-shroud ejector thus cannot give good thrust

performance over the complete range of flight conditions for an after-

burning engine because of the large necessary changes in primary nozzle

size. As a matter of interest, the fixed-shroud ejector could perform

very well with regard to thrust when used with a nonafterburning fixed-

nozzle engine.
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Variable Shroud Length

Performance of a variable-shroud-length ejector is presented in
figure 9(b). Net ejector thrust for a specific diameter ratio and set
of operating pressure ratios does not change appreciably with changes
in shroud length. Thus, net thrust of the varlable-shroud-length
ejector in figure 9(b) is only slightly higher than net thrust of the
flxed-shroud ejector in figure 9(a). The variable-shroud-length ejec-
tor has poor thrust characteristics at both cruise conditions for the
reasons previously discussed in connection with the fixed-shroud ejec-
tor whenthe primary nozzle throat is reduced in size.

I
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Variable Shroud Diameter

An ejector of variable shroud diameter is a very practical con-

figuration because both the primary and ejector nozzles can be iris-

type nozzles in use at the present time. The net thrust ratio of such

an ejector is shown in figure 9(c) to be relatively high at 0.8 Mach

number cruise and during acceleration. The drop in net thrust ratio

to 93 percent at Mach number of 2.0 cruise condition is not desirable

but such a drop occurred (even with a convergent nozzle) because gross

thrust was reduced by the decreased afterburning temperature while inlet

momentum remained almost constant.

Variable Shroud Diameter and Variable Shroud Length

A variable shroud diameter and variable shroud length permit con-

trol of both expansion area and ejector air-handllng capacity. Such a

configuration (which should certainly be _xpected to have good net

thrust performance) is shown in figure 9(d) to maintain a net thrust

ratio between 0.96 and 0.98 over the entire flight plan. The excellent

performance of this type ejector, however, will be compromised by the

complexity of the control problems and weight of the control mechanism.

PERFO_WANCE COMPARISON OF COOLED AND UNCOOLED PLU@ NOZZLE

The paper by Englert and Shillito discussed the thrust character-

istics of an uncooled plug-type variable-area nozzle, whereas the net

thrust ratios presented for the ejector acting as a supersonic nozzle

included the losses due to nozzle cooling. The surface of the plug and

its conical shroud will require cooling during afterburning. One of

the most effective methods is transpiration cooling, in which a quantity

of compressor-dlscharge air is forced through the porous metal surfaces

that are to be cooled (fig. 10). Calculations were made of the coolant
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requirements at each flight condition, for a transpiration-cooled plug-

type nozzle. The nozzle was geometrically similar to the plug nozzle

discussed by Englert and Shillito but with the slenderness ratio of the

plug reduced from 3 to 2.1 in order to decrease the surface areas of

the porous metal. The axial distributions of permeability in the porous

metal of the plug and shroud were assumed to be variable for each flight

condition so that the porous metal surface exposed to the combustion gas

could be maintained at a strength-limited temperature of 1860 ° R (1400 ° F).

The resulting flow ratios of compressor-dlscharge bleed air to the

compressor-inlet air Wc/W a shown in figure ll(a) therefore represent

the minimum coollng-air requirements for compressor _ischarge air at

each of the flight conditions with the assumed limiting temperature of

1860 ° R. The flow ratios with afterburning ranged from about 0.012 to

0.029, respectively, for combustlon-gas temperatures of 2500 ° and

3500 ° R at a flight Mach number of 2.0. Nozzle cooling is unnecessary

during nonafterburning, but the flow ratio of 0.0066 at a flight Mach

number of 0.8 represents a small purging air flow to prevent gradual

plugging of the porous metal surface by soot or fuel residues over ex-

tended periods of nonafterburning. In actual practice, the flow ratios

shown might become 50 to i00 percent greater because the distribution of

-e--^a_ ....... i; _ _A _ S_ A_a_ pn_+ _ _.nmp_nm1_d for a

range of flight conditions so as to minimize extravagant use of com-

pressor bleed air at off-desi_, condltlons. However, these considera-

tions were beyond the scope of this preliminary analysis.

The net thrust ratio of the plug nozzle with cooling takes into

account the decrease in Jet velocity due to the mass addition of

cooling air, with no axial momentum, to the combustion gas flow. Air

bled from the compressor discharge lowers the compressor pressure ratio

and increases the work per unit of mass flow through the turbine. Be-

cause the turbine-inlet temperature is limited, the increased work per

unit of mass flow through the turbine requires an increase in pressure

ratio across the turbine which is obtained by an increase in exhaust-

nozzle area which lowers the total pressures at the nozzle inlet and

at the turbine discharge. Therefore, the Jet velocity is further re-

duced by compressor air bleed because of the accompanying decrease in

nozzle-inlet total pressure. With cooling, the net thrust ratio (fig.

ll(b)) was about 5 to 7 percent lower than for the uncooled plug nozzle

at flight Mach number of 0.8 to 2.0, respectively, and 3500 ° R exhaust-

gas temperature. The percent loss in net thrust ratio per percent of

compressor bleed air at the Mach 2.0 condition was about 1.3 at a gas

temperature of 3500 ° R and about 2.4 at a gas temperature of 2500 ° R.

A direct comparison of the net thrust ratio for the transpiration-

cooled plug nozzle and the net thrust ratio of the ejector is not in-

tended here because the plug nozzle design was not optimum for the

flight plan investigated. Design data were incomplete for plug nozzles
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having bettor performance characteristics. Other methods for cooling
plug nozzles may possibly result in higher net thrust ratios. Several
methods for improving the performance of a transpiration-cooled plug
nozzle suggest thermselves by the approach in net thrust performance
for the cooled and uncooled plug nozzle at cruise conditions for flight
Math numbersof 0.8 and 2.0 (fig. ll(b)). The losses decrease as the
cooling-air requirements decrease. Primary reductions in cooling-air
requirements would result if the plug surface area could be reduced
by shortening without adversely affecting the Jet velocity coefficient
Cv, or if the shroud could be adequately cooled by a nonperforated
extension of the perforated combustion-chamber liner. The cooling-air
requirements would also decrease if the strength of porous metals were
improved so as to permit a higher limiting porous surface temperature.
Cooling-alr requirements and the decrease in turbine discharge pressure
due to compressorbleed can be reduced to a limited extent by using
cooler compressorair bled from an inner stage at Just sufficient pres-
sure to force the cooling air through porous metal surfaces. Unfortun-
ately, data are lacking at present on the feasibility of these alterna-
tive cooling methods.

|
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SUMMARY

Performance of the ejector as a supersonic nozzle and cooling de-

vice was evaluated for several ejector configurations at typical flight

conditions experienced by an area-defense fighter aircraft equipped

with a turbojet engine and afterburner assembly. The analysis was

based on experimental data obtained from model ejector tests and in

order to indicate the validity of this assumption, full-scale hot-gas

ejector performance was compared with model ejector performance. From

the limited data examined it appears that model ejector tests can be

utilized to predict thrust of geometrically similar full-scale ejectors

within about 1_ percent. Air-handling capacity of full-scale ejectors
2

can be predicted with reasonable accuracy for corrected welght-flow

ratios up to at least 0.04, but much above 0.04 the combined effect of

ejector size, secondary passage geometry, gas temperature, and flow

disturbances make the use of model data uncertain, except for very short

shroud-length ejectors.

Net thrust performance of the fixed shroud ejector was good during

acceleration with afterburning (0.94 to 0.97 percent of ideal thrust),

but was rather low at nonafterburning cruise (0.90 percent) and at

reduced-afterburning cruise (0.91 percent). Performance of the variable-

shroud-length ejector was only slightly higher than that of the fixed-

shroud ejector and thus indicates no pronounced advantage in designing

an ejector of variable length. Both of these configurations experienced
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low net thrust at cruise because of the excessive expanslon-area ratio
that existed when the primary nozzle throat area was reduced. The fixed-

shroud ejector could perform very well with regard to thrust when used

with a nonafterburning fixed-nozzle engine.

An ejector of variable shroud diameter is a very practical config-

uration because both the engine and ejector nozzles can be designed

similar to nozzles being used at the present time, such as the iris-

type nozzle. Net thrust of the variable-shroud-diameter ejector was
relatively high (above 93 percent of ideal thrust) over the entire

flight plan.

The variable-shroud-diameter and variable-shroud-length ejector,
which permits control of both expansion ratio and ejector air-handling

capacity, maintained a net thrust between 96 percent and 98 percent of

ideal thrust over the entire flight plan. °The excellent performance

of this type ejector, however, will be compromised by complexity and
weight of the control mechanism.

The brief analysis of a transpiration-cooled plug-type nozzle

__ndicated that cooling tb_s nozzle to a constant porous wall temperature

of 1860° R (1400° F) at an exhaust-gas temperature of 3500 ° R, can pro-

duce net thrust losses of about 5 and 7 percent over that of the uncooled

plug nozzle at flight Mach numbers of 0.8 and 2.0, respectively. However,
other plug nozzle designs and cooling methods can probably be devised that
will impose smaller losses in net thrust.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used:

flow area, sq ft

Jet velocity coefficient, measured Jet thrust divided by
isentropic Jet thrust for measured mass flow

empirical constant s

diameter, ft

thrust, ib

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2

heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr) (sq ft) (OR)

axial distance between exit planes of primary nozzle and

ejector shroud, ft

Mach number

total pressure, ib/sq ft abs

static pressure, ib/sq ft abs

dynamic pressure, ib/sq ft

gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(°R)

surface area, sq ft

total temperature, OR

velocity, ft/sec

weight flow, lb/sec

ratio of specific heats of primary gas

ratio of compressor inlet total pressure to NACA standard

pressure at sea level
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ratio of compressor inlet total temperature to NACA standard

temperature at sea level

density_ ib/cu ft
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Subscripts :

a

b

C

e

f

g

i

J

k

n

P

r

s

w

0

2

5

compressor inlet air

conditions existing with compressor bleed

coolant or compressor bleed air

ejector

fuel to engine and afterburner

combustion gas

corresponding to isentropic expansion to ambient pressure

Jet

a general incremental segment

net

primary fluid

rated engine conditions

secondary fluid

nozzle wall

ambient free-stream conditions

compressor inlet

turbine discharge
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APPENDIXB

ANALYSISOFFORCED-CONVECTION-C00LEDIRIS NOZZLEWITHEJECTOR

The dimensions of the afterburner combustion chamberassumedin this
analysis are typical of current afterburners for turbojet engines having
a corrected air flow Wa _-_2/82 at sea level of about 10A pounds per
second. The combustion chamberhad a meandiameter of 32 inches and a
length of 55 inches from flame holder to exhaust-nozzle inlet. An
annular passage 3/4-inch in height conducts the cooling air 3 hereinafter
called secondary fluid, from boundary-layer scoop inlets to the exhaust-
nozzle inlet. The secondary fluid then flows over the nozzle segments,
cooling them by forced convection, and is discharged to the ejector. A
perforated liner upstream of the nozzle forms an annular flow passage
for turbine discharge gas so that the temperature of the structural wall
of the afterburner combustion chamber is practically equal to the turbine
discharge gas temperature. Temperatures, pressures, and flow areas with-
in the engine and afterburner were computedby meansof standard cycle
analysis using one-dimensional-flow equations. Typical values were
assumedfor componentefficiencies and the turbine-inlet temperature
was held at 2000° R.
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CALCULATIONS

Calculation of Temperatures

The maximum temperature of the iris nozzle segments corresponding

to various assumed ratios of secondary to primary (combustion gas) flows

was computed from a heat balance (eq. (B1)) across the segment at the

exhaust nozzle exit:

CI hg Tg + C 2 h c Ts (BI)

Tw = -- CI hg + C 2 h c

The empirical factors CI and C2, respectively, modified the conven-

tional convective heat-transfer coefficients for fully developed tur-

bulent boundary-layer flow on the combustion gas and coolant sides of

the nozzle segments to account for radiant heat transfer and for fin

effectiveness of the nozzle segments. The values of C 1 and C2

used were:
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Flight Mach

number,

M 0

0.8

.8

1.5

2.0

2.0

Primary gas

temperature

T

C1 C2

1654 1.05,1.155

3100 1.20 1.155

3500 1.2011.155

5500 1.20 1.155

2500 1.20 1.155

The total temperature of the secondary fluid Ts at the exhaust-

nozzle exit was computed from the free-stream total temperature and the

rise in secondary fluid temperature up to the exhaust-nozzle exit. This

temperature rise was computed in two step_ with the assumption of no

external heat losses. The temperature rise of the secondary fluid up

to the nozzle inlet was computed for flow through a constant-area duct

having a constant wall temperature equal to the turbine-discharge gas

temperature. The rise in secondary fluid temperature along the iris

nozzle segments was computed for a constant rate of heat flux.

The total temperature of the combustion gas Tg in equation (B1)

was taken as 100 ° R less than the bulk total temperature of the primary

Jet Tp in order to account for the gas-temperature profile near the

nozzle wall.

Calculation of Pressures

The total pressure of the secondary fluid at the inlet to the

3/4-inch-high annular passage was taken as one passage inlet dynamic

pressure q less than the total pressure derived from the pressure-

recovery ratio for a boundary-layer scoop inlet in reference 6. The

total pressures at the inlet and at the exit Ps of the iris nozzle

corresponding to the assumed values of secondary to primary flow ratios

and the calculated temperatures of the secondary fluid at the respective

stations were computed by the method of reference 7.

Matching Procedure

The matching point of the pumping characteristics of each ejector

configuration with the flow characteristics of the secondary passage at

each flight condition was found by graphical solution. The values of

the secondary fluid temperature Ts and total pressure Ps computed
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for a range of secondary to primary flows Ws/Wp up to choking for each
flight condition were used in constructing the plot (fig. 12(a)) of
secondary passage flow characteristics.

Pumpingdata for each type ejector and for all combinations of diam-
eter ratio Ds/Dp and spacing ratio L/Dp or S/Dp from references 1
to 4 were cross-plotted to obtain pumping characteristics (fig. 12(b))
for primary pressure ratios Pp/P0 corresponding to those at each
flight condition.

Becausethe ordinates and abscissas of figures 12(a) and (b) were
chosen identical, the superposltion of one figure upon the other will
yield a simultaneous solution or matching point for each intersection
of a secondary passage flow characteristic curve with a curve of con-
stant primary pressure ratio Pp/P0 (see fig. 12(c)) corresponding to
the flight condition of the respective flow characteristic curve.

Havin____oundthe matching points, the matching values of
Ws/Wp _/Ts/Tp and Ps/P0 for each ejector configuration and flight
condition can be read and tabulated. The nozzle temperature Tw cor-
responding to each matching point is then read from a plot (fig. 12(d))
of the previously calculated nozzle temperatures against the corrected
weight-flow ratio Ws/Wp _/_J_p.
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Calculation of Net Thrust Ratio

The procedure for calculating the net thrust for each ejector con-

figuration that would cool to or below the limiting nozzle temperature

of 2260 ° R (1800 o F) is given In the following paragraphs.

The matching point values of the ratio of Jet thrust wlth the ejec-

tor Fej to the Jet thrust Fpj of the same primary nozzle without an

ejector were read from plots (fig. 12(e)) of ejector thrust data of

references 1 to 4, corresponding to the matching point values of primary

and secondary pressure ratios Pp/P0 and Ps/P0, respectively.

The experimentally determined ratio of the actual Jet velocity to

the ideal Jet velocity for complete Isentropic expansion Cv or

12(f)
Fpj/Fpi for the same primary mass flow were read from figure

for

the same primary nozzle as used In the model ejector investigations.

The net thrust ratio for the ejector as a supersonic nozzle

(Fej/FiP)n__ is defined as the ratio of the net thrust of the Iris nozzle
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and ejector combination to the net thrust that would be obtained if the

same primary gas flow were expanded isentropically to free-stream ambient

pressure. The net thrust ratio is given in equation (B2):

= \Fpj# V 0 - Wp W_a (B2)

\Fip] n Vip Wa

vo wp

where

Vip 2yp Ipo_ 7p I

= 7p _ i gRTp -_P_p# J
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APPEND IX C

ANALYSIS OF TRANSPIRATION-C00LED PLUG NOZZLE

The same afterburner assumed in the analysis of a forced-convection-

cooled iris nozzle with an ejector was also assumed to be fitted with a

sliding plug-type variable-area exhaust nozzle (fig. 10). The profiles

of the plug and its conical shroud were the same as those of reference 8

only modified to a plug slenderness ratio of 2.1. The surfaces of the

plug and of the aft end of the conical shroud, from 1 Inch upstream of

the most forward position of the minimum projected flow area, were

assumed to be transpiration cooled by the flow of compressor-dlscharge

air through their porous walls. The plug had a length of 49.6 inches

and the porous wall of the shroud had a length of 24.7 inches. Their

respective surface areas were 18 and 17.5 square feet.

!
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Calculation of Cooling-Air-Flow Requirements

Tw - T c

The experimentally determined correlation of the parameter Tp - T c(pv)c
with the parameter pV_jn for an experimental transpiratlon-cooled

afterburner (ref. 9) was used In obtaining the axial distribution of

(_v)c Tw - re

along the plug and shroud surfaces. The parameter _Tp T c

was evaluated from known values of the primary fluid total temperature

Tp (assumed to be constant through the nozzle), the compressor-discharge

temperature Tc, and the limiting temperature of the porous metal Tw.

The axial distribution of the compressor bleed alr normal to the porous

(0v)c

surfaces (DV)c was obtained from the parameter (pV)p and the known

distribution of primary flow area and from the relation

(pV)p=

The cooling-air flows through the porous surfaces of the plug and shroud

were obtained from

wc = _. (pv)okmsk (Cl)
k=l
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Calculation of Net Thrust Ratio

The net thrust ratio without cooling was computed from the equation

(_) = (02)
(i w_ vln + V-O0- i

and with cooling, from the equation

( wf )
W c Vib

Cv 1 +

The experimental values of Cv for the uncooled plug nozzle of refer-

ence 8 were used in _-_uu_ ....._ ±11_*_A-_for _^* *_ .... ÷ _o+_ m_o _,_,,o_ _
Jet velocity for Isentropic expansion to ambient pressure without cool-

ing Vi and with compressor bleedoff Vlb were computed from equa-

tion (BS) corresponding to the pressure ratios po/Pp and po/Ppb.

The pressure ratio po/Ppb was determined in the following manner:

Po P0 Pp__
D

Ppb Pp Ppb
(c4)

With the assumption that the total-pressure ratio across the afterburner

combustion chamber is the same with and without compressor bleed,

P5 = P5

or

(Ps/?_)

__ = PS____ (Ps/P2)r

Ppb Psb - (Ps/P2)b

(P5/P2)r

(cs)

and combining equations (C4) and (C5) gives
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(Ps/P2)

PO PO (P5/P2)r

Ppb Pp (P5/P21 b

(P5/P2)r

(c6)

The values of

P5/P2

(Ps/P2)r

with and without compressor bleed were read from pumping characteristic

curves of reference i0 for the appropriate values of air-bleed ratio

Wc/W a •

6
1
Q0
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SOMEAERODYNAMICCONSIDERATIONSOFAFTERBODYDESIGN

AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS

By E. M. Cortright, Jr.

O
!

O

INTRODUCTION

When a propulsive jet discharges from the base of a fuselage, it is

usually necessary to boattail the fuselage from the maximum cross-

sectional area to that required for the nozzle exit. The present paper

is concerned with the prediction of the drag forces associated with boat-

tailing and the possibility of jet interference effects on the drag for

the case of turbojet-powered aircraft.

All boattails are subjected to an initial boundary layer as well as

some degree of interference from other parts of the aircraft such as the

forebody, wings, and tail surfaces. Generalization of the problem is

made even more difficult by the many geometric configurations encountered
-_ ........ _ _ _ __n_ a_ whether ain practice _, _ ±-_u±_ of _u_i _

single or side-by-side engine installation is utilized and whether the

jets discharge from the base of the body or from the underside at some

forward station. In addition, nacelle and pod installations present

somewhat different boattail problems.

Insufficient data exist to permit detailed discussion of the many

possible afterbody cases. 0nly the most simple class of afterbodies

composed of bodies of revolution with single Jets issuing from the base

will be discussed herein. No interference effects other than those aris-

ing from the jet itself will be considered. Fortunately_ many of the con-

clusions derived from such simple considerations apply in the ease of more

complicated installations.

A

CD
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D

SYMBOLS

m_ _,._ s_ol _ _._p used in this Daoer:

cross-sectional area

pressure-drag coefficient, D/qOA B

pressure coefficient, (p-po)/_

drag force

d diameter
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M

P

P

q

X

Mach number

total pressure

static pressure

dynamic pressure,
rpM 2

2

axial distance downstream from start of boattail

angle of boattail at rearmost station, deg

angle of nozzle at exit station, deg

Subscripts:

B body maximum

b annular base

des design

j jet conditions at nozzle exit

n nozzle exit

0 free stream

O
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!
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DISCUSSION

Nozzle installations. - She amount of boattailing required and the

resulting contour of the boattail depend to some extent on the type of

nozzle utilized. In addition, the degree of Jet interference is very

much a function of the nozzle type. As has been discussed in earlier

papers, the ejector nozzle and the plug nozzle are two of the more prom-

ising nozzles for providing variation of throat area and expansion area

ratio over a wide range of operating conditions. Possible installations

of these nozzles are therefore shown schematically in figure 1. Figure

l(a) depicts the installation of double-iris ejector nozzle in the fuse-

lage of a hypothetical Mach 2.8 interceptor airplane and in a typical

nacelle. The iris flap lengths have been arbitrarily chosen but are

typical, at least of some "hardware" under development. In general,

for the case of fuselage installations the afterbodymust be boattailed

to the secondary iris hinge line; additional boattailing may then result

from the iris flaps themselves, which vary their angle with flight speed

and afterburner temperature. The iris angle can become quite large at

reduced flight speeds and may exceed 30 ° in the subsonic cruise condition
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with afterburning off. In the case of nacelle installations, no boattail-

ing is generally required except that which arises from the iris flaps.

If the nacelle proper were kept to a minimum diameter for the hypothetical

case under consideration (fig. l(a)), it would be necessary to either

flare the iris at Mach 2.8 or restrict the expansion slightly (alternate

nacelle 1). An alternate approach (alternate nacelle 2) would be to in-

crease the nacelle diameter so as to eliminate the flare while providing

complete expansion in the ejector.

Among other ejector variations are the single-step ejector with

fixed shroud (fig. l(b)) and with retractable shroud (fig. l(c)). The

fixed shroud results in a compromise expansion ratio at all but one

flight speed. If such an ejector is to be effective at flight speeds

as high as Mach 2.8, it will generally result in considerable thrust

loss at the Mach 0.9 cruise condition with the afterburner off. If the

shroud is retracted for the cruise condition, the overexpanded ejector

problem is replaced by the drag problem df a large blunt base with sec-

ondary flow through it. At very high flight speeds, a two-step ejector

(fig. l(d)) may prove superior to the single-step ejectors Just discussed

(ref. 1). The problem of inefficient cruise operation remains, however.

The last nozzle installation to be considered is the plug-type nozzle.

Previous discussion has concentrated primarily on plug types requiring

appreciable axial movement primarily in order to provide internal expan-

sion at high speeds. Illustrated in figure l(e) is a plug-type nozzle

designed for primarily external expansion with afterburner on at high

speeds. The type of flow from such a nozzle is easily visualized if it

is remembered that a so-called isentropic spike inlet can ideally be

operated in reverse as a nozzle to yield axial jet flow at the design

pressure ratio. The effectiveness of such a plug in the cruise condition

when compared with the "streamlined" plugs of a previous paper by G. W.

Englert and T. B. Shillito is a matter of conjecture. Cooling of this
nozzle is not illustrated.

The purpose of discussing nozzle types at such length is so that

certain general observations can be made for conventional aircraft de-

signed for flight to Mach 2.8. These observations are as follows:

(!) All the nozzle types require boattai!ing in a fuselage
installation.

(2) No boattailing is required in a nacelle installation except that

associated with iris flaps or that require_ to permit throat area vari-

ation of the plug nozzle. In fact, with isentropic expansion ratios the

question may arise as to whether to flare the nacelle.

(3) None of the nozzle types are apt to operate in the highly over-

pressure condition, that is, with a static pressure at the nozzle exit

_eatly in excess of the ambient static pressure.
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(4) The subsonic cruise condition with afterburner off imposes se-
vere internal or external flow conditions depending on the nozzle
configuration.

(5) Optimumafterbody-nozzle design may require compromisesin which
afterbody drag changes are weighed against nozzle thrust changes.

The significance of these observations will becomemore apparent
as the discussion proceeds.

Prediction of boattail drags. - Since boattailing is a problem com-

mon to many nozzle installations, it will be discussed first. In the

case of axially symmetric potential flow, the method of characteristics

(ref. 2) as well as the theory of second-order linearized potential flo_

(refs. S and 4) provide reasonably good predictions of the pressure dis-

tributions and drag forces acting on boattails provided the flow is un-

separated. The second-order theory As less laborious for hand computa-

tion. Unfortunately, the first-order linearized theory is inadequate

for prediction of pressures except for small boattails angles. In fig-

ure 2 experimental and second-order theoretical pressure distributions

for conical boattails of various half-angles _ and at various Mach

numbers are compared. The theoretical curves neglect the small amount

of forebody interference which was present. The Mach 1.5 data were

obtained from reference 5; the Mach 1.9 data were obtained from refer-

ence 6_ and the Mach 3.1 data are unpublished. In all cases agreement

is relatively good as the experimental pressures fall only slightly high-

er than those predicted by theory, which is in part caused by boundary-

layeT displacement thickness. The single large discrepancy at Mach 1.5

and 6 = 12 ° may have arisen from separation at the rear of the boattail

as a result of a reflected shock from the nose of the model combined with

a trailing shock resulting for the high base pressure to be expected from

such a configuration.

In reference 7, the theory of reference 4 was used to calculate the

pressure distributions and drags of conical boattails for a range of

boattail angles and Mach numbers. This reference was used in obtaining

the theoretical curves of figure 2 as well as those of figure 3. Figure

3 illustrates the variation of boattail pressure drag with boattail angle,

base area, and Mach number. It is evident that large afterbody drags can

result from the use of large boattail angles, a fact which is most pro-

nounced in the low supersonic speed range. Although the theory may not

be applied at sonic velocity, _it is clear that large boattail angles are

apt to contribute to large transonic drag rises. Additional discussion

of the transonic case may be found in reference 8. Experimental pressure

drags indicated on the figure average approximately 90 percent of the
theoretical values.

O
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In actual installations, of course, the drags of the isolated boat-

tails will be modified by forebody_ wing_ and tail interference effects.

If the forebody is nearly axisymmetric3 its effect may be readily esti-

mated by the theory of reference 4 with the Solution started from the

beginning of the body. This interference effect will generally tend to

increase the boattail drag but will be small if a length of cylindrical

section precedes the boattail. The interference of forebodies on after-

bodies is discussed in reference 9. Wing and tail interference effects

are more difficult to estimate and little experimental aid exists. In

general, if the interfering surface superimposes a compression flow field

on the boattail, the boattail drag will be reduced and conversely in the

case of an expansion flow field. Unfortunately, the usual case involves

both positive and negative pressure disturbances.

In order to gain some appreciation of the magnitude of afterbody

pressure drag, it is plotted in figure 4 as a fraction of engine thrust

for the case of a hypothetical Mach 2.8 interceptor airplane with the

engine in the fuselage. This interceptor utilizes an engine with a

compressor pressure ratio of 7, constant engine rotative speed, turbine-

inlet temperature of 2040 ° F, afterburning as indicated on the figure,

and a double-iris ejector nozzle. Again the high drag associated with

large boattail angles is evident. At the lower supersonic flight speeds3

the drag of the ejector shroud iris contributes appreciably to the large

afterbody drag. For a flight plan in which Mach 2.8 cruise consumes the

predominant portion of the flight, the use of an ll ° boattail with twice

the pressure drag of a 5° boattail results in a V-percent increase in the

interceptor weight to accomplish the identical mission. Although struc-

tural and storage considerations play a large part in the determination

of boattail angle or fineness ratio_ it is apparent that appreciable drag

reductions will reward the application of design ingenuity to the use of

slender afterbodies.

Although the preceding discussion has concentrated on conical after-

bodies, the same points generally hold true for other than conical pro-

files. In figure 5 the method of reference 4 is applied to the predic-

tions of the pressure distributions of tangent-parabolic boattails.

Again the experimental pressures are slightly higher than predicted and

the drags correspondingly lower. Some separation is indicated at the

rear of the boattails at the lower Mach numbers. The data at Mach 1.6

and 2.0 were obtained in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

with a model having a Ride strut support which may have introduced some

interference. The Mach 5.1 data were obtained with a sting-supported

model. For comparison, the theoretical drags of conical boattails hav-

ing the same base area and fineness ratio are presented. With allowance

made for the variation between experiment and theory for conical boat-

tails, it is evident that tangent-parabolic boattails will generally have

slightly higher drags than the equivalent inscribed conical boattails at

supersonic speeds. If this fact is recognized it should be possible to
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makequick engineering estimates of the drags of boattails other than
comlcalby the use of reference 7. If slender afterbodles are slightly
asymmetric, they maybe represented by their equivalent bodies of revolu-
tion for the purpose of drag estimates.

Jet interference effects on boattail drags. - In some cases boattail

drags may be modified by interference effects from the Jet exit flow.

Current research on this problem is summarized in reference lO, which

also presents a comprehensive bibliography on the subject. When the

afterbody is boattailed to a sharp trailing edge at the nozzle exit,

the Jet may affect the boattail pressures in the following manner:

If the static pressure in the plane of the nozzle exit exceeds the

rearmost static pressure on the boattail, the jet will expand on leaving

the nozzle and deflect the external stream so as to equalize the pressures

along the common mixing boundary of the two streams. The deflection of

the external stream results in a trailing shock wave and since the pres-

sure rise across this shock wave cannot be discontinuous in the body

boundary layer, it begins foreward on the boattail. Sufficient overpres-

sure of the jet will create a trailing shock wave of enough strength to

separate the flow from a portion of the boattail. Such phenomena are

illustrated in figure 6 for a parabolic boattail at Mach numbers of .1.6

and 2.0. Three nozzle types are considered: a convergent nozzle for

reference purposes, a convergent-divergent nozzle with angular exit flow,

and a convergent-divergent nozzle with axial exit flow. In all cases

there _as evidence of some separation with no jet flow. Increasing the

Jet total-pressure ratio in the case of the convergent nozzle rapidly

increased the nozzle-exit static pressure, which _as equal to 0.528 times

the total pressure for this nozzle type. The resulting external expansion

or billowing out of the Jet appreciably increased the boattail pressures

by the mechanism already discussed. With convergent-divergent nozzles

designed for a total-pressure ratio Pj/Po of 5.6, an overpressure con-

dition with attendant Jet interference did not occur until the Jet pres-

sure ratio exceeded 5.6. Above design pressure, however, the boattail

pressures did increase as a result of jet interference. The increase

was most pronounced in the case of the large nozzle-exit angle, which

resulted in a relatively stronger trailing shock wave and pressure feed-

back. As can be seen_ the extent of the jet interference _as somewhat

reduced with increasing Mach number.

The magnitude of these effects is illustrated in figure 7, where

boattail pressure drag is shown as a function of jet total-pressure ratio

for the parabolic boattails of figure 6 and for several conical boattails

of reference 6. A slight difference from the convergent-nozzlE configura-

tion of figure 6 arises since convergent nozzles having a zero exit angle

were used to obtain these data. As previously illustrated by the boat-

tall pressure distributions (fig. 6)_ the boattail drag decreases from the

value with no Jet as the jet pressure ratio is increased into the practical

operating range (fig. V(a)). The amount of drag decrease is greatly

O
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dependent on the boattail shape. In general, boattails having the steep-

est slope at their rearmost station experience the greatest drag reduction

because of jet interference since they result in relatively strong trailing

shock waves. For example, the parabolic boattall which has an equivalent

inscribed conical boattall of _7_ 8.8 ° actually has a pressure drag less
than a conical boattail of _ = at Jet pressure ratios above 8. In

the case of convergent-dlvergent nozzles, figure 7(b) again illustrates

the small interference effect until the design pressure ratio is exceed-

ed as well as the fact that the interference effect increases with nozzle

exit angle. These observations for a convergent-divergent nozzle should

apply equally well to an ejector nozzle.

As has already been observed, the convergent nozzle is not competi-

tive from a thrust standpoint with convergent-dlvergent nozzles at Mach

numbers appreciably greater than unity. The increased drag reduction due

to Jet interference in the case of the convergent nozzle generally is not

sufficient to alter this viewpoint. For example, at the deslgm pressure

ratio of sllghtlyless than 6, the increased exit area of the convergent-

divergent nozzle had eliminated sufficient boattail area to reduce the

drag as much as the favorable Jet effect of the convergent nozzle.

pressure ratio of 9 when the convergent-divergent nozzle was designed

for the higher pressure ratio. Thus with nearly equal afterbody drags,

the convergent-divergent nozzle remained superior on the basis of its
superior thrust.

Jet interference effects on blunt annular base drags. - If a blunt

annular base surrounds the nozzle exit, the jet interference is confined

primarily to the base pressure except for very small annuli. Some data

from reference lO are reproduced in figure 8 to illustrate the range of

annular base pressures to be expected with various nozzle types at a

Mach number of 1.9. Base pressure coefficient is plotted as a function

of jet static-pressure ratio for 5.66 conical boattails having various

ratios of base-to-nozzle exit diameter The clarity of this figure is

enhanced if a single characteristic variation is first studied. For the

case of a convergent nozzle with _/d n of 1.11, a slight amount of Jet

flow produces an appreciable increase in base pressure; further increases

_J Jet pressure _ _-_ Jet flow result _ the _+ + _ +__ _a_ _ j_ stream _end_g _

aspirate the annulus to a lower pressure. However, as the Jet pressure

is increased still further, the jet expands more and increases the strength

of the trailing shock wave where the internal and external streams meet.

Since the mixing boundaries of the two streams are limited in the pressure

rise which they can undergo from the base to the wake region, an increase

in the wake pressure as the jet pressure ratio increases results in an

increase in the base pressure as indicated. As the base diameter becomes

larger relative to the nozzle-exit diameter, the expanalng jet curves

increasingly toward the axis before meeting the external stream; the net

effect is to lower the base pressure as indicated. The portions of these

curves corresponding to very low jet total pressures are not included

except in the single illustration case.
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Compressedinto the lower end of the pressure-ratlo range are the
variations of base pressure coefficient obtained with a convergent-
divergent nozzle having an expansion ratio corresponding to a design
total-pressure ratio of 10.5. A nozzle of this type has a design static-
pressure ratio of 1 and requires a total-pressure ratio of 21 to operate
at a static-pressure ratio of 2. It can be seen that the variations are
essentially parallel to the corresponding variations with convergent
nozzles (if the portions of the curves below pressure ratios producing
minimumbase pressures are neglected) but are displaced slightly in the
positive direction. The agreement between the Jet effects of convergent
and convergent-divergent nozzles whenplotted as a function of Jet static-
pressure ratio is even more pronounced at Mach3.1, as shownin reference
10. A single variation obtaine _ with an ejector nozzle designed for the
sametotal-pressure ratio is included, and it is seen that this nozzle
resulted in slightly hlgherbase pressures than did the equivalent
convergent-divergent nozzle.

For a practical comparison of the effects of Jets from convergent
and convergent-divergent nozzles, the case of a Jet total-pressure ratio
of 10.5 corresponding to a typical turbojet engine at the subject Mach
numberwill be considered. The convergent nozzle with its static-
pressure ratio near 5.5 generally increases the base pressure above its
no-flow value, except for extremely large annull, and may generate
appreciably positive base pressures. The convergent-divergent nozzle
(s = 0), however, with its Jet statlc-pressure ratio of 1 decreases the
base pressures below the Jet-off values with the resulting tendency to
create relatively large base drags. A point of interest is that replac-
ing the blunt base with a 45° bevel did not greatly alter the base pres-
sures with either nozzle type.

The significance of the base pressures just discussed is illustrated
in figure 9 (ref. lO, fig. 13), where afterbody drag coefficient including
Jet interference effects is presented as a function of the ratio of base
diameter to nozzle-exit diameter for both convergent and convergent-
divergent nozzles with the samethroat areas and with axial exit flow.
The case of a relatively small boattail angle at a Machnumberof 1.9 and
with a Jet total-pressure ratio of lO is considered. In the case of the
convergent nozzle, the total afterbody drag at first decreases somewhat
as an annular base is addedand does not increase until the base diameter
attained a relatively large value. In the case of the convergent-divergent
nozzle designed for a pressure rstio of lO, however, the drag is indicated

to increase immediately as an annulus is added. Thus, although the two

nozzle installations result in nearly equal afterbody drags with no blunt

annulus, the afterbody drag with a convergent-divergent nozzle surrounded

by a blunt annulus may consume an appreciable quantity of the basic thrust

advantage of that nozzle type if the annulus size is not kept to a minimum.

In aircraft engineering practice it appears that blunt annuli need

not be present in most designs unless as an annular opening through which

O
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to discharge cooling or air-conditioning air. This discharge of air
rapidly increases the base pressure and completely modifies the above
discussion. With secondary flow, the net drag of the system is depend-
ent on the source and quantity of the secondary air_ as discussed in
reference 10.

O
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

In conclusion it would appear that the pressure drags of axially

symmetric boattails may be predicted at supersonic speeds with a fair

degree of accuracy if wing and tail interference effects are small.

Jet interference effects on boattail pressures and drags are generally

small at supersonic speeds if the nozzles are designed to expand the

flow internally in order to realize the maximum jet thrust. With such

nozzle types_ blunt annular bases are to be avoided except, possibly,

as a region to discharge auxiliary air. The subsonic cruise condition

imposes severe flow requirements on either or both the internal and

external streams as a result of the large reductions required in nozzle

throat area and expansion ratio; additional research is required to

_1_r the seriousness of this problem_
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INTRODUCTION TO ENGINE AND AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE STUDIES

By Bruce T. Lundin
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In the preceding series of papers, various research projects being

conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory were reviewed. These projects,

which are aimed at the general problems of supersonic flight propulsion,

have produced improvements in either the performance or the operating

characteristics of all of the principal components of the turbojet

engine. A consideration of the utilization of the advanced components

in engines reveals that they offer possibilities of better engine per-

formance from two important aspects. The first of these is, of course,

the better thermodynamic or aerodynamic performance of the component

itself; the second source of better engine performance arises from the

better off-design performance of the components or from the character-

istics that they possess that are more intimately associated with the

method of operation of the engine and of the integration of the com-

ponents into a complete engine. The over-all improvements in airplane

performance afforded by both of these advaatages are considered in the

succeeding papers, which present the performance of several different

types of engine or engine design that incorporate various advancements

of component design and engine operation.

Typical items of better component performance are the nigher air-

flow capacity of the transonic compressor and the possibility of oper-

ating at nigher turbine-gas temperatures because of turbine cooling.

These two features are evaluated by comparing the performance of what

might be considered a current engine, typical of present development

types, with an advanced engine having the higher alr-flow capacity of

the transonic compressor and a maximum turbine-inlet temperature of
204_0 ° F.

Further improvements in engine performance by virtue of better

component off-deslgn characteristics and integration are not obvious

on the basis of ccmponent performance alone, although several features
present +_ .... _.o_ _ _ The_ ....... as ...... _ prc_.ise, transonic compressor has,

for example, in addition to a higher air-flow capacity, a good effi-

ciency over a large plateau of operating conditions. Also, turbine

cooling, in addition to permitting increases in gas temperature, will

enable higher stress levels to be reached in the blading and, conse-

quently, will permit the use of higher tip speeds and longer blades

that become particularly useful for engines of high mass-flow capacity.

Other component improvements that become important in over-all engine

design and operation are the higher velocity levels that may be used

in both the primary combustor and the afterburner of the engine as

well as the possible use of a variable-area turbine-nozzle assembly

to provide the engine with an additional degree of freedom. It is



the utilization of these features of componentperformance and capabili-
ties that forms the basis for the following studies of advanced engines.
Improvements in engine performance in this connection are not madeby
further increases in maximumflow capacity or gas temperature but, in-
stead, by using nonconventional methods of operation and design of the
engine in order to keep the engine and its componentsoperating at
their maximumaerodynamic capacity at supersonic flight speeds.

In the following papers, proposal of definite types of engines or
specific engine designs is not intended; such matters obviously involve
manyconsiderations beyond the scope of the present study. The engine
designs chosen are intended primarily to illustrate the various prob-
lems and compromisesinvolved and to evaluate the performance potenti-
alities associated with the use of the advanced camponents.

The effectiveness of any of the advanced engines depends not only
on its performance but also upon the flight requirements and the type
of airplane in which it is installed. It is, therefore, necessary to
integrate the studies of engine performance with airplane type and
flight plan in order to obtain useful and significant results. Al-
though this requires the selection of certain cases for study, an
objective viewpoint of general applicability is pursued, to a certain
degree, by study of various types of airplanes and missions. The air-
planes studied include both supersonic interceptors and supersonic
bombers. The range of flight Machnumbers considered is from about
1.5 to 2.8 for both types of airplanes.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF COMPONENT SELECTION AND INTEGRATION

By Robert 0. Bullock and Harold B. Finger

O

Because of the inherently low values of the llft-drag ratios asso-

ciated with supersonic flight, as well as the corresponding large nacelle

drags, it is imperative that the diameter, length, and weight of the en-

gine be as small as possible. For the same reasons, low specific fuel

consumptions are also required. At subsonic and low supersonic flight

speeds, the diameter of the engine is determined by the flow capacity

of the compressor, primary combustor, turbine, or afterburner. For

this flight regime, the flow capacities of these units therefore should

be as high as possible. At higher flight speeds, the diameter of the

inlet or outlet may thoeretically determine the diameter of the engine.

Even for this condition, however, there is a strong incentive to main-

tain high flow capacity in the other components; not only is engine

weight a relevant consideration, but low component diameters permit the

arranging of accessories in such a manner that the length and complexity

of the engine is not adversely affected. Throughout the entire airplane

and engine analysis, particular attention was therefore paid to main-

taining a high flow capacity through the components.

High efficiency or low pressure drop is also required of the com-

ponents in order to minimize both the size of the engine and the spe-

cific fuel consumption. Excessive pressure losses reduce the specific

thrust and, hence, larger engines are required to develop a given thrust.

Again, these losses reduce the density of the air in the components _wn-
stream of them; the frontal area of these downstream components must

therefore be increased in proportion to the upstream losses. In selec-

ting the components no sacrifice was made in efficiency in order to ob-

tain other desirable characteristics. In fact, the distinguishing

feature of most of the results presented in the preceding papers is that

the size of the components can be measurably reduced without paying a
penalty in efficiency.

Two other factors influencing engine size and specific fuel con-

sumption are the total temperature of the exhaust gases and the turbine-

inlet temperature. Specific thrust is directly proportional to the

total temperature of the exhaust gases; hence, the mass flow or the

diameter of the components required for a given thrust is reduced when

this temperature is increased. When this increase in temperature is

provided by an afterburner, these favorable trends are opposed by in-

creases in specific fuel consumption, and the net effect must be eval-

uated by an analysis of airplane performance. Increasing the turbine-

inlet temperature also increases the total temperature of the exhaust

gases. In this case, the size of the turbine may be even further re-

duced. Moreover, the pressure drop across the turbine is reduced; this



not only provides an additional increase in thrust but tends to reduce
the specific fuel consumption at high flight Machnumbers. On these
bases, high turblne-lnlet temperatures as well as afterburnlng were
investigated.

ComponentsSelected for Analyses

The papers on inlets and outlets indicate that the selection of
these componentswill be primarily determined by the pumping character-
istics of the engine and the design of the airplane; these are discussed
by Luidens, Zimmerman,Henneberry, and Evans.

Transonic compressorswere utilized _hroughout the analysis of the
advancedengines. Both the maximumblade Machnumbersand the diffusion
factors were below the limiting values indicated in the papers by
Lieblein and Klapproth. This type of design was assumedbecause avail-
able experimental data indicate that the resulting compressors will have
high flow capacity, a minimumnumber of stages, high efficiency over a
wide range of flows and pressure ratios, and good stall=llne character-
istics.

In order to utilize the highest turbine-inlet temperatures deemed
practical from available data, air-cooled turbines were assumedthrough-
out the analysis. Another factor involved in this decision is the fact
that the strength=to-weight ratio of cooled blades is more than 50 per-
cent greater than that of uncooled blades. Longer turbine blades and
higher rotative speeds could then be employed to increase the air-flow
capacity and to reduce the number of stages, respectively, of both the
compressorand turbine. The aerodynamic design of the turbines was
reasonably conservative because the problem of cooling high Machnumber
turbine rotor blades has not been explored.

The diameter, the, pressure loss, and the combustion efficiency of
both the primary combustor and the afterburner have a critical effect
on engine size and performance. The primary combustor was assumedto
have characteristics similar to the experimental annular combustor for
supersonic flight, described in the paper by Norgren, Zettle, and Childs.
The use of staged fuel introduction together with the other features
described permit the attainment of the desired turblne-lnlet tempera-
tures. At the sametime, a reasonable compromise amongefficiency,
pressure drop, and diameter is offered. The afterburner sizes and per-
formance were consistent with existing experimental data.

I
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Factors Influencing Integration of Compressor and Turbine

The optimum integration of the compressor and turbine of the engine

depends, to a large degree, on the general propulsive requirement that
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must be satisfied for supersonic airplanes, that is, on the particular

flight requirements that impose the greatest demand on the engine. The

final results of a general study of the size of engine that must be in-

stalled in an airplane to satisfy certain prescribed performance objec-

tives are summarized in figure 1. The relative sfze of engine that must

be installed in the airplane is indicated by the bar graph and the various

portions of a flight plan or mission are represented by the Mach number

scale in the abscissa. The requirements are shown for both an intercep-

tor airplane and a bomber. The engine size that is required to permit

take-off over a 50-foot obstacle in 5000 feet is indicated by unity.

In order to satisfy an acceleration requirement for the interceptor from

a Mach number of 0.9 to a Mach number of 2.0 in 5 minutes would require

an engine 2.3 times as large as that required for take-off alone. Sim-

ilarly, the combat condition which is specified to consist of a 1.3 g

maneuver without loss in speed or altitude at an altitude of 65,000 feet

would require an engine size of over 2.5 times that for take-off, de-

pending somewhat on the combat Mach number. A similar situation exists

for the bomber airplane, although to a less pronounced degree. The

supersonic cruise portions of the flight plan again set the requirement

on engine _ize: _n +.h1_ _a_, A_gI_A_ aO +_ 50 _A_+ _eater t_ those

necessary for take-off are required. These requlrements 3 moreover, were

computed for the advanced engine that has a high air-flow capacity and

a turblne-lnlet temperature of 2040 ° F. If more conventional types of

engine had been used, an even greater difference between low-speed and

hlgh-speed flight would have resulted.

In view of this requirement for greatest thrust output at relatively

high supersonic speeds, present methods of engine design and operation,

while entirely adequate and proper for subsonic or transonic flight

applications, possess some serious disadvantages for supersonic appli-

cations. Principal among these disadvantages is the loss in alr-flow

capacity at high inlet-air temperatures as a result of the reduction in

the aerodynamic speed of the compressor as outlined by the papers on

turbine and compressor aerodynamics. Better integration and utiliza-

tion of the engine components is attained if the air-flow capacity of

the engine is maintained at its maximum value at supersonic flight speeds

instead of only at take-off or low-speed conditions. This may, of course,

be accomplished by simply increasing the rotative speed of the engine as

the inlet temperature is increased in order to maintain a constant aero-

dynamic speed and at the same time increasing the exhaust area to main-

tain limiting turbine-inlet gas temperature. This method of operation

results in a reduction in compressor pressure ratio which, while not

harmful in itself, may involve operation at conditions of low compressor

efficiency; the wide plateau of good efficiency of the transonic com-

pressor is of considerable benefit in this regard. Of greater importance

is the increase in centrifugal loads imposed by operation at the increased

tip speeds at the higher flight speeds. Staying within prescribed stress

limits requires that, at low flight speeds, the tip speeds be reduced
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to below those currently employed and, in turn, that a greater numberof
stages be used to develop a given pressure ratio. Although this method
of operation would result in engines that are impractically heavy if
conventional stress limits are used, the higher stress limits that may
be used in cooled turbine blades afford a practical realization of this
method. In the engines studied in the following papersj the stress at
the rotor blade roots of the turbines was limited to 45,000 pounds per
square inch and the maximumalr-flow capacity was taken as 39 pounds per
second per square foot of compressor-tlp frontal area.

The limitations imposed on engine operation and design by both
structural and aerodynamic considerations maybe further relleved by
using a varlable-area turbine nozzle in the englne because of the extra
degree of freedom it provides in engine operatlon. The compressor pres-
sure ratio, for example, need not follow the variation uniquely pres-
cribed by air flow, pressures, and temperatures but may, wlth proper
adjustment of the turbine flow area, be set at values representing a
better compromiseof the various design and operating limitations.

In the following paper, engines with both fixed and variable-area
turbines are considered. In both types of englne, maximumaerodynamic
performance is maintained over a range of Inlet temperatures, or flight
Machnumbers, up to somegiven flight speed that is considered the pri-
mary design point of the engine. The resulting engines are somewhat
heavier per unit of thrust output at take-off conditions because of the
stronger structure or larger number of stages required, but they provide
a greater thrust output at supersonic speeds, where the need for thrust
is greatest. In essence, then, the study concerns engines that have a
supersonic flight condition for their design point rather than a more
conventional low-speed design point, and that operate at reduced mechan-
ical speedat take-off rather than at reduced aerodynamic spe@dsduring
supersonlc flight.

0
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ENGINE SIZES REQUIRED FOR SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES
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ONE-SPOOLTURBOJETENGINESFORPROPULSIONOFBU2ERBONICAIRCRAFT

By Robert E. English, E. Clinton Wilcox, and Henry W. Plohr
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The relatively low airplane lift-drag ratios available at super-

sonic velocities lend greatly increased importance to attaining a power

plant having high thrust per unit engine weight in order to keep the

total power-plant weight to a reasonable value. Conventional turbojet

engines with current material limitations in turbine-inlet temperature

suffer serious losses in engine thrust at high flight speeds because

of the decreased engine temperature ratio. For example, for a turbine-

inlet temperature of 1640 ° F, the ratio of thrbine-inlet absolute tem-

perature to compressor-inlet absolute temperature varies from about 4

during static operation at sea level to approximately 2 during flight

at a Mach number of 2.8 and altitudes greater than the tropopause. An

additional decrease in thrust is incurred in conventional turbojet

_5 .............. _ large decreases ±n: air flow resulting from

operation at decreased engine equivalent, or aerodynamic, rotational

speed at high flight speeds. This effect results from the conventional

practice of operating the engine at a constant rotational speed. For

flight at a Mach number of 2.8 in the stratosphere, the engine equiva-

lent rotational speed is about 50 percent less than that during static

operation at sea level.

Recent advancements in design techniques for the various components

comprising the turbojet engine have led to the possibility of incorpo-

rating in the engine design factors that greatly improve the engine per-

formance at supersonic speeds. If the air flow per unit frontal area

is increased, the engine thrust per unit frontal area and thrust per

unit engine weight are increased. Through the use of turbine cooling,

the material limitations previously mentioned are circumvented, thus

allowing greater thrust output for a given engine size. For conven-

tional turbine-inlet temperatures, the thrust output of the engine can

be incre_g_ mm_k_d]y, _p_]ly °t the _ _]_+ speeds, by the

addition of an afterburner. On the other hand, the addition of an

afterburner has a more adverse effect on specific fuel consumption
than the combustion of the same amount of additional fuel in the

engine primary combustion chamber. The decrease in engine air flow

at high flight Mach numbers which results from operation of the engine

at constant rotational speed can be at least partially eliminated by

allowing the engine rotational speed to rise somewhat with flight Mach

number, that is, by the method of operating the engine off design.

Available turbojet-engine design techniques generally involve the

design of the components for a particular flight condition with
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restrictions imposed on the tQlerable component design characteristics

in order that the range of engine operating requirements be fulfilled.

Inasmuch as the turbojet engine for supersonic propulsion must operate

satisfactorily over a wide range of flight speeds from take-off to

maximum speed, the off-design operation becomes increasingly important

as flight speeds are increased. The value of design flight Mach number

and the method of off-design engine operation would therefore be ex-

pected to have important effects on the over-all performance of en-

gines intended for use at flight Mach numbers above 2.

The purpose of the analysis presented herein is to investigate the

ways in which engine thrust per unit frontal area can be increased for

flight at high Mach numbers, for example, from 2 to 2.8. For flight

conditions varying from take-off to a Mach number of 2.8 in the strato-

sphere, engine performance was investigated in order to determine the

effects of the following variables on engine over-all performance:

engine air-flow capacity per unit frontal area, turbine-inlet tempera-

ture, afterburner-exit temperature, design value of flight Mach number,

and method of o_erating the engine off design. Design flight Mach num-

ber as used herein can be defined as the Mach number for flight in the

stratosphere for which, during maximum-thrust operation, the engine is

operating at the maximum equivalent rotational speed which the aero-

dynamic characteristics of the compressor will permit and simultaneously

operating at the maximum mechanical rotational speed which the structure

of the engine will permit. In investigating the effects of the vari-

ation in design flight Mach number, three design flight Mach numbers

are considered: 0.6, 1.5, and 2.5. Two engines are analyzed for a

design flight Mach number of 0.6 and one for each of the design flight

Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.5. The designations and characteristics of

these engines are given in the following table:

Engine desig-

nation

Current

take-off

Advanced

take-off

Advanced

Mach 1.5

Advanced

Mach 2.5

Design flight

Mach number

0.6

0.6

1.5

2.5

Maximum air-flow capacity,

(lb/sec)/sqftof
compressor-tip frontal area

5O

59

59

$9

Maximum turbine-

inlet tempera-

ture, OF

16_0

2040

2C40

2O4O

I

cO

o
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Engine performance is expressed as thrust per unit compressor-tip

frontal area and specific fuel consumption. The investigation was

limited to one-spool turbojet engines. For all calculations a double-

wedge, variable-ramp inlet was assumed. A compressor with character-

istics similar to a recent research transonic compressor was incorporated

in all the engines considered, and the characteristics for the remaining

components of the engine were commensurate with those obtained in labo-

ratory investigations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Flow Capacity and Temperature

0

The effects of varying the compressor air-flow capacity per unit

frontal area, the turbine-inlet temperature, and the afterburner-exit

temperature were investigated for the conventional method of engine

operation, that is, constant rotational speed during maximum-thrust

operation. The manner in which this type of engine operation affects

engine off-design performance will therefore be described first.

The compressor map for the advanced take-off engine is shown in

figure l, wherein compressor pressure ratio is shown as a function of

compressor specific air flow for lines of constant engine equivalent,

or aerodynamic, rotational speed. Also included are compressor-

efficiency contours. From a consideration of the continuity of flow

through the engine, it is possible to relate compressor pressure ratio,

compressor air flow, and ratio of turbine-inlet temperature to

compressor-inlet temperature. For engine operation at constant rota-

tional speed and constant turbine-inlet temperature, the engine oper-

ating line shown in figure 1 can then be constructed.

Take-off occurs at an equivalent rotational speed which is 90 per-

cent of the maximum. For engines operated in this manner, take-off is

typically the design condition. Recent compressor research shows that

a value of specific air flow of 55 pounds per second for each square

foot of compressor-tip frontal ares can be achieved at the design

point of the compressor (see paper by Finger and Robbins). The design

equivalent rotational speed for such a compressor is usually about 90

percent of the maximum tolerable equivalent rotational speed. At the

maximum equivalent rotational speed, a specific air flow of about 59

pounds per second per square foot would then be obtained. For maximum-

thrust operation at constant rotational speed, maximum equivalent rota-

tional speed is reached during flight in the stratosphere at a Mach

number of 0.6. As the flight Mach number is increased, the equivalent

rotational speed for a given mechanical rotational speed decreases

because of the increase in compressor-inlet temperature. At a flight

Mach number of 2.8, the equivalent rotational speed is 64 percent of
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the maximum with corresponding decreases in compressor air flow. Com-

pressor pressure ratio decreases as the flight Mach number is increased,

varying from about 9 at a flight Mach number of 0.6 to about 5 at a

flight Mach number of 2.8. By means of thermodynamic cycle calcula-

tions, this decrease in compressor pressure ratio can be shown to have

a desirable effect on specific fuel consumption at high flight Mach

number. On the othez hand, the large decrease in specific air flow

results in a proportionately large decrease in engine thrust at high

flight Mach number.

For flight in the stratosphere, the variation in compressor air

flow with flight Mach number along the operating line shown in figure

1 is presented in figure 2. The compressor air flow decreases approxi-

mately 50 percent as the flight Mach number is increased from 0.6 to
2.8. This decrease in air flow results in a 50-percent decrease in

thrust. The introductory paper by Benser shows that, in addition to

th£s decrease in specific air flow, operation at such low equivalent

rotational speeds may introduce a severe blade-vibration problem.

One reason for operating the engine at constant rotational speed

is that under these circumstances the mechanical and stress-limited

rotational speeds are identical; this results in a light engine for

any given take-off thrust. Another reason is that over a wide range

of engine operation the turbine operates under conditions closely

approximating its design conditions. At constant afterburner-exit

temperature, these engine operating conditions also require only a

small adjustment of the exhaust-nozzle throat area.

Effect of increasing compressor specific air flow. - The effect of

changing the maximum specific air-flow capacity of the compressor from

50 to 59 pounds per second per square foot was investigated. The values

of maximum flow were obtained at maximum equivalent rotational speed and

correspond to values of design flow of 27 and 55 pounds per second per

square foot, respectively. Within the limits of current laboratory

investigations, the primary burner, turbine, and afterburner could all

pass this increased flow within a frontal area no greater than 155 per-

cent of the compressor-tip frontal area.

The thrust of turbojet engines having maximum compressor specific

air flows of 50 and 59 pounds per second per square foot is shown as a

function of flight Mach number in figure 5. The thrust per unit

compressor-tip area divided by the ambient static pressure is presented

as a function of flight Mach number. Engine thrust is presented in this

form in order that the results will be independent of engine size and

altitude in the stratosphere. Engine frontal area is important because

of its effect on engine weight and nacelle drag. In order to avoid
11 Ucircumlocution, the term F/PoA c will hereinafter be called thr st
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per unit area;" the term F/POAc, where F is engine thrust_ P0 is

ambient static pressure 3 and A c is compressor-tip frontal area_ is

directly proportional to CTM02_ where CT is thrust coefficient and

M 0 is the flight Mach number.

The data of figure 5 are for a turbine-inlet temperature of 16_0 ° F.

Performance is presented for flight at Mach numbers from 0 to 0.9 at sea

level and from 0.9 to 2.8 in the stratosphere.

Increasing the maximum compressor specific air flow from 30 to 59

pounds per second per square foot_ a 50-percent increase, is shown in

figure 3 to result in a 50-percent increase in thrust per un±t area

over the entire range of flight Mach number. For the assumed component

characteristics, the specific fuel consumptions were unaltered by this

change in flow capacit2. The reduction in frontal area which accompa-

nies such a rise in specific air flow would result in a reduction in

nacelle drag. In terms of engine thrust minus nacelle drag, the thrust

would rise more than 50 percent and the specific fuel consumption would

................ ity__ as a _ u_ the ±±_-_--±u_--_uw_.... u_pac

Effect of turbine-inlet temperature. - Because of the temperature

limitations of turbine materials, the thrust output at high flight

speeds in figure 5 is rather low due to the low engine temperature

ratio across the engine. By the use of turbine cooling, it appears

possible to increase the turbine-inlet temperature and hence the en-

gine thrust. In order to cool the rotor blades of the two-stage tur-

bine required for this service, 7.6 percent of the compressor-inlet

air flow was bled for operation with a turbine-inlet temperature of

2540 ° F. The flow of cooling air was kept this low even at a flight

Mach number of 2.8 by cooling the bled air to 400 ° F in an air-to-fuel

heat exchanger.

The thrust per unit area and specific fuel consumption are shown

as functions of flight Mach number for various turbine-inlet tempera-

tures in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that in-

creasing the turbine-inlet temperatl_e greatly increases t_ust, es-

pecially at the high flight Mach numbers. For an increase in turbine-

inlet temperature from 1840 ° to 2.540° F, the thrust is increased 66

percent at a flight Mach number of 1.5 and 162 percent at a flight

Mach number of 2.8. This rise in turbine-inlet temperature increases

the specific fuel consumption for flight Mach numbers up to 2.5 and

decreases the specific fuel consumption for higher Mach numbers.

If the effects of nacelle drag were accounted for_ these results

would change somewhat. The low nacelle drag which accompanies the

high values of turbine-inlet temperature increases the advantage of

high turbine-inlet temperature at high flight Mach numbers. On the
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basis of engine thrust minus nacelle drag, the flight Machnumberat
which a rise in turbine-inlet temperature has no effect on specific
fuel consumption is reduced from the value of 2.5 shownin figure 4(b)
to 1.8. If the rise in thrust per unit frontal area is also considered,
it clearly becomesadvantageous to go to higher turbine-inlet tempera-
tures at someflight Machnumber less than 1.8 in spite of the losses
associated with turbine-blade cooling.

Effect of afterburner temperature. - Additional thrust can be

obtained from a turbojet engine by the use of an afterburner. The

thrust increases are obtained, however, only at the expense of an

increase in specific fuel consumption. In figure 5, the thrust and

the specific fuel consumption for an engine having a turbine-inlet

temperature of 2540 ° F and a compressor specific air flow of 59 pounds

per second per square foot are shown as a function of flight Mach number

for both the nonafterburning configuration and for a configuration hav-

ing an afterburner temperature of 5040 ° F. It is seen that the thrust

rise available from the use of an afterburner increases as the flight

Mach number is increased. For a flight Mach number of 1.5, the thrust

is increased 28 percent by the use of an afterburner. At a flight Mach

number of 2.8, the thrust increase is 49 percent. At a flight Mach

number of 1.5, the specific fuel consumption is increased from 1.46

to 1.77 by the use of an afterburner. For a flight Mach number of

2.8, the specific fuel consumption increases from 1.47 to 1.79.

The thrust increases indicated for the afterburner presented in

figure 5 are much less than those that would be obtained for engines

utilizing lower turbine-inlet temperatures.

i
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Effect of Design Flight Mach Number and Mode of Operation

All the previous discussion is concerned with the engine improve-

ments that result from aerodynamic and thermodynamic improvements in

the engine components when the engine is operated in the conventional

manner. In the following discussion, some insight will be given into

the performance improvements that result from changing the design

flight Mach number and mode of operation.

Constant-equivalent-rotational-speed operation. - In order to al-

leviate the loss in air flow occurring at high flight Mach numbers, it

would be desirable to operate at constant equivalent rotational spee_

throughout the entire Mach number range. Such a mode of operation is

indicated on the compressor map of figure 6. The turbine-inlet tem-

perature is maintained at the desired constant value by adjusting the

exhaust-nozzle area. This method of operation, although it alleviates

the loss in air flow occurring at high flight Mach numbers, has several

rather serious problems involved in its operation. Because of the
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large change in compressor-inlet temperature, the actual rotational

speed at a flight Mach number of 2.8 must be 55 percent greater than

the rotational speed at a flight Mach number of 0.6 in order to main-

tain a constant equivalent speed. For a given maximum equivalent rota-

tional speed, this would involve designing an engine capable of with-

standing approximately 2.4 times the stress of an engine operating at

constant rotational speed. One way to avoid this increase in stress is

to maintain the same maximum value of rotational speed. This would re-

sult in low equivalent rotational speeds at the higher flight Mach num-

bers and necessitate the addition of compressor and, very likely, tur-

bine stages. Rather than analyze engine operation at constant equiva-

lent, or aerodynamic, rotational speed, two cases between the extremes

of constant-rotational-speed and constant-equivalent-rotational-speed

operation were considered; the performance of these engines is pre-

sented subsequently.

Engine designed for Mach number of 1.5. - It was assumed that the

advanced take-off engine was redesigned in order to permit operation

at limiting values of both rotational and equivalent rotational speeds

at a flight Mach number of i.5. These conditions correspond to oper-

ation at a maximum rotational speed which is 17 percent higher than for

the current and advanced take-off engines. The operating line for this

method of operation is shown on the compressor map of figure 7. Also

shown in figure 7 is the operating line for constant-rotational-speed

operation. The advanced Mach 1.5 engine operating line has been shifted

away from the compressor surge line toward the region of lower compres-

sor efficiency. For all flight Mach numbers above 0.6, the compressor

air flow is greater for this engine than for the engine operated at con-

stant rotational speed. The thrust per unit area for an engine operated

in this manner, and with a turbine-inlet temperature of 20AO ° F, a com-

pressor maximum specific air flow of 39 pounds per second per square

foot, and an afterburner temperature of 3040 ° F, is shown in figure 8(a).

Included for comparison is the performance of the current and advanced

take-off engines having afterburner temperatures of 3040 ° F. For the

advanced Mach 1.5 engine,'the thrust per unit area is greater than for

the advanced take-off engine for all operating conditions except flight

in the _÷_+__ _ _ ...._o 7_oo +_o_ 0 _ At flight....... _..... at _._ __ _ ...... ._. a _ch

number of 2.83 the thrust per unit area of the advanced Mach 1.5 engine

is approximately 30 percent greater than the thrust per unit area of

the advanced take-off engine. The specific fuel consumption for the

three engines is compared in figure 8(b). It can be seen that the

specific fuel consumption for the advanced Mach 1.5 engine is very

_early equal to that for the advanced take-off engine over the entire

range of flight Mach numbers. If the effects of nacelle drag are taken

into account, the high thrust per unit area of the advanced Mach 1.5

engine reduces its specific fuel consumption below that of the advanced

take-off engine over the range of flight Mach numbers from 0.9 to 2.8.
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Inasmuchas high air flow is obtained at high flight Machnumbers
with the advancedMach1.5 engine, the velocities through the engine
combustion chamberand afterburner were investigated. These velocities
are shownin figure 9 as functions of flight Machnumber. It can be
seen that the velocity in the primary combustor approaches 200 feet per
second while that in the afterburner approaches 600 feet per second_
approximately the maximumvalues obtained in laboratory investigations
for satisfactory operation.

In changing from the advanced take-off engine to the advanced Mach
1.5 engine_ someturbine problems are aggravated. At any given flight
Machnumber, increasing the engine rotational speed at constant turbine-
inlet temperature requires that the exhaust-nozzle throat area be in-
creased. This increase in exhaust-nozzle throat area shifts the turbine
toward limiting blade loading, a condition limiting turbine design and
operation. For the purpose of driving the specified compressor under
static sea-level operating conditions for the advanced take-off engine,
a two-stage turbine having conservative aerodynamic characteristics can
be designed to fit within a cylindrical nacelle suitable for the com-
pressor. Sucha turbine would have sufficient operating latitude to
pe_unit increasing the engine maximumrotational speed by 17 percent
over that of the advanced take-off engine. A significantly greater
increase in maximumrotational speed would necessitate that the turbine
be redesigned for the higher turbine pressure ratio required for such
operation; both turbine-tip frontal area and centrifugal stress of the
turbine would increase.

In changing from the advanced take-off engine to the advanced Mach
1.5 engine, the compressor and turbine were considered to have no change
in aerodynamic characteristics_ but the structural characteristics were
changed so that the rotational speedwas increased 17 percent for a
given engine frontal area. This rise in rotational speed results in a
rise in centrifugal stress and_ concomitantly, a rise in engine weight.
Whether the evaluation of the combination of higher thrust and higher
weight results in an improvement in engine specific weight is beyond
the scope of this investigation. The centrifugal stress in the turbine-
rotor blades would rise from 31,000 to 42,000 pounds per square inch.
If a value of centrifugal stress of 50_000pounds per square inch were
accepted as the limiting value for cooled turbine blades, the extent
to which the rotational speed of this engine can be further raised is
rather small, not only because of the rise in centrifugal stress with
centrifugal acceleration but also because of the increased turbine-rotor
blade length required to permit such operation within limiting blade
loading.

In order to alleviate this problem cre_ted by centrifugal stress,
a different approach could be employed in redesigning the advanced take-
off engine in order to convert it into the advanced Mach1.5 engine.

!
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The compressor and turbine could be designed for lower equivalent rota-

tional speed and stages added to each to compensate for the lower equiv-

alent rotational speed. The effect of such a change is that at a flight

Mach number of 1.5 the same rotational speed for both the advanced take-

off and advanced Mach 1.5 engines would then correspond to a higher

fraction of maximum equivalent rotational speed and thus to a higher

specific air flow for the advanced Mach 1.5 engine.

The advanced Mach 1.5 engine has two limits on its rotational

speed, one mechanical and the other aerodynamic. For a given engine,

higher thrust is obtained by operating the engine at the highest rota-

tional speed which the more conservative of these two limits will per-

mit. For take-off and for flight in the stratosphere at Mach numbers

no greater than 1.5, the engine is thus operated at the maximum equiva-

lent rotational speed. For flight at higher Mach numbers 3 the mechani-

cal rotational speed is the limiting value and the equivalent rotational

speed is less than the maximum allowable.

The addition of turbine-stator adjustment to this engine was con-

_o_. For maximum _ ...._ up_±_o±on_ the compressor pressure ratio

was varied by means of stator adjustment in order to maximize the en-

gine thrust at any given flight Mach number. No significant improve-

ment in thrust was obtained. For flight at a Mach number of 0.9 in the

stratosphere_ turbine-stator adjustment was analyzed as a means of pro-

viding reduced specific fuel consumption for a range of engine thrust

values. In general, the specific fuel consumption was reduced only a

very small amount; the greatest reduction was 4 percent of that obtaina-

ble without turbine-stator adjustment.

Engine designed for Mach number of 2.3. - If the engine structure

is designed so that the engine can operate at the maximum value of

equivalent rotational speed during flight at a Mach number of 2.3, even

higher values of thrust per unit frontal area can be obtained. The

methods presented in the paper by English and Rebeske were employed in

order to explore the range of specific air flow and compressor pressure

ratio for which a high-output, two-stage turbine could be designed.

The turbine-rotor-ir_et _ch number was set equal to 0.8 _ud the

turbine-exit axial __eh number, to 0.7. The following conditions were

selected for engine operation at a flight Mach number of 2.3: compres-

sor pressure ratio_ 5.5; turbine blade-tip speed, 125_ feet per second;

and turbine hub-tip radius ratio, 0.5. These conditions correspond to

a specific air flow of 34 pounds per second for each square foot of

turbine-tip frontal area and a turbine blade stress of 4_,000 pounds

per square inch.

The compressor pressure ratio at a Mach number of 2.3 was chosen

as high as 5.5 in order to keep the primary-burner inlet velocity at

a practicable value 3 in this case 220 feet per second if nacelle



proportions permit a primary-burner frontal area 23 percent greater than
for the compressor. The compressor pressure ratio at a Machnumber of
2.3 was kept as low as 5.5 in order to restrict the compressor-exit
temperature to a value not requiring use of critical blade materials,
in this case 1620° R at a Machnumber of 2.8.

The manner in which this engine was operated in order to obtain
maximumengine thrust over a wide range of flight Machnumbers is as
follows: The equivalent rotational speed was kept constant at the
limiting or maximumvalue for flight Machnumbers less than 2.3, and
the rotational speed was maintained constant for flight Machnumbers
between 2.3 and 2.8. In order that the turbine-inlet temperature
need not be decreased below the design value for flight Machnumbers
less than 2.3, the engine was considered to be equipped with turbine-
stator adjustment.

The range of turbine-rotor-inlet relative flow directions (compa-
rable to angle of attack on the turbine-rotor blades) was found to be
77°, a value so large that it is doubtful that satisfactory low Mach
numberperformance can actually be achieved. Oneway to circumvent
this wide range of turbine-rotor-inlet flow direction is to operate
the engine at a constant engine temperature ratio (ratio of turbine-
inlet to compressor-inlet temperature) over a portion of the range
of Machnumbers. Such a changehas an undesirable effect on engine
thrust at low flight speeds.

An alternative way is to redesign the compressor so that the com-
pressor is capable of operating over a range of pressure ratios at con-
stant equivalent rotational speed. Such an engine operating line is
shownon the compressormap in figure lO. The rise in compressor pres-
sure ratio from 5.5 to 6.2 as the flight Machnumber decreases from 2.3
to 0.6 is sufficient to reduce the variation in turbine-rotor-inlet
relative flow direction from 77° to 30°. The incorporation of this
reserve capacity for pressure ratio requires that stages be added to
the compressor with a resulting increase in engine weight. Turbine-
stator adjustment is then used only at flight Machnumbers less than
1.9.

The performance of this advanced Mach2.3 engine is comparedin
figure ll with that of other engines. At a flight Machnumber of 2.8,
the advanced Mach2.3 engine has a thrust which is 55 percent greater
than that of the advanced Mach1.5 engine and 145 percent greater than
that of the current take-off engine; the specific fuel consumption is
approximately midwaybetween that of the advanced Mach1.5 engine and
that of the current engine. If the effects of nacelle drag are con-
sidered in determining the specific fuel consumption, the advanced Mach
2.5 and advancedMach1.5 engines have essentially identical specific
fuel consumptions. At low flight Machnumbers, the advanced Mach2.3
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engine has little or no advantage in thrust and the specific fuel con-

sumptlon is somewhat increased because of the low compressor pressure

ratio for this engine.

0
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

In addition to the gains in engine performance which result from

advances in component design techniques, large increases in engine

thrust per unit frontal area at high flight Mach numbers are obtainable

by raising the maximum rotational speed of the engine above the rota-

tional speed during take-off; this rise in thrust at high flight Mach

numbers results from increased engine flow capacity at high flight Mach

numbers. Designing the engine for such increased rotational speeds

requires that the engine weight be increased.

The paper by Dugan_ Bernatowicz, and Schoeberle shows that' rela-

tive to the design-point performance_ the off-designperformance of two-

spool turbojet engines designed for take-off is about the same as the

_-_o±_i_ wc±foi--mai±u_ u, one-_pool turbojet engines for operation of

both engine types under conditions which vary from take-off to flight

at a Mach number of 2.8 in the stratosphere. For this reason, the

performances of the advanced take-off engine and the advanced Mach 1.5

engine are essentially those that would be obtained from comparable

two-spool engines. In raising the maximum rotational speed of the

advanced take-off engine to that of the advanced Mach 1.5 engine in

order to increase the specific air flow of the engine at high flight

Mach numbers, only the low-pressure spool of the two-spool engine

need be redesigned for the higher-speed operation_ whereas for the

one-spool engine the entire compressor must be redesigned.
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OPERATION OF ADVANCED TAKE-OFF ENGINE
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EFFECT OF TURBINE-INLET TEMPERATURE ON
TURBOJET-ENGINE PERFORMANCE
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TW0-SP00L ENGINES FOE SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

By James F. Dugan, Jr., Daniel T. Bernatowicz,
and Daniel F. Schoeberle

O

INTRODUCTION

The advantages of two-spool engines to obtain high pressure ratios

are well recognized. Although the two-spool engine is intrinsically

more complex than the one-spool engine, the use of two spools to achieve

high pressure ratios helps the stage-matching and stall problems. In

addition, considerable freedom can be exercised in the design of the two-

spool engine_ in that different pressure-ratio splits and speed relations

can be used to favor various flight conditions.

Accordingly, the use of the two-spool engine as a power plant for

supersonic propulsion is investigated herein. The performance character-

istics of the two-spool engine are examined to determine the effect of

compressor-pressure-ratio split on performance. Operation with the

inner-spool speed held constant is also compared with constant outer-

spool speed operation. The effect of design Mach number on two-spool-

engine performance is investigated. The performance of various two-spool

engines is compared with that of the slngle-spool types of the preceding

paper by English, Wilcox, and Plohr for similar methods of operation.

The effect of over-all design compressor pressure ratio on performance

is also investigated.

The performance of the two-spool engines presented in this paper

was calculated by matching compressor and turbine components. The com-

pressor and turbine performance was estimated from actual research and

commercial compressor and turbine component data. The compressors are

of the transonic t_e discussed in the papers of the first section.

The outer compressor of each engine is characterized by a tip speed of

ll00 feet per second, an inlet hub-tip ratio of 0.59, and a relative

Mach number at the first rotor tip of 1.18. The inner compressors are

characterized by tip speeds from 1240 to 1300 feet per second, inlet

hub-tip ratios from 0.48 to 0.66, and relative Mach numbers at the

first rotor tip from 1.05 to 1.14. Exit axial Mach numbers from the

inner compressor were of the order of 0.3. Primary and afterburner

velocities were of the same order of magnitude as for the single-spool

engines discussed in the single-spool paper. For each two-spool engine,

two conservatively designed turbine stages were required to drive the

compressors. The design value of rotor hub relative Mach number was

either 0.6 or 0.7, while the design value of exit axial velocity ratio

(Va_r) (all symbols are deflned in the appendix)was 0.50. Rotor-
d

blade-hub stress of the inner turbines ranged from 37,000 to 47,000
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pounds per square inch, while that for the outer turbines ranged from
24,000 to 30,000 pounds per square inch. The stage-loading parameter
-gJAh varied from 1.3 to 2.2. The inlets and exhaust nozzles were the

TJh2
same as those for the slngle-spool engines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The components of a two-spool engine may be matched to obtain en-

gine performance Just as they can for a slngle-spool engine. For each

operating point of any component, the operating points of the other com-

ponents are uniquely determined. Thus, lines of constant temperature

ratio or pressure ratio across any part of the engine may be plotted on

any component performance map. AnalogoWs to the compressor performance

map of a single-spool engine is the combined compressor performance map

of a two-spool engine.

The combined compressor performance of a two-spool engine is pre-

sented in figure 1 as a plot of over-all compressor pressurezratio

against equivalent weight flow for constant values of outer-spool aero-

dynamic speed. Also shown are lines of constant turbine-inlet to

compressor-lnlet temperature ratio and the surge lines of the outer and

inner compressor. For operation along a llne of constant outer-Spool

aerodynamic speed, increasing turbine-lnlet temperature is accompanied

by increasing over-all compressor pressure ratio, weight flow, and

Inner-spool speed and decreasing exhaust-nozzle area. Turblne-lnlet

temperature may be increased until surge of the in_er compressor or a

limiting turbine temperature is encountered and decreased until outer-

compressor surge is encountered (unless operation is limited by turbine

limiting loading or maximum nozzle size).

For full-throttle performance, the two-spool engine might be oper-

ated at constant values of outer-spool speed and turbine-inlet temperature.

At high flight Mach numbers at altitude, the compressor-lnlet temperature

rises above its sea-level static value. Operation therefore is at

turbine-lnlet to compressor-inlet temperature ratios and aerodynamic

speeds below design. This simultaneous reduction in engine temperature

ratio and aerodynamic speed causes the engine operating point to approach

the surge limit of its outer compressor. Consequently, when a two-spool

engine is operated at high flight Mach numbers, surge of the outer com-

pressor may be encountered. Compressor design points must be selected

to avoid this and, if necessary, low-speed performance should be

compromised.

Comparison of two-spool engines with one-spool engines. - The per-

formance of a slngle-spool engine and a two-spool engine is presented

in figure 2. Both engines have a sea-level-static over-all compressor

I
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pressure ratio of 7 at the maximum compressor efficiency point and oper-

ate at maximum aerodynamic speed at a subsonic flight Mach number. Op-

eration is with a turbine inlet temperature of 2040°'F and an afterburner

temperature of 3040 ° F.

The one-spool engine, designated A, is the advanced take-off engine

of the single-spool paper. This engine operates at a constant mechanical

speed corresponding to sea-level-statlc conditions. The two-spool engine,

designated B, operates at a constant mechanical speed of the outer spool

corresponding to sea-level-static conditions.

Figure 2(a) shows the full-throttle performance of engines A and

B as a plot of specific fuel consumption and equivalent thrust per rated

air flow against flight Mach number in the stratosphere. Engine A ex-

hibits a 3-percent lower specific fuel consumption at a flight Mach num-

ber of 0.9 and a 1.5 percent higher specific fuel consumption at a

flight Mach number of 2.8. The thrust values are the same at lower Mach

numbers, but engine B has a 7 percent higher thrust value at a flight

Mach number of 2.8. These differences are small and well within design

variations of either type engine. The cruise performance at a flight

Mach number of 0.9 in the stratosphere for engines A and B is presented

in figure 2(b) as a plot of specific fuel consumption against thrust per

rated air flow. Again, the differences are small; the minimum specific

fuel consumption of engine A is only 1.5 percent lower than that ef

engine B.

The full-throttle performance of two Mach 1.5 engines is shown in

figure 2(c). Engine AA is the advanced, Mach 1.5 engine of the single-

spool paper. Engine BB is a two-spool, advanced, Mach 1.S engine. For

flight Mach numbers up to 1.52, the outer spool is opersted at a max-

imum aerodynamic speed. Above this Mach number, operation is at a con-

stant mechanical speed of the outer spool. The maximum specific-fuel-

consumption difference is only 3 percent. At a flight Mach number of

0.9, engine BB has a 12 percent higher thrust value than engine AA; at

a flight Mach number of 2.8, engine AA has a 3.5 percent higher thrust

value than engine BB. These differences depend on the component char-

acterlstios uf une en _e. iil_ _UmpUli_liu _iiuimmlio_ maps ...._ _^-^_-

are considered typical so that the conclusion that may be dra_rn from

the preceding comparisons is that the one- and two-spool engines give

about the same full-throttle and cruise performance.

Effect of design Mach number. - Figure 3(a) shows the effect of

design Mach number on two-spool engine performance. Engine BB, the

advanced, Mach 1.5, two-spool engine, has about the same specific-

fuel-consumptlon values as engine B, the advanced, take-off, two-spool

engine, but from 12 to 30 percent greater values of thrust per rated

air flow. These results are comparable with those shown in the one-

spool paper for the comparison of the one-spool, advanced, take-off

engine with the one-spool, advanced, Mach 1.5 engine.
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If both engines B and BB have the samevalue of design'aerodynamic
compressor tip speed, the outer-compressor mechanical speed of engine BB
is appreciably greater than that of engine B but the inner-compressor
mechanical speed is only slightly greater than that of engine B. The
speed variations of engines B and BB with flight Machnumber are shown
in figure 5(b). The mechanical speed of engine B is plotted as a ratio
of mechanical speed to the sea-level-static mechanical speed. The max-
imumvalue of inner-spool speed is for a flight Machnumber of 2.8 so
that the inner spool would be designed for this speed. The mechanical
speed of engine BB is plotted as a ratio of mechanical speed to the
design speed of engine B. The outer-compressor mechanical speed of
engine BB is 17 percent greater than that of engine B, while the inner-
compressormechanical speed is 0.5 percent greater than that of engine B.
The outer-spool turbine-rotor stress of engine BB would be 38 percent
greater than that of engine B, while the inner-spool turbine-rotor stress
of engine BB would be only 1 percent grehter than that of engine B be-
cause of the increases in mechanical speed. If the outer-compressor
design aerodynamic tip speed of engine BB is lowered to avoid the in-
creased outer-turbine-rotor stress, it is likely that additional outer-
compressor stages and perhaps another outer-turblne stage would be re-
quired to maintain the design compressor pressure ratio.

Effect of work split. - The effect of work split on two-spool-engine

performance is shown in figure 4. The full-throttle performance of three

two-spool engines is presented in figure 4(a) as a plot of specific fuel

consumption and thrust per rated air flow against flight Mach number in

the stratosphere. All three engines are designed to operate at maximum

compressor efficiency at sea-level-static conditions at an over-all com-

pressor pressure ratio of 12 and a turbine-inlet temperature of 2040 ° F.

All three engines operate at maximum aerodynamic speed at a flight Mach

number of 0.59. Full-throttle operation is for a turbine-inlet tempera-

ture of 2040 ° F, an afterburner temperature of 3040 ° F, and an outer-

spool mechanical speed corresponding to sea-level-static conditions.

Engine C has a work split of 2:6; that is, the sea-level-static outer-

compressor pressure ratio is 2 and the inner-compressor pressure ratio

is 6. Engine D has a work split of 3:4 and engine E has a work split of

4:3. Figure 4(a) shows that the maximum difference in specific consump-

tion is 5.5 percent and the maximum difference in thrust per rated air

flow is 5.5 percent. The cruise performance at a flight Mach number of

0.9 in the stratosphere of engines C, D, and E is presented in figure 4(b)

as a plot of specific fuel consumption against equivalent thrust per rated

air flow. The difference in minimum specific fuel consumption is less

than 2.5 percent. The differences in full-throttle and cruise performance

that result from work split are small and within the variation that may

be obtained by varying the match point for a given set of components.

Effect of operating mode. - The effect of operating mode on two-spool

engine performance is shown in figure 5. Figure 5(a) presents the full-

l
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throttle performance of engine E for two modes of operation. One mode

is with constant outer-spool speed and the other with constant inner-

spool speed. Both modes are for operation with a primary burner tem-

perature of 2040 ° F and an afterburner temperature of 3040 ° F. Con-

stant outer-spool speed operation (fig. 5(a)) results in higher thrust

per rated air flow and specific fuel consumption above a flight Mach

number of about 1.3. At a flight Mach number of 2.8_ constant outer-

spool speed operation gives 39 percent more thrust and 3 percent greater

specific fuel consumption than constant inner-spool speed operation.

The large increase in thrust for constant outer-spool speed operation

results from the larger air flow that accompanies the higher outer-

spool speed. Figure 5(b) is a plot of mechanical speed to sea-level-

static mechanical-speed ratio against flight Mach number for the two

modes of operation. For constant inner-spool speed operation_ above

a flight Mach number of about 1.3, the outer-spool speed is less than

its sea-level-statlc value; below this Mach number, the outer-spool

speed is greater than its sea-level-static value. Therefore, above a

flight Mach number of 1.3, constant outer-spool speed operation yields

higher air flows and hence higher thrust values while below a flight

Mach number of ] ._, _o_t._+. __=_i o_=_ .... _^-................... _.... _.... _a_u_ yields higher
air flows and hence higher thrust values.

Effect of pressure ratio. - The effect of pressure ratio on the

full-throttle performance of two-spool engines is shown in figure J.6(a)

and the effect on cruise performance at a flight Mach number of 0.9 in

the stratosphere in figure 6(b). Engine B (sea-level-static over-all

compressor pressure ratio of 7) and engine D (sea-level-static over-all

compressor pressure ratio of 12) are compared. Figure 6(a) is a plot

of specific fuel consumption and thrust per rated air flow against

flight Mach number in the stratosphere. Engine D has a 5.5 percent

lower specific fuel consumption value at a flight Mach number of 0.9

and a 2.5 percent higher value at a Mach number of 2.8. Engine D has

a 1 percent higher thrust value at a flight Msch number of 0.9 and an

8 percent lower thrust value at a flight Mach number of 2.8. Figure

6(b) is a plot of specific' fuel consumption against thrust per rated

air flow for cruise performance at a flight Mach number of 0.9 in the

stratosphere. The minimum specific fuel consumption for engine D is

ll.5 percent lower than that for engine B. Increasing the design pres-

sure ratio of the two-spool engine resulted in a sacrifice of full-

throttle thrust at the high flight Mach numbers and an improvement in

cruise performance.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of thermodynamic and aerodynamic considerations_ both

the one-spool and the two-spool engines are equally suited as power

plants for supersonic propulsion. The small differences in full-throttle

and cruise performance are largely due to detailed assumptions of
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componentcharacteristics and are within design variations of either
type engine. The effect of work split on both the full-throttle per-
formance and the cruise performance is sllght_ although consideration
must be given to the fact that a stall limit is approached at high
flight Machnumbers. For operation at flight Machnumbers above about
1.3, the two-spool engine should be operated at constant outer-spool
speedrather than constant Inner-spool speed. As for single-spool en-
gines, the full-throttle performance of the two-spool engine can be
improved by operating at maximumaerodynamic speed up to a supersonic
flight Machnumber. The necessary increase in outer-spool mechanical
speedwlth increasing design Machnumberto achieve this improved per-
formance can, moreover, be obtained wlth a very slight increase in
Inner-spool mechanical speed.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

0
--4
c0

!

ZL

acr

Fn

g

Ah

J

K

.M0

N

P

sfc

T

Uh

V

W

5

0

The following symbols are used in this paper:

critical velocity

net thrust

standard gravitational acceleration

change in total enthalpy

mechanical equivalent of heat

constant

flight Mach number

mechanical speed

total pressure

specific fuel consumption

total temperature

turbine-blade-hub speed

velocity

weight flow of air

ratio of total pressure to standard sea-level-static pressure

ratio of total temperature to standard sea-level-static tem-

perature

Subscripts:

d

i

0

design

inner spool

outer spool
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r

sl

X

0

1

rated

sea-level-static conditions

axial component

ambient conditions

compressor inlet of one-spool engine

outer-compressor inlet of two-spool engine

compressor exit of one-spool engine

inner-compressor exit of two-spool engine

turbine inlet of one-spool engine

inner-turbine inlet of two-spobl engine
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COMBINED COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE OF TWO-SPOOL ENGINE
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EFFECT OF DESIGN MACH NUMBER ON PERFORMANCE OF
TWO-SPOOL ENGINE
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AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE

By Roger W. Luidens_ Hugh M. Henneberry_

Arthur V. Zimmerman_ and Philip J. Evans, Jr.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous papers have discussed variations in engine performance

resulting from the use of advanced components and from changes in engine

design and operating techniques. The purpose of the airplane perform-

ance paper is to evaluate these variations in engine performance in

terms of bomber and interceptor airplane parameters. For the bomber_

this evaluation was accomplished by fixing gross weight and studying

airplane total cruise radius as a figure of merit. In the case of the

interceptor, the mission was fixed and the airplane gross weight neces-

sary to perform this mission was selected as the figure of merit for

comparing the various engines.

The changes in engine performance resulting from increases in air-

flow handling capacity and turbine-inlet temperature and the changes

resulting from advanced modes of operation were evaluated. Also dis-

cussed is the desirability of the afterburner in relation to possible

increases in turbine-inlet temperature.

The bomber analysis included missions having subsonic cruise with

a brief supersonic dash over the target as well as missions conducted

entirely at supersonic velocities. Cruise altitudes and engine size

were optimized for all bomber missions except when the effects of engine

size were specifically analyzed.

The interceptor gross weight evaluations were made for two missions:

one which had supersonic cruise to and returning from combat as well as

supersonic combat_ and a second which had subsonic cruise to and from

combat and combat at supersonic speeds. A range of flight Mach numbers

from 1.5 to 2.8 and several values of power loading or maneuverability

were studied. The results of the investigation are presented in plots

of gross weight against flight Mach number or against the parameter
being investigated.

AIRPLANES AND MISSIONS

For both interceptor and bomber a straight wing with a taper ratio

of 0.4 and an aspect ratio of 3 was assumed, together with a thin bi-

convex profile.

|
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Maximum take-off lift coefficients can be obtained with a straight

wing at angles of attack near 12°, whereas maximum lift occurs near 30 °

for a delta wing. The straight wing therefore appears attractive for

take-off because it simplifies the landing gear problem. However, many

of the flight plans investigated called for cruise at a subsonic Mach

number of 0.9 - a region in which drag rise on a straight wing might

normally be encountered. Recent wind-tunnel results on small scale

models indicate that fuselage indentation according to the area rule for

Mach number 1.0 may provide transonic drag characteristics for a

straight-wing configuration only slightly inferior to the character-

istics for a delta-wing configuration. If this can be successfully ap-

plied to airplanes such as those assumed herein, the advantages of a

straight wing at take-off may be obtained without a large sacrifice in

transonic drag performance. For these reasons, a straight wing was as-

sumed in the analysis, although similar results could be obtained with

a delta wing provided the take-off problem does not severely compromise

the airplane design.

Empennage drag was taken as 25 percent of wing zero lift drag, and

no lift was attributed to the horizontal tail or body.

!
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Bomber

Airplane. - The bomber assumed for the analysis was a representative

supersonic configuration with a take-off gross weight of 100,O00 pounds,

a pay-load weight of 5000 pounds, and fixed-equlpment weight of 3000

pounds. The fuselage was a body of revolution, having a fineness ratio of

12, with drag allowances for a canopy and other irregularities. A
1

straight wing with a thickness ratio of 5_ percent was used.

Take-off wing loading was lO0 pounds per square foot. To allow for

sufficient volume in the fuselage for pay load, fixed equipment, fuel,

controls, and retracted landing gear, the ratio of wing area to maximum

body cross-sectional area was fixed at 20. Engines were assumed to be

mounted in two nacelles beneath the wings. The foregoing assumptions

resulted in maximum bomber llft-drag ratios (without nacelles) near 6

for supersonic Mach numbers and lift-drag ratios near 12 for a Mach num-

ber of 0.9.

Trailing-edge flaps should provide lift coefficients up to 1.2 for

landing and take-off. Fully loaded take-off speed was 162 knots at a

lift coefficient of 1.1, and landing speed empty was about ll5 knots

for the airplanes studied. In most cases, optimum engine size for climb

and cruise resulted in take-off distances to clear a 50-foot obstacle

of less than 5000 feet. In all cases the 5000-foot take-off distance

was satisfied even when it required installing slightly larger engines

than would have been optimum for best cruise operation.
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Structural weight, which includes all items except pay load, fixed

equipment, fuel_ fuel tanks 3 and engines, was varied with the supersonic

Mach number for which the airplane was designed. Structure-to-gross

weight rati6 was 0.25 for a Mach 2 airplane and 0.25 for a Mach 2.5 air-

plane. A fuel reserve of 5 percent of total fuel load was specified
for all missions.

Missions. - The bomber was assumed to rely mainly on high speed

for its defense over defended areas. Consequently, no defensive arma-

ments were provided and only 3000 pounds of fixed equipment were included.

All flight plans therefore included supersonic flight over the target

area. Two cases were investigated: the first called for subsonic cruise

to and from the target along a Breguet path with only a brief supersonic

dash over the target; the second case investigated was an all-supersonic

mission consisting of cruise along a Breguet path to and from the tar-

get at constant supersonic Mach number. Results will be presented for

both subsonic and supersonic cruise missions.

For all flight plans, both subsonic and supersonic cruise were con-

ducted at optimum altitude for best range; also, an optimum size engine

was installed in the airplane for each mission in order to maximize

range, except in a few instances where take-off requirements demanded

engine sizes slightly larger than the optimum for best range.

Interceptor

Airplane. - The interceptor assumed for the analysis had a take-

off wing loading of i00 pounds per square foot and a wing thickness

ratio of A percent. Fixed load was 3000 pounds, of which i000 pounds

was assumed to be air-to-air missiles. Typical airplane characteris-

tics for a Mach 2.8 interceptor were a structure-to-gross-weight ratio

of 0.51 and airplane lift-drag ratio (including engine drag) of 5.3.

Missions. - In order to bracket realistic interceptor missions

with supersonic combat_ two widely different interceptor flight plans

were considered. These fiig_t plans are illustrated in figure i. For

the supersonic mission, the interceptor takes off in less than 5000

feet, climbs and accelerates to supersonic speed, and cruises out at

this speed 350 nautical miles. Combat occurs at the end of cruise-out

and consists of 220 ° of turning without loss of speed or altitude.

Return to base is also at the supersonic velocity, and the airplane

holds for 15 minutes at subsonic speed over the base and lands with a

fuel reserve of 5 percent of original fuel weight.

The subsonic mission was similar except that the cruise to and

from combat was at a Mach number of 0.9, and the radius of the mission
was 550 nautical miles.
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The airplane power loading was determined by specifying the required
interceptor maneuverability at the altitudes shownin figure 2. Maneu-
verability is defined as the normal g's that can be sustained by the
airplane without loss of speed or altitude (1 g corresponds to level
flight). This curve is consistent with the bombercalculations and cor-
responds to the target ceiling for a bomberwith advanced take-off
engines flying an all-supersonic mission. In all cases the interceptor
is required to have a speed advantage over the bomber of 0.5 Machnumber
in addition to its advantage in maneuverability.

A typical result for a Mach2.8 interceptor attacking a Mach2.5
bomber ia shownin figure 3. In most of the calculations, a maneuvera-
bility of 1.3 g's was required. In general, as illustrated in figure 3,
a 1.5 g maneuverability results in an interceptor gross weight consider-
ably above the minimumgross weight necessary to fly the mission if the
airplane maneuverability were unspecified. Airplanes with maneuverabilities
less than 1.0 in figure 5 have ceilings lower than 70,000 feet.

O

Engines

Engine data were obtained from the engine-performance papers already

presented. Nacelle drags including friction, additive, cowl pressure,

and boattail drags were subtracted from the engine data to obtain the

installed engine performance.

Inlet recovery and inlet off-designperformance were identical for

interceptor and bomber. For the bomber, this could be obtained by a

two-wedge variable-angle ramp two-dimensional inlet adapted to the na-

celle installation; or, as additional calculations showed, similar per-

formance could be obtained with a three-dimensional inlet using a two-

cone translating spike.

Basic engine weight was taken as 577 pounds per square foot of com-

pressor frontal area for the engines with maximum pressure ratio near 7.

An additional 15 percent was added to this when an afterburner was em-

ployed, and some additional weight was also added for inlet, outlet, and

nacelle. For engines with a maximum pressure ratio near 12, an addition-

al 17 percent was also added to the basic engine weight. For the ad-

vanced Mach 1.5 and the advanced Mach 2.5 designs, an estimated maximum

basic weight increase of 22 percent was considered.

All missions considered for both interceptor and bomber involved

at least some operation at supersonic Mach numbers. For the missions

involving some subsonic cruise, considerable engine throttling was nec-

essary for the subsonic flight. This is a consequence of the high lift-

drag ratios obtained at subsonic conditions; in fact, subsonic lift-drag

ratios for the airplanes considered were about twice the supersonic
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lift-drag ratios. For engines with afterburners3 somethrust reduction
for subsonic cruise can be obtained by simply turning off the afterburner.
Further thrust reductions are necessary, however_ for efficient subsonic
operation. These thrust reductions were obtained for engines wlth and
without afterburners by operating the engines at the most favorable com-
bination of exhaust area and engine speed in order to obtain minimum
specific fuel consumption for any given thrust level.

O EFFECT OF ENGINE COMPONENTS

The advanced components discussed in previous papers offer improve-

ments in engine thrust, specific fuel consumption, and flexibillty_

these improvements can be reflected in improved airplane performance

when properly exploited in the airplane and mission.

Some of the components discussed are transonic compressors, cooled

turbines, high-velocity burners, high-recovery inlets, and efficient

varlable-area convergent-divergent nozzles. The improvement in airplane

performance resulting from the use of some ^_°*_. v_ _ese advanced components

will be treated briefly in this section.

Effect of Turblne-Inlet Temperature

Bomber. - Bomber radius as a function of turbine-inlet temperature

is presented for two missions in figures 4 and 5 for engines with a

design compressor pressure ratio of 7 both with and without afterburners.

Both figures demonstrate the advantages of high turblne-inlet tempera-

tures regardless of whether an afterburner is used. The increases in

range ar T a consequence of the high cycle efficiency associated with high

turbine-lnlet temperature_ especially at supersonic Mach numbers.

Figure 4 shows the results for an all-supersonic mission conducted

at a Mach number of 2. Because of the higher thrust capabilities of

the afterburning engine 3 smaller engines can be installed in the air-

plane and larger fuel loads can be carried. This is offset to a large

extent by the increased specific fuel consumption characteristic of after-

burning operation. At each point on the curves# engine size was op-

tlmized for best range. For the afterburning englne# this resulted in

cruising afterburner temperatures considerably below maximum attainable

in order to secure more efficient cruising operation. Figure 4 shows

comparable performance for engines with and without afterburners over

the range of turblne-inlet temperatures investigated.

One important advantage of an afterburner is the increased flexi-

bility which it can provlde for various engine operating requirements.

This is especially important for a mission involving both subsonic and
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supersonic flight, such as the subsonic cruising mission which requires
only a brief supersonic dash over the target. Figure 5 showsthe results
for such a mission consisting of cruise at a Machnumberof 0.9 and a
brief dash over the target at a Machnumberof 2. For this mission,
flexibility in the afterburning engine is provided by turning off the
afterburner during the subsonic portion of the flight and operating the
engine with the afterburner ignited only for the brief supersonic dash.
The high specific fuel consumption accompanyingafterburning operation
is then of little consequencebecause this portion of the flight is of
short duration. Becauseof its flexibility, the afterburning engine is
well suited to this type of mission; and in figure 53 the afterburning
engine has a radius advantage of 20 percent at a turbine-inlet tempera-
ture of 2000° F. At higher turbine-inlet temperatures this advantage
is somewhatreduced.

Interceptor. - Because the interceptor must have a greater maueu-

verability than the bomber, it must have relatively more thrust; conse-

quently a greater need for the afterburner exists in an interceptor.

This is illustrated in figure 6 where interceptor gross weight is

plotted against turbine-inlet temperature for airplanes with and with-

out an afterburner. For the particular case illustrated, the airplane

flies a supersonic combat mission of 550 nautical miles radius at Mach

2.3. The all-supersonic case is illustrated because, as with the bomb-

ers just discussed, if the afterburner appears desirable for the all-

supersonic mission, it will further improve the mission which is part

supersonic and part subsonic.

It can be seen in figure 6 that interceptors with afterburners al-

ways have lower gross weights than those without afterburners. In fact,

for turbine-inlet temperatures less than 2200 ° F, it is doubtful that

this mission can be performed without an afterburner. As with the

bomber there are large advantages to be gained by increasing turbine-

inlet temperature even when an afterburner is assumed. For example,

as shown in figure 63 the gross weight of an airplane having a turbine-

inlet temperature of 2540 ° F is about one-half the gross weight of an

airplane with a 1640 ° turbine-inlet temperature.

It should be pointed out that_ in this example, the interceptor was

required to have a 1.3-g maneuverability at 653000 feet. (A maneuvera-

bility of 1.5 g's at 65,000 ft is equivalent to a maneuverability of

2.6 g's at 50,000 ft.) This requirement results in a fairly high-

powered airplane and, as would be expected, an afterburner shows distinct

advantages. The results of figure 6 were calculated for a flight Mach

number of 2.3, but similar results were found at higher Mach numbers.

co
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Effect of Afterburner Temperature

The total radius of a bomber having engines with advanced components

is shown in figure 7 as a function of the afterburner temperature required
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for the supersonic portion of the flight. Missions calling for both

subsonic and supersonic cruise are included, and target Mach number in

both cases was 2. For the mission using subsonic cruise, compressor

design pressure ratio was 12 and for the mission with supersonic cruise,

design pressure ratio was 7. All engines were operated along a conven-

tional operating line; that is, engine mechanical speed was maintained

constant as flight Mach number increased, resulting in reductions in

compressor aerodynamic speed. Best afterburner temperature for these

engines for supersonic cruise was near 2300 ° F; for subsonic cruise,

best afterburner temperature for the supersonic dash was the maximum

investigated, 3040 ° F. Increases in afterburner temperature allow the

use of smaller engines. This effect was mitigated somewhat by adjust-

ing cruise altitude to obtain maximum range in all cases; so that bomber

radius is seen to be somewhat insensitive to changes in afterburner tem-

perature, especially for the case of supersonic cruise. Take-off re-

quirements were satisfied by an engine size corresponding to a Mach 2.0

afterburner temperature of approximately 3000 ° F; afterburner tempera-

tures below this value would result in larger engine sizes and, therefore,

more than adequate take-off performance. The take-off requirement is

therefore not limiting for the _÷_ .... _ _ ........... _v_±_ _ _o _ • _ _ 7 ,

Advanced Take-Off Engine

The combined effects of utilizing advanced compressor and turbine

designs were investigated by comparing the advanced take-off engine with

the current engine.

The advanced engine had a maximum compressor air flow of 39 pounds

per second per square foot of compressor frontal area compared with 30

for the current engine. Turbine-inlet temperature was 20&0 ° F for the

advanced engine compared with 16_0 ° F for the current engine. In all

other respects, the two engines were similar, and both were operated

along a conventional operating line using fixed turbine area and variable

exhaust area, holding engine mechanical speed fixed so that compressor

aerodynamic speed decreased as flight Mach number increased. Both en-

gines were assumed to have equal weight per unit of compressor area.

Bomber. - The advanced take-off engine is compared with the current

engine in a bomber in figures 8 and 9. The all-supersonic mission is

illustrated in figure 8 in which both engines have design compressor

pressure ratios of 7. Both engines were assumed to have afterburners;

but for this mission, at Mach numbers below 2, similar performance could

have been obtained without afterburners, as can be seen from figure 4.

The results shown in figure 8 demonstrate a 30-percent improvement in

range by going from the current engine to the advanced take-off engine.

This improvement in range is, of course, the result of the better thrust

and specific fuel consumption provided by the advanced components.
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Figure 9 showsthe comparison for the mission employing subsonic
cruise with a supersonic dash over the target at the Machnumbers
plotted on the abscissa. For this case, the engine design compressor
pressure ratio was 7 for the current engine and 12 for the advancedtake-
off engine. Both engines had afterburners, and again the advancedtake-
off engine gave superior range performance, about 15 percent better than
the current engine for this mission.

Interceptor. - The two engines in an interceptor flying an all-

supersonic mission at various Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.8 are compared

in figure I0. Required maneuverability was 1.5 g's at the altitude

specified in figure 2. Figure i0 shows that over the range of Mach

numbers considered, the gross weight of the interceptor having the

advanced take-off engine is about 50 percent less than the weight of

an interceptor having the current engine. The improvements shown are

a direct result of the improved air flow and increased turbine-inlet

temperature.

I
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EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATION AND DESIGN

Large gains in engine and airplane performance have been shown to

be derived from the use of advanced components; that is, from high-flow

compressors and cooled turbines. In addition, further improvements in

engine performance may be expected from unconventional engine design

and operating techniques. These improvements have been described in

the previous papers, and have led to the advanced Mach 1.S and the ad-

vanced Mach 2.5 designs. In the following discussion, the performance

of these engines will be integrated into the airplanes of this study

to find the improvements they may offer in airplane performance. The

advanced Mach 1.S and the advanced Mach 2.5 designs provide better

supersonic performance than the advanced take-off engine but have equal

or inferior subsonic performance. The following discussion will there-

fore be concerned mainly with supersonic missions. All engines 3 what-

ever their design Mach number, were studied in missions covering a range

of Mach numbers, and results are presented as a function of flight Mach
number°

Advanced Mach 1.5 Engine

Bomber. - The advanced Mach 1.5 engine is compared with the advanced

take-off and current engines in a bomber in figure ll for all supersonic

cruise at the Mach numbers plotted on the abscissa. Compressor maximum

pressure ratio was near 7 for all three engines and afterburners were

assumed for all engines, although again this is not significant for the

lower cruise Mach numbers. The performance of the advanced Mach 1.5

design is presented as a band. The lower limit of the band represents

the results for an engine design with the same number of compressor and
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turbine stages as were used in the advanced take-off engine. Tip speeds

for such a design were considerably higher than the tip speeds used in

the advanced take-off engine3 and engine weight was correspondingly

higher. The upper limit of the band represents the results for an ad-

vanced Mach 1.5 engine having the same weight per square foot of com-

pressor area as the advanced take-off engine. Thus the lower limit of

the band represents a conservative weight estimate for the advanced

Mach 1.5 design, and the upper limit of the band represents an optimistic

estimate. A Judicious compromise between tip speed and number of com-

pressor and turbine stages should result in performance somewhere within
the band.

The advantages of the advanced Mach 1.5 design are less apparent

in the bomber than in the interceptor, as will be shown subsequently.

Because the bomber is a lower powered airplane than the interceptor,

the thrust increases at high Mach number which the advanced Mach 1.5

design provlde are less important to the bomber. Bomber performance is

more sensitive to changes in specific fuel consumption, and in this

respect the advanced take-off and advanced Mach 1.5 designs are simi-

lar. Figure ll therefore shows that an average increase in radius of

only lO percent is obtained by going from the advanced take-off to the

advanced Mach 1.5 engine.

Interceptor. - Figure 12 compares the advanced Mach 1.5 engine with

the advanced take-off and current engines for all supersonic interceptor

missions conducted at the Mach numbers plotted on the abscissa. The

performance of the advanced Mach 1.5 engine is shown as a band, as was

done for the bomber, to allow for engine weight uncertainties. A prac-

tical design should fall somewhere within the band.

Figure 12 shows that in addition to the 50-percent reduction in

gross weight which was realized by going from the current to the ad-

vanced take-off engine, a further reduction of about 15 percent is pos-

sible with the advanced Mach 1.5 design over the Mach number range

investigated. With the advanced Mach 1.5 engine the interceptor can

fly the 350-nautical-mile supersonic mission with a gross weight of

17,000 pounds at Mach 2.0 and with a gross weight of 25,000 pounds at
Mach 2.8.

Figure 13 shows similar results for the interceptor mission which

specified 550-nautical-miles subsonic cruising radius. The advanced

Mach 1.5 engine again shows gross weight reductions of 15 to 20 percent

when compared with the advanced take-off engine.

Advanced Mach 2.3 Engine

Bomber. - The advanced Mach 2.3 engine is compared with the other

three engines for the all-supersonic bomber mission in figure 14.
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Results for the Mach1.5 and Mach2.5 designs were obtained in the form
of a band to allow for weight uncertainties, but for simplicity only the
middle of the band is shownin figure 14 as a single line. The current,
advancedtake-off, and advancedMach1.5 performance is the sameas that
showni_ figure ll.

Although the advancedMach2.5 engine showedthrust increases at
high Machnumberover the advancedMach1.8 design, this is of little
benefit to the bomberbecause thrust margins with the Mach1.5 design
were already adequate. Furthermore_ specific fuel consumption for the
Mach2.3 and Mach1.5 designs was similar at the supersonic Machnumbers
so that, as might be expected3 figure 14 shows little difference in range
for the two engines, a maximumadvantage of about 5 percent being ob-
tained with the Mach2.3 design at a Machnumber of 2.5.

Interceptor. - Although the calculations showed little gain to be

achieved by using the advanced N_ch 2.5 engine in the bomber, this en-

gine can improve interceptor performance, especially at high Mach num-

bers when good maneuverability is required. This is illustrated in

figures 15 and 18 by considering an all-supersonlc mission with two

values of maneuverability. Figure 15 is similar to figure 12 except

that only the center line of the advauced Mach 1.5 band is shown, and,

in addition, a llne representing the middle of the band for the ad-

vanced Mach 2.3 engine is shown• For the 1.5 g maneuverability spe-

cified in figure 15, the advanced Mach 2.3 engine is superior to the

advanced Mach 1.5 engine at Mach numbers above 2_ and the differences

are greatest at the highest Mach numbers. At Mach 2.8, for example,

interceptor gross weight _as reduced about 20 percent beyond the

weight reductions achieved by the advanced Mach 1.8 englue.

At the highest Mach numbers included in figure 15, minimum engine

size for the advanced Mach 2.5 engine was specified by the transonic

acceleration requirements, resulting in engines larger than necessary

for supersonic combat at 1.5 g. The advanced Mach 2.5 design is there-

fore better suited to combat missions specifying higher maneuverability

than the 1.5 g illustrated in figure 15.

The results for such a mission are presented in figure 16, which

shows interceptor gross weight as a function of Mach number for an all-

supersonic mission with 1.6 g combat maneuverability. To meet the in-

creased maneuverability, the gross weight of an interceptor with ad-

vanced Mach 2.5 engines was only slightly increased at the Mach 2.8 con-

dition, because the thrust potential of the engines which satisfied the

transonic acceleration requirement was nearly adequate for a 1.6-g com-

bat. In contrast, gross weight for the other engines increased con-

siderably when the higher maneuverability was required. At a mission

Mach number of 2.8, the interceptor with the advanced Mach 2.5 engine

is 45 percent lighter than the interceptor with the advanced take-off

CO

O
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engine and 35 percent lighter than an interceptor with advanced Mach

1.5 engines. Figures 15 and 16 demonstrate that the advanced Mach 2.5

engine has outstanding advantages for high-performance interceptors fly-
ing supersonic missions at Mach numbers above 2.0.

0,1
0
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EFFECT OF ENGINE DESIGN ON INTERCEPTOR GROSS WEIGHT

FOR SUPERSONIC CRUISE AND MANEUVERABILITY OF 1.3 g's
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SUMMARY OF ENGINE AND AIRPLANE ANALYSIS

By David S. Gabriel and Eldon W. Hall
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Research on components for turbojet engines has resulted in signi-

ficant advancements in component performance. It has been shown that

the transonic compressor is capable of delivering high air flow with

efficiencies comparable to those of the best subsonic designs and with

a smaller number of stages than subsonic compressors. In addition,

these high efficiencies are maintained over a wide range of rotative

speeds and pressure ratios. Primary combustors have been developed

which operate efficiently with moderate pressure drop at velocities up

to 200 feet per second. Developments in methods of fabrication, support,

and attachment of cooled turbine blades show promise of culminating in

turbine-gas temperatures of 2000 ° to 2500 ° F with blade metal tempera-

tures as low as llO0 ° F and, therefore, with allowable blade stresses of

40,000 to 50,000 pounds per square inch. It has been shown that variable-

area turbines may be designed that operate with little change in turbine

....... _ v_=. _ ._L_= u_ rotor-blade .......... angles of about 50 °±audience

In order to keep pace with these developments, afterburners with high

combustion efficiencies at velocities over 600 feet per second have been

developed, along with engine inlets and exhaust nozzles suitable for very
high flight speeds.

These advanced components were shown to be useful in improving the

thrust and fuel consumption of turbojet engines at high flight speeds in

two ways. First, the transonic compressor and cooled fixed-area turbines

may be incorporated in engines operating at constant rotative speed at

all flight Mach numbers. Such an engine would have air-handling capaci-

ties and turbine-inlet temperatures higher than for current engines.

Second, these advanced components either with or without the variable-

area turbine may be incorporated in engines operating at varying

mechanical speed as flight Mach number is varied. This second type of

engine would be capable of maintaining higher air-handling capacity at

the very high flight speeds than either the current engines or the

Although a final judgment of the relative merit of the numerous

engine designs which could be evolved around these components would entail

complete engine designs which are beyond the scope of this analysis, four

possible engine designs were discussed as examples of the advantages

offered by these components and the order of magnitude of the performance
gains available were described.

The first engine, which was designated the advanced, take-off design,

incorporated the transonic compressor and cooled turbine and operated at

constant rotative speed. When compared with a hypothetical current
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development engine, the differences in performance were therefore the
result of improved componentperformance only. The important design
characteristics of the advancedtake-off engine were: maximumalr flow,
59 pounds per second per square foot of compressor frontal area; turbine-
inlet temperature, 2040° F; turbine blade tip speed, llO0 feet per second;
six compressor stages; two turbine stages; and maximumturbine stress at
blade roots, 35,000 pounds per square inch. The hypothetical current
development engine had a maximumalr flow of 30 pounds per second per
square foot of compressor frontal area and a turblne-lnlet temperature
of 1640° F. Primarily because of the higher air flow and turblne-lnlet
temperature, the advanced take-off engine had higher thrust at all
flight speeds and lower specific fuel consumption at flight Machnumbers
greater than 1.8 than the current development engine. For example, at
a flight Machnumberof 2.5, the advanced take-off engine had 50 percent
greater thrust than the current development engine. It was also shown
that higher turblne-lnlet temperatures are beneficial for both afterburn-
ing and nonafterburnlng engines.

In both the advanced take-off engine and the current development
engine which operated at constant mechanical rotatlve speed, the increase
In compressor-inlet temperature as flight Machnumber increased resulted
in a reduction in compressor corrected alr flow. To eliminate thls
decrease in alr flow in the advanced take-off engine by increasing the
rotative speed sufficiently to maintain a constant aerodynamic speed at
flight Machnumbersup to 2.8 would have required excessive blade
stresses.

The advantages of increasing rotatlve speed and thereby malntalnlng
high compressor air flow as flight Machnumber is increased could, however,
be utilized in an engine which was designed for a lower stress level at
low flight speeds than the advanced take-off engine. An engine capable
of delivering the samecompressor pressure ratio and alr flow at take-off
conditions as the advanced take-off engine but at a lower stress level
must have a lower rotatlve speed to satisfy the stress requirement and
hence a larger numberof stages In the compressor to satisfy the pressure
ratio requirement. Whereasthe numberof stages required is inversely
proportional to the tip speed, the engine weight must increase as either
the numberof stages or the tip speed increases. A compromisedesign in
which rotative speed or tip speed and the associated stresses are allowed
to increase and thereby maintain constant compressor aerodynamic speed
up to the intermediate flight Machnumber of 1.5 at the sacrifice of a
small increase in the numberof stages required was shownto result in
improved performance over the advanced take-off design.

This engine, designated the advanced Mach1.5 engine, would require
a seven-stage compressor, tlp speeds from 1070 feet per second at take-
off to 1285 feet per second at Machnumbers of 1.5 and higher, a 2040° F
turblne-inlet temperature, and a two-stage turbine with a maximumroot
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stress of 45,000 pounds per square inch. The air flow as a result of

these changes in operating mode (increased rotative speed) and component

design would be the same as the advanced take-off design at the conditions

of low flight Mach number corresponding to minimum compressor-inlet temper-

ature, butwould be greater at high Mach numbers. For example, the advanced

Mach 1.5 design would have an air flow over 30 percent higher than the

advanced take-off design at a flight Mach number of 2.8 and correspondingly

higher thrust. Because of the higher stress levels and larger number of

stages, the advanced Mach 1.5 design engine would, however, be heavier than

the advanced take-off design engine. A quantitative measure of the increase

in weight was not possible from these preliminary calculations.

A study of the twin-spool engine showed that insofar as thrust and

fuel consumption were concerned approximately the same performance could

be realized at all flight speeds as for the single-spool engine if

proper design practices were followed. In the twin-spool engine, for

example, operation of the outer spool at constant aerodynamic speed up

to a flight Mach number of 1.5 resulted in performance equivalent to the

sir_ie-spool advanced Math 1.5 engine.

In the advanced Mach 1.5 design, the compressor pressure ratio

decreased as flight Mach number increased. For example, the pressure

ratio decreased from 7.0 at take-off to approximately 3.0 at a. Mach

number of 2.8. If a variable-area turbine had been used in the engine,

independent control of pressure ratio and engine temperature ratio would

have been possible. With independent control of pressure ratio, a mode

of operation may be chosen such that rotative speed may be increased as

flight Mach number increases to maintain high engine air flow, and

compressor pressure ratio may be maintained at higher values than if a

fixed-area turbine is used_ the air-handling capacity of the turbine is

thereby increased for the same turbine rotative speed and flow area. As

an example of the application of these principles to engine design, the

performance of an engine designated the advanced Mach 2.3 design was

calculated. In this engine a variable-area turbine was used together

with an increase in rotative speed with increase in flight Mach number

+_ _+_ +_ " _uw .... _ up to a ±±±_h_ Mach number of.... •_ _e engine air _" _- _

2.3, and to limit the decrease in compressor pressure ratio from 6.1 to

5.5 over the flight speed range up to a flight Mach number of 2.3.

Above a Mach number of 2.3 both turbine area and rotative speed were

constant. In this engine about eight compressor stages, tip speeds from

850 to 1182 feet per second, turbine-inlet temperature of 2042 ° F, and

a two-stage turbine with a maximum root stress of 45,000 were required.

As compared to the advanced Mach 1.5 design, the advanced Mach 2.5

design had over 20 percent higher air flow at a Mach number of 2.3 and

comparable increases at other flight speeds. Although the advanced

Mach 2.3 engine would probably be heavier than the advanced Mach 1.5

engine, the thrust at Mach numbers above 2.0 was considerably increased.
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At a Machnumberof 2.8 the engine thrust was over 40 percent greater

than the advanced Mach 1.5 engine. This thrust gain at high speeds was

obtained, however, with some sacrifice in specific fuel consumption at

subsonic speed.

The advanced take-off, Math 1.5 and Mach 2.3 engines, although of

no particular intrinsic significance, demonstrate the advantages in

improved thrust at high flight speeds which may be realized by the use

of advanced components and by designs which permit the use of unconven-

tional methods of engine operation. In addition, the nature of the

design compromises between blade stresses or rotative speed and number

of stages or engine length was apparent. It was further observed that

in successively increasing the high-speed thrust, some increase in

engine weight was unavoidable even with a considered choice of the

design compromises, and in some cases increases in thrust at high speeds

were obtained at a sacrifice in low-speed specific fuel consumption.

Because these unfavorable engine-weight and fuel-consumption effects

accompany hlgh-thrust designs, the merit of the various engine types

for propulsion of airplanes could not be Judged from the engine perfor-

mance alone. The performance of interceptor and bomber airplanes

powered by each of the advanced engines and by a hypothetical current

development engine and flying at Mach numbers up to 2.8 was therefore

computed. In these calculations the weight of the advanced engines was

bracketed by assuming for a minimum weight the weight of a comparable

current development engine and for a maximumweight the full weight

change due to changes in centrifugal stresses.

The airplane performance calculations showed that the advanced take-

off design engine was superior in all flight plans for supersonic flight

to the current development engine. Increases in bomber range of 30

percent up to flight Mach numbers of 2.5 and decreases in interceptor

gross weight of about 40 percent at flight Mach numbers up to 2.8 were

possible. Even though additional gains in airplane performance are

difficult to realize because improvements are being made in a situation

which is already good, the achievement of increased thrust at high flight

Mach number over the advanced take-off design by the advanced Mach 1.5

engine resulted in further improvements in airplane performance. The

Mach 2.5 bomber range, for example, was increased lO percent and the Mach

2.8 interceptor gross weight was reduced an additional 15 to 20 percent.

The further increases in thrust obtainable with the advanced Mach 2.3

engine were beneficial in applications to very high-powered airplanes.

The range of the bomber airplanes was not appreciably different with

either the advanced Mach 1.5 or advanced Mach 2.3 engines. In the

interceptor airplanes, reductions in gross weight of over 35 percent at

a flight Mach number of 2.8 were obtained if a maneuverability of 1.6 g's

at 68,000 feet was required and the reduction in gross weight was about

20 percent if maneuverability was reduced to 1.3 g's.
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These results show that large performance gains in supersonic air-

planes powered by turbojet engines may be made by incorporating the

advanced components that have been developed in the last few years. In

addition, the high permissible stress levels in the cooled rotating

turbine blades and the wide range of efficient operating conditions of

the advanced components make it possible to incorporate these advance-

ments in engines which are designed to operate at varying rotative

speed and_rlth varying turbine flow area. By proper design, this addi-

tional flexibility in the engine may be used to greatly increase the

thrust of turbojet engines at high flight speeds with resultant large
improvements in airplane performance.




